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Publisher’s Note
It seems only appropriate that the free ebooks page at the TAFF (TransAtlantic Fan Fund) website – taff.org.uk – should include a collection of
Vince Clarke’s fanzine writing. He was the first winner of TAFF, though in
the event unable to make the trip to a US Worldcon which was the aim of the
fund, and he promoted TAFF enthusiastically in both halves of his
interrupted fannish career.
This collection is similarly divided into two parts, covering the early
years from 1948 to 1960 and then (after his long absence) a second voyage
through fandom from 1982 to 1998. Hims Ancient and Modern, as Chuch
Harris once put it. Part One is notable for its speedy progression from
“serious and constructive” coverage of the 1948 British SF convention to the
manic humour and mythologizing of fandom that soon follows. As well as a
rich seam of material for fan historians, there’s plenty of outright fun here.
What was first imagined as a short sampler of Vince’s writing career
highlights has become a rather substantial volume owing to help, advice,
online resources, research and transcription work (see Original Appearances
for detailed credits) from the following splendid people:
Judy Bemis, Sandra Bond, Claire Brialey, Jonathan Cowie,
The Fanac Fan History Project (fanac.org), Rob Hansen, Phil
Harbottle, Nicki Hunt (Vince’s daughter, who gave her blessing
to this collection), Kim Huett, Robert Lichtman, Rich and Nicki
Lynch, Greg Pickersgill, Mark Plummer, Andrew I. Porter
(1995 photograph permission) and Bridget Wilkinson (who
rescued Vince’s Amstrad PCW computer disks).
Many thanks to all!
The material in this ebook is arranged roughly chronologically, from
1948 to the late 1990s, followed by a few word-processed items of uncertain
date which may never have been published. Appendices include a glossary
titled Fan Slang and Abbreviations, based on a short piece by Vince himself
and expanded with other arcane terms scattered through the articles and
stories that follow.
Now read on....
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David Langford
Ansible Editions, 2015
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Introduction
Sandra Bond
A. Vincent Clarke (1922-1998) – universally known in science fiction
fandom as Vince or Vin¢ – made his first contact with fandom in the early
days of World War II, but a military posting to Iceland intervened, and he
only became fully active after his demobilisation following the armistice.
At that time, following the closure of Futurian War Digest, British
fandom was at a very low ebb. Vince was perhaps second only to Ken Slater
in revitalising it and nurturing it back to health as the 1940s passed into the
1950s, helping create a distinctly British community of science fiction –
professional SF as well as fandom – which has lasted to the current day.
His initial energy was devoted to the Science Fantasy Society, an
ambitious organisation which aimed to serve as a national organisation for
science fiction fandom in the UK. Despite organising the 1949 Eastercon and
the 1951 “International” con in London, the SFS proved to be too ambitious a
project for British fandom of the time – especially given fandom’s essentially
anarchic nature – and in late 1951 it was laid to rest.
Vince had begun to publish Science Fantasy News for the SFS, but when
the society folded, he continued the fanzine under his own steam as a semiregular newszine for British fandom, upon which basis it continued till 1960.
Once free of the energy-sink that the SFS had become, Vince was also free to
create other projects; he co-authored two science fiction novels, Cybernetic
Controller and Space Treason, with Kenneth Bulmer (with whom he shared a
flat for eighteen months, the famous “Epicentre”); contributed articles, letters
and art to almost every British fanzine of the 1950s and some foreign ones;
and, again with Bulmer, founded OMPA – the Off-trail Magazine Publishers
Association, a British take on American apas such as FAPA, which ran from
1954 to the late 1970s and played a significant role in British fandom for the
majority of that time. Furthermore, he served on the editorial board of Eye,
the London Circle’s fanzine, the third issue of which ran to no fewer than 170
pages, and later in the decade he was instrumental in the founding of the
British Science Fiction Association at the 1958 Eastercon despite the fact that
he was unable to attend it; he had published a call for action in his
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OMPAzine in light of dwindling numbers of new fans entering fandom, and
as a result, the BSFA came about – which of course continues to this day.
Then there was his column, “Fan-Fare and Suchlike”, in the British
Science Fiction Magazine (aka the Vargo Statten SF Magazine), covering
fannish news and doings for the somewhat youthful readership of that
publication. Given the usual standard of its fiction, it’s perhaps no
exaggeration to say that Vince’s column was usually the best written thing in
it! It appeared under the nom-de-plume of “Inquisitor”, but it seems that its
authorship was not a secret in fannish circles.
Given all of this it is perhaps no surprise that Vince was named as the
first winner of the Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund in 1954. Sadly, the fund did not
raise enough in its first year to cover the full cost of travel, and since Vince
had lost his job as a crucial moment he could not attend the 1954 Worldcon.
Indeed, he never did visit the USA.
As a writer, Vince was – as indeed he was in person – literate and witty,
usually in an understated way, with an appreciation for the English language
and wordplay. His art, too, though little remembered, is deserving of note – in
particular his cartoon fans, little triangular-headed people, are amusing and
endearing to this day. He never saw himself as an artist, though, and when
British fandom began to sprout people such as Arthur Thomson, Bill Harry
and Eddie Jones, Vince largely confined himself to the written word.
In the mid-fifties Vince became involved with Joy Goodwin, one of
several women who’d become active in British fandom during the decade,
and she became Joy Clarke. Their residence in Inchmery Road, Catford,
London, became known as “Inchmery Fandom” and fannish visitors there
were frequent. For the rest of the decade, Vince’s contributions to fanzines
became less frequent, though by no means ceasing; and Vince’s involvement
in the 1957 Worldcon, the first held in Britain, may also be related. The
general consensus was that the London worldcon was a great success.
Following the Worldcon, in 1958, former Manchester fan Sandy
Sanderson, who was now living with Joy and Vince, began Aporrhēta, one of
the best British fanzines of the late 50s. Frequently published, its immaculate
duplication in blue ink on white paper was the work of Vince, who also
contributed writing to some issues.
Then in mid-1960, Joy Clarke left Vince in favour of Sanderson.
Aporrhēta folded, and Sandy and Joy left the UK for America, leaving Vince
alone with baby Nicola. This devastating blow left Vince completely unable
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to cope with fandom, and he withdrew from it completely within a few
months.
But then, over twenty years later, Terry Hill, an SF reader who was
compiling a bibliography of Walter Gillings, wrote to Vince at 16 Wendover
Way, Welling – Vince’s parents house, where he had lived in the 50s when
not sharing with Bulmer or Joy Clarke. Vince still lived there, and this
contact with Hill bore plentiful fruit, since it had the effect of both propelling
Hill into fandom proper (where he went on to edit Microwave) and bringing
Vince back to activity. As it happened, several other fans of the 1950s also
returned to activity at the same time in a domino effect, and the “Born Again
Fifties Fans” were a prominent feature of British fandom for several years
thereafter.
Vince himself returned to fanzine publishing with Not Science Fantasy
News, in the third issue of which he wrote:
“I was active-fanning between 1947 and 1960, and during that time
I did almost everything in the semi-pro and fan field that it was
possible to do. I spent a hell of a lot of time and money on a hobby
I loved, and I strived during that time to build up an active British
fandom, along with others of a similar mind.”
In 1995 he was declared Fan Guest of Honour at the Worldcon in Glasgow.
Always modest, Vince found this role something of a strain, but he was also
tremendously flattered and honoured to be selected. Neither was this choice a
mere belated honouring of Vince’s 1950s record; as well as Not Science
Fantasy News, he was part of the editorial collective of Pulp, published many
issues of his small, charming personal zine K, and – when disinterred from
the attic where it was put away in back in 1960 – his fanzine collection,
augmented by the additions of others, was one of the biggest and best
organised in the land. This being so, he took it on himself to catalogue it and
make items from it available for loan, thus enabling modern fans to read
some of the classic fanzines of older days which would otherwise be hard to
come by. As a result of this, Vince also went on to compile a bibliography of
British fanzines of the 1970s, supplementing the work of Peter Roberts who
produced one that had ended in 1970.
I must step out from behind the curtain at this point and confess that I
am scarcely neutral in writing this piece. Vince was one of the first science
fiction fans I knew, and where some other more mature fans were dismissive
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of my initial teenage excesses and hyperenthusiasm, Vince was never
anything but endlessly patient and encouraging with me, talking science
fiction old and new, introducing me to the highways and byways of fandom
past and present, encouraging me in my early fanzine productions (some of
which he printed), and – in short – being a friend and a good man. To this day
I can write nothing for publication in a fanzine, my own or someone else’s,
without wondering what Vince would have thought of it.
What Vince would have made of this piece, I cannot imagine. But it is
fitting that British fandom should remember Vince Clarke, because it is not
hyperbole to say that without him, there would be no British fandom to do the
remembering.
Sandra Bond
gostak.org.uk (October 2009)
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A Fannish CV of Vince Clarke
Originally compiled in the mid-1990s by Rob Hansen and Vince Clarke.
CLARKE, A(ubrey) Vincent (1922-1998)
UK fanwriter/editor active since 1948 (though glancing first contact made
1938). Member of London Circle (1947-1960), Kent TruFandom (KTF)
(1982-1990) and publications editor of the SFS (Science Fantasy Society)
(1948-1951). First winner of TAFF (Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund) (1954), but
never took trip. Co-founder in 1954 – with Ken Bulmer and Chuck Harris –
of OMPA, first UK APA. In 1958 provided inspiration for formation of
British Science Fiction Association (BSFA). Quit fandom (1960-1981). Fan
Guest of Honour at Conception (1987, Leeds) and Intersection (1995
Worldcon, Glasgow). Ran fanzine library (over 7000 fanzines) supplying
photocopies of old zines to interested parties in 1990s.
First Contact: Fanzines from Science Fiction Service (dealer) 1938.
First Con: Whitcon (1948 UK national convention).
Con Committees: 1951, 1952 and 1953 national conventions; Loncon (1957
Worldcon).
Fanzines: Science Fantasy News (18 issues, 1948-1960. 1-8 for SFS),
Science Fantasy News Minor (4 issues, 1949, for SFS), Initiative
Incorporated (2 issues, 1952; no. 3 edited by Norman Shorrock & John
Roles), Eye (6 issues, 1954-1955 edited with Joy Goodwin, Stuart
MacKenzie, Jim Rattigan, Ted Tubb), Operation Armageddon (2 issues, 1954
– limited circulation), Not Science Fantasy News (3 issues, 1982-1983), KTF
Xmas Card (3 issues, 1982-1984 edited with Terry and Margaret Hill, Atom,
Elda Wheeler), Pulp (19 issues, 1986-1991) as occasional co-editor. (Other
Pulp editors were Rob Hansen, Pam Wells, John Harvey and Avedon Carol.)
One-Offs: Science Fiction Festival Convention Programme (edited with Ken
Bulmer for the 1951 national convention: assorted con leaflets 1951-1953),
Our ’Zine (1952, edited with Jim Rattigan, Fred Robinson, Bob Shaw, Mike
Wilson), Anglo Science Fiction Fandom (1953 directory of UK fans), Plonge
(1954, edited with Stuart MacKenzie and Ted Tubb), Operation Splash
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(1954, edited with Dave Newman), Move (1958), Fans & Ethics (1960), ExInchmery Fan Diary (1960), Theme (1983), Atom: a Tribute (1990).
APAzines: Tucker Hotel (1 issue, 1952, edited with Chuck Harris, Bob
Shaw, Ken Slater, James White and Walt Willis) for FAPA (US), Off-Trails
(first four issues, 1954-1955 – Official Organ of OMPA), Launching Site (7
issues, 1954-1958) for OMPA (UK), Dysteleology (2 issues, 1954-1955,
edited with Ken Bulmer) for OMPA (UK), Zymic (8 issues, 1954-1958) for
OMPA (UK), Duplicating Without Tears (1 issue, 1956) for OMPA (UK),
Goontact (1 issue, 1957, edited with H.P. Sanderson, Joy Goodwin, Chuck
Harris) for OMPA (UK), K (69 issues, 1990-1996) for Pieces of Eight (UK),
Vincentian (9 issues, 1995-1997) for The Nameless APA (UK).
With Rob Hansen
gostak.org.uk (October 2009)
Professional Appearances in addition to the above include the sf novels
Space Treason (1952) and Cybernetic Controller (1952), both in
collaboration with Kenneth Bulmer, and the Fanfare and Suchlike news and
gossip column under the byline “Inquisitor” in all nineteen issues of The
Vargo Statten Science Fiction Magazine (including its incarnations with
different titles).
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Timeline
Some key points in Vince Clarke’s fan career, mostly as recorded by himself
in articles collected in A Vince Clarke Treasury.
12 April 1922: Aubrey Vincent Clarke born in Croydon, London.
1936: Discovers sf magazines – Early Days and final section of
Launching Site #1.
1936-1938: The early UK fanzine Novae Terrae, as remembered in 1996
–Novae Terrae – The Last Year
1947: First encounter with other fans in Foyles Bookshop – Birth of an
Old-Time Fan.
May 1948: Whitcon (London), the British national convention –
Whitcon 1948: A Fan’s-Eye View.
Winter 1948: Begins to publish Science Fantasy News.
1949-1952: Shares the flat known as the Epicentre with Ken Bulmer –
Epicentre.
Autumn 1949: the solitary issue of Ken Bulmer’s fanzine Nirvana,
leading to the hoax of its continuing publication – Nirvana: The
Ultimate Fanzine (note the several references to Nirvana in this
collection).
May 1951: Festivention (London), the British national and European
international convention – 1951 Festival Convention Big Success.
May-June 1952: Loncon (London), the British national convention –
Con Tour.
January 1954 to February 1956: Fan news/gossip columnist as
“Inquisitor” in Vargo Statten Science Fiction Magazine – Fanfare and
Suchlike
June 1954: Supermancon (Manchester), the British national convention
– Grunch Goes to a Convention and Some Notes Upon the London
Fanthropological Expedition, 1954.
June 1954: Introduces quote cards at Supermancon above – Question:
What Were Quote Cards? Answer:
June 1954: Co-founds Off-Trails Magazine Publishers Association
(OMPA) with Ken Bulmer – When I Was Young – er – Younger
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December 1954: Co-publishes the huge fanzine Eye #3 – Aye, I
Remember Eye.
September 1957: Loncon (London), the World SF Convention –
fictionalised in The Case of the Convention Cadaver.
December 1957: The call for a national sf organisation, leading to the
founding of the BSFA at the Easter 1958 convention – Don’t Sit There
...
June 1960: Final issue of Science Fantasy News. Leaves fandom.
1982: Returns to fandom and begins to publish Not Science Fantasy
News – Letter to Boonfark and Letter to Jophan.
April 1982: Channelcon (Brighton), the British national convention – A
Few Notes on Easter 1982.
1984: Reviews D. West’s Fanzines in Theory and Practice (April 1984)
– Decline of D. West.
February 1990: Begins to publish his APA fanzine K – Tales from K.
?May 1990: London fundraiser event in memory of Arthur Thomson
(Atom) – The Atom Event
December 1992: Reviews Arthur C. Clarke’s Astounding Days (1989) –
Astounding Days.
August 1995: Fan Guest of Honour at Intersection (Glasgow), the
Worldcon – Intersection: Worldcon 1995.
29 November 1998: Death in Eltham, Kent.
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Part One: 1948-1960
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Whitcon 1948: A Fan’s-Eye View
The Whitcon, held in London on 15 May 1948, was the first postwar British science fiction convention. A. Bertram Chandler was
Guest of Honour.
There must have been something in the efficiency of prayer, for Saturday
May 15th, the day of the Whitcon, brought just the weather that we wanted –
a clear sky, a blazing sun, and a temperature up in the 70s.
After a cheerful busy morning, packing books, mags, want lists etc. I
had an early dinner, entrained for central London, and arrived outside
Leicester Square Underground Station punctually at half past two. I met
collector-dealer Fred Brown at the entrance, and we descended into the
depths. A psychic aura and a feeling of tension in the corner of the booking
hall indicated the presence of either deros or fans and on going over we were
greeted by John Newman, Convention Organiser, and fans Jimmy Clay and
Jim Burch. Some fans had already departed on book-hunting and exploration
trips, so after the arrival of two more fans who were strangers to us, they, Jim
Burch, and myself went out into the sunshine of Charing Cross Road to
commence our own tour of the bookshops; Fred went off to the pictures,
preferably to see No Orchids for Miss Blandish; and the other two stayed to
meet late arrivals.
Except for the book of a play, The Brain, which Jim Burch found, we
encountered no really “off-trail” items, and Foyles, which we penetrated in
the company of author-fan Syd Bounds who had joined us half-way along the
road, also proved barren, although we got some amusement from finding
such titles as The Outsider, Out of the Silence, The Red Planet, Darkness and
the Dawn etc, all of which were strictly non-fantasy. Five o’clock found a
gradually increasing group outside Lyons Corner-House including Newman
and Clay again, Peter Hawkins, and so many new faces that I quite lost track
of names. Fourteen of us sat down at adjoining tables for tea, and sf fan-BIS
member Frank Fears brought in another half-dozen later.
As we finished tea, we made our way, in small parties, to The White
Horse, venue of the London Circle meetings, where the saloon bar gradually
filled with chattering fans, whose clamour temporarily drowned in incessant
ringing of a bell in a nearby office, which might have been sounding in
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celebration, but was probably a short-circuited burglar alarm.
It was amazing how many fans not connected with the Circle turned up
– far too many to meet individually. The feminine element was there,
represented by fanette Miss Bradley of Chatham, the wives of Carnell,
Chapman, Chandler, Duncombe, Gillings and Temple, and the fiancée of
Don Doughty, who is to be married next month, and who was thus introduced
to the strange company her husband-to-be keeps for the first time. Another
first timer was Ronnie Gillings, Walter’s son, who is quite an enthusiastic
fan.
At half-past six, with the bell still ringing, we trooped upstairs to a
prepared room. Striking decoration was provided by originals of Tales Of
Wonder covers arranged around the walls, several advertising posters of
horror films, originals from New Worlds, and other fantastic illustrations for
the auction; whilst in various corners, other small tables bore current mags
lent by Newman and Bounds, various oddities such as old fan mags, and an
old Chums with an sf cover, and a number of Fantasy Reviews, and
propaganda thereof. Stretching down one side of the room were the buffet
tables, laden with various kinds of sandwiches, cakes and tarts.
The five or six rows of chairs were soon filled and Walter Gillings took
his seat as Chairman, flanked by Chandler, Carnell, Newman and A.C.
Clarke.
Mr Gillings opened the proceedings by giving a brief resumé of the
various fan gatherings that had taken place in this country, and of the growth
of the London Circle into a regular weekly meeting. He then introduced
authors Chandler, Temple and Clarke, and mentioned that the latter had a
number of stories coming in future Astoundings.
He expressed pleasure at seeing so many present, not only the old fans,
some of whom had attended the pre-war meetings, but a number of new faces
also. There had been some talk of starting a new fan association, and he
thought that it was, in general, up to the new fans to show what they could
do. The question would be brought up for discussion later in the evening if
there was time for it.
John Newman then read out the names of fans who, although unable to
attend personally, had sent good wishes and donations, with special mention
of Lt Ken Slater, now in Germany, who had sent £2 to buy drinks all round.
(Loud cheers, which again drowned the bell.) Ted Carnell then took the floor,
and started by recalling the difference between the first sf convention held in
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this country and the present one. He and Walter Gillings had gone to Leeds to
attend it, in the SFA Clubroom there, the backroom of an already condemned
house! (Laughter.) War had broken up fan activity in this country, and Ted
struck a graver note as he mentioned some of the missing fans, including Sid
Birchby, now a regular soldier living in Africa, and the late Maurice Hugi.
“Fans Abroad” led to the subject of the Big Pond Fund. This had been started
by American fans for the purpose of providing the passage money for an
English representative to attend the last World SF Convention in the States.
Unfortunately, only half the money required was collected in time, and the
fund had been held over. If fans were interested in having a representative,
picked by themselves, at next year’s convention, he thought that some sign
should be made, or cash collected so far would be diverted elsewhere. This
again called for discussion later.
Giving what was, to some, the first time news of the cessation of New
Worlds, Ted said that sf publishing had been very unlucky in this country. It
was obvious what had been wrong with Scoops, the first sf publication; the
publishers of Tales Of Wonder had been unable to develop it as Editor
Gillings wanted, and it had been finished by the War; as had the pre-war
Fantasy, whose editor had only read a few of the contemporary magazines,
and lacked the necessary knowledge of its background history.
Post-war, the publishers’ reluctance to expend some of their diminished
paper quotation on Fantasy had ended it. Pendulum, the publishers of New
Worlds, had other publications and a subsidiary company which failed, and
caused the company’s bankruptcy. NW itself, after a poor start, improved so
much as to oversell its third issue before printing, and many more copies
could have been sold. At the moment, however, no publisher could be
approached concerning a new sf magazine.
Ted then went on to give what is probably the biggest news since ToW
first started. Four fans, Eric Williams, Ken Chapman, Walter Gillings, and
himself, had, during the last few days, discussed the idea of publishing a
magazine themselves. The title rights to New Worlds had been acquired, there
was a good deal of material on hand, and an artist had offered to do the
illustrations of No. 4 for nothing.
While emphasising that the project was still very nebulous, it had been
suggested that a company be formed, with 2,000 x 5/- shares available to
fans. Ted saw no reason why, if the BRE ASF sold 20,000 copies per issue,
another magazine couldn’t be a success. The gathering was too informal for a
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business discussion, but he would like to get the fans’ reaction to the proposal
after the buffet break. Ted here answered some questions concerning
probable sales (judging from New Worlds, should be good); the stories held
(too English for the States); the shares (single ones would be available); and
various minor questions. He then finished with a few words about books,
which he said were very awkward to get. Triplanetary had started coming in,
apparently advancing from the West, as he had letters telling of its arrival
only from the West Country so far, but Without Sorcery was held up by a
printers’ strike.
Walter Gillings then spoke very enthusiastically of the new project,
although emphasising that it was still very much in a preliminary stage. It
was about time the fans ran their own mag!
Arthur C. Clarke then combined his two hobbies by giving a brief, neat,
speech on the question “Whether SF had been a good or bad thing for
Astronautics”. In the early days, he said, the BIS had been inseparable from
sf, but times had changed, and members were now more interested in the
technical side than in the philosophic aspects.
Wells, Verne, and others had spread the idea of interplanetary travel
many years ago, and the serious students of astronautics had also used sf as a
vehicle for propaganda. Here sf had been of great service. Arthur then
recalled an incident of an eminent mathematician who had attended a BIS
conference with a suitcase bulging with what were presumed to be technical
papers, but which had later been revealed to contain a number of Wonder
Stories (Laughter). Although bad and juvenile sf, such as Buck Rogers, etc,
had cast a shadow on American rocket research in particular, on the whole,
although there were stains on its character, sf had done good in breaking
down psychological barriers of opposition to astronautics. In future, IP sf
would have to be more factual, owing to the technical advance in the theory
of space-flight.
John Newman then announced that more notice would be given of the
next convention, and plans would be started about Xmastime.
Instead of the money from the auction going to the Cosmos Club
(library?), as originally intended, it had been suggested that it be put into the
Big Pond Fund instead. A show of hands was called for, and an
overwhelming majority voted for the suggestion. This, again, would be
discussed afterwards. It was proposed that an outing in Kew Gardens should
take place the next afternoon, and anyone who cared to come would be
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welcome in his house in the evening. A Convention Booklet was to be
prepared, and everyone present would receive a copy. If we would all sign
our names on the paper by the door, the signatures would be incorporated in
the booklet. In finishing, thanks were given to Messrs Gillings, Carnell, and
Chapman for distributing convention details.
Ken Chapman then proposed a vote of thanks to John for organising the
convention which was carried amid cheers and clappings.
It was 8:15, and the buffet interval began. The tables were surrounded
by hungry fans, and a constant stream trudged downstairs to get Ken Slater’s
round and a few of their own. The bell was still ringing, but it had become
ordinary background noise now. Fans were sitting and standing all over
place, eating, drinking, talking, meeting old and new friends, etc.
Frank Fears was trying to get Miss Bradley to join the BIS.
Whitstable fan Tony Young was trying to draw some sketches, but
everyone kept roving. Some of us got a glimpse of the fabulous Weird Tales
No. 1, owned by Fred Brown. Ken Johnson, North-country fan, who had
come down without making arrangements for the night, was being promised
a bed by Jim Clay.
Dozens of conversations were going on at once.
And, in time, hunger and thirst assuaged, the chairs were gathered in a
huge semi-circle around one corner of the room, and the auction commenced.
Ted Tubb, assisted by Plumridge and Sandfield, was the auctioneer, and he
scored a great success, causing much amusement with his urging of the
bidding, and various wise cracks. After a few Wonders at small prices,
Gillings and Carnell ran the bidding up to 24/- for House on the Borderland,
before Wally was struck with a sudden doubt as to whether or not he already
had a copy, and Carnell secured it. After a few more mags at low prices, a set
of Amazing containing Skylark of Space fetched the price of the book – 16/6.
There was also some high bidding for two FFMs containing “The Face in the
Abyss” and “Snake Mother”, and they eventually went for 10/-. After a June
’48 Amazing (a time-machine fetched this book said Ted), some Weird Tales
(don’t bother about the stories, look at the cover) and an Astounding with the
first instalment of Skylark Of Valeron (technical comment of “Quite
unsound” from A C Clarke anent the space-ship cover), a mixed bunch,
including a Marvel Science Stories, stopped the bell – at least, that’s what
Ted put its ending down to. Time was growing short, and the tempo speeded.
Two PBs. (Ship Of Ishtar) were followed by Lo!, followed by Padgett’s
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detective story The Brass Ring, (I haven’t read it, says Ted, but it’s excellent
paper), and War of the Worlds (Anyone got a small boy that they want to
bring up the right way?), The Time Stream caused a three-cornered match
between bibliophiles Chapman, Syms, and Carnell, the latter securing it.
Then a number of small lots, growing larger in size, then a original nude
(the female being accompanied by a pensive-looking python) drew a number
of ribald remarks, including Carnell’s “Anyone got a small boy –?”, it
became apparent that British fans set far less value on originals than do their
American counterparts, and the sole ToW cover original offered was bought
by Gillings while he was trying to boost bidding! An original unpublished
manuscript by Chandler, and some originals from New Worlds also had few
bids, and as a final item, Ted displayed a pile of Carnell’s pre-war fan-mag
New Worlds, and on calling out “6d each. The No. 4 that didn’t come out!”
was immediately mobbed by a dozen fans amid much laughter, and emerged
without a single copy in less than two minutes. It was too late for the
discussions now – past ten, and the White Horse had to be vacated by halfpast – so the convention slowly broke up with many “for the road”, and John
Newman received everybody’s congratulations. It was generally agreed that
another couple of hours could easily have been used up, but as it was, the
questions raised will have to be settled by post and at the London Circle. Half
a dozen of us went off to a cafe for a cup of coffee and a final chat, and I
finally tip-toed indoors in the small hours, tired, but well satisfied that,
although so many British sf mags have died, fandom, at least, is alive and
growing.
The Whitconzine (1948)
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1951 Festival Convention Big
Success
On Saturday and Sunday, May 12th and 13th, and during the evenings of the
10th, 11th and 14th, the largest and most successful science-fiction
Convention ever held in this country entertained and exhausted over 120
London fans and visitors from all parts of the British Isles and overseas.
The first preliminary meeting on Thursday, May 10th, packed the
famous “White Horse” to capacity, well over 60 visitors being present during
the course of the evening. Among many notable visitors were Forrest J.
Ackerman and his wife Wendayne from the U.S.A.; Lyell Crane from
Canada; Walter Willis, his wife and his partners Bob Shaw and James White
of the Northern Ireland fanzine Slant; Ben Abas, editor of Holland’s nowdefunct one-and-only s-f ’zine Fantasie En Wetenschap and his wife and
brother; Professor Low, famous popular-science writer, pre-war President of
the “Science Fiction Association”, was present during the evening; and
another notable “first-timer” at the “W.H.” was Doctor A.W. Gibson of
Scotland, also a prominent member of the old SFA.
Authors Clarke, Temple, Beynon Harris, Phillips, Bounds, Hay, Tubb
and Dave Griffiths were also present, if slightly crushed, giving some point to
a pessimistic (optimistic?) fan’s declaration that if Lew the Manager had
doped the drinks, English science-fiction would have finished abruptly that
night.
Only about 40 (!) were present on Friday evening, leaving room for the
entrance of Northern enthusiasts Mike Rosenblum, Max Leviten and Rick
Dalton, Phantasmagoria editor Derek Pickles and his sister Mavis (who have
said some hard ... and disregarded ... things about London fandom and
entered with a slightly hunted and wary look), old time fans D.W.F. Mayer
and Sid Birchby, and Swedish fan Sigvard Ostlund and his wife ... and many,
many others.
Saturday at the Royal Hotel brought a dizzy round of activities and
personalities. The Convention was opened by its chairman Ted Carnell,
Editor of New Worlds; Walter Gillings, “grandpop” of British pulp s-f
followed with a gloomy speech about the present boom, which he thought
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would die as on previous occasions; famous American fan Forrest J.
Ackerman (4e) cheered guests up with a detailed and interesting survey of s-f
in the States, and Bill Temple brought the roof down with his speech on “S-F
Serial Writing”, which involved reading the synopsis of what Bill alleged
was a special serial, and in which he and Arthur C. (Ego) Clarke crossed
space in a giant onion, propelled by mitogenetic rays. (!)
The roof was hastily put on again, ready to be brought down again by
the hastily organised and totally un-rehearsed “S-F Soap-Opera Company” in
a 15 minute s-f skit on a “hero and heroine marooned on a desert planet”
theme. A much needed tea break followed, giving guests an opportunity to
slake their thirsts and to examine the items of fantasy art decorating the walls,
and the many tables of books and magazines.
Following the tea-break, a recording was played of an interview with
authors and editors at the “White Horse” and a short discussion followed.
Then came the first auction and numerous magazines and books were soon
disposed of by wise-cracking auctioneer Ted Tubb, ably assisted by Charlie
Duncombe.
Buffet/dinner break followed, and the last sessions began with a
discussion on “The B.B.C. and Science Fantasy”. John Keir Cross, B.B.C.
producer, gave a very interesting talk on his endeavours to introduce s-f into
the B.B.C., and he was followed by Arthur C. Clarke, who spoke of the
possibilities of televised fantasy, and related his own experiences during his
tele-talks on interplanetary flight.
Paul Capon, author of the recent BBC serial The Other Side of the Sun,
was also present during this session and was introduced to the audience, as
was Bruce Angrave, who illustrated John Keir Cross’s The Other Passenger.
The “S-F Soap Opera Company” then showed the B.B.C. how it should
be done in “Who Goes Where”, a wilder and, if possible, even funnier skit
than the previous effort, with a cast consisting of Audrey Lovett, Fred Brown,
H. Ken Bulmer, Ted Carnell, Charles Duncombe and Ted Tubb. This play
was recorded, so may be heard again at s-f gatherings in the future.
The last item of the day was a showing of The Lost World, a film based
on A.Conan Doyle’s famous fantasy of a South American land in which
dinosaurs and pterodactyls still exist. Made in 1925 and starring Wallace
Beery and Bessie Love, the film was naturally silent, but by clever
manipulation of gramophone records (“Night on Bare Mountain”, “Rite of
Spring”, etc), and of the volume control, Temple and Arthur C. Clarke
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managed a very appropriate accompaniment. Fan Kerry Gaulder was the
extremely able projectionist.
The Sunday morning sessions started with an informal meeting of the
guests, and Ted Carnell made the only speech of the morning when he spoke
of the present and future policy of New Worlds. This led to a very animated
discussion which aroused such interest that the lunch break started 20
minutes late!
After lunch, the overseas guests were presented to the audience, and
asked about the present state of s-f in their respective countries. “4e” gave a
very encouraging report on the notice taken of well-informed fan opinion in
the States by producers of s-f items; George Gallet of France followed with
some very interesting views of the French and general European views of s.f; Ben Abas of Holland and Sigvard Ostlund of Sweden told of the difficulty
of getting people interested in s-f in their own countries, and Wendayne
Ackerman spoke of some of the s-f and fantasy she had read during her
childhood in Germany.
Lyell Crane, lately of Toronto, who is now living in this country, was a
very appropriate speaker in the International Sessions, for he has edited the
Canadian Interim News Letter, official organ of the “Science Fiction
International” society designed to promote international correspondence. He
offered to act as a “clearing house” for all fans desiring foreign
correspondents, and gave his address: – Lyell Crane, BM/LRFC, London,
W.C.1.
Ken Paynter then spoke of the Australian scene, and of the difficulties
fans there have in obtaining s-f. Ken was a member of the Australian
“Sydney Futurians” and gave some interesting statistics in the discussion
period afterwards concerning the scientific status of the various members.
Walt Willis, who rose to tumultuous cheering and cries of “Good old
Walt” and “Slant!” “Slant!”, made the shortest speech of the Convention,
giving details of a specialty for completist collectors ... an s-f book in Gaelic.
As the total known fan population of Ireland was in the hall to hear his
speech, Walt evidently felt that any comments on Irish fandom would have
been not only superfluous but egoistical!
Frank Edward Arnold, the British s-f author, who is at present engaged
on a work about international fantasy, finished the speeches with comments
on s-f from other European countries not heretofore mentioned, including
Czechoslovakia and Italy, and mentioned Russian works in the field. He
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ended by expressing an opinion that all present shared with him, that any
literature of an international scope, as was fantasy and science-fiction, was a
means to understanding between the various races, and should be given every
encouragement in this worth while task.
Questions were asked for from the audience, and several interesting
points, such as the number of technicians and scientists who read s-f, and the
proportion of woman readers (this last brought up by Mrs. Murray, the editor
of the girls’ paper Heiress), were discussed.
The next item, unannounced except for a note in the programme, was
the first presentation of the International Fantasy Award, the first of a series
of annual awards of merit in the field of s-f writing and art during the
previous year. Sponsored by anonymous London enthusiasts, the award,
which consists of a model “Bonestell” type rocket (e.g. Feb. ’51 Galaxy
cover), mounted on a small wooden base with a spherical cigarette lighter,
was accepted by Forrest J. Ackerman on behalf of George R. Stewart, author
of Earth Abides, and the author-artist partners of Conquest of Space, Willy
Ley and Chesley Bonestell. These books were picked by a small Awards
Committee on this occasion, but a very large number of fans from all over the
world will be asked to co-operate to decide future presentations. Secretary of
the Award Committee is Leslie Flood, who is using the offices of Nova
Publications at 25, Stoke Newington Road, London, N.16. Contributions are
being asked for to enable the two awards to be modelled in silver, and we are
sure that all enthusiastic fans will wish to support this endeavour to give the
fantasy field an “Oscar”.
After the Sunday afternoon tea-break, Mrs. Wendayne Ackerman gave a
very interesting lecture on the new psychiatric science of “Dianetics”,
founded by fantasy author L. Ron Hubbard (who also writes under the names
of Rene Lafayette and Kurt Von Rachen in the s-f field). Dianetics has been
the cause of a good deal of controversy in the U.S. since Astounding S-F
made the first public announcements last year (see this June’s British Reprint
– Ed.), especially as some American magazines have included ASF in their
generally strong criticism of Dianetics and Hubbard. British fans will have an
opportunity to decide it’s merits for themselves soon, as Hubbard’s
“handbook” will soon be reprinted here.
There were so many books, magazines and examples of fantasy art in
the auction on Sunday evening that three auctioneers, Tubb, Duncombe and
Walter Shaw, practically exhausted themselves, but the whole affair was a
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great success, and many fans left the hall that evening clutching a rare ’zine
or drawing as their fruits of victory. It’s hard to single out mentionable items
from the scores offered for sale, but notable were a copy of Slan with
emendations and inscriptions in A.E.Van Vogt’s hand (ready for it’s reissue
this autumn in revised edition) which fetched £4.15., two copies of his
Weapon Makers which fetched nearly as much, a first issue of Wonder
Stories at 45/- and a first Astounding at 21/-.
Sunday ended with a film show, consisting of various “shorts” lent by
Arthur C. Clarke and “4e”. Notable shots were those taken by a rocket from
above the atmosphere, and another of a V-2 exploding during take-off (in
colour, too!), and those in “4e”’s fan-made fragments of a trip to the Moon
and of pseudo-weird (and really hilarious) happenings in a haunted house.
“4e” also had a reel from an unidentified German s-f film showing a rocket
taking off from Earth (from a huge viaduct), and making a rather abrupt
descent on the Moon.
On Monday, May 14th, a party of fans under the guidance of live-wire
Manchester enthusiast Dave Cohen penetrated the unknown hinterland of the
South Bank Exhibition, and those that managed to fight their way out in time,
with others to the number of 40, assembled in the “Havelock” pub in Grays
Inn Road that night ... not, we noticed, with mixed feelings, so much to talk
about the exhilarating/exhausting goings-on of the last few days, as to talk
about the 1952 Convention ... which is, we suppose, about the biggest
compliment that they could have paid the “Festival Convention” of 1951.
Science Fantasy News #8 (July 1951)
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Aghast Editorial
Duplicate, duplicate, toil and trouble,
The drum won’t turn and the ink won’t bubble
The self-feed’s shot and the gears are worn,
And that jagged line means the stencil’s torn,
Sheets stick fast, slide through in bunches,
Machinery your finger munches,
The roller’s turned an inky black,
That sheet was printed front and back!
The margin’s crooked, the stencil creased,
That oily patch shows it’s too well greased.
You should have blanked that extra letter,
But you tried it there and it shows through better,
The shade on that illo’s come out blotted,
And why is that white space leopard-spotted?
The ink spreads out like an age-old glacier,
But on your hands it couldn’t be racier.
Open a new ream, big surprise!
It looks the same but it’s a different size!
Adjust your margins side and bottom,
Looking for troubles? It’s me that’s gottem!
This page is curious, stand and stare
At a four-inch gap that shouldn’t be there,
Clean the rollers, wipe your fingers,
– rub ’em, scrub ’em, the ink still lingers.
Patch that hole with a bit of stickum,
It won’t turn? Spanner?? No! Just kickum.
Grasp the handle, churn it round,
Sheets fly through with a ripping sound.
Five, ten, fifteen, twenty, thirty,
Thirtyone misses, and the roller’s dirty.
Blots where the middles of the ’o’s won’t stop,
Spots where they offset to the sheet on top.
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Faint ones, black ones, some in patches,
Half over inked and the rest just scratches.
If the counter’s working you’re nearly through,
Run off spares for the worst of the few,
Let them dry, if you touch you’ll smear ’em,
Sit and relax before you clear ’em.
What’s this feeling of stickiness below?
Where did you leave the ink? Ghu!! NO!!!
Envoi
Faneds together in a chorus sing
“Half the fun lies in publishing the thing.”
“Lies” is the word, may the sentence’s creator
Spend eternity in hell with his goddam duplicator.
Hyphen #1 (May 1952)
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Con Tour
A Strictly Personal Outline of the London S-F
Convention ’52
It began, of course, some months ago; an agony of sitting at a “White Horse”
table surrounded by fans discussing intensely interesting topics and reading
intensely interesting magazines whilst we grimly debated the questions of
films and hotels and charges and the unaccountable disappearance of Bill
Temple every time he was approached with a request for a Convention
speech.
Things began to come to a boil the Sunday before the Con.; I managed
to get away from the topic of New Worlds long enough to persuade Ted
Carnell to write the Programme introduction, spent most of the rest of the day
explaining to Jim Ratigan why he couldn’t have solid blacks on his
programme design. All but one page of the pg. was finished by Monday
night, when we three with Dorothy Jacobs, Frank Arnold and Ted Tubb met
at the “White Horse” for envelope addressing.
I was cursed for not completing the programme, explained that I’d wait
till the last possible minute in case of alterations. It turned out that the major
change in the set-up since the previous Thursday was in the text already
duplicated. I didn’t recover from this till on the train back, when I had the
stuff spread out on my knees and was making notes. The chap sitting next to
me was eyeing it in a very interested fashion; I gave him an encouraging
look, he asked me where to get to the Con., and Bingo! I’d caught another
fan. Reading for some years, never seen a U.S. edition, never heard of Ken
Slater; a real neo-fan. I noted his address (2-3 miles from home), returned in
an exhilarated frame of mind which lasted till 5 am., when the last page of the
last pg. fluttered into the duplicator tray.
Went to bed for a few hours (wish I was like fan John Phillifent, a fourhours-per-night sleeper), arose to staple and post the stuff. Some I took up to
Secretary Arnold by cycle, and must have nearly reached the speed of light,
because the thing acquired infinite mass the last couple of furlongs back.
Wrote to Walt Willis in Belfast, James White in Paris, arranging a
rendezvous in London on Friday.
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Major event Wednesday was appearance of Richard Vowles, the neofan, on a motorcycle that looked like a 2052 model, I talked myself hoarse for
a couple of hours on s-f and fandom, carefully explaining,that fans were the
cream of the earth, sane, progressive, intelligent, and readers of SFN. He
dashed off at about 11.15 pm., just when I was getting into the primary stages
of the subject.
Thursday ... put all pg. stencils back on duplicator to run off a few more
copies. There’s no messier job on Earth, tho’ I hear there’s a Messier
nebulae. Loaded with pg.s I battle to get inside the “White Horse” that
evening, but then things get hazy. There’s a dim recollection of meeting
Derek Pickles, looking twice life size, being introduced to the new Mrs
Pickles and a collection of photos of ordinary, well-fed looking types whom
DP assured me were US fans. Mike Rosenblum of Leeds was talking
volumes at the bar, and Fred Robinson, editor of some obscure Welsh fanzine
appeared with a shiny new camera and a flash-gun that practically hypnotised
you rigid whilst he took the picture.
Sigvard Ostlund of Norway, Dave Cohen, Eric Bentcliffe, Norman
Weedall and lots of others from oop North, plus many London Circleites who
don’t usually appear more than once a quarter brought the total attendance to
60 or 70. The Con. Committee escaped to the privacy of the Public Bar, and
the last thing I remember doing is staggering home with a suitcase full of
auctionable New Worlds originals.
I suppose I’m a typical Londoner. Never been inside St. Pauls, Tower of
London, Westminster Abbey, Monument, etc. etc., and Friday night was my
introduction to Victoria Coach Station. I’d never have thought they could
have done things so smoothly without running on rails. Walt Willis’ coach
was due at 6.57 am. A coach duly arrived at 6.58. He wasn’t on it. Or the
next. Or the next. My heart was thudding painfully against my instep, and at
7.30 I was just thinking of giving up, when Something caused me to look
outside the station yard, and there, towering over everything except the
double-decker omnibuses, was the bhoy himself.
In a few minutes the first puns were being exchanged, and we were on
the Tube to Earls Court, to pick up James White. James, you may remember,
had been to Paris. James, we agreed, was due for a thorough inquisition as to
what he’d been doing. As it happened, he forestalled us by meeting us at the
station and asking what we’d been doing. He did tell us about the champagne,
tho’.
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It seemed the tour included champagne at the Bal Tabarin. James tossed
his off quickly ... he didn’t like the taste and wanted to get rid of it. His glass
was immediately refilled. J. is the soul of modesty, and didn’t like to say
anything. He had a little more to show no ill feeling, and pushed his glass
aside. It was immediately refilled ... he calculated that by the time dinner was
over he’d drunk three-quarters of a bottle, with no ill effects ... it says here.
On to the “White Horse”, where Walt was introduced to several neofans
who knelt before him, and to Fred Brown who hadn’t, he said, heard of him
before. Walt was grabbed by Bill Temple and I found myself being persuaded
to buy a Space Patrol Handbook by one Denis Gifford, the author of same. I
introduced him to several people. No good. He finally sold me one. I got my
paltry revenge by pointing out that there was only one “c” in “vacuum” (p.5),
and to use his own Plutonian on him, he gave me a “hosk”.
The Manchester boys were present in force, with a large poster
advertising the Mancon to be held later this year. All the “o”s in the notice
were ringed Saturns; Eric Bentcliffe told me that they had already forestalled
WAW by calling the 1953 Con. the Supermancon. I also collected a copy of
the Manchester group’s British ’zine Checklist, turning faintly green at the
beautiful reproduction of small type therein.
Other out-of-town types present included the old S-F Service, now
Milcross, boys, Les Johnson and Frank Milne, Alan Hunter and his wife from
Bournemouth, and several others whose faces were more familiar than their
names. It was about here that I began to wish everyone had a large label with
their name on it ... it wouldn’t be egoboo ... just convenience.
The night ended with us being chucked out of the White Horse at 10.30,
chucked out of the pub. around the corner (and in a different district) at
11.00, and with Walt and myself arriving at Welling at 12.30 am. We went to
bed fairly early ... about 2.30.
We parted in London that morning; Walt to collect a case at Victoria,
myself to invade the “Royal Hotel”. It was 10.15, but there were 7 or 8 fans
there already. Tony Thorne was fixing up an exotic display of drawings and
photos of his new club-cum-shop and another gent from the vicinity of
Charing Cross Road who’s been taking a (commercial) interest in s-f was
setting out hundreds of books, and Tony Cooper had racks of carefully
displayed ’zines. I hastily inserted a “Committee” badge in my lapel, but
couldn’t get any free samples. I was introduced then to Dave Wood and Ken
Potter, the Boy Wonders of Lancashire, who had a table positively littered
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with hand-written fanzines. I had a little trouble in distinguishing which fan
was which at first, but eventually settled on the mnemonic Kurly Ken and
made out OK. Also on hand was John Gutteridge, another youngfan but from
Southern England.
Derek, Alan and Co. arrived with masses of artwork, ’53 Calendars,
fanzines and things, and began to plaster all available blank spaces with
them. Fred Brown and myself made an unsuccessful attempt to collect some
cash, but had to wait for Charles to arrive with The Book, and, Ghu be
praised, some change. After that a merciful haze descended ... I remember
sticking up pictures and some SFNs on a wall ... someone had vanished two
valves from the amplifying equipment overnight, but our chief projectionist
and equipment fan Kerry Gaulder was lucky enough to get replacements at
the first place he tried ... before I could turn round a couple of hundred times
it was dinner time, and Walt, the Pickles, Paul Enever and self hunted a meal.
There must have been nearly a hundred present when Ted Carnell
opened the first formal sessions with introductions. I’d hoped he’d read
through the list of members, but instead he cast an eagle eye around the hall
and picked various red-faced person from the audience to stand and take a
bow. (Drawing a bow at /Con/venture?)
Curiously enough, the first thing to be discussed was where the next
Con. would be held, and after each out-of-town speaker had described his
club he’d insert a plug for his particular locality as the site, in most cases.
Various accents floated through the PA system as the Bentcliffe-Cohen pair
exhorted us to Come to Sunny Manchester, Derek advocated a Con.
organised by the People Who Make A Business of It at Harrogate, and the
Liverpudlians gracefully admitted that anywhere did them.
Walt, speaking in a low voice at roughly 250 words per minute,
suggested James for the next Con. Secretary, with the ringing slogan “GAY
PAREE IN ’53”, an idea that was virtually ignored by the Chairman, and
after the disadvantages of London in Coronation year had been pointed out
(hotels packed, high prices, etc.) and the advantages of London in Coronation
year had been shown (plenty to see, more trains, etc.), a vote was taken on a
show of hands which London naturally won hands down (?). Ken Bulmer
immediately asked if it would be called the Coronvention. There was a
general feeling that Manchester, who were second in the voting, should have
some sort of official backing next year in any case, and as the sessions closed
soon afterwards, little groups could be seen arguing the fairness of the voting34

system and the possibilities of a postal vote ... more will be heard about this, I
think.
After tea-break, a recorded speech by Arthur C. Clarke, at present
touring the U.S., was played. After sundry cracks at Bill Temple, Jim Ratigan
and others, he broadcast a portion of Sands of Mars read backwards, and then
for the benefit of Bill, part of a Yma Sumac record. I don’t know the
technical details of what he did to that reproduction, but he shouldn’ta done
it. Senorita Sumac sounded as if she was not only a hot singer, but roasting
alive. (Bill says Arthur nearly put off his American trip when he heard of
Sumac’s London visit during that period. With malice aforethought Bill went
to see Yma on that Saturday night, so that he could gloat at ACC on his
return.) ACC then followed with his broadcast review of s-f films, originally
heard from the BBC last November, illustrating then with sound-effects. The
over-all impression left by ACC’s period was the absolute silence in which it
was received throughout .....
The next item was a debate on the motion “that s-f is true to the facts of
human experience”. This wasn’t my idea of a subject likely to arouse
controversy, but luckily I was called out – Fandom’s leading critic and expert
(vide New Worlds), Walt, had become embroiled with a Sunday Pictorial
reporter. I’d exchanged a few words with the gent previously; he’d been
searching desperately for a slant (no caps), and apparently Walt had put him
on to the old stand-by, s-f slang. It’s surprising how few phrases one can
remember off-hand, even tho one may use them easily and unconsciously in
writing or talking. Eventually the Sunday Pic. man had Walt, Derek, Tony
Cooper and myself all scrabbling through fanzines trying to pick out
appropriate words. Poorish publicity was preferable to none at all. Eventually
we got about 4 column inches on the back page of some editions. A
threatened write-up in the Sunday Times never materialised, and a brave
attempt to crash the front page of Reveille was shouldered aside by the curves
of a pin-up girl. It was a case of convention or bust, and somebody beat us on
points.
We therefore missed the episode of Ted Tubb and the lecherous spiders,
returning in time to see the vote taken on the debate ... none for, six against.
There was a short interval of pandemonium as chairs were gathered in a close
semi-circle around the Chairman’s table, piles of magazines and books were
heaped on it, and the auction began. Ted Tubb as an auctioneer was
magnificent. There’s no other word for it. Heavily fortified by mysterious
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bottles that had appeared in the Entrance Hall during the afternoon, he swung
into the auction with really high spirits. Here I regret to say that I lost the
chance of recording some amazing exhortations to buy! buy! buy!, being too
busy watching WAW snatch a notebook from his pocket five or six times a
minute to catch the latest Tubb epigram. One of these days I’ll get audited if
only to recapture those suave tones extolling the virtues of a beat-up Amazing
... “it’s worth the price in paper alone” ... Walt has it down for publication in
Quandry, anyway.
The sums fetched by magazines were generally low ... 2/- each on the
average. The early British ’zines were fetching higher prices, about 3/6d
each, and books were going at roughly cover-prices. Unlike U.S.
conventions, our brand are usually in the nature of bargain sales.
Supper break followed and after a long interval of reversing chairs and
re-arranging them, stifling young fans who were yelling “Chocolates, ices,
cigarettes!” etc, we started, with some misgivings, on the films. “Misgivings”
because, owing to a breakdown of the one we should have had, we were
practically forced to take some semi-unknown shorts to go with the hired
projector and The Man Who Could Work Miracles. Also, nice tho’ the ancient
hall of the Royal Hotel is, with space, good lighting, adequate seating,
freedom to arrange everything from cover-girls to amplifying equipment on
its panelled walls, etc., it isn’t made for showing films on a summer evening.
There’s no means of darkening the windows, and for the first hour or so the
screen was a slowly brightening rectangle of creamy yellow on which
shadowy blobs swam like amoeba during a mating dance. Paper darts sailed
through the air from the young-fan section. I didn’t dare look at Jim Ratigan
during this time, because he’d painstakingly worked out a lush programme of
shorts, timed to the minute, only to have it scrapped within a week of the
Con.
The agony, which involved a young lady dressed in the latest fashion of
’33 demonstrating how the new-fangled sound-pictures worked, the usual V2 rocket, and some French astronomical films gave way at last to the
shadowy Star Watchers riding down the Milky Way ...
“Cannot you leave those nasty little animals alone?”
“These men?”
“They are such silly little creatures. Swarming and crawling.
Why has the Master permitted them?” ...
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... and soon the Man began to Work Miracles. A little naive perhaps, after all
these years, and too much caricature instead of character, but the old Wellsian
touch, the fantasy-cum-moralising, is still fresh and interesting. What would
you do, with unlimited power over everything except men’s (and women’s)
minds?
The first full day was over – we wandered out on the various homeward
routes in the cool summer-evening air; the give-and-take of small talk coming
easily ...
Sunday morning.
It started at the local station. Walt looked in his wallet for something,
and there was his boat return-ticket, missing. He did have a cheap-day return
half that he should have given up the night before. The inference was
obvious.
One of my keenest memories of the Con. is standing in the little,
wooden-walled station office, elbow deep in return-tickets, searching for the
One. Walt swore it was a green, three-quarter inch square exactly like the
others, the only difference being that it was worth something over �2 by
itself. In case you didn’t know, tickets are tied together in sticks about, a foot
long and sent for checking a couple of days after being handed in. These
sticks disintegrate at a touch ... we found out. We spent some time scrabbling
on the floor and a longer time checking on the table. No ticket.
We eventually left with an address to contact for a possible re-fund;
Walt was keeping cheerful; I was wondering if he’d be mortally insulted if I
started a Little Pond Fund. I decided he would be, and didn’t. I had faith in
British Railways, anyway.
We arrived at the Royal during dinner-break, The only official item on
the programme that morning had been a get-together of editors and their
readers. We learnt that Ted Carnell had answered for Authentic Science
Fiction and Bert Campbell for New Worlds, and the thing had been a terrific
success. We had a light lunch, sharing it with Charlie Duncombe, one of the
un-sung heroes of the London Cons. He is the Treasurer, the Man Who
Collects the Cash at the Entrance, and the proud possessor of an accounts
book London fans learnt to dread in the month before the Con.
Sunday afternoon sessions began with an “Authors Circle”, in which
Ted Tubb, Bert Campbell, Dan Morgan, Frank Arnold, Syd Bounds, Dave
McIlwain and Bryan Berry discoursed on s-f and why they wrote it ...
answers were generally (a) money, (b) they preferred it to other kinds of
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fiction. Artist Alan Hunter was also drawn into the discussion, and from the
audience an executive of Grayson and Grayson, one of the few publishers in
this country interested in book s-f, gave an informative and succinct account
of their side of the business, ending with the hopeful news that G&G are
looking for English stories.
John Brunner introduced himself as probably the youngest pro-author in
the country, having had stories published under the “Gill Hunt” “house
name” at the age of 17; even literary men, he said, were turning to s-f
nowadays. (At this point, I find that the scrap of paper on which I was taking
notes covered with puns, e.g. a rather obscure Willis-Clarke combination
running “A nice Gill, but one of the droving kine” ... I mention this to show
the difficulties under which I was trying to memorise a coherent account).
Mr. Fairthorne, introduced as a physicist working on a Government project,
was an advocate of more science in s-f if it was logical; he also mentioned an
Irish myth as s-f, causing intense excitement in my vicinity.
Came the International Fantasy Award; no-one ran around screaming
with enthusiasm at the announcement of the fiction trophy’s destination –
John Collier’s little known book of fantasy shorts, Fancies & Goodnights,
tho’ Secretary Les Flood consoled s-f fans with the news that Day of the
Triffids by John “Wyndham” (Beynon) was a close runner-up. There was no
doubt whatever about the book for the non-fiction award, Arthur Clarke’s
Exploration of Space. Arthur’s brother and sister-in-law (who types his mss.)
received the spaceship-and-table-lighter trophy on his behalf, and Ted Carnell
stood in for Collier.
A long break followed the award – an opportunity rarely given at
English Cons for fans to get together. During this period I met numerous
Sunday-only visitors, including bibliophile and former actifan Richard
Medhurst at the first fan meeting he’d attended for 9 years. (Mem. for future
cons, advocate this lapel-button-with name idea!), and spent some time at the
Authentic display stand, where Editor Campbell had not only assembled his
’zines, cover-originals etc., but also many items of interest such as fanzines,
authors photos, etc.
Ted Tubb again presided at the second Auction; cash was running out by
now, and the biggest enthusiasm was aroused at its end by the presentation to
Ted (who has been referred to by Carnell as this country’s most promising
young author) of an (empty) bottle on which was mounted a plastic rocket
and cigarette packet (also empty). This effort, by Tony Thorne, aroused more
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enthusiasm than the Award proper.
The evening film show began with a series of atomic-bomb explosions,
the creamy half-light giving them an odd super-fried-egg appearance. Then
came the long-awaited Metropolis, and for me at least it really lived up to
expectations. I don’t know which I enjoyed most, the fantasy or the
unconsciously funny effects, but I’ll remember for a long time the great
Futuristic Babel breaking up into waterspouts and crumbling buildings, and
Dan Morgan’s voice from the back of the hall calling “Look! the Mancon!”.
I think that there was a faint attempt at a formal winding up of the
Convention, but for a long time after Secretary Arnold and Chairman Carnell
had gone to relieve their aching throats, a fair sized auction in which
everything, floggable was flogged was in progress ... the last item being a
plain notice, bringing 4d. James White was last to leave the hall, which now
looked as tho’ a small typhoon had struck it.
That ended the Convention proper, altho’ a small party went to find a
showing of Flight to Mars on Monday, and that afternoon saw the first
meeting of Walt and James with Chuck Harris, who had been unable to
attend during the weekend. James happened to be wearing a false beard and
dark glasses when he opened the door to Chuck. Mere words can hardly
recapture the expression on the latter’s face and I’m not going to try, but an
account of that meeting, by James and Chuck, will appear in Hyphen No. 2,
due mid-September ’52.
The afternoon was capped by the arrival of a porter from Welling station
who after searching some 3000 tickets had found Walt’s return half. It was
blue, totally different from the others.
Science Fantasy News Convention Supplement (June 1952)
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Grunch
Foo to Hercules, who had to clean out the Augean stables and similar preWPA work, and Foo to Laney and Watkins who undertook a similar task in
U.S. fandom. Also to Richard Farnsworth, intrepid interstellar investigator
who rescued a bug-eyed monster from a ravening horde of blondes. I ... I
have to write a column in a ’zine of which the Bhoy Himself is co-editor! *
* I don’t HAVE to, but the egoboo is nice.

I can feel the Willis eyes on unpleasant little stalks, peering over my
shoulder.
I can hear the Willis mind, squeaking away with great rapidity like a
hat-full of eager mice, ready to pounce.
Harris is waiting round the corner. He has a bucket of acid. He got it by
boiling carbon copies of his letters.
Am I scared?
Yes.
•••
This style is extremely useful for filling columns at enormous speed. I
borrowed it from Shelby Vick. (Confusion.) Not only does it cover paper
with the speed of a Keasler cartoon, but you could probably make obscene
silhouettes with the blank spaces if you were clever enough.
I hope ShelVy doesn’t mind me using his style, but I have one of those
plastic-chameleon (?) minds. It absorbs whatever matter it was last reading
and gets impressed into similar shape, like Campbell’s red-eyed un-nameable
in “Who Goes There”. Of course, when reading s-f I’m rarely affected, as
there are only half-a-dozen authors who can be said to have enough of an
individual style to impress one with, and has everybody noticed how
“Charles Harness” has dropped out since Van Vogt started to draw a steady
salary in Dianetics?
•••
The book version of “Who Goes There”, with the additional shorts, was
recently reprinted in London as a pocket-book, with “Solution T-25”,
“Vanguard To Neptune”, and “Typewriter In The Sky” / “Fear”. They’ve
retitled “WGT” as “The Thing”, cashing in on the present record-breaking
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run of the picture on its first London showing. I wouldn’t have thot RKO
would be pleased at the comparison between their botched up job and
Campbell’s minor masterpiece, but I suppose it’s the same old publicity
racket ... anything goes.
•••
(I’m a little worried about this plastic-chameleon business. I’ve been seeing a
a lot of Bob Shaw, Ireland’s Gift to English Fandom, recently. Well, you
know that occasionally you come across a passage of a book that you don’t
understand at first reading, and on going back over it hear a little voice in
your mind repeating the words? I did it the other day, and the little voice had
an Irish accent.)
•••
It’s my belief that Hyphen is in a rut. Nothing but funny stuff, without a
thought for the more serious things in life, like ... well, compassion, for
instance.
Further on in the ’zine, (if you get any further with it), you’ll find an
article on James White (and if ever there was a misnomer, that’s it). It
mentions the attempted drowning of what I have recently heard called our
“puir wee pussie”, Trixie. (See accompanying art-work). Aside from an
occasional difference of opinion as to whose chair was whose, he used to like
me. (Why he was called Trixie is a rather long story involving shortsidedness, which I won’t go into here). If he caught a mouse he’d always
offer me half.
Since James came, he’s been a changed cat. (see pict.) He hides in
corners and barks at me. He’s got hydrophobia, claustrophobia and
agoraphobia (I admit that the last two are difficult to have together, but now
Trixie doesn’t like being anywhere). I’m thinking of starting a Save Our
Trixie Society ... it’ll be a nice racket if Trixie’s got guts enough to string
along. The very least that White can do is to send the dough that he’s getting
from his New Worlds story. Support the SOTS!
•••
My conscience just gave me a sharp nudge ... after all, it’s possible that
you’re not interested in Trixie; I’m just feline my way around, and I mustn’t
be parochial. That’s a nice word going the rounds of British actifandom,
meaning any humour not likely to be understood by 40% or more of the
readers. F’rinstance, a remark by a certain Hyphen editor, C— H—, that a
certain US faned must have 6 “I” keys on her typer. And the last poctsarcd
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from Willis before he sailed ... “I’m sailing at 3 pm today, and I feel a bit like
Wolfe setting out to scale the Heights of Abraham. In fact I may very well
stay behind and write Gray’s Elegy. But then I remember with pride the
words of General Lafayette: ‘J’avais une grunche, mais le plant d’oeuf labas!’” British readers, as yet unacquainted with the Bible of Avoidism,
Price’s In One Head and Out the Other (Simon & Schuster ’51) may surmise
at each other with wild stares, until they learn about Clayton Slope ... “He
had developed the limp, repulsive handshake to a point of perfection seldom
reached by any of us today. He had a clever trick of saying any conceivable
sentence so that it sounded like ‘I had one grunch but the eggplant over
there.’ And for years he had avoided changing his socks (he just put Sen-Sen
in his shoes.)”
The next “Grunch”, the educational column, will feature “Tucker ... Man
or Zombie?”
“You see that man with one head over there?”
S-f publishers have lemming blood. Lemmings amongst my readers may
dispute this, but how else do they explain the mass hysteria for changing
’zine cover-designs? During the last year every major publication in the field
has altered its style, the latest being the ’Zine of Fantasy & SF with the
October issue. In my by-no-means humble opinion, the MoF&SF is the best
for consistently excellent, well-written material, but to wash out a fifth of a
Bonestell super-scene with a distracting new title-logo and contents-blurb
box for no apparent reason ...!
•••
If these cover changes are a desperate attempt to catch the fleeting public eye,
the passing representative of what my editor (hah!) Mr. Harris has referred to
as “the inchoate masses who can’t read without moving their lips”, I’m all
ready with suggestions for some really eye-catching covers. Most of them
involve a large banner heading, UNEXPURGATED, stretching across the top
of the ’zine, the title in very small print, and a drawing combining as much
sex and sadism as the police will allow ... anything as long as there’s plenty
of flesh and blood. The fans won’t like it, but who cares about the fans?
We’ve got to sell the ’zine to the public, and as long as the stories are halfway good, they’ll do. No reason why the cover should have any connection
with the contents.
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Of course, after buying the thing once the man-in-the-street will
probably avoid doing it again ... better ask Don Wollheim and the Avon
people about that ... but you can’t have everything, and there’s plenty of
mugs around.
•••
“Miss Preedie ... take an advertisement ... EXPERT WANTED ... Expert
wanted to explain flying saucer phenomena as mass-hallucination, spots in
the eye, Ball-lightning, loose weather balloons, Venus, jet-smoke, meteors,
targets, secret weapons, publicity hunting, blimps, aircraft flares, boyish
tricks and reflections of headlights. Apply, etc. etc. Get that down and send it
to the principal advertisement columns. That’s all, Miss Preedie, thank you ...
Miss Preedie! MISS PREEDIE! How many times have I got to tell you to
walk out of here, by the door?”
Hyphen #2 (September 1952)
Notes. Willis and C— H— are Hyphen co-editors Walt Willis and Chuck
Harris. Roger Price’s In One Head and Out the Other was then popular in
fandom: the quoted line “I had one grunch ...” became a fannish catchphrase,
as did the Willis typo “poctsarcd”. The “attempted drowning” of the Clarke
cat, related by Harris in the same issue, consisted of James White squirting
the creature with his water-pistol. (See
http://fanac.org/fanzines/Hyphen/Hyphen2-00.html.) Wilson “Bob” Tucker’s
fanzine was Le Zombie.
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The New S-F
... Minnie Lemouchier thrust a vagrant black curl beneath her closefitting cap and bent again to her work, but somewhere deep inside
of her she knew it was of no avail. All the other girls were deftly
assembling, checking, examining, and robots were stepping from
the end of the production belt with monotonous regularity, but
before Minnie’s eyes floated the image, not of an artificial
polychromatic receptor, but of a lean, bronzed, square-jawed figure
in whose eyes danced small golden lights that matched the crinkly
hair.
Minnie parted her soft red lips in a sigh.
This was Love ...
Uh-uh. Don’t zap. Sf is moving into the big time, and in ’53, or maybe ’54,
something similar to the above will be commonplace. Not, perhaps, in aSF,
but in one of those magazines that cater for everybody. Our dearest dreams
are being realised, sf is now popular with the moron-in-the-street, and
inevitably other forms of ... well, literature, are impinging on the fantasy
field. The body of sf is being invaded by strange organisms, and already
Mickey Spillane has erupted on its face.
According to the Relativity formula with whose first equation we are all
so familiar, authors such as Heinlein, Bradbury, and James White will be
compelled to meet the masses half way. No longer will the knowledge of why
a rocket works in a vacuum and how to spell “psychosomatic” suffice for the
sf author. He must learn to attract the un-other-worldly outsiders, to face the
experts from other fields, and cultivate their corn.
When for instance the gardener turns from Birds, Bees and the Nursery
Garden to Superdooper Stories he’ll expect to find the flower-decorated
spaceship carrying an especially large-lunged crewman whose carbon dioxide
exhalations keep the herbaceous border alive. A tractor-ray will be a ray
emanating from a tractor (as used on space-fields), and neutron beams will
give place to zap-guns full of poison ivy juice.
On a higher plane than Spillane and the manure heap will be sf for the
musician and dancer. How, in the search for higher circulation, can you
persuade the student of the rhythmic arts to lay down the Clavichord and Hot
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Trumpet Makers’ Gazette, unless you can offer him something like ... well ...
... Nadia Naziburp, premier ballerina at the Martian Gondoliers
Ball, listened enthralled as the thunder of the rockets ascended in
mighty fortissimo chords to a cadence in which the motif of riven
atmosphere faded and died.
“Oh Michael!” She turned, the pale oval of her face alight
with excitement. “Listen to the overtones! A perfect morendo!”
Mike breathed heavily. “I dig you, baby. Howzabout skiddin’
down to no-grav an’ laying it in the groove with some solid
stompin’?”
One can see emotional conflict here at least.
Perhaps the solid biographical type of fiction would provide sf with the
sort of symbolic hero that enriched detective literature with Sherlock Holmes.
I am not referring to such creations as “Captain Future”, but to someone who
is at least semi-human, in accomplishment and environment. This may sound
ludicrous, but in the New Sf practically anything could happen.
But we’re discussing popular fiction and sf. The sample from the
romantic that started it ... what of the other types read by the masses? Well,
the Western we have always had with us. The shadowy figure of Bat Durston
has hovered over pulp sf from Richard Seaton of The Skylark to ... (fill in
from this month’s mags). The detective type is a different matter, and in spite
of Anthony Boucher’s gloomy predictions that the detective sf novel would
never succeed because the author could be so unfair to the reader – murder
through time or the fourth dimension, etc. – I think there is still a vast
untouched field here to bring in that 35¢ from the mystery addicts.
The door was high-polished Venusian swampwood reflecting
highlights from the office electro-tubes. The panel in its centre was
supposed to be transparent, a polarised Luna Crystal, but after some
blasterhappy goon turned a vibrator on it in the Case of the Curious
Callistian it was shot through with streaky patches. I could hardly
read the flaking gold letters on the other side, but I didn’t need to. I
knew them by heart.
BIBAND TUCKER, INTERPLANETARY INVESTIGATOR
LUNA CITY 1212
Something was standing outside the door. It’d knocked four times.
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I figured it wanted to come in ...
The rest of this epic you’ll be able to read in the new era, when a fast buck is
being made at interplanetary speeds by all and sundry, and the mass of the
population is getting the sort of science fiction it wants ... True Romantic
Science Fiction, Science Detective Stories, Space Western, and Exploration
Of Spice.
Science fiction for the technologist, the “whither-mankinder”, the
scientist?
Hell, they’ve had their innings. It’s circulation we want nowadays. Bring
on the emotion and human appeal and the general guff.
And order another safe, willya?
Slant #7 (Winter 1952-1953)
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An Inexpensive Fanzine Printing
Press
An Almost Inestimable Service to Mechanically
Minded Fans, by Two Serious and Constructive
Types: Bob Shaw & Vince Clarke
There is no reason today why fans should put up with old-fashioned ugly
duplicating machines, when anyone with ordinary skill and any sort of shop
equipment can build an inexpensive printing press using materials that can be
found in the home.
For the particular model that we have in mind and which we have found
to give very satisfactory results, all that is needed is an old bicycle, 23 ft. of
12 SWG wire, soot, and the ability to devote a few evenings to the interesting
construction work.

Construction of the Base
Take the bicycle (Fig. 1.) and saw off the front forks (a) just below the crown
(b), remove the front wheel, and weld the forks to the rim as at Fig. 2.
Drill a 9/16ths. hole in strut (bx) at position shown in Fig. 2, and mount
the bicycle in the frame by means of the front spindle. The front brakes
should be attached by wire or strong string to the front of the base, so that a
slight pressure on the brake lever will draw the front of the machine down.
NOTE: The paper will travel over the base, so make sure it is free from
oil and dirt and the supports (the former front forks) are wide enough to allow
the paper to pass through between them.

Printing
Remove the back tyre, leaving the inner tube in position, and with a sharp
knife carve your letters, figures, etc. out of the rubber. These are then
attached to the inner tube in the various orders desired by means of rubber
solution.
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The circumference of the inner tube will be roughly 78 inches, all of
which except for about 6 can be used for typesetting. As a fanzine with pages
6 ft. in width would be awkward to handle, the printer should mark out
sections about 9" long (8" in width plus 2 half-inch margins), repeat the type
layout in each section, and then will be able to print 8 pages in one revolution
of the wheel ... a real timesaver.
To commence printing, the operator seats himself in the saddle and,
pulling on the front brake, lifts the back (printing) wheel clear of the platen.
He then begins to pedal slowly, inking the type, while an assistant at the head
of the machine feeds a blank sheet of paper in the direction shown by the
arrow in Fig. 2. The operator then gently releases the front brake, and the
printing wheel is lowered onto the paper. The revolution of the wheel will
then draw the paper through, and if the pressure is correct, will print it at the
same time. The operator can alter the pressure when needed by shifting his
position in the saddle. When the paper has passed through, the printing wheel
is raised and the process is repeated.

Ink and Inking Pad
A fine inking pad can be made from a cycling cape. Cut three 8" by 3" strips
from the middle, glue them together into a triple-thickness strip with tyre
solution, and stick on the underside of the back mudguard. A useful hint here
is to drill holes through the mudguard so that the pad can be inked from the
top. The pad should be about 0.095" from the type surface, and the back
brake is so adjusted that it will cause the pad to contact the type before the
brakeblocks reach the rim of the wheel.
The ink can easily be made from bicycle oil and soot. If no easy source
of the latter is available, burn the pedal blocks, if they are made of rubber,
and hold your hand in the smoke. You will soon find a deposit of soot on
your palm. The right dilution must be found by experiment, but it must be
thin enough to flow through your oilcan.
Coloured inks are rather harder to obtain, but if your bicycle has varicoloured enamel, scrapings from this dissolved in one of the stronger acids ...
sulphuric or fluoric ... will suffice if used with care. Do not overink ... a little
goes a long way.

Drying the Copy
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If the bicycle has a dynamo attachment, disconnect the lamps and sell them.
With the money buy some thin gauge wire ... about 23 ft. of 12 SWG should
do ... and arrange it in a spiral over the tray receiving the finished copy ... the
latter can be made from a dozen spokes soldered into a framework. Connect
the wire to the dynamo points, and you will have a first-class heating element
which will dry your prints immediately they fall into the tray, thus avoiding
offset.

Stapling
With a little ingenuity an efficient stapling machine for your completed
magazine can be made from the bicycle bell. The various types and methods
of construction are too numerous to be described here, but with the aid of a
small arc welding outfit, a lathe, and a power grinder, the mechanically
minded fan can easily convert any make of bell. Don’t forget that the
standard upon which the staples slide should be within the limits X plus or
minus 0.0002", where X is the distance between the staple chisel points.

Paper and Paper Cutting
Paper in the 6 ft. long lengths required can be easily obtained from your local
paper-mill, and in this connection it might be cheaper to obtain it in 1/2 cwt
rolls and mount it in front of the Cycloprinter. The printing operation can
then be practically continuous.
Whatever method is used, it will be necessary to cut the printed paper
into separate pages. For fans who do not happen to have a paper guillotine the
following tip will be useful. Remove the inner tube from the printing wheel,
and grind one edge of the wheel rim to a sharp knife edge. Take about 0.25"
from the other edge, and you will then have a rotary guillotine, powered by
pedalling, which will cut through .25" of paper in one operation. Exercise
great care when replacing the inner tube on the wheel, and keep a small bottle
of iodine and a bandage in the type-case (saddle-bag) as it is useful to know
where these articles are in case of emergency. In the event of urgency, a
serviceable bandage can be improvised by sewing together the fragments of
cloth to be found adhering to the patches in the puncture repair outfit.

The Platen
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... is made from the floorboards of the room. Just cut a square out of the
carpet and the floorboards will be found underneath. Smooth down with
sandpaper and dust with French chalk, both of which may be found in the
puncture repair outfit.
NOTE: The Cycloprinter will now find that he has a spare duplicator on
his hands, but no means of easy transport. The authors are working to remedy
this and hope in the near future to publish an article on “How to Turn Your
Duplicator into a Bicycle”.
Slant #7 (Winter 1952-1953)
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“Cycle-Ology”
In Quandry 25, Bob Silverberg has some notes on the chronology of
American fandom. Following the lead of Jack Speer’s Fancyclopaedia (’44)
he places the “First Fandom” as the ’30-’36 period; fanzines consisted of
news of prozines, the general trend was an interest in the “science part of
science-fiction”. Second Fandom, ’36-’40, was “unified, with most every fan
being aware, not only of the fan productions of every other fan, but his
private life, interests etc etc.”.
The “Third Fandom”, the ’40-’43 period, there was “much talk of
fandom growing up, there was a flood of bibliographies, indexes, etc., a
general fan Organisation was much desired but ran into difficulties as war
came to America”.
There Speer stopped, but in the Quandry article, Silverberg continues.
Fourth Fandom he starts in ’44, with the departure of many of the older fans
into the Services. Not many of these re-entered fandom, tho’ several turned
professional. Silverberg characterises 4th fandom as a dull period, “the
general attitude ... is Sarge Saturn” [the TWS letter-dept. editor character].
Fifth Fandom, from ’47 to ’49, another escape from juvenility, with a
general re-awakening of interest in prozines, and a large expansion of fan
publishing. Rog Phillips’ “Club House” in Amazing proved the unifying force
for Fifth Fandom, says Silverberg.
Sixth Fandom “is a horse of a different colour” ... “It is impossible to
generalize about it because it is still going on”. but ... “new names appear” ...
Hoffman, Elsberry, Keasler, Silverberg, McCain., Macauley, Burwell, Willis
and Vick ... “there is, oddly enough, too much s-f” ... “an inner circle has
grown up, centering around Lee Hoffman’s Quandry, forming the nucleus of
Sixth Fandom”, but “it is the biggest of all (fandoms) and is too diffuse to pin
down exactly.”
Silverberg then makes some predictions as to the leaders of the next
cycle, but admits he cannot forecast very far.
Can one apply the cyclic theory to British Fandom? Let’s try.
Fandom prior to ’35 was so nearly non-existent (with a bow to Paul
Enever of the British SFA) that it can be disregarded. British fans were first
united by the old Wonder Stories Science Fiction League, and our first clubs,
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fanzines, etc., were all connected with that Organisation. The story of those
early days has yet to be told in full, and the present article is not the place to
do it, so it is sufficient to say that, as with US fandom, the SFL was found
insufficient in various respects, and British fans founded their own Science
Fiction Association and inaugurated Second Fandom.
This period was characterised by immense enthusiasm. Fanzines ran
much news of the “pros”, discussions on s-f and its purpose, and a number of
enthusiasts emerged whose names are still well known to many British fans;
Ted Carnell, Arthur C. Clarke, Bill Temple, D.R. Smith, Walter Gillings, Ken
Chapman, Frank Arnold, Maurice Hanson, etc. etc. There was greater liaison
with US fandom than has existed before, (and, until recently, since), and
personal knowledge of other fans was growing rapidly. Characteristic
fanzines of this period were Novae Terrae and Scientifiction.
The start of the war finished Second Fandom. Many active fans were
called up (probably the rarest British fanzine is Arthur Clarke’s typed and
carbon-copied Fan Mail issued at this period in an attempt to keep track of
changing addresses etc amongst serving fans). Third Fandom started with
schizophrenia ... on one side were the old-timers and a few newer fans who
for various reasons were partially exempt from call-up ... McIlwain, Turner,
Webster, Youd, etc., producing “clique-ish” ’zines such as Fantast, Satellite,
etc., and on the other side the newcomers who had started in ’39 and were
still strangers to fandom and each other ... Rosenblum, Bulmer, Robinson,
Doughty, etc. With the absence of US prozines their mags ran heavily to
amateur fiction, scientific and philosophic articles, etc.
By ’42, Third Fandom died from acute call-up and the spreading of the
war, leaving Rosenblum to keep a ghostly Fourth Fandom alive with
Futurian War Digest. Fanning was by letter, the emphasis on books (British),
more than the hard-to-get US prozines.
One national group started, the British Fantasy Library, and there may
have been some, small local clubs ... the only one that contacted fandom as a
whole was the Cosmos Club of Teddington, S.W. London. National fandom
was at its lowest ebb.
Fifth Fandom began in ’46. The old-timers were returning with a desire
to get together ... not to discuss the old s-f topics or contact new fans so go
much as for personal and business relationships. A number had professional
ambitions. The “London Circle” started. Fantasy, Science Fantasy Review,
and a few other s-f publications brought in new fans, or stirred to activity the
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older non-active types. They felt that fandom should now spread on the prewar model, and the Science Fantasy Society and Operation Fantast were
born. The former, based purely on fandom, failed through lack of enthusiasts.
The latter, partly because of founder Ken Slater’s immense, personal energy
and partly because of its semi-commercial basis, lived and started to flourish.
The period was in fact characterised by awakening commercialism and the
consequent spread of s-f readers. These readers started to contact the older
fans, mostly through OF, and Sixth Fandom born.
We are now a little way into Sixth Fandom, which I estimate as starting
in mid-’51. It is characterised by an increasing number of small groups and
fanzines, re-establishment of contact with US fandom, and a remarkable
individualism springing from lack of a unified background. Fanzines have an
air of freshness, almost wonderment, similar to the start of Second Fandom.
Fans are uneasily, if subconsciously, aware of the dividing line between
Those Who Get American Prozines and Those Who Get British Reprints, and
individual prozines are therefore little discussed.
Commercialism is still in the air ... with the example of the old-timers
before them, fans go straight into pro-story writing, or attempting it, after,
perhaps only two or three appearances in fanzines. The fanzines themselves
carry “trainee” stories, and frequently express the desire of fans to “break into
prozines”. The Fifth Fandom actifans are now “old-timers”, and growing
clique-ish.
Naturally, the question can be asked ... is it possible to predict future
developments? It is not so I’m going to try, but the following is extrapolation
in its broadest sense, Given that we don’t have the war: –
The number of small clubs and fanzines will increase steadily with the
spread of s-f, the contacting of more Fans, and the desire of those fans to club
together. But unless there is a greatly increased British Fantasy Library, or
more of the older anthologies are published in this country, there will be a
wider gap between new fan and old. With more British ’zines., and with the
US ’zines being BRE’d in quantity, there will appear discussions of
individual stories, authors, etc. but the tendency will be to regard the pre-’50
stories as too old-fashioned to merit mention.
The standard of fanzine writing will rise with increased experience, and
the appearance of fan-writers unable to place their stories in the pro-market or
who have learnt therein.
By January ’54, a national federation of fan-clubs will group the various
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local clubs into an uneasy coalition, marking the start of 7th fandom, but
before the year is out there will be a break-up on the question of the
“purpose” of s-f. The now-adult readers who started with Dan Dare will
regard s-f purely from the entertainment angle, the older fans will be arguing
a philosophical and perhaps political purpose, and the remnants of 5th
Fandom will drop a few cynical remarks in their highly personal British
FAPA ’zines. As 6th Fandom tended to unite, 7th will tend to split after
initial coalition into country-wide groups issuing “letter-zines” and articlefilled fanmags
The breakup will be accelerated by an elaborately produced “s-f” ’zine
(mid-’54) suddenly, issued by an obscure firm, which will feature flamboyant
“space-opera” and be widely advertised as Britain’s Brightest S-F Zine. The
“entertainment-only” fans will point out that it has some good stories, and the
“higher-purpose” group will retire in disgust. 8th Fandom will start with the
smallest collection of fans for years, most of whom are publishing fanzines,
and a semi-moronic mass who swear by the new “bright” zine and its
imitators. At the May ’55 Convention ... but no ... that’s too terrible to relate
here, and, anyway, you’ll have to see for yourself.
Odd, fandom, isn’t it?
Space Diversions #4 (December 1952/January 1953)
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Fanfare and Suchlike
By “Inquisitor”
Introductory Note. On 18 November 1953 – having been told by
E.C. “Ted” Tubb that the forthcoming Vargo Statten Science
Fiction Magazine was looking for an SF news and gossip columnist
– Vince Clarke wrote to the editor, Alistair Paterson, with some
sample material: “I am fairly conversant with this type of general
writing, having edited my own amateur magazine of s-f news in the
past, and can produce this sort of gossip pretty well ad-lib.”
Paterson expressed enthusiasm in his 19 November reply: “The
style is precisely what I wanted and has that lightness of touch
which I have been hoping for. Would you consider making this a
monthly feature on the payment of two guineas.” (Many thanks to
John Russell Fearn’s agent Phil Harbottle for copies of this
correspondence.)
The “Fanfare and Suchlike” column duly appeared in the first
issue under the inscrutable byline “Inquisitor” – soon an open
secret in contemporary fandom – and continued through the entire
run of nineteen issues, 1954-1956. The magazine title changed to
British Science Fiction Magazine at the sixth issue and again to
British Space Fiction Magazine at the thirteenth, while John
Russell Fearn himself (one of whose pseudonyms was Vargo
Statten) took over the editorship from issue #8, when Dragon
Publications replaced Scion as the publisher.
After the first two issues, January 1954 and February 1954,
the magazine was undated; estimated months of publication for #3
onward are taken from the Galactic Central bibliography site and
given in square brackets, for example “[February] 1956” for the
last.
As a bonus, thanks to the researches of Rob Hansen, part of
the twelfth column as originally drafted by Vince Clarke is
published for the first time in this ebook. – David Langford
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Fanfare and Suchlike #1: January 1954
There was a surging rush of atmospherics from the loudspeakers, a frantic
stutter of background Morse, a voice booming and fading across the
interstellar ether.
“The next record will be played for an android on Sirius Two ...”
No, it wasn’t a nightmare after a lobster and science-fiction supper, but
the Medcon, the Medway Science-Fiction Convention in November. Tony
Thorne, leading enthusiast of the Rochester, Chatham and Gillingham fans, is
a communications engineer, and consequently his club has more than the
usual number of gadget-mad electronics experts; as a fan-magazine (Bang! A
Report ...) that was being produced in the Convention Hall put it,
“Loudspeaker after loudspeaker radiated far into the ultraviolent and
collapsed in a molten mess ...”
Guests saw and heard the MEDCRANK (Medway Electronic Digital
Computing Rotary Analytical Numerating Kontraption) fuse in a cloud of
smoke after its reflexes were tested with the odd words “Marilyn Monroe”,
and fans and authors struggling to pronounce fantasy tongue-twisters in spite
of hearing their own words being broadcast back with a two-second time lag.
There were various tape-recordings, including one from Arthur C. Clarke, the
science-fiction author and astronautics expert, and guests recorded messages
to be sent to the States. The atmosphere might be fairly described as electric.
The Medcon gave fans their first glimpse of the Vargo Statten
Magazine, as incomplete proof copies of the first issue were displayed. Wish
we’d had a camera to record the expression of one enthusiast who grabbed a
copy and found that it consisted of the contents page, first story, and a
number of blank pages.
The editor, in a short speech during the afternoon of the convention,
gave some details about his future plans, and won approval by his evident
interest in the opinions of his potential readers. A number of would-be proauthor fans wore very thoughtful expressions for the rest of the proceedings.
Already we hear giant rumblings as the machinery begins to move in
preparation for the Supermancon (translated into English this means the
“Second Manchester Science-Fiction Convention”). Of interest to all fans and
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readers of Science-Fiction is this news that the Nor’West S.F. Club will be
holding a two-day Convention of s-f readers at the Grosvenor Hotel,
Deansgate, Manchester, on June 5 and 6. It is hoped that among the many
attending will be included well-known Authors, Editors, Publishers and
dealers in the field of science-fiction, plus many extant readers. To Dave H.
Cohen and Company we extend best wishes to this venture.
•••
Who reads science-fiction? Well, there is Professor Oppenheimer, the famous
atomic physicist and Reith Lecturer for ’53, and there is a Brighton bricklayer
who produced a hand-printed fan-magazine; one of the B.B.C.’s most famous
script-writers, and the boys of the H.G. Wells Club in Durham and their
schoolmaster; an engineer correspondent of mine who works at a New
Zealand hydroelectric plant, and, I presume, the grey-bearded old gentleman
whom I noticed in Bloomsbury not long ago because he was carrying a new
British s-f anthology.
In fact, an active imagination and intelligence are not confined to any
particular age-level or race or creed or sex or profession, although a survey
undertaken by one professional American s-f magazine showed that roughly
one-third of America’s younger scientists, engineers, and technological
students – the men actively engaged in shaping this planet’s future – read
science-fiction.
The who and the why and the what of this readership has been a talking
point at club meetings for years. Now, at last, something is being done about
it, and at the Medcon a small pilot survey was being conducted in preparation
for a large scale poll in the near future. (No pilots were found, but that’s
another story.) Conducted by a professional statistician who is also and
inevitably an s-f reader, the results of the research will be published in the
Manchester fan-magazine Space Times, edited by Eric Bentcliffe at 47 Alldis
Street, Great Moor, Stockport, Cheshire, and a magazine worth getting in any
case.
The actual address for the survey is Space Times Research Bureau, 40
Cranley Gardens, London S.W.7. A questionnaire has been prepared and
anyone interested in this research is urged to write to the latter address for a
copy. All personal details will, of course, be treated in strict confidence and
no one will be personally identifiable in the final report. In surveys of this
type, the accuracy of results depends largely on the number of units
considered – if only 10 fans took part and 8 of them were bowlegged
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vegetarian professors of topology, the resulting median would be interesting
but statistically worthless, so how about writing in?
•••
“I have not read any science-fiction before but the editor has given me these
five books to review; I can’t understand what the authors are writing about,
and I think science-fiction is a worthless form of literature.”
That, in effect, sums up a certain type of book review in these modern
times when even the higher-browed political-literary weeklies have to notice
s-f. The fallacy of judging a whole field of literary expression by a handful of
books, and those probably consisting of stories re-printed from U.S.
magazines of the 1930s, is painfully obvious, but at present all that we can do
is to seethe quietly and build up persecution complexes, or put the whole
thing down to a blind spot on the part of the reviewer concerned and go on
enjoying s-f and s-f fandom.
However, some folk would like to Do Something About It, and once
again the idea of a national s-f society is rearing its battered head. Although
such loosely-knit organisations as Operation Fantast encompass most of the
really enthusiastic s-f readers in Great Britain, there is no serious group
which can speak for us as a whole; nothing resembling, for instance, the
British Interplanetary Society which speaks for all those seriously interested
in astronautics and its development.
The idea has been tried on several occasions, the most successful being
the pre-war Science-Fiction Association, and perhaps there is now enough
interest and s-f is sufficiently respectable to justify another attempt. Such, at
any rate, is the hope of the man who dusted off and refurbished the idea – the
“Gran’pop” of British s-f, Walter Gillings. Gillings was editor of the first
British adult s-f ’zine, Tales Of Wonder, and the first post-war ’zine, Fantasy,
also of Scientification and Science Fantasy Review, two beautifully produced
news-magazines which were acknowledged to be the best of their type in the
world. If sufficient willing hands could be found to work in the initial stages,
there seems to be little reason why a serious society should not be founded
and run parallel with active fandom, which tends to take a humorous view of
“serious and constructive fanning”.
•••
Owing to the publicity boys getting out of step with the newspaper critics,
there doesn’t seem to have been a review in any national paper of one of the
best s-f films of recent months – Universal’s It Came From Outer Space. In
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addition to having 3D, a wide screen, and Barbara Rush as heroine (she’s just
naturally 3D on any screen), ICFOS has the incomparable advantage of a
scenario written by Ray Bradbury, one of the best known names in sciencefiction writing. Moreover, it is almost all Bradbury, in contrast to the
treatment given to his short story of a sea-monster which fell in love with a
lighthouse and which was transformed by Hollywood into The Beast From
20,000 Fathoms.
It Came From Outer Space features an author (Richard Carlson) who
lives on the edge of the New Mexican desert. The type of story that he writes
is not stated, but it is a fact that a small colony of s-f authors lived in similar
circumstances a few months ago! However, none of them had a blazing
spaceship land practically in their back-garden, as our hero does.
Unfortunately, a fall of earth covers the ship, and no one will believe that it is
anything but a meteor. The author eventually finds that the alien visitors are
loose, and in a magnificent scene discovers that they can assume the form
and manners of humans ... the plot that the makers of The Thing From
Another World were afraid to tackle when they filmed the story based on that
theme, Who Goes There?
The aliens inform the hero that they mean no harm to humanity. Should
he believe them? If so, why are they kidnapping people and imitating them?
And if not, how can he convince the sceptics?
The film is well worth seeing, and the few flaws are hardly worth
mentioning. There seems to be no particular reason or gain for it being filmed
in 3D, unless you like ducking rocks and hurtling spaceships ... except of
course that one sees more of Barbara Rush. There are some nice touches,
including a good old-fashioned and quite realistic heat-ray. Full marks.
I wish I could say the same of Invasion U.S.A., a film made on a broken
shoe-string in an apparent attempt to exhort blood and taxes from the great
American public. The theme, if you haven’t guessed it, is the invasion of the
U.S. by a carefully unidentifiable foreign force. A-bombs are dropped on the
fleet, airfields, the Boulder Dam, and one landing on New York almost
destroys a papier-mâché Empire State Building. At least 75 per cent. of the
action consists of nicely tailored shots from World War 2 and A-bomb test
news films. There are even some pictures of the London Blitz after the New
York bombing. This film should increase the popularity of T.V.
•••
The range of fantasy ... a London night-club cabaret featuring “The world of
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the future as Picasso sees it” shows thinly-clad damsels as Test Tube Babies,
Flying Saucers, a Call Girl from Mars etc ... the first 3D comic book on sale
here features Paul Terry’s Mighty Mouse and is full of cartooned space-ships,
asteroids, etc. The 3D effect is achieved with the red-green spectacle method,
and is astonishingly good.
•••
Forthcoming books of interest to fans include two more published by
Weidenfeld & Nicolson, The Weaponmakers, by A. E. Van Vogt, another of
the complex super-science-fiction books by this author set in the future
matriarchy of Isher where the Weapon Shops oppose the Empress with their
slogan “The right to buy weapons is the right to be free”, and City by Clifford
D. Simak, the story of humanity’s future and departure by the intelligent
species which they left behind – the dogs. Highly recommended.
Grayson and Grayson continue their excellent series of anthologies with
The Best S-F Stories 3rd Series, The Long Loud Silence by Wilson (Bob)
Tucker, well-known U.S. s-f fan and detective story author, which can be
obtained in the Bodley Head science-fiction series or as a Guild Original
pocket-book, and Ward Lock’s Science Reader’s Companion, with 200
diagrams and 50 photographs, is announced as a comprehensive book of
reference for the man-in-the-street, students, and readers of science-fiction.
Rather odd categories, but thanks for thinking of us ...
(Volume 1 #1, January 1954)

Fanfare and Suchlike #2: February 1954
Any Martian anthropologist who tries to classify homo science-fiction fan
will rapidly acquire an ache in both heads. One can imagine some of the
description ... “Its natural habitat is magazine stalls, bookshops, and libraries;
it generally exhibits a high degree of intelligence combined with an
astonishing memory for old stories. The latter it collects with a passion
shared by only one other Terrestrial creature (See JACKDAW), etc., etc.”
But then will come the 64 Universal Credit question: Are fans
gregarious? Do they flock?
One school of thought will answer “Yes” or occasionally, “Yesh”.
Pupils of this school will be found clutching a glass in one hand and a
magazine in the other, talking away in club rooms and hotel rooms and
saloon bars about all the topics in the known universe.
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The school that answers “No” is, naturally enough, rather hard to
contact, and the only representative of it whom I know is an earnest and
intelligent youngster who told me that he was afraid that meeting sciencefiction authors in the flesh would destroy the pure interest value of their
stories for him. What horrible visions occurred to him when he tried to
visualise an s-f author I thought best not to enquire, being a firm believer in
meetings, parties, Conventions and get-togethers (Have YOU booked for the
Manchester Convention yet?), and in this connection I hope to publish details
here of the regular meetings. If you hold, or are thinking of holding, regular
sessions, please let me know.
•••
The oldest regular meeting of s-f fans and professionals in this country is the
London Circle, formed in late ’46 by fans who were drifting back from the
chaos of the war years. Its regular Thursday meeting became known in all
parts of the world; two professional magazines were born there, several largescale Conventions were planned there, and visitors from the country and
abroad were assured of finding congenial company every Thursday night.
The Visitors’ Book, started in 1950, contained over 300 names by the end of
’53 and read like a Who’s Who of British Science-Fiction.
But you’ll notice that the above is in the past tense. In December, the
manager, Mr. Mordecai, moved to another house, and the friendship and
consideration he’d shown to the Circle was such that they moved with him.
They are still busily engaged in the discussion of the why, when, how and
who of the Cosmos in the saloon bar of the Globe in Hatton Garden. The
night is the same – Thursday – and there is the same lack of formality which
many think has been the cause of its long life.
There are no fees, no minutes, no set discussion – anybody is free to
wander in or out as they please. There is one honorary post, that of Secretary,
which is held appropriately enough by the young lady who recently initiated
the Fantasy Secretary Bureau for the typing of s-f manuscripts. In the London
Circle there is only one rule – sign that Visitors’ Book on your first visit!
•••
Other clubs, organisations and libraries have been established in such farflung places as the Medway towns, Windermere, Bradford, Manchester,
Leeds, Birmingham, Kettering (Northants), Lowestoft, Portsmouth,
Cheltenham, etc., and I will give some details of these in later columns.
Special mention should also be made of the Fantasy Art Society, a
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correspondence club for practicing artists, amateur and professional. News of
the club and its newsletter, can be obtained from Harry Turner, 9 Willow
Bank, Moston, Manchester 9. Incidentally, I hear that a Fantasy Art
Exhibition is being planned for this summer.
•••
I thought I would be able to give the readers of the Vargo Statten Magazine
some really red-hot news, but it turned out that the dull thump which shook
the house at Christmas wasn’t a flying saucer landing in the back garden but
the Christmas number of Space Times, the Manchester fanzine, landing on
the front door mat. It contained fiction by Arthur Clarke, Charles Dickens
and A. Vincent Clarke (rather odd collaborators, but this was a fan parody on
Christmas Carol), and M. M. Badler, articles by three professional editors,
including Mr. Paterson of this magazine, verse, features, etc., etc., totalling
120 pages. In face of this gigantic effort, the poor reproduction and
stencilling of some of these pages shouldn’t be criticised too harshly. 47
Alldis St., Grt. Moor, Stockport, Cheshire, is the address for enquiries or,
better, subscriptions (6/- per year).
Fission, Vol. 1. No. 1, dated January ’54, edited and published by teenage fans Colin Parsons and Geoff Wingrove, is a lithographed fanzine, and as
far as I know only the second to be produced by this process. Containing
articles by the well-known Ken Slater, and author Bryan Berry, and stories by
professional authors F. G. Rayer and H. J. Campbell, this shows plenty of
promise. I’m surprised, though, that with this particular method of
reproduction being used there were not more illustrations to break the interior
text. The price is 9d. per issue, the address, 31 Benwood Court, Benhillwood
Road, Sutton, Surrey.
The other lithographed fanzine mentioned above is Zenith, a superbly
produced job co-edited by Harry Turner of the Fantasy Art Society and Derek
Pickles. Turner’s war-time Zenith set a standard in duplicated artwork that
has rarely been surpassed, and this revival in more sophisticated form should
prove equally enjoyable. The second issue is now available, at 1/-, from 197
Cutler Heights Lane, Bradford 4, Yorks.
Hyphen, which can be read as a pun or as denoting the link between
British and U.S. fans, specialises in humour, and considering that most fans
reach for a pun with lightning quickness and have an other-worldly sense of
humour on the most serious of occasions, this is no mean recommendation.
The more you know of s-f and fandom, the more you’ll enjoy it, but you’ll
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enjoy it anyway. It’s published by Walt Willis, 170 Upper Newtownards
Road, Belfast, Northern Ireland, and costs 9d. per copy. Hyphen also carries
news of the Big Pond Fund, an attempt (which may turn into an annual affair)
to send a British representative to the next U.S. World Science-fiction
Convention.
•••
Most of the active British fans of the early ’40s, those who were publishing
and writing in the amateur field, have since appeared in professional
magazines or “between hard covers”, but the achievement of one of them,
now known as Charles Eric Maine, is worthy of note; his story, Spaceways,
has been broadcast, filmed, and published in book form! The book is
published by Hodder & Stoughton at 10/6, the film, made by Exclusive, has
reappeared after a brief premiere in London last summer.
The scene of Spaceways is an experimental rocket site, where attempts
are being made to establish an artificial satellite in stable orbit above the
Earth. The scientist-hero discovers that his wife is having an affair with one
of his co-workers. A rocket is launched, mysteriously fails to reach expected
height, and simultaneously the lovers disappear. An M.I.5 agent believes that
they have been murdered by the scientist and concealed in the rocket, which
is now hundreds of miles beyond reach. How can the suspect prove his
innocence?
This is a strong plot, worthy of better production than it gets in the film.
Once again the effects of a small budget show too clearly, and the whole
picture is made as if the cast are expecting THE END to flash into their faces
at any moment.
•••
Judith Merrill’s first s-f story, “That Only a Mother” was acclaimed as a
minor classic when published in a leading U.S. magazine; since then she’s
written other shorts, edited a brilliant anthology and her first book has now
been reprinted in this country. In Shadow on the Hearth, she returns to the
theme of motherhood, for this is the story of a New York house wife and
mother when the Atomic War starts and an A-bomb drops on the city. Don’t
expect slam-bang adventure here; this is a sincere character study which
doesn’t attempt to make a super-woman of the heroine, and as pure story it
makes an interesting change from the standard formulae.
Sidgwick & Jackson have also published Flight Into Space, by Jonathan
Norton Leonard, Science Editor of Time, at 12/6, and Man Into Space by
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Heinz Haber at 30/-; the first is a general survey of astronautics, the second a
detailed account of the probable psychological and physical effects of spacetravel.
Another book from a science editor is Explorations in Science
(Gollancz, 12/6) by Waldemar Kaempffert of the New York Times. It deals,
on a very popular plane, with numerous subjects from spaceships to ciphers;
not over-useful as a text-book, but it makes a good springboard for the
imagination.
•••
The range of fantasy ... Hollywood announces a “science-fiction thrill-chill
melodrama ... scientist transforms a domestic cat into a sabre tooth tiger and
himself into a sub-human being that ranged the world thousands of years
ago”. I wonder if they’ll call it The Piltdown Man Rides Again?
From Athens comes news of the first Greek s-f convention, held in that
city at the end of last year. For reports of this branch of fandom, contact the
Athenian S-F Club, 45 Charilaou Trikoupi Street, Athens, Greece.
•••
After six or eight month’s silence the Liverpool S-F Society’s official organ
Space Diversions appeared at Xmas with 108 pages and the announcement
that it was no longer bimonthly but “irregular”. Obviously including
everything, good, bad and mostly indifferent received during the interval, the
issue was a huge mass of assorted stories, articles, poems, etc., out of which
the editors occasionally peered with embarrassed smiles. Worth noting were
articles by professional authors Ted Tubb and Bryan Berry, but it’s a pity that
the superb duplicating wasn’t matched by the spelling, format and contents.
This issue costs 2/-, the usual price is 2/6 for three, available from Norman
Shorrocks, 12a Rumford Place, Liverpool 3.
(Volume 1 #2, February 1954)

Fanfare and Suchlike #3: [April] 1954
“I’m worried,” I said to my friend, the Bibliophile. “The author of “The
Super Disintegrator” in The Vargo Statten Magazine No. 1, Simpson Stokes;
I’m sure I know that name, but ...”
The Bibliophile, who was collecting s-f when it was being carved on
stone tablets, smiled in a superior fashion and led the way to his study. This
looked like a full-scale model of the British Museum Reading Room, but he
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went directly to a shelf and took down a small volume.
“Listen,” he said. “‘As they marched they had become gradually
conscious of a strange, vibrant note in the upper air ... it was like no known
aircraft drone, and the shuffling column halted, as one man, and gazed
upwards ... The sky was clear of clouds – a watery blue. Almost vertically
above them, strung out in a line, were three strange cigar shapes, which
appeared to be wingless. They were travelling fast – too fast to be airships ...
“‘Then, one after another, the three cigar shapes in the vault of the sky
slowed down. A puff of black smoke emerged lazily from each ... they
stopped moving ... then they began to tilt, nose forward, and to drop,
spreading fanwise away from each other. The vibrant noise ceased, and the
three shapes sped silently down ...’”
“Easy,” I said. “V1s. Hitler’s robot bombs.”
“Quite,” said my friend drily, putting the book away. “That was AirGods Parade, by Simpson Stokes. It was published,” he added, “in 1935.”
He was right, too. Mr. Stokes gave an accurate picture of the things nine
years before they were stuttering explosively overhead. I’m just as glad that
the rest of the book wasn’t that accurate, though, for it forecast a poison-gas
war on England; period ... early 1945.
From there the talk drifted to other s-f prophecies; the famous occasion
when American editor John W. Campbell was closely questioned by the
F.B.I. for publishing a story concerning the A-bomb U235, etc., months
before Hiroshima hit the headlines, and managed to convince them that it
wasn’t a security leak; Hugo Gernsback, publisher of the first s-f magazine
and his oddly titled Ralph 124C41+, published in 1911, which forecast
television, radar, etc.; The Great Pacific War, written by Hector C. Bywater
in 1925, which forecast the Japanese conquest of the Pacific islands in minute
detail ...
There are scores of near-correct prophecies; by themselves they add up
to an impressive total. Taken against the thousands of noncorrect forecasts,
they are not so significant. You have to know what to pick. Now, if those
electronically-minded fans down on the Medway could construct a ScienceFiction Probability Analyser ...
One way to junk a number of prophecies would be for the world’s
leaders to act and think like sane, mature human beings. That would take care
of these future Atomic War stories. There’s also the probability, as Gordon
Dean, former chairman of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission points out in
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his Report on the Atom (Eyre and Spottiswoode, 16/-), that mutual fear of
retaliation would keep the A-bombs grounded. Mr. Dean has some interesting
speculations in this book on the peaceful uses of atomic power, including the
possibilities of A-powered airships!
•••
There are already robots amongst us; not the ten-foot character with redgleaming eyes, the strictly non-mechanistic desire for the heroine and the
ability to get drunk by inserting his steel index finger into a light-socket ... the
fairly standardised s-f robot ... but very prosaic commercial machines. The
automatic telephone exchange; the weighing machines that “speak your
weight”; linotypes; beer-bottling machines. It depends upon what you mean
by robot, of course, and what you expect when you press a button and stand
clear (and in certain philosophies, human beings work in exactly the same
way; press a conditioned reflex and stand clear).
These solemn thoughts are occasioned by the appearance of two desktop robots which should interest fan-magazine editors in particular, the Model
A20 Varityper Office Composing Machine and the Coxhead DSJ Office
Composing Machine. These don’t exactly write your stuff for you, but they
do practically everything else. Both come from Gestetner.
The principle of both machines is that of a typewriter, but whereas in the
ordinary model typer each type is permanently fixed into the machine, one
type-face to a type-bar, in this pair the type faces are quite separate. The type
fount, the complete 90 characters comprising letters and figures, is cast on a
semi-circular metal plate. This plate is fixed to a horizontal wheel on top of
the machine, and every time you press the typewriter key, this wheel moves
around to bring the desired character opposite the paper in the machine. At
almost the same time a small hammer pushes the paper in the machine
towards the wheel. As there is a typewriter ribbon between type and paper,
the paper is printed.
You’ll notice that the type-plate is semi-circular. That means that
another plate, with an entirely different type-face, can be fitted to the other
half of the central wheel, and put into operation with no more effort than is
needed to lift the wheel into a different position. You can therefore, at any
one time, have two different type-faces, say, ordinary and italic, on your
machine. Moreover, the semi-circular plates are interchangeable with very
little effort; literally hundreds of type-faces are available!
This isn’t of course the end of these machines’ resources. There is
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variable line spacing, variable letter spacing, and automatic justification of
lines. The latter means that each line has an even right-handed edge, as in all
printing, and in fact Varityping is practically indistinguishable from ordinary
printed matter. As a final touch, the machines mentioned are electric; a flick
with the finger and a perfectly even impression appears on the paper.
Does any composing machine manufacturer want to buy a soul?
•••
CLUBS AND FAN MAGAZINES. Active fan Peter Campbell’s
correspondents and local friends formed the basis of the Lakeland ScienceFiction Organisation, which now has a flourishing library and members in all
parts of the British Isles and in the U.S. Information on the L.S.F.O. can be
had from Peter at 60 Calgarth Road, Windermere, Westmorland. The first
issue of the club magazine, Orion, was published in December by Paul
Enever, 9 Churchill Avenue, Hillingdon, Middlesex. (4d. per issue, 6 for 1/9).
It contained fiction, news, a column and a neat editorial outlining future
policy. Quote: “Granted that not every fan can write well – assuming that
every fan can write period – there are obviously many, like the Irishman, who
have never tried. Now is their opportunity.” Unquote.
First fanzine to recover from the surfeit of s-f Xmas cards, Special
Christmas Issues and 1954 Fantasy Calendars was Hyphen (W.A. Willis, 170
Upper Newtownards Road, Belfast, N.I.) for Jan. ’54. Well up to its
humorous reputation, although sometimes a combined glossary of s-f slang
and a Who’s Who In S-F is needed to keep track of all the allusions. Quote:
“The Poo is Mightier Than the Yobber.” Unquote. Beg pardon?
Kettering (Northants) S-F Society meets alternate Monday evenings at
The Vine, Rockingham Road, Kettering. Members have a library and are
thinking of issuing a magazine. Fee 5/- per year; contact D. Cowen, 42
Silverwood Road, Kettering, for further details.
Bradford S-F Association also meets at fortnightly intervals (at the
homes of members), is also proposing to publish. The fee is 2/6, the source
for further details Secretary Derek Pickles, 197 Cutler Heights Lane,
Bradford 4.
•••
The range of fantasy ... Competition to name a planet for U.S.A. T.V. s-f
serial was won by a boy whose prize was a 30-foot long model rocket-ship,
delivered on a 3-ton lorry ... Chess master C. H. O’D. Alexander startled
interviewers at recent Hastings Chess Tournament by saying that he relaxed
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by reading science-fiction and was very interested in it. Odd; visitors to the
London Circle have seen s-f fans relaxing by playing chess ...
•••
Publishers Grayson & Grayson continue their excellent series of s-f titles
with Strange Travels in S-F, an anthology edited by Groff Conklin, and The
Twenty Second Century, which brings together a number of the fine stories
written for British and U.S. magazines by British author John Christopher.
Travels is a first selection from the mammoth American Omnibus of S-F and
contains tales by Jack London, H. P. Lovecraft. Bradbury, Boucher, Brown,
Fyfe and other famous names. Both books are well up to standard.
The Wishful Thinker by Bernard Newman (Robert Hale, 9/6) is a nearfuture fantasy concerning an Englishman able to read the thoughts of a
leading Communist in Russia; interesting to admirers of political fantasy ...
and wishful thinkers.
Tomorrow Is Already Here by Robert Jungk (Rupert Hart-Davis, 16/-) is
non-fictional, the author reviews atomic developments, electronic-brain
building, rocket experiments and other factual but fantastic scientific
advances, speculates on their effect on human culture; an interesting,
provocative book for those who like to look beyond the purely mechanical
wonders.
Forthcoming books include Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451 (Rupert
Hart-Davis), three from Weidenfeld & Nicholson and an anthology,
Beachheads in Space: Space Travel by British s-f author William F. Temple
is a non-fictional account for younger readers, and The Robot Era will be by
P. E. Cleator, one of the founders of the British Interplanetary Society.
•••
New British pseudo-science film Devil Girl From Mars is reported to have
been made in twelve days, features man-hunting woman from Mars who
lands here in a flying saucer.
•••
THE SITE: Grosvenor Hotel, Deansgate, Manchester. THE TIME: 11 a.m. to
11 p.m. THE DATES: 5th and 6th June (Whitsun week-end). THE EVENT:
The Supermancon, this year’s national s-f Convention. Over 40 items have
been listed for the Convention programme, including a talk by author John
Russell Fearn and a “trial” of editor H. J. Campbell. Details from Dave
Cohen, 32 Larch Street, Hightown, Manchester 8. Everyone who is anyone in
British s-f will be there ... don’t be left out!
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•••
BOOKS IN BRIEF
Sparing an inward smile of self-derision for any man who can so enjoy
such blatantly incredible stuff, this reviewer has to confess that The Weapon
Makers, by A. E. Van Vogt (Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 15/6) is one book he
couldn’t lay down until the last page was reached. Here, certainly, is a book
that makes science-fiction reading take on a new significance, and all this
despite the author’s bombast and his gay essays into the world of utter
impossibilities. In this book the founder of the Weapon Shops turns out to be
the world’s only immortal. As Robert Hedrock he steers the Isher civilisation
through its severest crisis, first by marrying the Empress Innelda, and then by
manipulating affairs in such a manner that her greatest enemies, the people of
the Weapon Shops, are able to take the secret of interstellar travel away from
her and give it to the people. How he dared pit himself against the greatest
powers of his universe as well as against the aliens of outer space contribute
to making this a really “big” book by whatever standard a critic might care to
measure it.
City, by Clifford D. Simak (Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 9/6) when first
published in America was voted to be the finest science-fiction work to be
put out in hard covers during 1952 and thereby won the International Fantasy
award. It is a curiously compelling story, containing a strange and intriguing
programme for Man’s future. It begins with a portrayal of the final end of the
Cities, arising from decentralisation and far-reaching developments in
chemical husbandry. It finally ends with a series of parallel worlds. One of
these worlds is a kingdom of the ants, the second is controlled by a very
lovable dog civilisation, while the third is the planet Jupiter – where the
human race has jettisoned all the faults of humanity as they had known it, and
embarked on a new type of life. The story is told from a new angle, from the
point of view of the Dogs who have supplanted Man as the rulers. A
remarkably compelling story, made all the more unique and delightful
because the author has so patently enjoyed writing every word.
(Volume 1 #3, 1954)

Fanfare and Suchlike #4: [May] 1954
“So I went to this science-fiction club meeting,” wrote my correspondent,
“and I must say that it was a refreshing experience to meet people who
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thought very much as I did, could discuss the stories that I’d read, and
seemed more friendly than I would have expected on such short
acquaintance. But – the language!”
I blinked at this. Had my correspondent spilt someone’s beer – or
orangeade – or spoken harshly of a favourite author?
“One of the first persons who spoke to me said, ‘Ah, a neofan! I’m
faned of the clubzine; we’ve a dupered irregular pub. Last ish was an annish
with egoboo from proeds and some two-colour illos ... here, take one and let
me know if you want to sub. later. You’ll find news of B.R.E.s and other
prozine reviews, and Big Pond Fund news ...’
“‘Big Pond Fund?’ I remarked dully. I hadn’t understood much of what
he’d said already, but it seemed absurd that three common English words,
however placed together, should be incomprehensible.
“The other chap, a cheerful, friendly fellow, looked surprised. ‘Big Pond
Fund,’ he repeated. ‘You know, bigponding an Anglofan to the next
Worldcon Stateside!’
“I considered this with care. ‘Stateside’ was American slang for being
on that side of the Atlantic – I’m a regular film-goer and can talk American
with ease – but I was sure that I’d never come across the rest before.
However, I didn’t want to appear too ungrateful for all this information, so I
nodded intelligently and he waved a small sheaf of paper at me. It was
printed in purple.
“‘Here’s a fringe-fan ’zine,’ said my new friend cheerfully. ‘Hektoed,
and apart from the B.E.M. on the cover, quite s and c ...’
“I was just beginning to wonder if there might be something wrong with
my hearing but at that point someone drew him into an interesting-sounding
but unintelligible argument concerning something called ‘7th Fandom’, and I
spent most of the rest of the evening discussing science-fiction, potatogrowing, high-frequency amplifiers and 17th century playwrights. I found it
all very interesting and am going again next week, but – until I get to know
the language, is there any sort of phrase-book of science-fiction I can use?”
•••
Personally, I thought that this was a little too complicated to be true; all the
terms used are in that peculiar verbal shorthand used by fans in conversation
and correspondence, but not quite to that extent! Like all other hobbies and
trades, science-fiction has a language of its own, consisting mostly of
“portmanteau words”, or, as Humpty Dumpty defined them in that classic
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fantasy, Alice Through the Looking Glass, “two meanings packed up into one
word”.
Rendered into fairly plain English, our bewildered friend was greeted
with: “Ah, a new fan! I’m a fan editor of the club magazine; we’ve a
duplicated and irregularly-appearing publication. Last issue was an
anniversary issue (a once-a-year extra large issue), with messages praising us
(boosting the ego) from professional editors, with two-colour illustrations ...
“You’ll find news of British Reprint Editions of American magazines
and other professional magazine reviews, and news of a scheme to send a
British fan across the Atlantic to the next World Convention in the States.”
These World Conventions are held in a different American city every year,
and are huge affairs, lasting three days and nights and attracting nearly a
thousand guests! Details of this scheme and news of U.S. fan affairs can
usually be found in the Irish-British-American Hyphen (address below).
The new fan is then offered another fan magazine, this one published by
someone on the fringe of normal fan activities. It’s a hektographed magazine,
and apart from the Bug-Eyed Monster on the cover treats s-f in a serious and
constructive (s. and c.) manner; that is as a special branch of literature
entitled to serious consideration.
I won’t go into details of 7th Fandom here, as the editor would probably
be annoyed if he found ‘Fanfare’ had spread like an awful blight from
another world from page 1 to page 128, but if you’re curious you’ll be able to
find out from the forthcoming encyclopædia of fandom. This latter is being
sponsored by that sterling organisation Operation Fantast, and is designed to
include contractions, expansions, abbreviations, portmanteaux, plain and
fancy slang, and various incidents which have found their way into the
mysterious world of fandom. Details of this Fancyclopædia will be given
here when it is ready.
Operation Fantast is also collecting details of all fan clubs and
organisations connected with fan interests, which will all be gathered together
and issued as a Handbook. Gathering the material is Dennis Cowen, of 42
Silverwood Road, Kettering, Northants, England, who will be very glad to
hear from those interested as soon as possible. Details concerning the O.F.
organisation itself can be obtained through that most active of British fans,
Captain K. F. Slater, at one of the fan world’s best known addresses: 13
Group, R.P.C., B.A.O.R., 42.
•••
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It seems that every time I write a fan magazine review I see a copy of Hyphen
(two issues 1/6, from W. A. Willis, 170 Upper Newtownards Road, Belfast,
N. Ireland), in the “to be reviewed” pile. This is the most regular “irregular”
fanzine I’ve ever seen, and I love it down to the last wisecrack on the back
cover. This is the New Yorker of the fan world, and the latest at the time of
writing is No. 7 (March).
•••
A newcomer to the pile is Haemogoblin (single copies 1/-, four for 3/6, from
F. L. Smith, 613 Great Western Road, Glasgow W.2), which is as far as I
know the first Scottish fanzine. Hand printed, 30 pages, its avowed intention
is to cater for the “serious-minded aficionados”, but fan humour will keep
creeping in. This issue presents a mixed bag of stories, articles, reviews and
news, plus some illustrations – linocuts – so deeply black that they almost
show on both sides of the paper. We’ll watch Haemogoblin’s progress with
interest, tempered with awe at the temerity of fans attempting to hand-set and
print an entire magazine. Scottish readers should note that the magazine is the
official organ of the Newlands S-F Club of Glasgow, the only Scottish club.
Alpha, Belgium’s – possibly Continental Europe’s – only fanzine, organ
of the Antwerp S-F Club, makes its third bimonthly appearance with the
April issue of 20 pages. Not noticeably different from similar British
publications, except perhaps that it is better duplicated, it is well worth your
support. One year’s subscription is 4/-, from Jan Jansen, 229 Berchemlei,
Borgerhout, Antwerp.
We’ve been asked to state that Eric Bentcliffe, of the North-east S-F
Club, has resigned editorship of the official organ Space Times, and will be
issuing his own private magazine. Meanwhile, the o.o. will continue to be
published by Constance Mackenzie, at the Space Times Press, 5 Hans Place,
London S.W.1. The last issue of Space Times to hand (February) contains a
really funny satire on the U.S. thriller writer, Mickey Spillane, in which a
hard-boiled detective becomes involved in a fan convention, Walter A. Willis
being the perpetrator, accounts of the last “Worldcon”, and all the usual
features. Single copies 1/-, or 6/- for a full year.
•••
We too are interested in your fan clubs as well as Operation Fantast. Send in
details for a mention in “Fanfare”. This month we spotlight the Midlands
with details of the Birmingham Science-Fiction Circle, given by Chairman
Dennis Egan. This club is two years old and meets regularly each Friday
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evening from 7.30 p.m. onwards at the Board Vaults, Worcester Street,
Birmingham, and they’ll be very happy to welcome visitors from other areas
as well as new members in the city ... here’s hoping that they have many of
them ...
•••
The range of fantasy ... Roland La Starza, American professional boxer who
met England’s Don Cockell here in March, stated in interviews that he was
an ardent reader of science-fiction ... The Kraken Wakes, John Wyndham’s sf book concerning underwater alien life (Michael Joseph, 9/6), adapted for
B.B.C. broadcast ... The Boys’ Own Paper, celebrating its 75th birthday in
March, had cover showing a space station, an s-f story by author Bill Temple,
article on life in 2000 A.D. ... and an extract from an old Jules Verne serial,
Clipper of the Clouds ...
(Volume 1 #4, 1954)

Fanfare and Suchlike #5: [July] 1954
As “Inquisitor” I could naturally have suggested several more questions for
the recent “Space Times Research Survey” of science-fiction fandom, such as
“What do you do when your pocket-book shelves start giving way?” and
“What makes you keep that manuscript in the bottom drawer instead of
sending it into a magazine?” but the question I would most like to have seen
printed would have been:
(13) What would you do if you woke one morning and found a flying
saucer at the bottom of your garden?
There would, of course, have been a choice of possible answers neatly
arranged below, such as:
(a) Scream.
(b) Ring your local fan-club, 999, the Vargo Statten Magazine and your
local newspaper, in that order.
(c) Prepare to evacuate your collection.
(d) Run down the garden path waving your V.S.S.F.F.L. certificate and
crying “Welcome to Earth!” but keeping an eye open for disintegrating rays.
(e) Moan and crawl back into bed again.
There’s no doubt about it; flying-saucers are here to stay, and as s-f fans
are generally regarded as wild-eyed experts on Space and Things In It we
should have our answers ready when asked about them. Unfortunately, it is
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almost impossible to base opinions about flying-saucers on anything more
than pure and unscientific faith. After making every allowance for error, and
thus dismissing about 90% of reported “sightings”, the remaining 10% can’t
be explained away on any grounds which doesn’t admit the equal likelihood
of them being extra-terrestrial objects; that is, they are just as likely to be
genuine saucers as atmospheric phenomena, secret weapons, etc.
The most sensible course of action appears to be that adopted by several
“spotter” societies and the Canadian Government. Gather together as much
data as possible, and theorise on that. And wait ...
It would be a tremendous event for the human race if the saucers were
actually space-ships from other worlds, and in Arthur C. Clarke’s latest s-f
novel Childhood’s End (Sidgwick & Jackson, 9/6) there is a vividly written
passage describing the moment when the saucers appear openly:
“This was the moment when history held its breath, and the present
sheared asunder from the past as an iceberg splits from its frozen, parent
cliffs, and goes sailing out to sea in lonely pride. All that the past ages had
achieved were as nothing; now only one thought echoed and re-echoed
through Reinhold’s brain: The human race was no longer alone.”
This, by the way, is from the end of the prologue of the book, so you can
imagine that there’s plenty of scope for further plotting. In fact, the end of
childhood is the end of the human race as we know it! Childhood’s End has
far greater range than Clarke’s usual stories, which, like Sands of Mars
(Corgi Books, 2/-) are realistic but vivid adventures of the fairly near future.
Both of the books mentioned are thoroughly recommended.
•••
Fans like publishing two kinds of amateur magazine; the type which, like
Space Times, Orbit, Hyphen, Orion, etc., appear at intervals in the usual
manner, and “one-shots”. The latter are one issue ’zines only – deliberately, I
hasten to add. Usually they commemorate some fannish event – we
mentioned the one-shot Bang! concerning the Medway in the first “Fanfare”
– but sometimes they merely mark a get-together where inspiration and
drinks are both flowing freely, or concern a matter which merits more space
than a fanzine can normally give it.
The Enchanted Duplicator (W. A. Willis, 170 Upper Newtownards
Road, Belfast, Northern Ireland), price 1/-, is in the latter category, but this is
a one-shot with a difference; it’s more like a firework set-piece, cascading
brilliances and exploding fallacies in a manner which will echo in Fandom
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for years. It’s a fable of fandom; the hero, Jophan, sets out from the village of
Prosaic in the country of Mundane in search of the Enchanted Duplicator on
which he wants to publish the perfect fanzine. Protected by his shield of
Umor, he passes through the Jungle of Inexperience, which contains such
perils as the Torrent of Overinking and hideous beasts called Typos
(typographical errors), is refreshed by mannascripts in the Desert of
Indifference, etc., and has missiles thrown at him by dwarf Fanmagrevoos
and giant Promagrevoos.
The Enchanted Duplicator is excellently produced, like all good humour
has a serious undercurrent, and unlike many “True Fan” productions is
readily understandable by the outsider. If we throw any missiles at Willis and
his co-author and artist, Bob Shaw, they’ll be securely wrapped in large
bouquets.
•••
Orbit, No. 3, Feb. 1954 (Leeds S-F Association, Adelphi, Leeds Bridge,
Leeds 1), price 1/-, has obviously ventured too near the Torrent of
Overinking, but is more interesting than the average fanzine in its “something
for everyone” approach. If you think that’s a two-edged compliment, you’re
right. An article by one R. M. Bennet [sic], on s-f in the schoolroom is
outstanding. A note to the film-critic: only give half the plot in a review,
please!
Orion (Paul Enever, 9 Churchill Ave., Hillingdon, Middx.), price 4d., is,
in spite of its address, the official organ of the Lakeland S-F Organisation. It
is a bimonthly, published strictly to schedule ...
There, there. Are you feeling all right again? Unpretentious but clean
layout (but what do you want for 4d.?); it is brightly if somewhat too
aggressively edited. We advise you to send in your 4d. and see if you can
knock Editor Paul from his self-righteous perch of (unfannish!) punctuality.
Bem (Mal Ashworth, 40 Makin St., Tong St., Bradford 4, Yorks), first
number April, price 1/6, for two issues, also has fan Tom White as editor
with an equally long address – when you think of what the Americans can do
with a couple of numbers and a city in a country four times the size of this ...
but we digress. Bem is determinedly humorous, has obtained some excellent
material from fans Willis, Clarke, Potter, Jeeves, etc., for its opening number,
and when the editors have mastered the intricacies of duplicating and layout
should be one of the best of its kind. A very friendly ’zine, which you’ll like.
Science-Fiction Satellite (Don Allen, 3 Arkle St., Gateshead, Co.
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Durham), first number May, price 1/-, organ of the North-East S-F Society, is
astonishingly well laid-out and duplicated for a first issue. The contents
include three short stories, five articles, including “Flying Saucer Report” by
R. Fenwick and an article on British science-fiction by the editor of this
magazine, Vargo Statten, entitled “Why Imitate the Americans?” and a
generally “up-’n’-doing” atmosphere. We can see the active fans associated
with Science-Fiction Satellite forming one of the first chapters of the Vargo
Statten Science Fiction Fan League and making a tremendous success of it.
•••
At the time of writing a Space Times has just appeared, but we hear that, with
the exception of the shortened edition to be included in the Manchester
Convention Combozine, this will be the last. The difficulties of editing a
Manchester magazine in London were apparently too great – a pity, for it was
improving rapidly with every issue. This incident also highlights a frequent
danger in fandom ... that a willing worker will have too much loaded onto his
or her shoulders, and through sheer good nature will take on far too many
commitments until some last straw will suddenly snap him out of fandom
altogether. Organisers in local chapters of the Vargo Statten Club take
warning! You need at least three active workers as a basis!
However, the talents of Stuart Mackenzie, editor of Space Times, will
not be wasted; already a scheme is afoot to have ready at the Convention the
first number of Eye, a London Circle magazine edited by Stuart, A. Vincent
Clarke and, believe it or not, E. C. (Ted) Tubb, the popular pocket-book and
short-story author, and writer of the current Vargo Statten Magazine serial.
Correction – although edited and produced in the London Circle, it is
specifically stated that “i” is not under any circumstances to be thought of as
an official organ of any sort.” Copies will be 1/6 (40 pp.), and if all goes well
by the time you read this will be available from Stuart Mackenzie at 5 Hans
Place, Chelsea, London S.W.1. It should be good.
•••
CLUBS. Thanks to Eric Jones for the following information: The West
Country S-F Group caters mainly for fans in S.W. England and has at present
25 members. Meetings are held at the New Pilot Inn, Southgate Street,
Gloucester, on Wednesday and Sunday evenings. There’s a club ’zine,
Continuum, and a newsletter.
“A welcome is extended to all readers in the Gloucester-CheltenhamStroud areas,” says Eric, “and we would very much like to contact U.S. fans
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– if there are any – stationed at Fairford Base.” Club subscriptions are 6/- per
annum within 40 miles of Gloucester; 3/- further afield. For further details,
write Trevor Davies, 118 Coneyhill Road, Gloucester.
The Medway Science and Fantasy Club (c/o Medway S. and F. Centre,
Canterbury Street, Gillingham, Kent) again makes news by running a public
“science-quiz” in conjunction with a local cinema which was showing
Spaceways, and getting some nice publicity in the local newspapers and the
national Reveille as well. Other clubs please copy! Kent readers who haven’t
been contacted by live-wire club organiser, Tony Thorne, yet should write to
the above address; the club has a journal, a library, telescopes, tape-recorders,
and, apparently, atomic power – or else where do they get that energy?
More information about clubs, someone, please?
•••
There are numerous new s-f book titles available, many of which will be
reviewed in the Vargo Statten Magazine. I’m glad to see Dobson’s entering
the s-f field with an “S-F Adventure Series”, the first of which will be Fury
by top U.S. author, Henry Kuttner, set in the underseas domes of Venus in
the far future. Amongst the older publishers in the field, Museum Press have
three excellent titles in British author Eric Frank Russell’s Sentinels from
Space, which mixes interstellar travel and a group of people able to exercise
their “wild talents” – telepathy, telekinesis, etc. Gateway to Tomorrow,
another British s-f anthology edited by New Worlds editor John Carnell, and
Dragon’s Island by another American, Jack Williamson, which features
science-fiction and detective fiction in a nicely complicated plot which
involves a space-ship growing on a tree – this is not a vegetable plot! All
these are published at 9/6 and are recommended.
(Volume 1 #5, 1954)

Fanfare and Suchlike #6: [September] 1954
Let us be historically accurate and rather pedantic:
The first science-fiction Convention took place in Philadelphia in 1936,
the first British Convention on January 3rd, 1937, in Leeds, and since then
almost every year has seen a gathering of fans, authors, artists and editors in
some part of the country.
Which is quite true but is a few light years distant from conveying the
general atmosphere of an s-f Convention. This is the annual letting-the-hair77

down of the enthusiasts and as time goes by it seems as though the hair is
getting longer – and wilder. It’s a point which will probably lead to long
debates in the fanzines, but it does seem that the Manchester Convention at
Whitsun, the Supermancon, set a new high in disorganised enjoyment.
Fans congregated from all parts of the country; Wiltshire and Kent and
Northumberland fans; Scots and Welsh and the entire active-fan population
of Northern Ireland; an epic-making convoy of two cars, a private taxi and a
motor-cycle from London (which, naturally, sent the largest number of
delegates from any area), the editors of the major s-f magazines and
numerous authors and artists.
They found that, wisely, the Manchester organisers had not stated
specific times on the Convention programme, though they did allocate certain
items to certain days, which must have caused some slight embarrassment
when some Sunday pieces appeared on Saturday afternoon. But no-one cared
very much; this was a festive occasion, and largely through the efforts of E.
C. (Ted) Tubb various extempore efforts had more success than if they had
been rehearsed all year.
Items of special interest to readers of the Vargo Statten Magazine
included a provocative talk by Alistair Paterson on magazine art work and the
appearance of John Russell Fearn, alias Vargo Statten, alias several other
names, in person. Fearn has a drily humorous and likeable personality which
appears far too infrequently in his stories, and whenever he speaks at a
Convention he holds the audience with ease – yes, even those hardened
cynics, the old-time s-f fans! In a lightly humorous speech, he spoke of the
tremendous number of stories which he has produced, and how he is
introducing a change of style – “It does get monotonous destroying the
Universe twice a month!” – in some of the pocket-books, putting some
emphasis on humour and satire.
He answered numerous questions – some rather rude! – with perfect
naturalness, and produced one devastating remark to his critics: “If you think
it can be done better, why is it not done?” He also gave the news that
“Volsted Gridban”, which concealed the identity of himself and another wellknown author, would be dropped as a name, although, of course, the stories
will continue to appear.
During the Convention, Messrs. Fearn, Paterson and Tubb met many
readers of the Vargo Statten Magazine and potential members of the club,
although there was no organised discussion. Perhaps the members will be
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holding special Conventions of their own some day?
Other items on the programme included a talk on radioactivity by Frank
Simpson, a symposium by the Editors of this magazine, New Worlds and
Nebula on British and reprint magazines, a panel programme “Authors Under
Fire”, a Fan Editor’s forum, a show by fan John Gunn of the Magic Circle, an
extremely good recorded play by the Liverpool S-F group (written by Walt
Willis), and a “Trial” of H. J. Campbell of Authentic Science Fiction for
alleged insulting remarks to non-London fans. As Campbell didn’t arrive,
through an accident to his motor-cycle, one might think that this item would
have to be cancelled – if one didn’t know s-f fans. A little thing like the nonappearance of the principal character couldn’t damp the assembled spirits
and, adorned in a bushy beard, Ron Buckmaster of London took the place of
Campbell and heard his case argued over by Tubb and Terry Jeeves, of
Sheffield, ably assisted by other members of the London Circle. A near
hysterical audience never did learn the verdict – if there was one.
The Supermancon Committee, headed by Dave Cohen, is to be
congratulated on producing, whether voluntarily or not, one of the most
memorable conventions in British fan history, which will leave fans recalling
for years various incidents in Rooms 123, 133, etc., of the hotel, and
wondering what the staff of a certain Chinese restaurant must have thought
after being invaded by fifteen or twenty hungry fans one dinner time and
finding little cards scattered around afterwards which bore such fannish
quotes as “Every flying saucer is piloted by a potential fan” and “If you
didn’t want crottled greeps [sic], why did you order them?” and “We know
it’s summer because the rain is distinctly warmer.”
Fans are already talking about the venue of the 1955 Convention.
•••
The Supermancon saw the publication of an excellently produced
Combozine, a programme which also included samples of most of the British
fan magazines – Bem, Orbit, Space Diversions, Nirvana, Medway Journal,
etc. – on which Editor Harry Turner deserves congratulations, and also
several other fanzines.
The outstanding publication was Eye, or “i”, or even “the square root of
minus one”, depending upon what sort of pun you wish to make of it, a new
magazine from the London Circle which was sold with fanatical fervour by
members of that unorganised body. Its forty-four pages included a Tubb
story, an article by Walt Willis on a fandom that grew up around sauce
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bottles (!) and articles on normal (?) s-f fandom in various aspects by Stuart
Mackenzie, H. J. Campbell, Nigel Lindsay, Daphne Buckmaster, Bryan
Berry, John Brunner, A. Vincent Clarke and two anonymous contributions,
amongst others. The production is generally good and the contents
interesting. Eye definitely contains more personality than ninety per cent of
fanzines, and its second issue, which will contain accounts of the Londoners’
experiences at the Supermancon, should become historical. No. 1 can be
obtained, at 1/6, from J. Stuart Mackenzie, 5 Hans Place, London S.W.1.
•••
Fantast Sidetrack, also distributed at the Convention, is another offering from
Captain Ken Slater, an interim production between issues of Operation
Fantast, which has been held up through a change of printers. (Even fan
magazines undergo these trials!) Take note that the super-active Ken is
leaving the Army, and his address will in future be Riverside, South Brink,
Wisbech, Cambs.
Once again Orion (Paul Enever, 9 Churchill Avenue, Hillingdon,
Middlesex; price 2/- for six issues) hits deadline straight on the nose, and its
major fault now seems to lie in its Editor’s desire to do the same thing. Hit
things on the nose, I mean. This well-duplicated and provocative ’zine is
worth getting if only for that Editorial personality, though, and there’s more
besides that.
•••
Bem No. 2 (Tom White, 3 Vine Street, Cutler Heights, Bradford 4, Yorks)
arrived with the first report of the Supermancon, five days after the event. An
extra large issue of fifty-two pages, this fanzine has rapidly established itself
as one of the more interesting, as extracts from over two dozen letters
published in it testify. This issue contains numerous good-humoured items,
and the general production is vastly superior to the first issue. The price is 1/6
for two issues, and worth it.
Femizine No. 1 is the first all-female fanzine to be produced on this side
of the Atlantic. I don’t think anybody has ever made an estimate of the
number of female s-f readers, although the number is depressingly low, but
this may bring quite a number to light.
•••
Summer is the slack season in the book world, but some interesting news is
trickling out concerning publishers’ autumn and winter plans. Besides the
usual programme of s-f books from Grayson and Grayson, Sidgwick and
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Jackson, Museum Press, Weidenfeld and Nicholson, and other regular
publishers comes the news that Messrs. Boardman are entering the field with
a large list, which include several pocket-books, six novels, and the first of
the biggest and best interplanetary sagas ever to be published in the States –
Triplanetary, of the “Lensman” series, which in all comprises six full-length
books.
(Volume 1 #6, 1954)

Fanfare and Suchlike #7: [November] 1954
British science-fiction fandom has been dominated during the late summer –
it was late, wasn’t it? – by Convention mania. Before the Manchester
Convention in June it was speculating on what would happen there, and
gleeful plans, sometimes bordering on the gruesome, were made. After it was
over came the postmortems, the inquests, the reminiscences and an even
greater sense of expectancy than in previous years.
In another magazine Walter Willis wrote of the ’53 London Convention
that in the middle of the proceedings one of the worst possible things
happened; the Committee began to enjoy themselves. At Manchester in ’54,
however, it was the audience that began enjoying themselves. Not the
Convention, but themselves. This was probably a Good Thing from the point
of view of many of the Conventioneers, but it played havoc with the official
programme. A speaker who finds an audience still animatedly discussing the
last item, quotes of other members of the audience, and the quality and
quantity of last night’s parties, starts at a disadvantage. If he further finds that
the audience was expecting some different item and is getting restless under
the strain, he could be forgiven for walking straight out of the hall and into
the Ship Canal. Not that anyone did, but the feeling was there.
Obviously, the next Convention Committee, wherever it is to be – an air
of mystery surrounds the subject at the time of writing – must study and
imitate as far as possible the American type of s-f Convention. This involves
block booking of rooms for guests, a programme planned with the exactitude
of a rocket flight, in which each item is carefully scheduled, timed for
duration and separated from every other item by a substantial interval, and, as
far as possible, the spreading of the idea that programmes are planned for
people who want to listen to them, and not for everybody.
The Conventioneer should be able to say: “There is a talk on ‘The
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Metabolism of the Jovian methane-breathing Ug’ scheduled for three o’clock
which I want to hear. I shall leave the party at five minutes to three and go
down into the Hall and hear it.” At present he’s lucky if he comes back from
having a quiet cup of tea to find that the piece he most wanted to attend has
been moved forward twenty-four hours in the programme and has been
played during his momentary absence. This sort of thing enhances the
excitement of Convention-attending, but is not exactly scientifically efficient.
•••
Some planning on these lines has been started by the arch-organiser of British
fandom, Captain Ken Slater. At the Manchester Convention a closely detailed
questionnaire was freely distributed by some of the Captain’s Operation
Fantast cohorts, and if, after the results are published, British fandom doesn’t
get the kind of Convention it wants, it will be the fault of those who didn’t fill
in one of these sheets, which asked for answers to questions ranging from
“What time of the year do you prefer?” to “Do you want a fancy-dress ball?”
Readers of the Vargo Statten Magazine who are interested in the subject and
who were unable to procure a form at the Convention may be able to add
their quota by writing for one to John T. Phillifent, 13 Dancer Road, London
S.W.6.
•••
Incidentally, I hear that London fans are discussing the possibility of hiring a
small hotel complete for the 1955 Convention!
•••
One of the longest-lived s-f fan organisations is the American Fantasy
Amateur Press Association. In a world of constantly shifting personalities and
changing “fandoms”, the F.A.P.A. organisation has been for sixteen years
unique in its stability. Now a similar organisation has been started in Britain,
and its organisers have great hopes of a similar success.
Briefly, the Off-Trail Magazine Publisher’s Association is for the active
fan. Membership is limited at the start to 25, but no doubt it will rapidly
expand. Members publish magazines, not necessarily about science-fiction,
which they send to an official Editor, and once per quarter this Editor sends
out a bundle, a “mailing”, to each member containing one of each magazine
that has come in from the others during the quarter. Theoretically, you can
get twenty-five different magazines, all amateur of course, on that day once
every three months!
There is a lot more to the idea than this, of course, but it does provide an
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excellent meeting place for fans and an opportunity for the fan who wants to
publish his own small magazine but hasn’t the time or materials to start a
regular subscription magazine, to experience some of the delights (?) of being
an Editor and a publisher. Details of the affair can be obtained from the
President, H. Ken Bulmer, at 204 Wellmeadow Road, Catford, London.
•••
A Convention to be taken with a strong pinch of salt is the “Twerp-Con”, the
first Antwerp Convention, allegedly held on June 31 (!) according to Alpha,
the Belgium fanzine. (Dave Vendelmans, 130 Strydhof Avenue, Antwerp,
Belgium, 4/- per annum.) The latest number of this excellent little fanzine
contains a full account of the Con, with quotations from visiting celebrities
and an apology from a fan who couldn’t make it, as well as a short account of
the Manchester Convention by Bournemouth fan Shirley Marriot, several
articles and an interesting letter section. The two Belgian fans who are
running this magazine are anxious to contact Continental fans, and any reader
who is in touch with any French, Dutch, German or Belgian enthusiasts
would be doing them and the Belgians a service by linking them. Alpha itself
is excellently duplicated, and the English used rather purer than many homegrown varieties!
•••
It’s doubtful whether any fanzine will give a larger coverage to the
Manchester Convention than Hyphen 9 (W. A. Willis, 170 Upper
Newtownards Road, Belfast, N. Ireland, 1/6 for two issues), which devoted
20 of its 44 pages to three excellent accounts by Willis, Clarke and Harris;
amongst many other items is an excellent article in which American author
Robert Bloch casts a humorously dubious eye on the Willis autobiography
published in the third Vargo Statten Magazine. “The closing paragraph, for
example,” says Mr. Bloch, “begins ‘Nowadays, having realised every
ambition I had –’ but why go on? We who are familiar with Willis are well
aware of the nature of his ambitions, and can hardly imagine them being
realised without the repeal of virtually every law of the land and a general
abandonment of common decency, etc., etc.” This is wonderful stuff, and so
is the whole magazine.
•••
From Bradford comes a fanzine which, like the New Futurian mentioned in
the last issue, has been revived after a period of suspended animation.
Phantasmagoria (Derek Pickles, 197 Cutler Heights Lane, Bradford 4,
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Yorks.) is a smallish, unpretentious fanzine published for the sheer fun of it.
No subscriptions are requested – “If you send money we won’t refuse it” –
but letters and exchanges are wanted. This present issue contains an account
of a 1960 Convention and, amongst other items, a short account of “TrolleyBus Fandom”, which quotes a newspaper report concerning one. “When one
studies the implications,” says Derek, “one’s mind reels at the possibilities it
brings forth – how does one distinguish between one trolley-bus and another?
(Apart from its number.)”
Personally, I should have thought they were poles apart. But this is a
subject which is definitely off the rails; as Derek says: “Who was it said fans
were unbalanced people?”
•••
Orion No. 5 (Paul Enever, 9 Church Avenue, Hillingdon, Middlesex, 2/6 per
year) is, for once, a few days later than its bimonthly schedule. Apparently,
Editor Enever stirred up so much controversy on a recent item that he had to
scrap some of his work and re-write part of the magazine. This, while
annoying in some ways, must be a welcome relief from the usual cry of fan
editors that no one takes any interest in their work. Outstanding in this issue
is an article about people who should be fans but aren’t, by Bob Shaw, and
“A Fan in Greece”, by George Whiting. A good ’zine.
•••
Publishers T. V. Boardman have introduced a substantial programme of s-f
book publishing with Project Jupiter by Fredric Brown and an anthology
edited by author Frederik Pohl, Star Science Fiction Stories, both at 9/6.
Project Jupiter, which differs from most s-f novels in not having been
serialised in a magazine (it was published as a book in the States under the
title The Lights in the Sky Are Stars), is interesting not only as pure
entertainment but as a lesson in writing technique.
The story is told by Max Andrews, top rocket engineer in 1997, who is
passionately interested in space-flight, not only the feeble beginnings but in
the prospect of interstellar flight. The reader, as he views through Max’s eyes
the struggle to persuade the U.S. Congress to finance a rocket to Jupiter, and
then the actual building of it, becomes increasingly aware that this interest is
more than strong; it is an obsession, and Max will do anything to make sure
that the rocket is launched and that he himself will pilot it, although over age.
This is one of those yarns that reads like a page from a future history book –
and fascinating history it makes.
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Star Science Fiction Stories contains fifteen yarns by the top-flight
names in British and American s-f; Kornbluth, del Rey, Leiber, Wyndham,
Clarke, Kuttner, Bradbury, Leinster – they’re all represented in a collection
which was originally published in the U.S. in book form, and in which the
yarns are all brand new to the magazine reader. An interesting point is the
large percentage of that most difficult type, the humorous s-f story, in this
anthology, but all of them, grim or gay, make excellent reading. Thoroughly
recommended.
Boardman’s also announce several other titles as forthcoming: Caves of
Steel by Isaac Asimov, the story of a murder investigation in an underground
New York of the future by a robot and a human detective; Children of the
Atom by Wilmer Shiras, a group of mutant children with strange powers, and
in a 2/- pocketbook series, The Big Eye by Max Ehrlich, a story on the When
Worlds Collide theme; What Mad Universe by Fredric Brown, an, s-f Editor
who finds himself on an Earth started in the early 1900s (!); and Francis and
Stephen Ashton’s too-simple story of the first rocket flight, The Wrong Side
of the Moon. With the exception of the last-named, a really excellent list.
(Volume 1 #7, 1954)

Fanfare and Suchlike #8: [December] 1954
After some years of science-fiction reading I find that almost any news-item
in the daily Press, in even the smallest print, seems to attract the eye if it
contains the words “interplanetary” or “space-ship” or “robot”, and even
sometimes “future” – though the latter is usually a disappointment, for what
is there to interest a science-fiction fan in a piece on the future of turnipfarming, or that a future fashion design will feature transparent glass heels for
ladies’ shoes? Even although the latter have small goldfish swimming inside
them?
But “interplanetary” and “space-ship” and “space-satellite”; they’re
usually productive of something more interesting, and so when I saw
“interplanetary” tucked away in a little news-item in an obscure corner of a
daily paper recently I stopped and looked like a picture-goer suddenly seeing
a portrait of Marilyn Monroe in a cinema foyer. Well, in not quite the same
way, perhaps, but I looked. Afterwards I wished that I hadn’t. Some more of
the old science-fictional dreams had gone down the drain, and a little coldwater commercialism had washed them down. The news-item stated that
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insurance companies had been approached – it didn’t say by whom – about
the possibility of insuring interplanetary ships and passengers, and the
probable rates.
So bold the adventurer, setting off from his back-garden in a rocket
made of old biscuit-tins tied together with broken boot-laces and all the leaks
sealed with pulped-up science-fiction magazines, takes another step back into
the past. Not only has the original purpose for which rockets were designed –
exploration – been diverted to making them into weapons of war, and the
space-station which was going to be the convenient stepping-stone on the
way to the Moon and Mars been smothered in top military secret labels until
it’s officially invisible, but even the remaining spice of danger is being coldly
eliminated in a strictly business-like fashion. I suppose that it’s all very
proper and respectable for our hero to face the Martian beetle-hordes waving
his insurance-papers (with a triple-indemnity clause against being eaten by
extra-terrestrials) instead of an atomic blaster, but I sigh for the dear old days.
Whatever am I talking about? They haven’t even started yet!
•••
In point of fact, I should think that it would be the poor Earth-bound human
who will need extra protection. Some science-fiction authors have a really
alarming habit of making their characters toss out tons of assorted debris
from their space-ships without bothering where it’s going to land. No doubt a
lot of this will just drift into interstellar space, and in thousands of years’ time
the dwellers on the planets around Sirius or Arcturus will see bundles of old
envelopes and cigarette butts drifting by, and a good number of objects will
fall with increasing speed into the Earth’s atmosphere until those below will
see a shower of old razor-blade-shaped meteors, but it’s when they start
discarding 20-ton fuel tanks that I shall make for the local insurance agent.
•••
On the whole, though, the first interplanetary vessels will finally disprove the
old adage of “what goes up must come down”, and you’d have to be very
unlucky to be hit by a used-up tooth-paste tube falling from the Lunar-Venus
Express. One author, however, has used the idea for a really good yarn, What
Mad Universe (Fredric Brown, Boardman, 2/-). A rocket loaded with a
device for causing a tremendous flash of light is shot at the Moon; it falls
back to Earth, and the release of energies when it hits sends a nearby sciencefiction editor into a strange world, another Earth where instantaneous spacetravel was discovered by accident in the early years of the century, and where
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the editor, picking up what he thinks is an s-f magazine, finds it is actually a
true-life adventure magazine! Things are not going well for the people of this
strange universe though; this planet is at war with those of Arcturus, and how
the editor finds out the secret of the strange parallel worlds and helps in the
war makes a really first-class yarn.
•••
The autumn fan-magazines were few in number, the energies of a number of
the leading active fans having apparently been diverted to the Off-Trail
Magazine Publishers’ Association mentioned in the last issue, but at least one
new item emerged.
Ploy (Autumn 1954, edited by Ron Bennett, “Ronhill”, Little Preston
Hall Rd., Swillington, near Leeds; price 1/-) has, in the usual fashion of new
magazines, collected together some well-known fan names in its first issue,
and the contents are on the whole on a fairly entertaining level; two pieces of
fiction about s-f fans, a parody of a well-known story, two verses, an article
and a bibliography (of David H. Keller, the American s-f author) makes up a
varied and well-balanced contents table with the usual departmental items –
films, readers’ letters, etc., but the poor reproduction makes the magazine
very difficult to read. Bright ideas are nice, but eye-strain isn’t, and although
Editor Bennett is inexperienced there are surely other magazines by which he
can set a standard of legibility.
Femizine No. 2, Summer 1954 (Subscription – 2/6 for four issues, or 9d.
each – to Frances Evans, School House, Teignmouth St., Collyhurst,
Manchester 9) is the all-feminine fanzine edited by Joan Carr in Egypt. This
issue has a rather plain appearance owing to the lack of interior illustrations,
but the production is beautifully legible, and a credit to Joan. The contents
consist mostly of a Convention report (yes, the Manchester Convention
again) in the form of a dialogue between four feminine attendees with some
interjections from Joan, several poems, some interesting fanzine reviews,
and, amongst the usual departments, a 9-page “Readers’ Letters” section –
almost all male; this is the only part of the magazine which they are allowed
to enter. A nice job, although the lack of interior illustrations and suitable
headings gives it a rather “flat” appearance.
Triode (9d. per issue), with three editors, including Eric Bentcliffe, the
ex-editor of Space Times (47 Alldis St., Stockport, Cheshire) is another first
number, containing some excellent material and a page of Convention
photos. A very great deal of effort has been expended in making Triode into a
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good-class fanzine, and the editors are evidently bubbling over with bright
ideas. The magazine, on the whole, gives the impression of being
overcrammed with material, but when it has found its feet and a personality it
should be one of the best.
•••
Publishers Eyre and Spottiswoode have entered the s-f field with Satellite E
One by Jeffery Lloyd Castle, at 10/6, and have made quite a good choice. Up
till now, Arthur C. Clarke has been the chief exponent of the type of story
giving one a liberal education in the science of astronautics by wrapping it
around with the sugar-coat of fiction, but Mr. Castle has certainly made a
tremendous effort to perform a similar feat. This is, briefly, the story of the
setting-up of the first artificial satellite, the difficulties, both physical and
psychological, which have to be overcome, and the adventure which springs
naturally from this, and not from the introduction of terrible spies or alien
entities. This is a sincerely told story of the – we hope – very near future, and
is well worth reading by all those fans who are tired of the sloppy science and
bloodthirsty adventure which so often substitutes for genuine s-f.
•••
The Caves of Steel by Isaac Asimov (Boardman, 9/6) is a slickly told, fastpaced American science-fiction story which originally ran as a serial in one
of their leading s-f magazines. This is one of the highly polished stories
where all the details of a future civilisation – in this case, the huge
underground cities of the future – are brought in so deftly that the reader,
without being aware of being told, ends with a pin-sharp picture of that
society.
The story itself deals with the adventure of a plain-clothes man, Lije
Balley, who is detailed to investigate the murder of a spaceman, and who is
given the services of a robot detective to help him; a detective who is without
imagination or fancy, but who can remember, calculate, and react as only a
complicated machine can. Asimov is one of the leading U.S. authors, and
although this is not one of his best works, it is at least level with the best
being published in this country at present.
Children of the Atom, by Wilmer Shiras (Boardman, 9/6) is divided into
five episodes, three of which appeared in a leading U.S. magazine. A young
psychologist accidentally finds an 11-year-old boy who has got tremendous
intelligence – a mutant created by an explosion in an atomic plant before he
was born. The boy is tremendously lonely too, but the two theorise that there
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might have been other mutants born at about the same time as the boy, and
through coded advertisements they gradually gather a group of young
supermen. The difficulties which the doctor encounters with these children,
brilliant yet still young in many ways, makes a “different” and really
interesting book.
(Volume 1 #8, 1954)

Fanfare and Suchlike #9: [January] 1955
The Silly Season of the autumn, when newspapers can spare some of the
space usually devoted to the silliness of politicians to deal with the hardlynewsworthy world at large usually brings a crop of fantastic stories with,
these last few years, flying saucers being a prominent feature. One would
think that they were based at the North Pole and flew south for the winter.
This last autumn has been no exception. France has been visited by miniature
Martians and the Belgians have established a special Governmental
department to deal with a flood of reports.
I would like to see the interior of that department. Do they have “Flying
In” and “Flying Out” trays? Do they classify extra-terrestrial visitors
according to numbers of eyes, tentacles, etc? Do the investigators use liedetectors or do they just note down everything that anyone tells them?
Heaven help them if they meet up with a fan with a fan’s sense of humour.
Amongst the less startling results I can imagine them being presented with a
bunch of magazines in which the stories feature investigators of flying
saucers meeting with gruesome ends.
I think that I would like to be an Inspector of Flying Saucers. Preferably
one with a large Government grant. The last is important, because not only
would I want to eat, but I would like to buy a few hundred copies of the
works of Charles Fort and distribute them where they would do the most
good.
Fort was probably the world’s first investigator of flying saucers. He
was the world’s first investigator of quite a number of odd objects and
incidents. A slightly eccentric American who died in 1932, he spent most of
his life poring over newspaper files, collecting notes on odd occurrences
unexplainable by orthodox science, and trying to correlate such phenomena
as earthquakes and the fall of meteors, and to find whether high winds
invariably precede the falls of fish, stones and similar objects occasionally
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reported as having descended from a clear sky.
Fort found and published dozens of accounts of flying objects dating
back to the early years of the last century. He found accounts of bleeding
statutes and falling frogs and mysterious shots from unknown snipers, of
mysterious appearances and mysterious disappearances ... “I have records of
six persons, who, between January 14, 1920, and December 9, 1923, were
found wandering in or near the small town of Romford, Essex, England,
unable to tell how they got there, or anything else about themselves,” from
Lo! is just one quotation ... and odd cases of the power usually classified now
as ESP phenomena ... telekinesis, etc.
Fort tells of large lumps of ice that fell from the skies long before the
present explanation that they are formed on the wings of aircraft was possible
... because there were no aircraft ... and casts an amused eye at some reports
of odd animals: “I have come across a story of somebody in Philadelphia
who, having heard that a strange wild animal was prowling in New Jersey,
announced that he had caught it. He exhibited something, as the ‘Jersey
Devil’. I have to accept that this person was the Press agent of a dime
museum, and that the creature that he exhibited was a kangaroo to which he
had attached tin wings and green whiskers” (again from Lo!).
The books, which consist of The Book of the Damned, New Lands, Lo!
and Wild Talents, are exhilarating reading, the source of s-f stories and a
wonderful exercise for the imagination and one’s sense of logic. Don’t think
that they’re all “newspaper stories” either; we all know how much credence
to give them! Fort quotes, say the New York Times fifty-six times, but he also
quotes Nature about 140 times, and similar scientific journals. The style in
which the books are written is as exotic as the material, and as fascinating. A
collected edition is published by Henry Holt & Co. of New York at $5, but
your local Public Library is very likely to have a copy. Try them ... and if you
feel that an attitude of independent doubt is a good thing to have, worry them
... until you can read the books for yourself. You’ll find that your mind has
acquired a slightly keener edge of scepticism, and you’ll be able to read
flying saucer reports and the story reported only a few days before I write this
of dozens of birds which dashed themselves to death against the Empire State
Building, and the oddment reported from Australia at about the same time, of
a street accident. A man knocked down by a woman driver – who was an
absolute stranger to him, yet in his pocket was found an envelope addressed
to her ... all these, with a keener sense of the strangeness of life and the
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comparative nonfantasy of science-fiction!
•••
The fans have been busy on their duplicators as the evenings draw in, and
quite a number of fanzines have thudded onto the mat.
Hyphen No. 10 (from W. A. Willis, 170 Upper Newtownards Road,
Belfast, N. Ireland) is another excellent ninepennyworth of calculated adult
humour. Author Bill Temple tells of the early days of the British
Interplanetary Society, “Chuck” Harris finds a catalogue of an exhibition of
“fans”, Vincent Clarke has something to say about Russian science-fiction
and the probable fans, etc. Hyphen is probably the best-liked fanzine in the
world and is well worth getting.
Andromeda No. 5 (Pete Campbell, 60 Calgarth Road, Windermere,
Westmorland) has been an all-fiction fanzine, but with this issue changes into
a general ’zine with the emphasis on news. This should be always up to date,
for Editor Campbell proposes to issue it weekly! I wouldn’t like to take a bet
on its regularity, but it’s certainly an endeavour to be encouraged. Twopence
halfpenny per copy, or 7/- for 35 issues, is the best form of encouragement!
Alpha No. 6 (Dave Vendelmans, 130 Strydhof Avenue, Berchem,
Brussels, Belgium), Continental Europe’s only fanzine, is another bright
issue, well duplicated, well written and generally well turned out. Contents
this issue include a story from U.S. fan Dale Graham, a report on mysterious
car-window smashing incidents from England, the U.S. and Belgium, a report
on the mythical Twerpcon (Antwerp Convention), complete with quotes, an
s-f book review in French (an excellent way of learning it!) and letters from
many well-known names in the Anglo-U.S. fan field as well as some
interesting editorial stuff. Subscriptions can be paid in English stamps, and
4/- worth will get you a year’s supply – six copies.
“I” No. 2 (Stuart Mackenzie, 5 Hans Place, London, S.W.1) is the
egotistically but punnably titled London fanzine which, with the biggest
group of fans in the country, has appropriately enough issued the biggest
fanzine. This second issue devotes some twenty pages to the group’s
experiences going to, and at, the Manchester Convention, and in view of the
comments by Northern fans on London Conventions of past years is really
interesting. Very little space is devoted to the actual programme, though; it’s
the social side that is examined from seven different viewpoints.
Other contents amongst the seventy-odd unnumbered pages include a
hilarious story of future fandom by one of the favourite authors of British s-f,
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Ted Tubb, prozine reviews by author John Brunner, book reviews, fanzine
reviews, some notes on the probable Convention site for 1955 – London –
letters, stories, articles, etc., to make up what is probably the most interesting
and provocative fanzine in this country. 1/6 is a fair enough price for this, and
the Editors promise over 100 pages for the next (Christmas) issue at 2/-.
There is nothing to say that they propose to have a bigger issue each time, but
if this goes on we’ll be receiving something about an inch thick by the end of
’55!
Bem No. 3 (Tom White, 3 Vine Street, Cutler Heights, Bradford 4,
Yorks.) is another bright issue of one of the newer fanzines. Thirty-nine
pages include five columns, four articles and stories, and some odd pieces.
Robert Bloch, the U.S. pro-author and fan, writes a report of their
“Midwescon” from both those viewpoints, in adjacent columns, Bob Shaw
contributes a cross between a story and an article which is outstandingly
funny, and there are about thirteen pages of excellent letters. Letter columns
are important in fan magazines; though fans are not so few as they used to be,
they are still fairly far-between, and the letter column is the natural
rendezvous, the club in print, where they can exchange news and views and
opinions in an atmosphere of friendship.
Bem is published irregularly, but 1/6 will bring the next two issues,
whenever they appear.
S-F Satellite No. 3 (Don Allen, 3 Arkle Street, Gateshead 8, Co.
Durham) is a slightly more serious ’zine than those others reviewed here, and
should particularly appeal to those newer fans who are as yet uncertain
amongst the slang and obscure references of the Hyphen and “I” type fanzine.
This issue features several short articles ... “Clothes of the Future”,
“Spaceports and Traffic Control”, etc., a story by Alan Burns, and various
features, including a letter column and some excellent fanzine reviews. There
are also notes on the North-Eastern S-F Society. The reproduction and layout of this ’zine is a real credit to the Editor and should make Dizzy, an allcartoon ’zine from the same address, announced as forthcoming in this issue,
an outstanding production. S-F Satellite costs 3/- for four issues, and Dizzy,
when it appears, will be 9d.
Operation Fantast 16 (Ken Slater, 22 Broad St., Syston, Leics.) is a
small, professionally-printed fanzine for members of Operation Fantast, the
international fan club. This issue, as usual, leaves one wishing that there
could be more of it, and contains, amongst other items, an excellent article on
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s-f writing by pro-author J. McIntosh, a story by London fan Laurence
Sandfield, news, reviews, etc. O.F. is accompanied by the duplicated
Operation Fantast News Letter, giving up-to-the-minute news and details of
magazines, books, etc., for sale and exchange, and is one of the most useful
services available to s-f fans. Full details of O.F. can be obtained from Ken at
the above address. Old-timers who are already in touch with K.F.S. should
note the brand-new address.
(Volume 1 #9, 1955)

Fanfare and Suchlike #10: [February] 1955
According to the latest carrier-eagle to fly in – we use eagles because pigeons
are too small to carry the long letters fans write – the 1955 Science-Fiction
Convention will be the “Cytricon”. No use looking for Cytri on your maps,
though, not even if you have one of those of Mars which make that planet
look like a mildewed orange covered with a spider-web. “Cytri” is short of
Cytrigan, and Cytrigan is the ancient name for Kettering, Northants.
Yes, when everybody was looking to London to supply the site for the
next Convention, it seems that Denny Cowan of the Kettering Astronautic
Society, previously mentioned in this column, openly revolted against the
constant siting of the Convention in the big cities – London, Manchester, etc.
Why, asked Denny, shouldn’t one of the smaller towns have a go? Kettering
was mid-way between the largest English centres of fan-activity, and its
choice would resolve the problem of jealousy which occasionally arises
amongst those who have never had the doubtful pleasure of holding a
Convention.
There was a sort of concerted sigh of relief from London, and Kettering
was handed the baby with a speed that surprised them. But two active
London fans are acting in an advisory capacity on the Kettering Con
Committee, and no doubt the newcomers will be relying heavily on the
experiences gained in other cities too.
So the Cytricon has started to get organised with best wishes from
everyone concerned. A whole hotel has been booked over the Easter holiday
of ’55, from the morning of Good Friday, April 8th, until the morning of
Easter Monday, April 11th. This is two “firsts” with a single blow; the first
time a whole hotel has been booked for a British s-f Con, and the first time
arrangements have been made to accommodate guests for three whole days.
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Friday is being counted as a “get-together” day, the day of arrival when,
doubtless, small convoys of fans will be rolling into the town from all points
of the compass, and at present no programme is being planned.
Saturday and Sunday are the official days, with full programmes. The
attendance fee for the Convention itself on those days is 6/- per day, reduced
to 4/- per day for wives and juniors – we take this latter to mean the undereighteens. The charge for bed and breakfast at the hotel itself is 20/6 per
head, whether you use the bed or sit around talking all night.
No details are available as yet of any sort of official programme, but no
doubt there will be the usual talks, discussions, games, film-show, auctions,
etc., with some details added or eliminated from the experience of their
success in previous years. It certainly seems impossible that any fan should
fail to have a good time, with the keen interest now being taken in
Conventions magnified by the prospect of three whole days in a whole hotel!
As usual, there is a 2/6 registration fee (which will be deducted from the
actual attendance fee when and if you arrive), which entitles you to the
various information sheets, programme, etc., and ensures that the possibility
of your attendance is being taken into account. It also helps with some of the
preliminary budgeting! Fees should be sent to the Treasurer, Joe Ayres, at 7
Doris Road, Kettering, Northants, and fuller information on all aspects of the
Cytricon can be obtained from Secretary Dennis Cowen, at 42 Silverwood
Road, Kettering, Northants.
And local readers! How about offering to give the organisers a hand?
There can’t be too many helping on a job like this!
•••
There’s an air of quiet restraint about fan editors in the late autumn, but this
should not be taken as a sign of natural modesty or an inclination to go into
hibernation with a pile of nuts until the first warm rays of spring sunshine,
etc., etc. No, it’s merely that a tradition has grown in British fandom that the
Christmas issue of a fanzine should be a bumper, extra-size issue. Torpid
with turkey and crammed full of Christmas pudding, the British fan is
presumed to be in the appropriate mood to withstand a double-size attack of
fanzineiana, and therefore the natural industry of fan-editors appears to wane
slightly in the preceding two months or so, whereas in actual fact the fan-eds
are steeped to the eye-brows in duplicating ink, churning out a Christmas
issue. A strange (ominous?) quietness prevails in those two months, and
postmen heave a premature sigh of relief.
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•••
Which helps to explain the comparative lack of fanzines received here in the
torture chamber in these last few weeks. But what the few entrants have
lacked in mass they’ve gained in individuality. Take Brennschluss for
instance, the first number published by Ken Potter, Dave Wood and Irene
Gore of Lancaster. These three young fans were involved in issuing a number
of hand-written ’zines and also three issues of the now-defunct Peri;
Brennschluss (which they might have called the “unspellable fanzine” – it’s a
German word meaning the instant when a rocket’s firing ceases after it attains
its desired velocity, and literally translated means “burned out”) has some
experience to help it, then, but also acquires a personality of its own.
Contents consist of a story by Mal Ashworth, rapidly making a name for
himself in British fanzines and probably a future professional author, articles
by Wood, Bloch, the American writer, Joan Carr, etc., a few letters (how can
they have letters when this is the first issue? But these are fans); a highly
individual and humorous account of the Manchester Convention by Ken
Potter, and amongst other items, a wonderful autobiography by Irene Gore, a
young lady who begins simply: “This is mostly all about me,” and progresses
to such intimate details as the number of her bicycle and how she first met
Potter, “... a sort of youth draped over a couple of chairs at the end of the
room.”
This issue is spiced with a number of jazz-slang phrases, has a generally
bright air, and a rather vague attitude towards future issues. If they have any
of this number left, or publish any more, you may find out by addressing Ken
at 5 Furness Street, Marsh, Lancaster. Oh, yes, and this issue consists of 42
quarto pages, which is good going for a Number One. Heaven help us if they
get around to publishing a Christmas issue.
Hyphen No. 11 (Walter A. Willis, 170 Upper Newtownards Road,
Belfast, N.I; 2 copies for 1/6) is well up to its enviable reputation as a topclass humour magazine. This issue introduces professional author, reviewer,
and, we believe, editor, Damon Knight, whose reviews of recent sciencefiction are a joy to read, and includes almost all the old-timers who have
made Hyphen’s name plus two newcomers, John Berry and Pamela Bulmer.
Pamela, wife of the well-known pocketbook author Ken Bulmer, has a skit on
woman’s magazine fiction, set in a fannish field, which is a joy to read.
•••
Dizzy (Don Allen, 3 Arkle Street, Gateshead, 8, Co. Durham; price 9d.) is the
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first issue of what is intended to be an all-cartoon fanzine. All, or nearly all,
s-f jokes, naturally. I’m afraid that this first attempt struck me as a brave try
with rather poor material, and there were very few places where the quality of
the joke and the quality of the drawing coincided. The major fault with this
kind of thing, unlike those stories appertaining to purely fan affairs, is that
there is a strong tendency to include material merely because it falls into the
category of dealing with s-f or s-f fandom, without the intrinsic merits of the
material being taken into consideration.
Which weighty verdict is like using an H-bomb to swat a fly. I think
Dizzy will improve as time goes on, and experience is gained.
•••
Museum Press announces an interesting programme of book publishing
which should solve the problem of what to do with all that surplus money one
accumulates over Christmas. Scots author, J. T. McIntosh, who has made
quite a success in U.S. magazines without hardly touching the British market
will have his first book here published by Museum – World Out of Mind at
9/6, a racy story of planetary intrigue which has already been published
across the Atlantic. Gateway to the Stars is another anthology edited by John
Carnell, the popular editor of the British s-f ’zine New Worlds, and, like his
first collection Gateway to Tomorrow, is drawn exclusively from British
authors. Included are John Christopher, John Beynon, and that favourite
amongst British s-f readers, E. C. (Ted) Tubb.
Due for publication in the spring of this year are two more from
Museum Press: Alien Landscapes, by Jonathan Burke, a collection of his
short stories, and Assignment in Eternity by the well-known U.S. author – he
wrote the script for Destination Moon, for instance – Robert Heinlein.
Altogether an interesting programme, and encouraging to British s-f authors
in particular.
•••
Some years ago a lady named Margot Bennett was writing extremely witty
articles for that sophisticated monthly Lilliput. On one occasion her subject
was science-fiction, and, apparently buying about four magazines at random
from the nearest bookstall, she proceeded to judge the whole field on these,
and gaily tore us to pieces.
Now that same lady has written The Long Way Back, published by
Bodley Head at 10/6, which tells of a time so far in the future that Britain is
almost a myth, an expedition is sent to these shores from Africa (Europe has
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been devastated by atomic war) to search for a legendary hidden, golden city.
They find mutant animals, primitive people and, naturally, the hidden city
after a number of adventures in the good old rip-roaring s-f style.
I must say that I’ve read far more sophisticated yarns in the magazines
that Mrs. Bennett once despised so heartily, but anyone with a hankering for
the good old days of s-f would do a lot worse than to read The Long Way
Back and you can always give yourself the pleasure of tearing it to pieces ...
(Volume 1 #10, 1955)

Fanfare and Suchlike #11: [March] 1955
The recent T.V. production of George Orwell’s 1984 led to some very
curious results from the science-fiction fan point of view. Most of us who
have regard for the better science-fiction have read the book, either in its
original hardcovers from Secker & Warburg, or as a Penguin pocket-book,
because it can be classified as science-fiction, dealing as it does with a future
society based on the extrapolation of certain unpleasant trends of our own
age. The fact that it deals with the sciences of sociology and psychology
instead of postulating an “atomic blaster” from the ordinary revolver is
irrelevant, although there are quite a number of “gimmicks” thrown in.
When the novel first appeared, in 1949, it was widely read and
discussed, cited as an Awful Warning of what totalitarianism might lead to,
and more or less praised as a gloomy but thought-provoking piece of work. It
was one of those books which, not being obviously science-fiction, never had
to bear the derogatory label attached to the field by many critics. If Orwell
had added a couple of rocket-ships, it would have made the book far less
impressive.
Five years after the publication of the book, it is adapted for the T.V.
screen. Viewers are told beforehand, in the Radio Times, of the theme, and
before the programme starts a warning is given. Yet it raises a storm of
protest. Telegrams and telephone calls flood in, questions are asked in
Parliament, a public inquest is held, newspapers carry screaming headlines ...
it’s comparable, in some ways, to the famous 1938 panic in the United States,
when Orson Wells adapted H.G. Wells’ War of the Worlds as a broadcast
play and sent a wave of hysteria through the country.
At first glance, one would think that the people who protested are
illiterates who have neither read the book nor seen the announcements.
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Personally, I’ve never been able to understand the type who tells you that he
or she never reads a book, but owns a T.V. set or an expensive car or a goldplated bathtub or something, although it’s a fact that they exist ... publishers
and magazine editors even have nightmares about them. But, except for a
squeamish few who’d rather be lulled to sleep in a cheerful cocoon every
evening, living forever in the best of all possible worlds, these aren’t the kind
of people who would be shocked enough to protest; they’d merely reach for
the nearest newspaper strip-cartoon.
So we can say that the majority of protests came from people who didn’t
want other people to see the play.
This plunges us with a splash into some very murky water, but where
it’s fascinating to delve. Science-fiction fans are fond of asking “Why?” and
here is a problem connected with our own subject. What strange and slippery
object can we find in this murky water?
Well, this bright-red creature is the “war” between the B.B.C. and the
commercial T.V. interests. Anything that brings discord between the B.B.C.
and its public is an added argument to the rightness of it having competition,
and newspapers which are on the side of commercial T.V. will naturally
splash any news item where the B.B.C. can be shown to do anything that
might offend Public Taste. (I use capital letters because this is a sacred
object.) Furthermore, much use is made in 1984 of the techniques of masspropaganda, spread by the almost universal use of T.V. Absolutely false facts
are constantly broadcast. Not very nice for Mr. Bloggs, who wants to bring
animated packets of Bloggs Detergent dancing on your fireside screen while
a syrupy-voiced quartet sings its praises as giving you the very, very whitest
wash of all. After watching the high-powered “selling” techniques used in
1984 ... why, you might not believe them!
Then there’s the political angle. Orwell dabbled in politics, and in fact if
a full assessment of the results of 1984 are ever made ... say, sometime in
2,000 A.D., he may be found to have swung the political opinions of more
people than 90 per cent of Members of Parliament. 1984, with its thoughtpolice and Newspeak and ever-present Big Brother and unquestioning
obedience to the Party, its carefully arranged wars and its collection of
powerful Ministries, is an obvious attack on the extremes of political thought,
especially those of the Left. Many people hated it and still hate it for that
reason, and it would be a natural result to arrange for protests to be made at
this tremendous publicity boost.
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It’s rather significant that when 1984 was televised in the U.S., there
was, as far as I have heard, no protest made. We know that Americans have
rather stronger stomachs than us – witness the “horror” comics – but it was
naturally assumed that the book related wholly to the horrors of Communism
against which the ordinary U.S. citizen has been warned time and time again.
It was just another warning to the great majority, and one can’t imagine the
minority protesting!
Fantastic speculations? Well, this is a fantasy fan’s column. And there
was a significant little paragraph tucked away in one newspaper that came my
way. Protests about 1984 started to be received by newspapers and the B.B.C.
two minutes after the play started!
It’s a long time since a sociological fantasy like 1984 has aroused such
feeling as the publication of the book itself and now the screening of it as a
T.V. play have done; probably Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World was the
last, and after that one has to dig as far back as Wells, the Old Master
himself. It’s a measure of a certain weakness in magazine science-fiction that,
although so many people read it and the circulation of a magazine is usually
as good as the better-selling novels, only in very rare cases – say, the fuss and
bother about Dianetics – does a magazine item excite widespread interest,
even throughout science-fiction fandom. But it’s possible that there would be
a danger of restriction, and perhaps of an organised campaign against it, if
science-fiction swayed public opinion more than it does.
•••
As I write, science-fiction fans are listening with apprehension to the dull
thud, thud, thud of Christmas fanzines dropping on the front-door mat. For
some reason, Christmas arouses the worst in fan-publishers; do they feel that
the readers, wallowing in food, drink, and parties, will be too weak to fight
back? Whatever it is, the Christmas issues are usually extra-large. Hyphen,
for instance (Walter A. Willis, 170 Upper Newtownards Rd., Belfast, N.I.)
produces over 50 pages at its usual modest 9d. for its Xmas issue. The
contents are well up to the standard one expects from this bright fanzine –
humorous articles from Bob Shaw, John Berry, Chuck Harris, H. Ken Bulmer
and others, and two more serious – though hardly less funny in places – from
Damon Knight and Bob Bloch, two well-known U.S. author-fans.
•••
Eye 3 (67 Houston Road, Forest Hill, London – note the changed editorial
address!) costs 2/-, or as much as a prozine, but this, the Christmas issue, has
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an enormous number of pages. One can imagine the editors hunched over
their calculating machines, calculating words and words and words until they
drop exhausted, typing and duplicating and re-reading – it’s no wonder that
they finally got to the point where it was too much trouble to number the
pages. Probably the very thought of the word “number” made them scream
and reach for the aspirin. I think that the issue has about 150 pages, most of
them excellently duplicated, and it is, as far as I know, the largest fanzine
produced in this country.
Instead of numbers, the editors have used colours to distinguish the
various pieces. Fan-fiction tales – and I do mean fiction about fans – are on
gold paper, the poetry section, itself twelve pages long, is on pale blue, a
fannish Xmas pantomime on a faint mauve, various literary criticisms of
books and magazines on white – there is even a gold-dusted cover! The
contents are so varied that it’s almost impossible to produce a judgement on
the whole ’zine, but it’s a breath-taking effort. If you can obtain a copy you’ll
not only have some excellent reading but a real collector’s item.
•••
Boardman’s have now published Triplanetary, by Dr. E.E. Smith (9/6), and
old-time fans are interested in what the public’s – and the newer fan’s –
reactions to it will be like. The “Lensman” series has a long and rather
complicated history, and few readers who buy this first book will know much
of the background history. Briefly, Dr. Smith was one of the first authors of
the real interstellar epics; he introduced the idea of atomic-powered
spaceships in 1927, when his faster-than-light Skylark of Space flashed
around the Cosmos to such good purpose that fans were asking that the story
be reprinted for years afterwards.
Dr. Smith turned out an epic, used in the film-maker’s sense, once every
three years, for the next 20 years, and it was in ’34 that a serial called
Triplanetary first appeared in the U.S. magazine Amazing Stories. Several
years later, Dr. Smith wrote Galactic Patrol, then regarded as the first
“Lensman” story for Astounding Science-Fiction, followed it with three more
in the same style, then re-wrote Triplanetary for its U.S. hard-cover
publication as the first of the series, and – I hope you’re still with me – wrote
an extra book, never serialised, to fill in the gap between Triplanetary and
Galactic Patrol.
This makes the whole series six books long, and the longest sciencefiction story ever written. Its subject is pure black and white – the age-long
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struggle between two mighty alien races for future control of the Universe.
The Good aliens are naturally on the side of the Galactic Patrol, which are the
police of the future, the Bad aliens are on the side of the drug-smugglers and
crooks whose technological advancement has been just as fast as the police.
There are battles between space-fleets, interdimensional travel, exploration,
love interest, humour – in fact, the works!
Simple? It is, and yet there’s a zest to the stories, a sweep that makes
one admire them in much the same way as one admires the mighty Western
epics presented on the screen. One enjoys them, and laughs at one’s own
enjoyment. It’s a series not to be missed, because it’s not only entertainment
but a part of a background of science-fiction reading. The good old days of
the simple adventure science-fiction story have almost disappeared in the
States, and are beginning to disappear over here. Here, in Triplanetary, you
can begin the best of them in convenient book form; it’s heartily
recommended.
(Volume 1 #11, 1955)

Fanfare and Suchlike #12: [April] 1955
I met an amateur sociologist the other day. A small, chubby, smiling man
who produces documentary films for a living, his hobby was the investigation
of the small groups into which human-beings drift. He’d just returned from
studying the Teddy Boys of Dublin – who are apparently planning on
adopting Victorian dress, with snuffboxes, as formal attire – and was now
turning his attention to science-fiction fandom.
I’m sure that you’ll all share my sympathy for the man, particularly
against the time when he meets the type of fan who buys much sciencefiction and just stacks it on his or her shelves unread, but at the present he is
innocently and industriously observing. Apparently, he starts with a theory
and then checks it against the facts, instead of studying the facts, and then
theorising ... I said that he was an amateur sociologist ... and his first theory
is that fans are fans because they have an urge to leave this planet and wander
in space. I gently pointed out that the era of “first voyage” tales died out in
the mid-’30 magazines, and only the occasional yarn now tells of the initial
flight from Earth, but he seemed sceptical.
Also, he was very worried about the self-consciousness of s-f fans
(meaning our own interest in why we are s-f fans) and somehow I have the
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idea that he’ll turn his researches to a different and perhaps less inquisitive
collection of people – say, matchbox collectors – shortly. His theory does
emphasise, though, how strong is the impression that science-fiction deals
solely with space-flight. The popular newspapers, anxious not to give their
readers the impression that they’ll be invited to think, already label much s-f
as “space-fiction”, and almost the only scientific field in which books are
continually being written on possible future developments is that of
Astronautics.
This is not a Good Thing for the fantasy field; such books as Day of The
Triffids, Children of the Atom, Shadow on the Hearth, etc., which have
nothing to do with space-flight have a definite place on our shelves amongst
the best, and it will be a bad day when a publisher rejects a s-f yarn because it
doesn’t have a space-ship in it.
Although, come to think of it, space, instead of science-fiction, is
perhaps the best name for some of the junk we are offered; nothing could be
more empty of intelligent entertainment!
Editorial Note. The above opening to the published column is not
by Vince Clarke and was presumably written by editor Vargo
Statten (John Russell Fearn). Phil Harbottle believes this was
Fearn’s way of protesting against the title change to British Space
Fiction Magazine. Vince had told friends that one column included
material by another hand: Rob Hansen identified the intruding
passage by comparing Vince’s carbon copies with the published
columns. The intended opening of this instalment – as in the carbon
copy – appears here for the first time:
I don’t know if you’d like a little property of your own, a few restful acres
where you can get away from the cares of the busy world and devote your
time to science-fiction reading, but if you do I know just the place for you.
Admittedly, it’s fairly lonely, and I’ve heard that it gets cold in the evening,
but on the other hand you’re not likely to be disturbed by traffic, the
neighbour’s wireless or people wanting to check to see if sf-fans are for real.
No, I’m not moving into the real-estate business myself, but I can
probably put you in touch ... I say probably because the reports are a little
vague ... with the right people: The Planet Mars Development Corporation,
formed in Arkansas, USA, by three go-ahead businessmen. According to
newspaper reports, they plan to sub-divide plots on Mars for anyone who
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fancies going there. A surprising statement to fans, who thought that Ray
Bradbury and Ted Tubb had possession of all the Martian plots there were.
I understand that the selling-points of the land concerned ... besides it
being wide open for development ... include no trouble with road-making,
there being no mountains (and by the same token, no trouble with breathing,
there being no air) and a year of 687 days, which means a nice long time
between income-tax demands, birthdays and magazine subscription renewals.
Romantics should approve of it – two moons – and sailing on the canals will
rival Norfolk Broads.
You know, I think fans could do some good copy-writing for the
advertising literature of those three Arkansas business men. Something on the
lines of The Children will Love the Broad Sweep of Sand and Remember!
Summer Lasts Twice as Long on Mars!
The only drawback that I can see is that you have to provide your own
transport there....
Editorial Note 2. That was Vince Clarke’s “lost” opening to this
column. The rest of what he wrote appeared in the magazine, as
follows:
Latest reports from the Cytricon, the 1955 Science-Fiction Convention to be
held at Kettering, Northants, at Easter, say that things are going full steam
ahead. The hotel in which the Convention is to be held is fully booked by
prospective Con guests, and a neighbouring hotel is being rapidly filled.
Various fan groups are preparing to put on shows or large-scale parties or
both, and the Committee are making sure that there is plenty of time for
friendly get-togethers during the day’s programmes. The Committee have
scheduled, as the major film to be shown, the eye-widening, ear-blasting,
fully science-fictional War of the Worlds, the technicolored epic which
someone said bore a resemblance to H.G. Wells’s book of the same name.
The London Circle, besides contributing to the general programme, inform
me that they’ll probably bring up their short colour film of a typical L.C.
meeting at their old haunt, the White Horse.
The Cytricon is likely to be of special interest to active fans and those
with contacts in the U.S.A. as there are rumours that Britain intends to bid for
nomination as the site for the 1956 “World S-F Convention”, hitherto only
held in America. We can expect to hear about this at Kettering, as the voting
takes place in Cleveland next September and nominations must be put
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forward in plenty of time. The British delegate, sent by the TransAtlantic Fan
Fund, will be on the spot to put Britain’s proposal forward should it be
approved by fans over here. If the idea is a success, and Britain is voted as
the site, it will mean plenty of work for fans here, and a large number of
famous names in the s-f world visiting here in late ’56.
Altogether, the Cytricon should be scintillating, and no one who is
interested in his or her fellow-fans will want to miss it. Full details can be
obtained from the Secretary, Dennis Cowen, of 42 Silverwood Road,
Kettering, Northants.
As I write, the first book concerning the Piltdown skull hoax has just
been published. It makes fascinating reading, not only because of the report
of the investigations into the faking of the fossil, but because of the salutary
lesson it gives to the type of thinking that says, “If a scientist says it, it’s so!”
Admittedly, the skull was accepted with a good deal of reserve and
caution by many scientists, but there’s going to be a good deal of re-writing
done in many anthropological text books as new editions appear during the
next few years!
The scientist should be a sceptic, as Charles Fort, that great upholder of
Doubt, was never tired of pointing out, although sometimes truth can be
obscured by too much scepticism – or rather, adherence to the old and
scepticism of the new. Take, for instance, another anthropological sensation,
the finding in 1825 in Kent’s Cavern, Torquay, of a rhinoceros tooth and a
flint blade lying together, the first to be found in a British cave. It raised a
storm. No one animal in Britain. [sic] Even when a special investigating
committee confirmed the discovery their evidence was not accepted. The
bones and the tools must have been put together, by accident, later!
Afterwards, the leader of the committee made a nice Victorian
wisecrack: “The scientific world,” he said, “told us that our statements were
impossible, and we simply responded with the remark that we had not said
they were possible, only that they were true.”
It wasn’t, however, until 1858, when further remains discovered, that the
discoverers were fully vindicated.
Of course, science-fiction fans who believe that they are vastly superior
to ordinary homo sapiens have still quite a number of people to convince.
Fanzines have been numerous and cheerful of late, and one of the most
cheerful has been Femizine (Edited by Joan Carr in the Middle East, but
Frances Evans, School House, Teignmouth Street, Collyhurst, Manchester 9,
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takes the subscriptions of 9d. per copy and 4 for 2/6). Femizine is the allfemale fanzine, and a very good one it is; I sincerely hope that the girls are
not disheartened by some thoughtless criticism in a contemporary of British
Science Fiction. Femizine is making great strides, and is turning into one of
the most interesting fanzines available.
The latest to hand is two-in-one: Nos. 3 and 4 in one bright-yellow and
humorous cover. The duplicating and general lay-out show a vast
improvement, and though the heat of the desert still seems to be putting more
cracks into Joan’s stencils than she types in, the production is surprisingly
good.
The material is generally light, and again, good. Pamela Bulmer’s “Call
to Arms”, starting “Women of Fandom Unite!” is a stirring militant femme
fan against male fans; there are columns from Ethel Lindsay and Pamela
again; a short on fashion in the future by Daphne Buckmaster (“The helmets
in these new suits are of the finest transparent plastic ...”) and several short
stories and poems of varying merit. The male fan pops up in force in the
letter column – in fact, most British B.N.F.s seem to be represented – and the
whole thing is welded together by Joan’s perky comments. This ’zine has a
zest sadly lacking in most contemporary fanzines.
Bem No. 4 (Mal Ashworth, 40 Makin St., Tong St., Bradford 4, Yorks,
9d. per copy) is now standing on its own feet with its own personality
radiating from its pages ... and a pleasant and humorous personality it is.
Lead item in this issue is H. Ken Bulmer’s “Nativity”, a beautifully-written
tongue-in-cheek account of the birth of a new fanzine, exceedingly fanning
off and on for about 15 years each [sic], so they haven’t much to learn about
this sort of thing! Mike Wallace follows with another fan story, “Ghat’s
Report”, an alien visitor’s discovery of fandom, and Terry Jeeves does a
beautiful parody on E.S.P. experiments; Paul Enever, Editor of Orion,
produces a nice column, and a poem by Norman Wansborough, an article by
Brian Varley, and numerous readers’ letters and editorials, round off the
issue.
Bem is thoroughly recommended for those who like a laugh with their
science-fiction.
Science-Fiction Satellite (Don Allen, 3 Arkle St., Gateshead 8, Co.
Durham, usual price 1/- per issue) had a 1/6 large-size issue for the New
Year, incorporating the second number of Don’s all cartoon ’zine Dizzy.
Science-Fiction Satellite is, with the possible exception of the London
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fanzine Eye, the best laid-out fanzine being published in Britain, and it’s a
pity that the material is on a slightly lower level than its general production.
But this is another fanzine that is improving rapidly as it grows older.
No. 4 has a distinctly international air; there’s a full-page “letter from a
French fan” that is just too funny to be true; some details from Jan Jansen of
the growth of Continental fandom, with particular attention to Jan’s Belgium
and his fanzine Alpha, and Warren Link’s “Dateline Stateline” gives up-tothe-minute American news and views in a quick-firing column. Amongst
other features is the first of a series of scandal columns by one “Vitriol”
which should stir up some excitement.
Dizzy, the cartoon ’zine enclosed with Science-Fiction Satellite, has a
number of cartoons ranging from weak to professional standard, all dealing
with the world of science, science-fiction, or fantasy.
Don Allen rounds off the ’zine with some extensive and very fair
reviews of other fanzines. I get the impression Satellite isn’t taking itself so
seriously as it has been, and is much improved thereby.
(Volume 1 #12, 1955)

Fanfare and Suchlike #13: [June] 1955
Have you ever said “Go jump a Luna rocket!” or “Well, I’ll be a Martian
spider!”?
No, this isn’t yet another science-fiction fan quiz. This is what is called a
rhetorical question, meaning that it’s one way of starting a column and that I
don’t really expect an answer. Also, I have an Inquisitorial reputation to
maintain. But even if you’ve never said “I’m as cold as a Plutonian
snowman”, don’t give up hope. You may yet have your chance.
According to a newspaper squib which lies before me – and I’m not at
all sure that “lies” means only “lays down” – these semi-science-fictional
remarks are current slang in the colleges. The teenagers have given bop-talk a
fantasy slant, and up-to-the-minute conversation comes right out of the 21st
century.
Well, what young America says today Hollywood spreads around the
world tomorrow – or maybe yesterday. If this is more than a passing fancy,
it’s quite likely that in a few years’ time you’ll turn over the pages of this
column and wonder pityingly how we ever got along without that expressive
phrase “Stoke your jets” – or something. Some slang and some catch-phrases
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have a habit of sticking; most of it dies within a year or two. If some of this is
the sticky kind, I have a feeling of sympathy for the poor youth of the 21st
century – condemned to talk facts in the out-worn cliches of his parents and
grandparents!
•••
The question of future slang has caused quite a number of heated arguments
in the science-fiction magazines, professional and amateur. There’s no doubt
that a lot of every-day conversation is carried on in mysterious phrases
picked up by repetition on the radio or T.V., or used by the Army, Navy or
Air Force for the sake of quickness in speech. “Boffin” was so much easier
than saying “worker engaged on secret scientific research projects for the
armed Services” and “T.V.” itself is more streamlined (another term used out
of its proper context!) than “television”.
So in the future we can expect the process to carry on. The men on the
Mars-Luna run will talk slang. There will be pet-names for robots and
hydroponic farms and the space-satellites – who can imagine a rocket
designed to fly “an Earth-artificial satellite space-vehicle” except in the driest
of official documents? No, there’ll be slang, there’ll be catch-phrases, there’ll
be some unimaginable equivalent of bop-talk. There might even be a
reversion to the slang of an earlier age, as our “Teddy Boys” revert to the
clothes of the Edwardian dandies, and “Gadzooks” and “Prithee” will be
heard over interplanetary radio.
Which poses a problem for science-fiction writers. The aim of the best
writers is to be natural, to carry the reader along into an age filled with
inventions and wonders of scientific achievement. The reader, to be interested
in the hero and heroine, must feel their problems, share their disappointments
and their victories, and almost live in their skins. Most important, as the story
progresses the reader must lose the sense of being a stranger in a strange
time. And that includes being or becoming familiar with the every-day
speech, if the writer wants to carry realism to its fullest extent.
•••
The earlier science-fiction writers ignored the problem completely. Here are
the remarks of a traveller some centuries hence after landing on another
planet – or rather, on a second moon of Earth. The book was written in 1909:
“Let us go to the shore,” suggested Dennis; and looking round,
continued – “isn’t this a glorious country! I feel the mild air
invigorating me so much that I glory in being alive!”
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“I never dreamed of anything so delightfully!” exclaimed
Ross ...”
And on they go, with such expressions as “Drat it all!” and “Here’s a treat!”
and “Is it not tempting Providence?”
In H.G. Wells’ A Story of the Days to Come, set at some time in the very
far future, the workers talk late-Victorian Cockney, and indeed a number of
Wellsian stories are odd mixtures of progress; tremendous development in
some science without corresponding development in the others.
Dr. E.E. Smith’s Skylark of Space, first published in 1928, was probably
the first to have an appreciable amount of slang. There was some bitter
correspondence in the letter columns about such phrases as his hero’s “Well,
I’ll be kicked to death by little red spiders!” There’s no doubt that Smith
overdid it, but the critics’ horror at having scientists talk like young and
cheerful human beings was also misplaced. The idea of having characters
speaking colloquialisms took hold, though, and then someone realised that
today’s slang wasn’t tomorrow’s slang.
Then there was a horrible period when the leading character was liable
to snap “Jumpin’ Jupiter!” or “Rockets!” or “Jet back on the space-wash and
talk like a Mercutian!” I don’t know why an author would think that the name
of a mechanical contrivance “Rockets!” would be the equivalent of “Gee!” or
“Gosh!” or “Jeepers Creepers!” – probably never stopped to think that we
don’t gasp “Escalator!” or “Steam laundry!” but just wanted to be futuristic –
and luckily for everyone’s sanity the fashion didn’t last.
We’re now back in the era of simple colloquial English (or American),
with a minimum of futuristic catch-phrase and slang. Let’s hope it lasts. Most
of us have enough trouble making ourselves understood in ordinary 20th
century Queen’s English without having to worry about exotic variations of
it!
•••
The last month has been a meagre one in the fanzine publishing field; for
some reason fanzines seem to be published in bunches – anyone like to set up
a cyclic theory of fan ideas? – and only two have shot out from that vast and
nebulous chaos of energy known as fan activity recently.
Camber No. 3 (Alan Dodd, 77 Stanstead Road, Hoddesdon, Herts., price
9d.) is a surprise, for this fanzine used to be issued in Wales and was
presumed to have been discontinued long ago. But Alan, apparently full of
energy, gathered up the title and such material as the former editor had left on
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his files, mixed in a little of his own seasoning, and now hopes to carry on
with the magazine.
Camber is quite a mixture; amateur stories, poetry, news and reviews,
the last two predominating. The fan field needs a news magazine outside the
usual catalogues and dealers’ lists, and Alan has an opportunity here of
making a mark. There is a strange lack of magazine and book news, but
radio, T.V., and the occasion science-fiction that appears in the Press is quite
well covered. There is an excellent cover by Terry Jeeves, who is also
represented by science-fiction parody inside, and the duplicating and lay-out
throughout is nearly as good as the best.
•••
Alpha No. 8 (Jan Jansen, 229 Berchemlei, Borgerhout, Nr. Antwerp,
Belgium, price 4/- per year – 6 copies – send stamps, and remember, letter
post is 4d.!) is another bright issue of Continental Europe’s only fanzine. Jan,
or his coeditor Dave Vendelmans, gives an amusing account here of the
discovery of another Belgian fan, but they’ve still only a very small group.
Any reader knowing of Continental fans who haven’t been contacted by the
Alpha Club would be doing both sides a service by putting them in touch.
In this issue, Don Allen gives a highly fictitious account of a sciencefiction Guy Fawkes night; Dale R. Smith, an American fan, gloomily sets out
the requirements for a full-time Big Name Fan (6 assistants!); Mal Ashworth,
irrepressible editor of Bradford’s Bem, gives an account of the future, when
all hotels refuse to allow a science-fiction Convention to be held on the
premises – a really funny piece; someone unknown competently reviews six
U.S. and three British fanzines.
Tom White delves into the fannish Akmar mystery, there are some
mixed reviews of books and magazines, a number of letters, and a final few
words from Jan on things fannish. Altogether an interesting and satisfying
mixture, and the English is as pure and undefiled as fan English can ever be.
Recommended.
•••
Of particular interest to fans is the latest book on astronomy, Patrick Moore’s
Guide to the Planets (Eyre and Spottiswoode, 21/-). Mr. Moore is making a
name for himself in the lucid and interesting exposition of astronomy; he is
far less dogmatic than many scientists, but his facts can be felt to be clear as
far as modern knowledge goes and are set forth without prejudice.
Guide to the Planets opens with a short account of the various theories
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on planet formation, examines the planets’ movements, and then devotes a
chapter each to Mercury, Venus, Earth, the Moon, Mars, a possible Martian
base, the Minor Planets (Asteroids), Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and
Pluto. There is a short chapter on “Beyond the Planets” – obviously, there
will be a Guide to the Stars coming some day! – an examination of the
possibility of life on other planets, of particular interest to science-fiction
readers, and a chapter on “Voyages to the Planets”, giving a short up-to-date
account of astronautics, this chapter having been “vetted” by Arthur C.
Clarke.
The author is a council member of the British Astronomical Association.
The whole book is written for the enthusiastic amateur with or without a
small telescope, and in the last few pages are some interesting hints on
observing the planets, useful work for the amateur, astronomical societies,
etc. There are 29 plates, many of them in colour, and numerous diagrams.
The work as a whole gives an impression of up-to-date brightness, it
abounds in anecdote and out-of-the-way-but-interesting information – did
you know, for instance, that Pickering, the famous champion of the “Canals
On Mars” theory, had also claimed to see them on other planets? – and is
altogether the best popular astronomical book I’ve seen for some years. It’s a
pity that the price isn’t slightly lower, for the book deserves reading, and
even in these days the price of a guinea almost lifts it out of the “popular”
class.
(Volume 2 #1, 1955)

Fanfare and Suchlike #14: [July] 1955
“About noon ... a most violent whirlwind arose and carried the ship above
three thousand stadia (about 340 miles), lifting it above the water, from
whence it did not let us down again into the seas, but kept us suspended in
mid-air; in this manner we hung for seven days and nights, and on the eighth
behold a large tract of land, like an island, round, shining, and remarkably
full of light; we got on shore and found ... it was cultivated ...”
This, though apparently space-fiction, may not strike you as the sort of
thing that you find on today’s newsstands ... even if the plot seems familiar. It
should do, for in those words (or their Grecian equivalent) an ancient
philosopher called Lucian launched the story of interplanetary flight and thus
became the spiritual ancestor of H.G. Wells and Jules Verne, Vargo Statten
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and even you, if you’ve tried your hand at s-f.
As you may guess, I’ve been delving into the collection of my friend,
the fantasy book collector again. Ignoring the loud breathing over my
shoulder as he watched to see that I didn’t leave thumbmarks on his precious
pages, I picked over this and that and eventually came across a tiny book
published in 1887 by Cassell and Co., a reprint of a translation of 1780, and
bearing the penny-plain title of Trips to the Moon. This was the one and only
original ancestor, said my friend.
Lucian lived a good deal earlier than that, of course. He was a Syrian,
born about the year 120 A.D. His family hoped that he would be a sculptor,
but Lucian rebelled, persuaded his mother and father to allow him to take
lessons in literature and rhetoric, and begun to carve a career instead as a sort
of travelling speechmaker. He carried his soapbox, or its equivalent, through
all the civilised countries of the day, Greece, Italy and Gaul – naturally
missing out that troublesome Roman colony of Britain – and when he
eventually returned to his birthplace of Samosata he was comparatively
wealthy.
He then started on a career of authorship. He had, for those days, a
biting sense of humour, and he attacked with ridicule and satire anything or
anybody that disagreed with him. He would have made a good fan.
It was this satirical slant that first led him to pen the Trips. The
historians of the day naturally relied on word-of-mouth accounts of events,
supplemented by a few handwritten scrolls, and there weren’t many ways of
checking the accuracy of their accounts. They made the best of it. The
unscrupulous piled on marvel after marvel, wonder after wonder, gaining a
reputation for strikingly original research and study, whereas all they really
had was a good imagination. In these days newspapers slant news, but the
accuracy of their facts can be checked against other sources; in the second
century, facts were buried with distance, and distance was sharply equated
with time.
So Lucian dripped acid on the false historians, and, suddenly deciding
that he might try a little of the despised fiction writing, thought that he would
caricature the inaccurate reports. He would write of the wildest and most
wonderful journey that anybody could imagine, just to show how easy it was!
Not to far India or the savage tribes of North Britain would his heroes go, but
to that shining disc in the sky, the Moon!
“... being ... incited by a ridiculous vanity,” he wrote, “with the desire of
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transmitting something to posterity, that I may not be the only man who doth
not indulge himself in the liberty of fiction, as I could not relate anything true
(for I know nothing at present worthy to be recorded). I turned my thoughts
toward falsehood, a species of it, however, more excusable than that of
others ...”
Thus, with many assurances that what he is about to relate is untrue,
Lucian, naively to modern eyes, but perhaps justifiably then, starts his first
Trip.
He sets sail into the Western Ocean with fifty companions, “having a
desire to know where the sea ended”, and after weathering a gale that lasts for
eighty days lands on an island where there is a river of wine. Fish taken from
the river and eaten intoxicate them. A little later they come upon grapevines,
half-vegetable and half-women, with leaves and tendrils on their heads
instead of hair!
Setting sail again the adventurers run into the storm which lifts them to
the Moon, where they are captured by the Hippogypi, who ride three-headed
vultures as big as elephants. They find that the Moonmen are at war with the
Sun, and here I must quote an interesting comment from the eighteenthcentury translator:
“This, I am afraid, is not agreeable to the modern system; our
philosophers all asserting that the sun is not habitable. As it is a place,
however, which we are very little acquainted with, they may be mistaken, and
Lucian may guess as well as ourselves, for aught we can prove to the
contrary ...”
•••
Most s-f fans have dabbled a little in stamp-collecting, usually before the
magazine collection became too big to allow of anything else on the shelves,
and most of us must have let our imagination wander into the future stamp
collecting possibilities ... future pictorials with views of other planets, other
life, etc. This still remains wishful thinking, but if you want a stamp with a
spaceship on it you can now obtain it.
The little French principality of Monaco, hitherto famed as the land of
Monte Carlo, has issued a commemorative set honouring Jules Verne, the
modern “first” s-f author, and each stamp illustrates something from his
stories. Included are pictures for Journey to the Centre of the Earth, 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea, and, grandest of all, From Earth To Moon, which is
the 200-franc air-mail and shows a rocket take-off and its voyage in a
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starspeckled space. Seems that you can’t be an s-f completist collector
without being a philatelist as well, now!
•••
As usual, the summer has reduced s-f fanzines to a trickle; the irregular items
have become even more wildly irregular, and most fans seem to be confining
their activities to visiting other fans.
News has appeared in disconnected fragments. The one and only
German s-f magazine was in danger of being banned, the authorities stating
that the stories glorified atomic war and were dangerous for impressionable
German youth (!), but after a searching enquiry which included written
defences from American and British s-f enthusiasts the verdict seems to have
been “Not Proven”, and the magazine continues.
Ken Bulmer, well-known fan and author, won the Transatlantic Fan
Fund award this year and will travel across the Atlantic in August to be
British representative at the American World S-F Convention at Cleveland,
Ohio, in September. Ken will probably be delegated to propose that London
will be the site of the ’56 World Convention, and all British fans will wish
him luck. We haven’t had the World Convention here since it started in 1937,
and it would bring many interesting visitors to these shores.
Meanwhile, Joan Carr, publisher of the fanzine Femizine, has announced
that she can’t carry on with it and do her Army duties too – Joan is a WRAC
in the Middle East – and rumour says that Pamela Bulmer, Femizine
columnist and wife of Ken, mentioned above, will take over. Contributions,
etc., will be transferred, so don’t worry if you’ve sent to Joan.
Stuart Mackenzie, author of an article on s-f fandom in a Vargo Statten
Magazine and a very active fan in the last two years, has retired from the field
for private reasons, and has given up all commitment. Eye, the London
fanzine, will now be published by Joy Goodwin from 204 Wellmeadow
Road, Catford, London, S.E.6. Eye 4, which announced these changes, also
carried the first reports of the Cytricon, the Kettering S-F Convention, and
has proposals for future Cons based on this last one, plus various other
features, including an “Eyeway Code” based on the Highway Code, but very
definitely fannish!
George Pal’s latest s-f film, Conquest of Space, has been received with
some dismay by fans; the general opinion seems to be that there is a terrific
amount of time and money and ingenuity thrown away here on a weak story
and, for the scientifically minded, headaches or laughs, according to
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temperament, for the so-called science. It seems almost impossible that with
so much technique and so much expert advice on hand the producers should
have committed elementary blunders such as red-hot meteors zzzipping past
in space, or the childish absurdity of the commander of an exploration party
not being told of his destination until twenty-four hours prior to blast-off. A
deep disappointment.
London fan and author Ted Tubb has just had his first hardcover book
published by T. V. Boardman at 9/6. Alien Dust collects together a number of
short stories by Ted which were set on Mars, and weaves them into a fastmoving story of man’s colonisation attempts on that red and dusty planet.
Recommended to all fans who like a good, slickly-told adventure yarn.
(Volume 2 #2, 1955)

Fanfare and Suchlike #15: [August] 1955
One of the major difficulties confronting the science-fiction fan who wants to
make contact with others of the breed is the matter of recognising them as
such outside the precincts of an established club.
In, say, the Globe, meeting place of the London Circle, if you throw a
bottle on a Thursday night you’re as likely to hit an s-f fan (or preferably a
professional s-f author) as not, but in the ordinary walks of life how can one
tell? It’s just not good enough to walk up to the first perfect stranger you
meet who has an other-worldly glint in his eye and say: “Are you a s-f
reader?” because this can result in anything from a flood of Hindustani to a
couple of months in hospital – for you.
Neither is the wearing of a badge much good. If there is one thing that
the established fans like less than anything else, it’s being labelled or
classified. Witness the confusion at Conventions, when it would appear the
plainest of plain good sense to wear some identifying tag. You run across
people with discs in their lapels naming them as Dracula, Jules Verne and the
like.
No, the only thing to do is to keep one’s eyes and ears open and to judge
by attitudes. I don’t mean that s-f readers usually assume strange postures
like characters in an Egyptian frieze, but the mental attitude.
For instance, a few nights ago a lady fan and myself had a late supper at
an extremely large restaurant, where we were served by an exceptionally
obliging and friendly waiter. After the meal, in the coffee period, the lady fan
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extracted from her handbag a peculiar diagram and started to ask me
questions about it. I forget now whether it was a dress design or something on
the lines of the orbital trajectory of a rocket, but there was a dimension
missing. I won’t trouble our printer by attempting to draw the thing, and I’m
certainly not going to try to describe it in words, although I’ve no doubt the
late Professor Einstein wouldn’t have found it too difficult, but to me it was a
tough problem.
I soon pleaded a slight headache, and the obliging waiter happening to
be hovering in an intelligent sort of way in the vicinity, I turned to him and
said: “Do you know anything about spherical trigonometry?” He was that
kind of waiter.
He immediately came up to expectations and the table. Produced the
little stub of pencil with which waiters always write out the bill, he entered
into the spirit of the thing, scrawling x’s and y’s all over the back of our
menu and muttering about prolonging angles to infinity.
Luckily for my ego he finally admitted that there weren’t enough factors
to give an answer, thus coinciding with my own views. In fact, he was so
much our kind of people that I turned to the lady fan and said quite
deliberately: “You know, he should be a science-fiction fan.”
I would have betted on the prediction, and it happened. He gave a
beaming smile and said: “But I am! I read – ” and he reeled off a list of
magazines names!
Twenty minutes later we realised that we were still talking s-f and had
missed the last train before the one-o’clock-in-the-morning-late-special back,
but we didn’t care. We’d made a new friend and probably an acquisition to
things fannish at that.
This story has a moral apart from the obvious one that it pays to be
friendly with everybody, and that is that it’s the mental attitude that counts
every time, not who or where you are. And the chap with mental attitudes
like yours – why, he’s quite likely to be another reader!
•••
A few columns back I made a few remarks concerning a news item about
insurance for interplanetary travellers. I now hear of a story of a lady who
booked for a (future!) spaceship voyage with the British Interplanetary
Society, and then optimistically went along to an insurance company to
enquire about possible coverage against death and destruction on the voyage.
They told her that their rates for insuring her would be as for normal
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aeroplane flight, plus fifty per cent extra, but apparently thinking that she
might like it so much on the Moon or Mars that she’d want to stop, added that
“Non return is no proof of death ...”!
•••
If it comes around your way do visit the “Atoms for Peace” Exhibition. This
is a travelling show put on by the United States Information Service in cooperation with the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, and they have
five large trailer trucks, each of which becomes an exhibition hall displaying
recent advances in atomic energy for power, medicine and other useful
purposes. Most of it is fairly elementary from the usual s-f reader’s point of
view, but it’s all interestingly laid out and there’s an opportunity to ask
questions of the scientists in charge.
There is some mention of items which haven’t been well publicised in
the national Press, including details of various European atomic power plants
and resources, and, amongst other things, photos of what appear to be
enormous bullseyes but which are in reality fields ploughed in circles. These
are on an experimental farm; in the centre of each field is placed a container
of radio-active cobalt, and the experimenters are hoping that there will be
useful mutations resulting from the activated seeds. They have already had
some success.
This last experiment gave one old-time fan at least a few uneasy
memories of the s-f stories where a new type of plant became a world-wide
menace in its mutated form – remember John Wyndham’s Day of the Triffids,
for instance? – but it’s good to know that at least some work is being carried
on in the realm of atomic physics that doesn’t involve top-secret weapons of
mass destruction.
•••
In passing, amongst the flood of up-to-the-minute s-f films now being
released – This Island Earth, Donovan’s Brain, Conquest of Space, It Came
from Beneath the Sea, etc., and the Sunday showings of second-run films:
When Worlds Collide, It Came from Outer Space (generally in two
dimensions only, I note, instead of the original three), Rocketship X-M, etc. I
noticed that someone had dusted off and brought out a really old fantasy –
Caveman’s Romance. This has had several titles, I believe, the most startling
being 1,000,000 B.C., and is quite an extraordinary item. There is just a
simple story of the lives and deaths of cavemen many thousands of years ago;
it’s often played for laughs. The hero is Victor Mature with a ridiculously
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clean-shaven face amongst his hairy contemporaries, but for all that there is
some striking good trick-photography showing alleged prehistoric monsters,
an erupting volcano, etc. It’s worth going to see if only to try and figure out
how they produce all the effects!
•••
As I write this the summer sun is blazing down and the publishers, both fan
and professional, have cut down on their work and have gone into a sort of
hibernation out of season. Of course, there’s not the same inclination to read
in the summer as in the dark evenings of autumn and winter, but to keep the
fan world alive a few fanzines have still plopped through the letter boxes, and
most of them gain from having been produced at leisure.
One of the best that I’ve seen recently is Triode 3, from Eric Bentcliffe
of 47 Alldis Street, Greatmoor, Stockport, Cheshire. Triode, which takes its
name from the fact that it is edited and published by three fans, is steadily
improving with each issue. This one, for instance, seems to have taken note
of the fact that serials in fanzines are very chancy things indeed – few
fanzines are really regular, and a wait of six months between instalments can
be irritating. Triode 3, therefore, has two instalments of its fictional serial
“Future History of Fandom”, each part of which is written by a different topfan humorist, and these, by Terry Jeeves and Mal Ashworth are well up to
standard.
Mal also has a column, one of several in the ’zine, and there is various
other stuff ranging from a serious article on s-f collecting to an entirely (I
hope) fictitious account by new Irish humorist, John Berry, of his attempts to
educate his household into fannish ways. The Triode covers are unique in
being produced on the new brush stencils, where the wax on the stencil can
be removed by a chemical as well as by more conventional means, thereby
giving larger black areas than hitherto possible.
Triode is 9d. a copy and is vaguely quarterly in publication. No. 3 has
forty-two well-produced quarto pages.
Satellite No. 6 from Don Allen of 3 Arkle Street, Gateshead 8, Co.
Durham, is the last for a period until Don gets over his initial calling-up
pains. Fans will be glad that he is going to keep it going – he has built it into
an appreciated ’zine with an artistic layout, in particular, which has been one
of the best in the field.
This issue is devoted in the main to impressions of the Kettering
Convention, Don himself contributing an eleven-page report, and Eastbourne
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femme-fan Shirley Marriot and cartoonist Jim Cawthorn accounting for
another four. Warren Link, Satellite’s American fan-reporter, views an
American Convention, Archie Mercer, Mal Ashworth (yes, again!) and Nigel
Lindsay contributed humorous items at consistently high level, and the only
failing is the photo-cover, which might have been better used than to portray
some foggy-looking U.S. fans snapped at the aforementioned U.S.
Convention. Forty pages this issue, and the cost is nine humble pence.
Alpha, Continental Europe’s one and only fanzine, has now reached its
tenth fairly regular issue, and for the first time presents one ungraced (or, if
you like, unblemished) by anyone except Continental fans – a striking
example of how its Belgian publishers, Jan Jansen and Dave Vendelmans,
have gathered together the European fans.
As Jan says: “If someone had mentioned the possibility of having a
complete issue of Alpha with more than ten pages and written by someone
other than Dave and I, around this time last year, I would have laughed at
them. It was a proud and a lonely feeling to be a fan in those early days. Two
fans searching all over town to find a third. Now they’re slinging them in
every week or so ...”
This Alpha has thirty pages, is similar in content to British and U.S.
fanzines and is altogether a pleasant effort. British fans wanting to subscribe
can do so via Ron Bennet, “Ronhill”, Little Preston Hall Road, Swillington,
near Leeds, Yorks. The price is 4/- per year.
Incidentally, Alpha advertises a “Twerpcon”, an Antwerp Convention, to
be held July 30th. Going to look forward to reading reports of that!
(Volume 2 #3, 1955)

Fanfare and Suchlike #16: [September] 1955
Anyone compiling a list of the Seven Human Wonders of the World would
have a hard time keeping Mr. Walter Disney of Hollywood, California
U.S.A. out of the final selection.
Here’s a man who took the very basic stuff of graphic art, the simple
line-drawing, and made it into one of the pillars of the entertainment industry.
When Walt Disney made lines, the audience made tracks – to see his cartoon
films. Ever listened to the “Ooooh” of pleasure that goes up when a cinema
screen shows the beaming features of Donald Duck? In Disney’s nature films
– Living Desert, Nature’s Half-Acre, Bear Valley, etc., he brought fantastic
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beauty to the screen, and his Fantasia created a great interest in classical and
semi-classical music.
I know some science-fiction fans who swear that some of the best
fantasy of all is in the “Rite of Spring” sequence in Fantasia, with its scenes
of the birth and springtime of the Earth set to Stravinsky’s weirdly toned
music!
It was inevitable that some day Walt Disney, the super-fantasy artist,
would turn his talents to the field in which fantasy fans are most interested:
space travel. Now, from the States come news of a Disney space film, Man In
Space. It hasn’t reached this country at the time of writing, but according to
all reports it’s one of the biggest pieces of propaganda for space-travel ever
made!
•••
In this new venture of Disney, he has not created or given birth to a brand
new idea. Cartoons have been used before to explain elementary physics and
astronautics and other sciences. Remember the Woody Woodpecker sequence
in Destination Moon? But a full use of the Disney technique in a full-length
film of the subject of spaceflight, with technical help from the leading experts
in the science – that is something fresh!
Man In Space has been shown to nearly 100,000,000 Americans on their
television networks. It’s a simple story from the fan point of view – just a trip
out into space, around the Moon and back again – but by all accounts it does
the job sensibly and sincerely, graphically explaining all the hazards likely to
be encountered, the requirements in fuel, material and human courage, and,
most important in the hard commercial world of reality, the cash side of the
project. This is something that’s too often ignored in science-fiction.
10,000,000,000 bright little dollars is the sum that they estimate will be
needed to set the launching sites working; 10,000,000,000 dollars to bring to
life the sort of thing which you don’t think twice about when you read of it in
the British Space Fiction Magazine.
The scientists advising Disney on the technical background of Man in
Space are Dr. Hans Haber, author of a standard textbook on the conditions we
are likely to meet Out There; Willy Ley, known as a consistently entertaining
writer of articles and books dealing with various science subjects (but
especially for his Conquest Of Space in collaboration with Chesley
Bonestell), and last but not least Dr. Von Braun, the German expert who
helped in the designing of the V-2 and who is now working on the subject
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dearest to him, space-travel, in the U.S.A. These three scientists are in the top
rank when the subject is space-flight; British fans had better keep their
fingers crossed and hope that we get the chance to see Man In Space over
here!
•••
Incidentally, Disney has set up a great park in California, Disney Land, and
amongst its amusement features are a “trip in a spaceship” and “a visit to the
future”! I hear that some pictures of a model spaceship from this park were
sent to the big Eastman Kodak laboratories for developing (don’t ask me why
Disney didn’t have them worked on in his own studios – maybe they just take
pictures there), and after a couple of weeks or so had rolled by with no sign
of anything being returned the Disney workers made enquiries. They found
that Kodak had sent the negatives to the F.B.I. in Washington to have them
security-checked ...
•••
Fan-magazines arrive in batches, almost as if a state of telepathy exists
between fans, and everyone gets the same inspiration to publish
simultaneously. During the last few weeks I’ve occasionally had the feeling
that maybe there were too many telepaths around ...
Luckily, by the law of averages some of the fanzines have to be
especially good, and right on top of them all we have another issue of Hyphen
(1/- from Walter A. Willis, 170 Upper Newtownards Road, Belfast, North
Ireland). Hyphen is a humour magazine, and is occasionally hard going for
the uninitiated, but any magazine would be proud to take such items as editor
Willis’s article on one fan’s attempt to convince another fan that budgerigars
do talk, in this latest issue. There are two excellent Convention reports, and
many other items of the Hyphen type – and quality. Well worth getting.
Phantasmagoria No. 3 is a small affair put out for the fun of it by two
editors – amazing how many fanzines have multiple editors these day – talk
about two eds being better than one – and the first address I notice is Editor
Stan Thomas’s: 22 Marshfield Place, Bradford 5. “Subscriptions,” say Stan
and his fellow editor Derek Pickles, “are not requested, but gifts of money or
specie will be gratefully accepted.” Phantasmagoria is a friendly and
unpretentious little zine, containing the usual stories, articles, etc., and one
out-of-the-way item, a fan crossword.
Camber No. 4, edited and published by Alan Dodd of 77 Stanstead
Road, Hoddesdon, Herts., sells at 9d. a copy. It’s more “newsy” than most
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fanzines on this side of the Atlantic, and it’s a pity that with such a policy
Editor Dodd doesn’t live in London or near one of the other fan centres
where the rumours and the newest news are always flying around. In spite of
this he does an excellent job, however, and some of his other features are
good. I particularly liked in this issue an article on the Solar System by Terry
Jeeves, a confused account of the reading of a dozen popular astronomical
books and its result in the bewildered reader’s mind!
Camber is excellently duplicated; I should also mention here that the last
Hyphen, mentioned above, is startlingly well duplicated in comparison with
most of the previous issues.
•••
Andromeda No. 11 (Pete Campbell, 60 Calgarth Road, Windermere,
Westmorland) is another newsy magazine with added features in the way of
articles and stories. It suffers somewhat from the fact that deliberately or
perhaps because it can’t be helped the lines of typing in it are set too close
together; one sometimes thinks that Editor Pete must be in the pay of the
Opticians Council. This issue has a cover that’s best not dwelt on, fanzine
reviews, an account of the Convention by Brian Varley and some notes on
same by Don Allen, film reviews, poems, and advertisements. 6d. per copy,
and it could do with some improvement.
•••
Some of the other fans are wandering around with a slightly vacant look these
days, mouths shaping odd phrases. These poor souls have concentrated on
science-fiction for years, learning all the scientific terms used in s-f, the
pseudo-scientific terms and the strange language spoken amongst themselves
by fans. Now, they are shattered. They’ve been brought into contact with
another world, speaking another language – and I don’t mean Martian or
Venusian. This is the world of jazz, for a number of fans have found that they
have a common interest in that too – so, inevitably, the first s-f fan’s jazz
fanzine has appeared!
Edited by Belgian fan Dave Vendelmans (130 Strydhof Avenue,
Berchem, Belgium), this first issue of Jazz Parade features the excellent
duplicating which Dave and his co-editor Jan Jansen have made such a
feature of their s-f fanzine Alpha, and is much the same mixture as before of
stories, autobiographical articles, straight articles, and suchlike, but this time
with the accent on jazz.
Yes, it’s a strange and wonderful thing to read something in a story like
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the remark of a character who says: “Out on my way with that dog-house,
you rusty gate!” and to know that to some people it makes sense. For those
interested, the cost of this ’zine is 1/- and don’t forget that the cost of a letter
to Continental Europe is never less than 4d.
•••
A few closing words about a couple of new books. Publishers Victor
Gollancz, after flirting with s-f for some time, and even publishing some
without specifically acknowledging it – George Stewart’s Earth Abides and
Philip Wylie’s Disappearance for instance – have recently broken down and
published two out-and-out fantasy novels. The first, which was passed over
owing to the rush of events at the time in an earlier column, was Theodore
Sturgeon’s adult, exciting, and well-written fantasy More Than Human. The
U.S. Edition of this won last year’s International Fantasy Award as the best sf novel of the year, and richly deserved it. It tells of a mutant, a super-being –
but not one person alone. This is a gestalt, a combination of talents, with one
person having the ability to telepath, another to move by power of the mind –
telekinesis, and the whole bound together by the teller of the story. This, as I
said, is adult science-fiction, and top-rank.
One of the hardest things to do is to write a humorous s-f story, but at
least one author manages it as easily as he writes his equally well known
detective stories. The author is, of course, Fredric Brown, and Gollancz have
just published over here his second anthology of science-fiction on the
“wacky” side – Angels and Spaceships. This is a really rewarding nine
shillings and sixpence worth – I hope Victor Gollancz keep up the good
work.
(Volume 2 #4, 1955)

Fanfare and Suchlike #17: [October] 1955
What was that low drumming sound throughout the country this autumn?
Flying saucers migrating south for the winter? The footsteps of postmen
bringing around an extra-large fanzine?
Don’t bother to write in – everyone knows the answer. You could hardly
hear yourself think for the noise of science-fiction fans patting each other on
the back.
Artificial space satellites to be launched. Small ones, perhaps, but the
first definite step towards Outer Space really to make news headlines.
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Peaceful uses of atomic energy discussed. They threw overboard the old
cliché concerning the teaspoonful of fuel being enough to send the Queen
Mary across the Atlantic. A physicist predicted that soon the conversion to
energy of 15 tons of atomic fuel would run Britain’s power-lines for a whole
year.
T.V. spreading its wings; in Britain, commercially. In America, and, it’s
reported, Russia, successful colour T.V. telecasts.
Why, there was even a report from Japan that astronomers had detected
a comet that was coming nearer and nearer and nearer ...
Yes, the newspapers were beginning to look like old-fashioned s-f
magazines, and the only thing missing was an Invasion from Mars. I’m glad
to say that at the time of writing this hasn’t happened ... unless they’ve
considered it so old-hat that they’ve put it down as a filler on the sports
pages.
•••
Once the enthusiasm has passed ... as I write it is only tapering off slightly ...
the world will go back to its old abnormal self, jogging along the same old
path, but once again there will be less people who will sneer at s-f for its
prophesies, and maybe there’ll be some more fans made.
•••
One notorious Sunday-paper film-critic openly admitted in her column that
she was having second thoughts about the films that she had dismissed so
casually – and sometimes so bitingly – in the past, because they were “only sf”. The News Chronicle took a hasty jump on to the bandwagon and dusting
off H.G. Wells’s 60-year old (and quite unscientific) First Men In The Moon
presented it as a condensed serial. Curious, after the usual careful sticking-tofacts extrapolations of modern science-fiction to read of Wells’s heroes
finding sufficient oxygen to breathe on Luna!
It is, by the way, a curious point that Wells, though so much the prophet
in so many ways, never used rockets for the interplanetary voyages
undertaken by his characters. The First Men used Cavorite, an “anti-gravity”
substance; the Martians of War of the Worlds used shells; even as late as
1936, when American s-f characters were venturing all over this Universe
and several others in all sorts of vehicles, the film version Things to Come
sent two people into space in a shell fired from a gigantic cannon. Someone, I
believe that it was Arthur C. Clarke, later said that the initial shock from
inertia of such a take-off would probably spread the unfortunate voyagers
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over the walls of their cabin!
However, rockets are now generally accepted as the best available way
to make those first steps into the vastness of space, and already we have seen
photographs of the Earth’s surface from an altitude of 250 miles ... a rather
odd object, not looking at all like the pretty coloured globes of the
schoolroom, but definitely a spaceman’s view. I am inclined to doubt one
gloomy article which prophesied that the artificial satellites would enable spy
photos to be taken of your back-garden, though. Firstly there’s the amount of
magnification needed from a high altitude; secondly ... well, I’ve never tried
taking a photo of something whirling by in a telephoto lens at 1,800 m.p.h.,
but it wouldn’t be anything like taking Auntie Mabel in the back garden, even
if she was moving ...
•••
The interest of the man-in-the-street having been awakened once again in the
man-in-the-moon, those of us who are known to be interested in space flight,
fact and fiction, are having to face the usual questions on the whys and
wherefores of rockets and astronautics in general. Once again the old “But
what does it push against?” question is being asked, though this time not in
sarcastic tones but in bewilderment. The newspapers have said that it will be
done so obviously it will be done, but how? How will it keep Up There? Why
do we want to go into space, anyway?
This last, as any attendee of an s-f fan meeting knows, is a good starter
of a discussion anywhere. The hard, value-for-cash, answer that it will lead to
scientific advances and will perhaps be of military advantage presupposes an
interest in a costly gamble on the future equal to the effort that went into the
atomic bomb ... and that in peacetime, too.
The “Because It’s There” answer ... the one given by the conquerors of
Everest when they were asked why they did it, has always seemed to me to
be a weak answer. With no disrespect intended to the courage of Hillary,
Tensing and the other great climbers, the performance of feats of endurance
assisted by mechanical devices, whether oxygen-masks or spaceships, just for
the sake of doing them, seems about as pointless as putting on a pair of rollerskates and tearing up and down the road on them until you can proudly say
you’ve been tearing up and down the road until you’re tired.
The only answer, it seems to me, is that “The grass is greener over the
other side of the hill.” Man has an incurable itch to pry and to poke into
things. He wants to know ... and he’ll neglect all other things to do so. It
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doesn’t matter that there are all sorts of things to be put right in this world
first ... he wants to know what’s going on Up There at the same time.
Science-fiction fans are all too human ... they have this trait developed to the
nth degree!
•••
Fans are in for some good reading in science-fiction this winter, with pride of
place in the bookworld going to Heinemann for four really good titles
forthcoming. Lest Darkness Fall, by L. Sprague de Camp, is one of the best
novels on the “Connecticut Yankee” theme ever written. Do you know Mark
Twain’s A Yankee at the Court of King Arthur, the old classic about the sharp
Yankee trader who finds himself back amongst the Knights of the Round
Table? In Lest Darkness Fall, de Camp’s hero, a mild-mannered historian, is
thrown back by a stroke of lightning to one of the wildest periods of history
... the days of the Fall of Rome in the 6th century. Martin Padway, the hero,
knows that the Roman Empire was destroyed about this time in our history,
and the darkness of the Dark Ages lasted for 600 years and more after that.
How is he going to prevent the darkness in this history? What arts should he,
and can he, introduce? This is a beautifully told yarn, liable to set you
dreaming as to what you would do in Padway’s position!
Other novels from Heinemann include Poul Anderson’s Brain Wave,
where the intelligence of all thinking beings on Earth is heightened; Time and
Again, a time-travel yarn by Clifford D. Simak, and Pohl & Kornbluth’s
Space Merchants. This last is a wild and wonderful satire of a future America
where advertising reigns supreme ... the US senate consists of members from
all the big companies instead of from the various States, for instance, and the
theme of the story is the fight between the business men who want to exploit
the colonisation of Venus and the Conservationists who believe that too much
harm has already been done to Earth by commercialisation, without spreading
the germ to other Planets.
Other winter s-f includes First Lensman by E.E. Smith, The Mindworm
by C.M. Kornbluth, The Chrysalids by John Wyndham, author of the bestselling Day of the Triffids and The Kraken Wakes, and not last or least, A
World of Difference by Robert Conquest, first in a new s-f series from
publishers Ward Lock.
•••
I haven’t left myself much room for the fanzine field but as it happens only
two have appeared since the last Fanfare. Gestalt No. 2, June ’55 from Alan
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Burns, Goldspink House, 6 Goldspink Lane, Newcastle-on-Tyne 2,
Northumberland, priced at 3/- for 4 issues, is another effort from the up-andcoming North East Science-Fiction Society ... readers interested in this
should contact Alan at that address by letter.
Gestalt has an interesting photographic cover which must take more
time and money to produce than I care to think about, and about 30 interior
pages mimeographed in varying degrees of legibility. This issue is a little
mellower than the first, and though containing some fan fiction ... and almost
everybody seems to dislike fan fiction except the people who write it ... and
sometimes one gets the impression that even they are working off a grudge ...
has some extremely readable matter. Alan Burns, the editor, whose visit to
galactic opera was a bright feature of Gestalt 1, has another piece on the same
lines, “Folk Music in the Galaxy”. Jim Marshall gives a cheerily chatty
column, mostly on fan doings, and there are the usual letter and fanzine
review sections. This issue is a great improvement on No. 1, and I hope the
NESFS continue to flourish.
Andromeda No. 13 (Published by Pete Campbell, 60 Calgarth Rd.,
Windermere, Westmorland, price 6d.) is an odd item, consisting mostly of a
fantasy (about leprechauns, begob!) by fan Bert Lewis, and an intelligent
comparison between American and British s-f by a newcomer to the field,
Bob Lindon. For some strange reason most of the duplicating seems
scrooched up; in spite of the double spaces between paragraphs the whole
gives one the impression that Pete has tried to cram as much into as little
space as possible. Let your magazine breathe, Peter, even if it only lets out
hot air ...
(Volume 2 #5, 1955)

Fanfare and Suchlike #18: [November] 1955
Now and again, when I feel that I’ve read the latest science-fiction fifteen
times before, and every other yarn that I try I also feel that I’ve read fifteen
times before, I turn to the mundane world and read a newspaper. Naturally, I
soon feel that I’ve read everything there fifty times before, but it makes a
change.
I came across something that was brand-new the other day, however.
“The idea of artificial satellites,” said the paper, reporting a Russian newsagency, “was first conceived by a Russian professor about 50 years ago.”
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The hardened s-f enthusiast is likely to eye this claim with extreme
scepticism. There’s an old and well tested principle that what science is
considering today science-fiction authors were bringing to a fine art about a
generation ago, and one can only feel that there must be a regrettable lack of
fans at the Foreign Office. One of the earliest American s-f books was called
The Brick Moon, and dealt with that precise subject, an artificial moon of
bricks and mortar, and it was published nearly a century ago.
Jules Verne, too, writing about 75 years ago, was speculating on what
would happen to his heroes if the space-vessel of From Earth to Moon fell
into a stable orbit, and there must be other yarns on the subject. No; we
shouldn’t let that Soviet news-agency get away with that claim!
Of course, there have been many other cases of “russian in where anglos
fear to tread”, if I may coin a phrase, and there has been quite a procession of
claims from Soviet sources in the last few years. Steam-engines – television –
radar – aeroplanes – you name it and someone in Asia will have had it a long
time before you – they say. It’s all pretty silly, because there are very few
modern inventions that haven’t been improved by amendments from all over
the world. Also, the fact that an inventive genius is born in one nation is no
indication of any particular merit in that nation itself; the national merit lies
in how the discovery is exploited.
Discovery is just to the credit of the human race, and we’re all human. I
hope.
•••
Occasionally I receive a letter from an s-f fan who is situated in the lonely
stretches of the countryside or the even more lonely vastness of a large town,
and who is asking how he or she can get in touch with other fans, national
and regional. It does, at first sight, seem an enormously difficult task to find
contacts, and yet the fact that it has been done so many times indicates that
there are ways.
Some years ago an American fan, Orville Mosher, started a “Project Fan
Club” scheme to collate information from all the existing clubs about their
methods of procedure and how they first began. I haven’t heard of or from
Orville for some time and it’s possible that he found the job too much for
him. Here, anyway, is my small contribution to the subject.
Getting into touch with national fandom is the first objective and the
best way to do that is to send for a few fanzines – the British Space Fiction
Magazine and others often publish reviews, giving the names and addresses
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of the publishers of these amateur magazines.
From their columns, you can learn of the clubs that already exist, of the
type of loosely-woven organisation which fandom is ... there is, for instance,
no really national club, nothing to which you have to belong before being
accepted into fandom ... and you can find out the names of the well-known
fans, the type featured in our “Fan Personalities” column, who will all be
willing to welcome you into the general enjoyment. If you take that final step
and start writing for fanzines, you’ll soon find that you have more mail and
friends than you can handle, from all over the world!
But suppose that you want to form or join a local club, to meet someone
in your own district who is interested in the sort of things that interest you?
Well, you might find some names and addresses from the fanzines; a letter in
a professional science-fiction magazine often brings replies; there have been
“Directories” of fans published in the past, and, if you want to form a local
club, you could do worse than to get local newsagents to put a few leaflets
advertising it in the magazines which they sell.
There are several possible meeting places, the usual being (a) in each
member’s house in rotation; (b) in a quiet room or bar at a public house; (c)
in a hired room. The latter is the best alternative but is usually the hardest
owing to the shortage of housing accommodation all over the country.
The proceedings of your meeting are, of course, your affair, but from
experience it seems that the formal type of meeting, with a chairman wielding
a gavel and set subjects for discussion at each session are not popular with
fans. Most clubs which adopt a too-organised programme soon fade away;
the members get bored and the organisers find they have too much work on
their hands. The oldest meeting of fans in the country, the London Circle
(now gathering at the Globe Tavern in Hatton Gardens [sic] every Thursday
night) is a completely informal affair, and the greater majority of its members
are completely satisfied with it.
•••
In passing, I hear that following an article about s-f fans by Nancy Spain,
detective story writer and critic, in a national paper, there is talk of a new
club being formed in Manchester. Miss Spain reported that there were 3,000
fans in that great damp city, much to the surprise of local active fans whose
efforts at forming clubs have never met with any great success. Perhaps that
Manchester Convention of ’54 had bigger results than we realised!
•••
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If you’re thinking of starting a fan magazine, one of the best ways of getting
publicity is to write to a fan column – like this:
“The fanzine will be called Biped, will contain forty pages of articles,
stories, cartoons and humour from the cream of fandom (the sour cream may
seep through now and again, no names mentioned), will be printed on
coloured paper, and will cost all those who buy it one shilling.
“Biped has two editors, the good one and the bad one. The good one is
Bill Harry, his address is 69 Parliament Street, Liverpool 8; he cuts the
stencils for Biped and sends them on to me, the second editor, Pete Reaney
(53 Bromley Street, Sheffield 3, Yorks.) I buy the paper and take everything
to Terry Jeeves (58 Sharrard Grove, Intake, Sheffield), where the ’zine is
duplicated.
“Anyone wishing to buy a copy of Biped should send to my address and
a copy will be forwarded as soon as possible. All contributors get a free copy
– and we want contributors! The subscription rate is 4/- for four issues, and
there will be only 100 copies of the first issue. So if you want a copy,
subscribe now to Bromley Street!”
Thus Peter Reaney, setting out his principles – for which, knowing the
vagaries of fan publishing, we take no responsibility!
Incidentally, Terry Jeeves, himself a humorist and artist, has a finger in
another fanzine pie – Triode, published irregularly at 1/- per copy. The latest
issue has, amongst other excellent items, a page of photos from the Kettering
Convention showing exactly what, these odd people who call themselves “s-f
fans” look like! No cracks about “horror comics” please!
•••
Noticed in passing ... a newspaper film critic’s opinion that “a good sciencefiction film must be a good horror film”; a newspaper literary critic’s opinion
of Ward Moore’s Bring the Jubilee, a (to me) rather boring fantasy of what
life might be like in the United States if the South had won their Civil War:
“So interesting and original that it can hardly be classified as science-fiction”
– infuriating, aren’t they?
No more news yet of the Disney cartoon classic Man In Space, which
we all want to see over here. The cinematic adaptation of the successful T.V.
serial Quatermass Experiment plays up the horror, plays down the science,
but makes an entertaining thriller, anyway. Also noted: two sequels at least to
The Creature from the Black Lagoon.
Noted s-f author Alfred Bester is over here from the U.S., writing the
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film scenario for his prize-winning s-f novel The Demolished Man, which
you may remember is about a future society in which a brilliant business-man
tries to commit murder and get away with it, in an age when the police-force
has telepaths as its top agents!
Several publishers have announced anthologies of science-fiction which
will be coming out this autumn and winter: Grayson and Grayson have
Galaxy Science-Fiction Omnibus and The Year’s Best S-F Novels; Cassell
announce Looking Forward, edited by Milton Lesser; Eyre and Spottiswoode
are doing Stories for Tomorrow; Sidgwick and Jackson, noted publishers of
good s-f and astronautics books are publishing Beyond the Barriers of Space
and Time, edited by Judith Merrill, and stories submitted to the Sunday
Observer competition of last spring, in which authors were asked to write a
story set in AD 2500 will be printed under that date as the title. From the
three samples that they printed as top prize-winners, only one of which could
be classified as genuine science-fantasy, I’m dubious about this. The
publishers are Heinemann, the price will be 10/6.
Finally, those of you who went to see the musical film A Star Is Born
under the impression that it might be space-fiction can obtain some
consolation from the fact that American astronomers have nearly
photographed a real star birth! In 1947 a scientist at Lick Observatory took a
picture of part of the nebulous gas in Orion which happened to show three
stars embedded in this gas. A recent picture of the same region shows, not
three, but five stars! In that period of eight years, in one small portion of the
sky, two more stars appeared ... it makes one wonder – and feel extremely
small!
(Volume 2 #6, 1955/6)

Fanfare and Suchlike #19: [February] 1956
British science-fiction fandom faces its biggest event yet with the exciting
news that, although the British bid for being the venue of the 1956 World S-F
Convention was defeated at the Cleveland Convention this year, the bid will
be renewed for the ’57 Convention and will almost certainly succeed. British
s-f fan-ambassador Ken Bulmer brought this news back with him from the
States after being present at the Cleveland World Convention last Labor Day
(a small convention by American standards – only 300-odd delegates!) and
seeing his attempt to secure the next year’s Con-site narrowly out-voted in
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favour of New York.
Many American fans have promised to support a British bid in 1957 (for
the ’56 site), and are already talking over the prospect of hiring planes to
convey visitors over here! In London it has been announced that nearly thirty
publishers of science-fiction books will lend their support to a World
Convention in Britain, and fans are already looking forward to the 1956
British Convention as a training ground for the following year.
Who will be holding the 1956 British and the 1957 World Convention in
this country? By all accounts, London fans have stepped into the breach again
and are booking the George Hotel, Kettering, Northants, scene of 1955’s
extraordinarily successful “do”, for the ’56 Convention. It will be attempted
to run it as an International Convention, for many visiting fans are expected
from other countries, and the experience gained is going to be very, very
useful for the 1957 Convention, which will call for a concerted effort from
fan groups all over the country.
Don’t think that it’s too early to be talking and writing about the 1957
Convention. A World Convention is a very big affair indeed, and the active
fans who will help to organise it will need all the assistance that they can get.
This means YOU and if you have any suggestions for programme ideas,
publicity, organisation of any sort or kind, either for the ’56 or the World
Convention, I suggest that you get into touch with the active fans. At the time
of writing there have been no details released of who’s who on Committees
and suchlike, but letters addressed to The Convention Secretary, c/o The
Globe, Hatton Garden, London, will reach the famous London Circle of s-f
enthusiasts (they meet in the Saloon Bar there every Thursday night), and
will get passed on to the right hands.
•••
An interesting but grimmer piece of news from the States concerns the
Harvard University Library. In December, 1954, American active fan Dick
Clarkson died of that as-yet incurable disease cancer and bequeathed his very
large collection of science-fiction books and magazines to the library. Like a
tiger that had tasted blood the library wanted more, and now they have
announced that they wish to establish a special and permanent s-f section. I
don’t know exactly what type or kind or sort of material they need, but it
certainly shows how seriously s-f is being taken now in those circles that
would have disregarded it five years ago.
•••
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Most of us are wondering what effect commercial T.V. will have on the s-f
market. Will there be a demand for s-f T.V. plays, leading to a boom? Or will
Westerns and Detective serials and plays swamp the market, and the increase
in viewers lead to a slump in the reading matter, and a decrease in magazines
and books? Oddly enough, a fantasy just published in this country gives a
horrifying picture of a future when T.V. has swamped all and written books
are almost obsolete. Listen to the hero (?), a big-business executive, reading
one of the books of that era, 1992:
“I started to read the speech balloons. On the second page I came to a
wonderful thing which I guessed was the main reason this one got to be a
best-seller. There was a little cardboard lever at the side of the page. It made
the killer’s arm go back and forth. You could just push it up and down and
he’d stab the girl with his dagger every time.
“After a couple of pages, though, the letters in the speaking balloons
started to dance in front of my eyes. I just couldn’t seem to keep my attention
on the story. Reading was a lot of work.”
The book is The Big Ball of Wax, written by an American business man
and author, Shepherd Mead, and is published over here by T. V. Boardman
and Co. at 10/6. It’s a beautiful satire, savage and funny, and almost
terrifying in its plausibility of a future state given over to advertisers and
consumers. Read this and read Kornbluth and Pohl’s Space Merchants
(Heinemann 10/6) for two different, yet utterly absorbing, treatments of the
same basic theme!
•••
Three extra-large fanzines have thudded on to the front-door mat recently,
and they show an almost breath-taking ability for hard slogging at a hobby.
Biggest and best-produced is Camber No. 5, “Edited, produced and directed
by Alan Dodd, 77 Stanstead Road, Hoddesdon, Herts.” Duplicated with
professional smoothness and clarity, its sixty-eight pages carry a little of
practically everything. We have quite a large number of fanzine reviews, both
British and American, columns, satire, page after page of readers’ letters (and
these and the editorial comments thereon are so provocative that if I were
Alan I’d wear armour at the next Convention) and numerous cartoons. Alan
may lean a little too heavily on fanzine reviews at the moment, but he’s
certainly building Camber into a decent-looking magazine, and the only thing
really noteworthy for its absence at the moment is a mention of the price of
the thing. Ahh, these fans –!
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Femizine has had a checked if not chequered career of late, having been
handed over to Pamela Bulmer to edit and publish just as that young lady
went to the States. However, Joy Goodwin, of 204 Wellmeadow Road,
Catford, S.E.6, has duplicated issue No. 7 in Pamela’s absence, and quite a
job it must have been, sixty-two typed pages, mostly in the small “elite” type,
must make more wordage than almost any fanzine since the fabulous
Christmas Eye.
Femizine 7 has the unique advantage of three editorials and the help of
all the active feminine fans in the British Isles and many places beyond –
there is even a contribution from Germany. For Femizine is the magazine for
ladies only; the male fan is allowed to write to it and to have his letters
published in the letter columns, and, of course, to subscribe, but that’s all. I
hear from the grapevine that a number of the males have tried to crash
Femizine’s pages under feminine pseudonyms, with a total lack of success!
This issue is remarkable for “Franceska’s Column”, a pseudonymous
outpouring of no fewer than ten closely-typed pages of really interesting and
thoughtful – well, “nattering” seems to be the only appropriate word – plus
another two pages by the same lady in the letters column. There is a
symposium on Billy Graham, especially interesting in view of the effect that
he is supposed to have on the female population; there are stories, poems,
fanzine reviews and a beautiful reprint of the fake Orders of the Day which
used to be circulated in R.A.F. Stations, starting:
“It has been brought to the notice of the War Office that men are dying
without the consent of their superior officers – ” And going on to list arrival
of personnel in Heaven, with an issue of HARPS (Basic, playing, with
strings, untuned) ... One, and CLOUDS (Fleecy and/or Cumulus) ... One, etc.,
etc. Nothing to do with science-fiction or fandom, but entertaining. The price
of Femizine is 1/- and it’s heartily recommended.
The third of the trio of recent heavy-weights in fanzines is Bem 5,
published and edited by Mal Ashworth, of 40 Makin Street, Tong Street, and
Tom White, of 3 Vine Street, Cutler Heights, both of Bradford 4, Yorks.,
England.
Bem is a glorious conglomeration of crazy humour, very much in the
tradition of the famous Northern Irish Hyphen, and fans all over the world
will read with regret that this issue is the penultimate. Tom and Mal have
found the issuing of a regular fanzine, or perhaps I should say issuing a
fanzine regularly, too irksome, and have decided to confine their activities
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after No. 6-and-last to “one-shots”, the single-issue-only type of fanzine.
No. 5 keeps well in the old tradition though, and even betters it with one
of Walt Willis’s all-too-rare pieces of fan-fiction, “The Case of the
Disappearing Fan”. This is a take-off on Agatha Christie’s famous Hercule
Poirot, the French detective, and should remain one of those timeless and
treasured pieces that slip into fan history.
Other contents include Nigel Lindsay, a column by Paul Enever with the
story of a mysterious fan whom he can’t contact at Ickenham, near London –
(does he read British Space Fiction magazine?) – and supporting pieces by
Mal Ashworth, John Berry, Archie Mercer and most of the well-known
humorists of British fandom. Mal’s Kettering Convention report is one of the
best that has been produced about that epic gathering. Once again there is a
reluctance to mention prices, but from memory I believe that 9d. will obtain
these fifty-odd frivolous pages for you, and a card to one of the editors will
tell you the cost of the last issue, which is sure to be something to treasure.
•••
Any fan looking for an unusual fantasy could do a lot worse than read The
Wrath of Grapes, by Leonard Wibberley, published by Hale at 9/6. Though
not listed as science-fiction in any list that I’ve seen, it has a wonderfully
fantastic if slightly crazy theme – the little English village of Grand Fenwick,
knowing that America succours defeated enemies, decides to declare war on
the United States, figuring that after the inevitable defeat their village will be
flowing in milk and honey – or the modern equivalent, chewing-gum and
Coca-Cola. How their plans go wildly astray and they defeat the States makes
a wonderfully wacky story. I don’t know Leonard Wibberley, but he should
have been an s-f fan – he seems to have that type of mind.
(Volume 2 #7, 1956)
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Scrooge on Ice
A 3D, Chlorothrill-Packed Christmas Carol for
Science-Fiction Fans
Icicle One
Sixth Fandom was dead: to begin with. There is no doubt whatever about
that. Quandry said so in its last issue, and what Quandry said went. Sixth
Fandom was as dead as the Shaver Mystery. Joe Fann Scrooge knew it and he
didn’t care; that Christmas Eve he let himself into his house, and trampling
savagely over a couple of fanzines and a request from Operation Fantast for
a charitable donation to the Officer’s Benevolent Society (“What about your
OBS?”) entered his room.
It was dark; the night before, Scrooge had thrown his rocket-shaped
desk lamp at a small errand boy who had passed by whistling Two Little Men
On A Flying Saucer and had fused all the lights in the borough, but he lit a
Slant and by its weird green glow put the kettle on the gas stove, and,
opening a tin of spaghetti, poured its contents into a saucepan. Once upon a
time Scrooge saved all his money to spend on duplicating paper and stencils,
but now he no longer cared. Now he was earning a living by writing s-f, and
he ate nearly every day.
He thrust the burning Slant into the fireplace, and a bundle of unopened
fanzines piled there smoked and burst into flickering flame; as they did so, a
curious moan seemed to echo from the four corners of the room. To say that
Scrooge was not startled would be untrue; he felt like a barber meeting Bert
Campbell. He stared around, but nothing met his gaze but a faint wisp of
steam from the kettle. He eyed it with a far-away train of thought nagging at
his mind, but an eerie whistle outside halted the train, and with a shiver he
walked across and drew the curtains.
Avoiding the corner where a sombre pile of dust covered a duplicator,
Scrooge returned to the fire and sat down. There was a story that he intended
to finish reading whilst waiting for the spaghetti to boil, and he put out his
hand to the shelf where he had left a magazine. A cold, clammy palm clasped
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his. “Pleased to meet you,” muttered Scrooge, an engram formed at
Conventions momentarily in control; then he remembered, and with a cry
snatched his hand away and turned. By his chair stood a tall, wavering
Figure; the light from a burning fanzine played on hornrimmed glasses, a
beard, a flickering propellor mounted on a curious headdress, but even as he
looked the thing changed to a young girl with ink-stained fingers, and then
changed again to another male.
“Amazing!” Scrooge breathed the startled obscenity and sat up. “W-who
are you?”
“I,” said the Thing, “am the Ghost of Sixth Fandom.” It smoothed its
hair back, and some straws fell to the floor.
Scrooge brightened slightly; this spirit looked as weak as some prozine
editors had always thought it. “And what do you want with me?”
It bent down, thrust an ink-stained finger at him. “To lead you on the
Fannish Way Of Life,” it whispered. “Work! Production! Sociability!
International Friendship! Fun!”
“You sound like a Commie,” said Scrooge irritably. “Where’s the profit
in ‘sociability’? Where’s the ‘fun’ in working for nothing? Anyway, I’ve got
Gafia.”
“Aaaargh!” At the word the Ghost sprang up, and, taller than an Irish
fan, towered over Scrooge. Tearing off the beard it was wearing just then, it
wiped its forehead with it.
“Never utter that word in my presence!” it hissed. “But ... I see you still
read science-fiction at least. You were reaching for this magazine.”
“Uh-huh,” grunted Scrooge, and opened the magazine. “Just listen to
this:
“I said, ‘Sure, baby, you did fine,’ and fired twice. She caught both
slugs full in the belly. I could hear them go in from clear across the
room.”
The Ghost of Sixth Fandom breathed heavily. “We don’t talk about things
like that – or at least, we don’t put them in fanzines. Except in Liverpool,” it
added reflectively.
“De Camp quoted it in the S-F Handbook,” muttered Scrooge.
“Odd case – never a fan,” said the Spirit. “But you – you must still be a
True Fan to buy the Handbook.”
“I didn’t buy it – I traded it for a Nirvana and a Science-Fiction Five
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Yearly.” The Ghost gave a low moan. “I wanted it so that I could learn to
write the stuff.”
“For what purpose?” it asked with a gleam of hope. “To show young
neo-fans the beauties of s-f, to emulate the Masters ...?”
“Money,” said Scrooge brutally. “I want to buy a TV set.”
The spectre set up another hideous cry, and there was the clank of a
chain.
“What was that noise?” asked Scrooge.
The Ghost glanced down to the thick bundles of paper which Scrooge
now observed were tied around its waist and lay on the floor behind it.
“A chain-zine,” it said shortly, and glided to the centre of the room. “I
shall leave you now – I have an appointment in Savannah, and I want to
preserve a fan in Bradford. But before I depart, take warning. You will be
haunted by 3 Spirits.”
“Unknown, Worlds Beyond, and Captain Future?”
“No.”
“Vom, Quandry and Science Fantasy Review?”
“You would do well to be haunted by those,” said the Thing grimly, and
disappeared like a glass of beer at a Convention.

Icicle Two
Scrooge stirred uneasily in his bed and listened to the Town Hall clock. It
struck regularly up to 12, then stopped. This often happened, but now he sat
up in bed, cold sweat trickling down his spine as if he had been shot with a
zap-gun.
“It isn’t possible,” he muttered. “Outside an s-f story, that is. I went to
bed at one o’clock and it’s still dark. Can I have slept for long? Three
thousand years? Four days, like that chap in Long Loud – er – Silence?” He
listened. “Maybe it’s 12 o’clock mid-day, and the Earth is passing through a
cloud of cosmic dust that –”
He stopped, for a light flashed, and Something stood by his bed. It was a
strange figure, like a child, yet not so much like a child as like an old man
viewed through some 4th dimensional warp. It looked like a serious and
constructive Ken Potter.
“Are you the Spirit, Sir, whose coming was foretold to me?”
“I am! I am the Ghost of Fandom Past! Rise!”
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It grasped Scrooge, who found himself floating in mid-air.
“Anti-grav yet!” he exclaimed.
“Spoken like a True Fan,” approved the Ghost. “Come!”
They passed through the wall, and Scrooge saw that they were floating
over a busy market-place. It was broad daylight, and below them he could see
a magazine stall displaying copies of, not BREs, but Astounding Stories and
Wonder Stories and Amazing Stories. Even as he looked, a boy strolled up,
and after looking through a magazine, asked the stall-holder the price.
“Threepence to you, sonny.”
The youngster shook his head regretfully. “Too much, even though it
has a Fearn serial and an editorial on ‘Gliding and Soaring’. Haven’t you got
anything cheaper?”
“We-e-ell, there’s an old 1934 Astounding Stories you can have for
twopence.”
“Right-o.”
“Your lip is trembling,” said the Ghost to Scrooge, “and what is that
upon your cheek?”
“Saliva,” snapped Scrooge, and made an effort to float down to the stall.
“Useless,” murmured the other, and they soared away over a curiously
undamaged London, to descend by a building numbered “88”. Through a
window they could see a crowd of young men gathered around a duplicator
which was pouring out hundreds of blue-inked sheets.
“You recognise them?” asked the Ghost. “There’s Bill Temple and
Maurice Hanson and Eric Williams and Arthur Clarke turning the duplicator
handle – get off your knees, Scrooge – and over in that corner Ted Carnell is
selling Ken Chapman a Marvel Science Stories. In the other corner – the one
with the signed photo of H.G. Wells – that is Edward Frank Arnold taking
notes for his history of Fantasy.”
“I don’t remember it.”
“Up to your era it had not been completed. And if it’s all like that piece
about Carnell that Zenith mentioned ... but no matter. Let us go.”
In quick succession they visited Northern England fan centres, then flew
the Atlantic to see Ray Bradbury publishing Futuria Fantasia, Lester del Rey
ankle-deep in fanzines, Kornbluth, Ackerman, Wollheim, Sykora, Moskowitz
– there were dozens of them. Back to England, and now the war was raging
and the Ghost of Fandom Past looked thin and haggard and transparent.
Scrooge could see its backbone, which was stamped FIDO-FIDO-FIDO, but
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before he could ask it any more questions he was conscious of being
exhausted and overcome by an irresistible drowsiness; and further, of being
in his own bedroom. He barely had time to reel into bed before he sank into a
heavy sleep.

Icicle Three
The last stroke of 12 vibrated through the bedroom with a roar like an s-f
movie meteor, and Scrooge opened his eyes. A brilliant light was flooding
the room from the direction of his living-room, and he got up softly and
shuffled in his slippers to the door.
The moment Scrooge’s hand was on the lock, a strange voice called him
by name, and bade him enter. He obeyed.
It was his own room. There was no doubt about that. But it had
undergone a surprising transformation. The walls were hung with original
cover paintings and Bonestell reproductions, and the ceiling was thick with
rocket-ship models. Heaped up on the floor were piles of Space Times and
Hyphens and Space Diversions and Operation Fantasts and Peris and
Andromedas and Cambers and Orbits and Slants and thick multicolored
fanzines with exotic American stamps stuck on their back covers, and seated
upon a huge pile of duplicating paper was a ghost which bore a striking
resemblance to the Spirit of Sixth Fandom but was tired and thinner and
somehow more serious-looking.
“Come in!” exclaimed the Ghost. “Come in! and know me better, fan!”
Scrooge entered timidly.
“I am the Ghost of Fandom Present,” said the spirit. “You have never
seen the like of me before!”
“Ummmm, You look just a little like the Spirit of Sixth Fandom.”
“Eh? Oh, him. An old and distant relation; American-Irish mostly, and a
wee bit touched. Me, ah coom from the North.” It brooded slightly. “Bloody
provincial, that’s me, lad.”
“I wouldn’t say that,” protested Scrooge. “Not until after the Research
Bureau Survey is published, anyway.”
The Ghost of Fandom Present nodded, and its eyes closed. There was
silence for a few minutes; then it gave a faint snore. Scrooge, who had by this
time lost some of his earlier fear of this strange apparition, gave it a sharp
kick. It yelped and opened its eyes again.
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“Willis!” it snapped. “Don’t – oh, it’s you. Excuse me – that Bea and her
all-night parties –” It rose.
“Spirit,” said Scrooge submissively, “conduct me where you will. I went
forth last night on compulsion and learnt a lesson which is working now.
Tonight, if you’ve aught to teach me, let me profit by it.”
“Profit – schmoffit,” grunted the Ghost. “Leave that to the vile pros and
the filthy hucksters. Touch my Dan Dare braces.”
Scrooge did as he was told, and held them fast. Fanzines, models,
paintings, the very room vanished instantly; they were hovering in another
room where a meeting of some kind was in progress. Seated around the table
were half-a-dozen people with sensitive fannish faces and another was on his
feet addressing them and waving a gavel. Every now and then he would hit
the table and sometimes a head with it.
“Organisation!” he was yelling. “We must have organisation! We have
to put on a SuperCon that will have Val Parnell on his knees begging us to
produce the next London Palladium show. We can’t let those dirty rats in
London down. Now, we’ll go through it again. At 11.30 I get up, and 3
seconds later start the opening speech of welcome.”
“But shouldn’t the Chairman....?”
“The bar will have been open half-an-hour then. The opening address
will last 10 minutes and 24 seconds. We’ll have a 3 minute interval for
applause, and after that we start the Great Science Fiction Water Polo
Match.”
“But won’t the cost of a water-tank ...”
“Tank? TANK? Open the doors, man, open the doors! Then the
audience can join in too. After that, the film show ... world premiere of
Conquest of Space ...”
“But will the money run to it?”
“We should get it free ... think of the publicity they’ll be getting. But I
suppose ... Norman, walk down the road and ask the Treasurer how much
money there is in the funds.”
“But Brian’s in London!”
“Well, run then. Don’t stand there arguing.”
“I think we should have the Chairman’s ruling on this point.”
“Well, someone had better go up and see him. There’s a good train at
7.45 with a sleeping-car attached. Now, about the Masquerade Ball ...”
The scene faded.
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“Aren’t they intense?” asked Scrooge in an awe-stricken voice.
“They were in a hotel,” replied the Ghost with a strong Irish accent.
“But look!”
The scene cleared again; it was the Saloon Bar of a public house this
time. The fumes of beer, tobacco and orangeade swirled aside to let them see
a small group conversing in a corner, one of whom was gesturing with a
small gleaming object.
“The idea,” he was saying, “is that you fit a gas-lighter flint and fileplate on the front, and fill the zap-gun with petrol. Then, when you press the
trigger, the spark lights the spray, and you get a really hot shower.”
“We’ll probably need it up there. But isn’t it dangerous?”
“We could use paraffin – less likely to explode the gun.”
“Then we could bring fire-extinguishers along too.”
“Yes, I don’t suppose the Manchester Fire Brigade gets much practice in
a climate like that.”
“Oh, I was thinking of filling the fire-extinguishers with paraffin.”
“You’d be put out then. How about ringing up all the local florists when
we arrive and getting half-a-ton of wreaths delivered to Dave?”
“On the Saturday or the Monday?”
“On the Monday. He’ll need ’em then.”
“If Dorothy and Pamela and Daphne will save up, we could take some
sugar along and scatter it in the entrance of the hall. You know the ‘scrunch’
‘scrunch’ ‘scrunch’ it makes when you walk over it?”
“But suppose the hotel has a carpet?”
“We could use treacle.”
“Do you think the hotel will sue?”
“Sweet Sue ...”
“Of South Carolina, had a tesseract for ... hello, Helen ... had a tesseract
for ...”
“This conversation is beginning to sound like a Hyphen back cover.”
“Two browns, a shandy and a gin-and-orange, please Lew.”
“It sounds like the Police Gazette back cover to me.”
“Don’t put that Pogo near the beer.”
“Anybody seen the latest ASF?”
“A mild, a cider, an orange and a sherry, please Lew.”
“How about having someone disguised as an American author at the
Con? He could let fly at New Worlds.”
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“Bert would love to do that.”
“Anybody want a game of darts?”
“Ginger beer and a bag of crisps, Lew.”
“They don’t look like fans to me.”
“No, they probably read science-fiction.”
“I got a polite letter from Chuck today.”
“Arthur’s next TV broadcast will be called From Here to Infinity.”
“Sherry and sausage roll, please.”
“Doing much writing lately!”
“Double top wanted.”
The voices merged into a roar and darkness swirled down on the scene.
Through it, dimly and at a distance, Scrooge saw a troop of khaki-clad
figures, working, working, ceaselessly working, piling magazines on a lorry,
a whole fleet of lorries, sending them off to the far corners of the world,
bearing back huge sacks of mail in return; a busy hive of industry whose
directing figure seemed to be spinning an intricate network thicker and
thicker over the whole panorama of fan affairs. Busier and busier the figure
became, and the Ghost of Fandom Present became more serious albeit thicker
all the time it worked.
“How strange! He goes faster and faster! Spirit,” said Scrooge, with an
interest he had never felt before, “tell me if this fan will survive, or whether,
whirling in ever decreasing and faster circles, he will eventually disappear
...?”
“I see a vacant seat,” interrupted the Ghost, “in the Officer’s Mess, and
an Army Unit without a purpose, carefully preserved.”
“No, no!” said Scrooge. “Oh no, kind Spirit! Say he will be spared!”
“If Army Demobilisation Regulations remain unaltered by the Future,
none other of my race,” returned the Ghost, “will find him here.”
“Then where ...? ”
“Perchance down South.”
“Dixie?”
“Kent. Come!” In a moment they were speeding over hop-fields and
orchards and paper factories, descending at last in a riverside town. Flashes
of light lit a murky gloom here, and now and again there would be a dull
explosion. The Ghost shook its head.
“I feared that something like this would happen. They had a duplicating
machine, two printing machines, four tape recorders, and enough electrical
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equipment to build Venus Equilateral ... duck!”
A fantasy plaque whistled by, followed by a red-hot bookend.
“Why couldn’t they be satisfied with a jelly hektograph?” grumbled the
Ghost. It reached out and caught a passing telescope, but before it could focus
the instrument an explosion more violent than any which had gone before
tore it away. A mushroom-shaped cloud arose over the town.
“That’s arose between Thornes,” said the Ghost. “Hah! Wait a moment.”
It produced from somewhere in its robes a large black notebook and wrote
busily. Scrooge wiped some perspiration away.
“That reminds me ... weren’t there some fans in Northern Ireland ...?”
“There were,” said the Ghost. “Now they’re all authors and artists and
columnists in professional magazines. All except one brave soul; a True Fan.
He collects Max Brand.”
“Max Brand?”
“Yes.”
“Max Brand?”
“Yes.”
“The Max Brand who wrote – er –”
“Yes.”
“Oh. Well, that explains that.” Scrooge wiped his forehead.. “Damp in
these clouds isn’t it? By the way, forgive me if I am not justified in what I
ask,” said Scrooge, looking intently at the Spirit’s robe, “but I see something
strange, and not belonging to yourself, unless you have four feet, protruding
from your skirts. Are you a ... mutant?”
“I might well be,” was the Spirit’s sorrowful reply, “Look here.” From
the foldings of its robe, it brought a child, a child with a lone-wolf gleam in
its eyes but no trace of humour. It was carrying a pile of pocket books, and
was peering at them shortsightedly. The Ghost nudged it and it looked up at
Scrooge.
“Good evening, sonny,” said Scrooge, and so changed was he that his
heart was overflowing with kindness at the thought of this youngster starting
out on the path of science-fiction. “Are you a science-fiction fan?”
“Oooh, yes. I read Vargo Statten and Ray Cosmic and Volsted Gridban
– I think he’s hyper – and Ralph L. Finn – he’s my favourite – and Brian
Shaw and Gill Hunt and Astron del –”
Scrooge started back appalled. “Stop, my boy!” he cried. “Have you
never heard of Ray Bradbury, Robert Heinlein, James White, Isaac Asimov,
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even ... Uncle Hugo Gernsback?”
“Nah!”
Scrooge shuddered. Having it shown to him this way, he tried to say that
it was a fine child, but the words choked themselves rather than be parties to
a lie of such enormous magnitude.
“Spirit! Is it yours?” Scrooge could say no more.
“It is Fan’s,” said the Spirit, looking down on it. “Its name is Want.”
“Want – strangling?”
“Want showing the True Science Fiction and then True Fandom.”
A bell struck twelve. Scrooge looked about him for the Ghost and the
Reader, but saw them not. As the last stroke ceased to vibrate, he
remembered the prediction of the Spirit of Sixth Fandom, and lifting his eyes,
beheld a solemn Phantom, draped and hooded, coming towards him.

Icicle Four
The Phantom slowly, gravely, silently approached, like Bob Shaw
approaching a bar. It was shrouded in a deep black garment.
“Am I in the presence of ... the Ghost of Fandom Yet To Come?” said
Scrooge.
The Spirit answered not.
“You are about to show me the shadows of things that have not
happened,” Scrooge pursued, “the things that might be, like an Ackerman
film news column.” It gave no reply, but moved away as it had come towards
him, and Scrooge followed in the shadow of its dress, which bore him up, he
thought, and carried him along, They found themselves in a City, in a
bookshop whose walls were lined with s-f; the M’Intosh trilogy and Clarke’s
two Pan Books and the complete Heinlein Future History and many others.
Several expensively dressed gentlemen were talking to the proprietor, and
observing that the Spirit’s hand was pointing to them, Scrooge listened.
“Ho,” said one, “I don’t know much about it. I only know it’s dead.”
“What was the matter with it?” asked another.
“An attack of common sense, I suppose. After all, what was the good of
it? A waste of time, if you ask me. Nobody will miss it.”
“But won’t it make a difference to the sales?”
“Good heavens, no! Make ’em better, if anything. Fans never did bother
much about buying stuff ... they either borrowed it, exchanged it, or ignored
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it.”
“You’re right. I’m putting up my US magazine prices again next week.”
The Phantom glided out onto the street. Its finger pointed to two persons
meeting, and Scrooge listened again.
“Hello, how’s it going?”
“Hello! Oh, not too bad. Pushing our print order up another 5,000 for the
next issue.”
“Me too. Now I haven’t got to bother about letters from fans, I can
spend a lot more time on the magazine.”
“Yes, they were a damned nuisance; not that I ever let it affect policy,
but I like to keep friendly with people.”
“Even fans?”
“Ha-ha. Yes, if you called ’em people.”
“Fandom is ... dead, then?” asked Scrooge. The Spirit made no reply,
but beckoned again. They sped over rooftops, passed through the wall of a
room where a gentleman was writing at a desk. Scrooge peered over his
shoulder. It was the mss. for a History of Fantasy, the chapter heading was
576, and it started:
“The few remnants of London fandom that escaped the holocaust
of the SuperManCon agitated for some time for the release of their
comrades, but public feeling was too strong; ‘Manchestrated’
passed into the language as a verb denoting widespread destruction
caused by riots, and the phrase ‘a veritable Bacchanalia of the
North’ also has reference to this affair.
“In the US, a Super Big Pond Fund managed to aid a few
refugees from British justice, in particular the Belfast group, which
found ...”
Scrooge looked at the Phantom in horror. “Was there no one to mourn the
passing of fandom? Is there any person in the town who feels emotion caused
by fandom’s death?”
The Phantom beckoned, and they were in another study, and the man
seated at the desk therein had his face buried in his hands and was shaken by
sobs.
“The loss is too much” he moaned. “All that revenue gone. How can I
balance the accounts?”
Scrooge looked at the Spirit in bewilderment, and in a second they were
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outside a glass-fronted door which bore the legend POSTMASTER
GENERAL. The Spirit beckoned again, and again they passed over hopfields and cherry orchards and paper-factories. In the riverside town, strange
glistening figures scurried to and fro, printing fanzines, mailing them writing
more, printing them.... As Scrooge watched, 15 issues of the Journal were
despatched. They were all identical. Robots have no originality.
They passed on again; a column of Army vehicles was below them, and
they descended to the roadside. A group of soldiers were gathered around an
officer.
“Private Taylor!” he was shouting; “The Army has been lenient with
you; we have even allowed you to carry your duplicator with you as long as it
did not interfere with your comrades. But when you start printing your
abominable ‘fanzines’ and throwing them from Army vehicles as we pass
through towns ...”
“But Lieutenant Buckmaster ...”
“But nothing! Escort, SHUN! ...”
“Phantom!” protested Scrooge, “Surely not all fans ...!”
A panorama seemed to float in the air before them; in town and village,
by Welsh mountain and Westmoreland lake, Bournemouth and Brighton, all
over Great Britain, one-time fans were sitting by dusty duplicators and piles
of correspondence, writing, writing, writing; papering their walls with
rejection slips, grabbing eagerly at cheques. A magazine catalogue appeared;
half-a-column of the back page was entitled SPACE DIVISION and
contained the news that the last local fan was working full time for the
biggest s-f dealer in the North, and that this issue of the fanzine would be the
last.
Only in the wilds of Wiltshire did a lone fan carry on, writing letters that
were never answered, laboriously handwriting fanzines and sending them to
prozines which never reviewed them, a small brave flame of fandom in the
darkness of professionalism.
“Fan’s course foreshadows certain ends, to which, if persevered in, they
must lead,” said Scrooge. “But if the courses be departed from, the ends will
change. Say it is thus with what you show me!”
The Spirit said nothing, made no move.
“Spirit!” he cried, clutching at its robe. “Hear me! I am not the man I
was. I will not be the man I must have been but for this intercourse. If I am
the man I would have been if I had not been the man I might ...” he stopped.
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“Assure me that I may yet change these shadows you have shown me, by an
altered life!”
Holding up his hands in one last prayer to have his fate reversed, he saw
an alteration in the Phantom’s hood and dress. It shrank, collapsed, and
dwindled down into ... a duplicator surmounted by a pile of dust.

Icicle Five
Yes, it was his own room; the gas stove was still alight with the spaghetti
bubbling away merrily, and in the fireplace the last ashes of the fanzines were
glowing red. Scrooge eyed them remorsefully, then darting to his overcoat,
pulled out a handful of silver and ran to the window. Outside, a small boy
was whistling Two Little Men On A Flying Saucer. Glorious! Glorious! “Hey,
boy! Do you know the all-night Post Office?”
“Yus, mate.”
“What an intelligent boy!” said Scrooge. “He should grow up to be a
fan. Go around there now, my little man, and tell them to send a messenger
with some Postal Orders. Here, I’ll give you a letter to take to them. Come
back in five minutes and there’s five shillings for you.”
The boy was off like an A-bomb.
“I’ll send for all the fanzines that I’ve ever heard of,” whispered
Scrooge, rubbing his hands and splitting with a laugh. “And an extra big one
... no, two, for my membership of the Supermancon and a contribution to the
Big Pond Fund.”
With a sweep of his hand he sent story manuscripts and rough drafts
flying from his desk, and sat down at the typewriter. Perhaps he could put out
a one-shot fanzine to send with the postal orders? Ideas were bubbling up
inside him; supremely fannish ideas that weren’t worth a light on the market.
Whistling merrily he started typing away.
On the gas stove, the spaghetti boiled over with a cheerful hiss.
Space Times Christmas Number, Vol. 2 #12 (December 1953)
Note. In his A Wealth of Fable (1976-1977; 1992), the US fan historian Harry
Warner Jr. described this story as “a crucial turning point in England’s
fandom. It was the first long piece of fiction with fans as characters published
in that nation since World War Two, proof that its fandom was thoroughly
aware of itself again, and a prophecy of the literary renaissance that was
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about to emerge in Ireland.”
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The Jet-Propelled Anteater
Sometimes I have an urge to run screaming into the night.
I know some of the nicest people that you could hope to meet outside
Alcoholics Anonymous, but they nearly all have one delusion or
hallucination in common – a complex that amounts to an idée fixe.
“Write for a magazine?” they murmur, nervously plucking at their glass.
“Oh, but no, I couldn’t. I’d love to write something, but I don’t know what to
write about.” And a little later, if I’m still within hearing distance, “And I
wouldn’t know how to begin!” they weep, great salty tears running down
their faces and into their beer.
Once upon a time I thought this was the honest-to-SF truth. I would
sympathise and murmur that we couldn’t all be Walt Willis and buy them
another beer, and try and resign myself to the apparent fact that fandom in
general, and the London Circle in particular, had more than its fair share of
the dumb inarticulate mass. Whereupon this particular portion of the mass
would pin me into a corner and discourse, volubly and wittily, for the next
two hours, on a variety of subjects ranging from Aristotelianism to Zoology.
This irks me as an occasional fan editor and a frequent fan writer. Give
these people a subject on which to argue and they’ll talk till the milkman
clinks his bottles outside the door, and the neighbours start comparing notes
as to how quiet it was before those fantastic people moved in ...
You can stop making notes on the margin and put that pencil down. I’m
quite aware that writing is a different form of expression from talking. You
can get away with conversational murder in a convivial atmosphere, and
unless your listener has an eidetic memory or a tape recorder, you can
cheerfully contradict yourself and leave points unanswered. I know that such
conduct is impossible to God-fearing fans, but it can be done. Whereas, in
writing, you must be reasonably exact; you have to be careful not repeat
words or phrases, and in general you must progress in one direction instead
of arguing in circles.
But in writing you can refer back; in writing you can use the rhythm of
words as an asset; in writing you can pick your subject and expound on it
without interruptions from lesser mortals.
Science fiction fans are alleged to be more literate, more voluble, more
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interesting, than canary fanciers, tramcar collectors and chess fiends. One
rarely gets a short letter from a fan. And yet, British fan magazines are
written by less than 20 different people, exclusive of the letter columns.
Why?
Sheer laziness is one answer. It’s a pretty good answer too, except that it
doesn’t explain why conventions draw 150+ fans who are willing to give up a
week-end and undergo travelling and expense for the pleasure of getting
together with other fans – a pleasure that goes on all the year long in fan
magazines.
Obviously, there can be a large number of answers, but the one which I
prefer, because it’s the one that once affected me, and still affects many
friends of mine, is simple lack of confidence. You don’t believe that what
you say can interest anybody, you don’t think that you can say it properly,
and you’re afraid to find out. The same reason that keeps so many story
manuscripts gathering cobwebs in the back cupboards of fandom applies to
the humble fanzine, except that, in the first instance, you’re losing the chance
of financial gain, and in the second, the pleasure and friendships of fandom
that so many folk seem to miss.
How do you gain that confidence? If I knew the exact answer I’d be
running a “Teach Yourself To Write” school, but I can give a few pointers
which may be of some help. Firstly, do a little reading; books like the E.U.P.
Teach Yourself To Express Yourself; the Pan pocket-book, Straight and
Crooked Thinking; if you can find it, Stuart Chase’s Tyranny of Words. This
latter is about semantics – not the general semantics of Van Vogt’s World of
Null-A, although it’s allied to it – and though it has many faults, most of them
luckily emphasised by the 18-year interval since its publication, it is still an
engrossing story of a noted economist who suddenly realises that most of his
writing is non-comprehensible “blabbing”.
I’m not going into detail concerning these volumes; I couldn’t do them
justice, and I’d prefer you to make your own judgment on them. But when
you realise how much nonsense passes for wisdom, and how much wisdom is
lost through a simple breakdown of communication between writer and
reader, you will suddenly realise that writing anything (well in fanzines) from
articles on the mysticism of Olaf Stapledon, to the consequences of being
bitten by a deer, the possibilities of rain on Venus, to the best way to buy a
water-pistol, isn’t totally beyond the rustiest typewriter.
Naturally, fanzines, like professional magazines, run to a certain type of
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matter. If you are interested in science fiction as a serious literary form, and
wish to write constructive and critical articles, then you will send to one of
the more serious fanzines, such as Operation Fantast. If your interest is in
fandom, in fan’s affairs and viewpoints, then Hyphen or a similar fanzine is
the natural choice. You may write both types – but you’ll rarely have them
published in the same magazine!
Your style you will have to mould yourself. Remember that you’re
writing for friends, or at least people with the same quirk of mind as yourself.
The only justification for an article written in the style of a Ph.D. thesis is that
it makes your meaning clearer. People aren’t going to look in fanzines for
deathless prose written with Fowler’s Modern English Usage in one hand and
the Encyclopaedia Britannica in the other.
The value of a “hook” at the beginning shouldn’t be underestimated.
You haven’t the need to sell your article with some striking phrase as you
would in a strictly commercial magazine, but if you can feel that you’re off to
a good start and that the reader is with you sheer inertia helps you along. I
could quite easily have started: “The factors which determine the exposition
of subjects connected with science fiction in amateur magazines ...” but if I
had, I doubt if you would be reading me this far along.
Don’t worry too much about grammar. In this article I’ve started
sentences with “but” and “and”, practices frowned upon by grammarians,
because it seemed natural. If you stop to think about the rules, to chop and
change your sentences around, the result isn’t your mind freely and openly
trying to express ideas; you’re damming the flow and damning yourself.
There’s lots more. I could write an article twice as long as this on the
subject of “subjects” alone. How Walt Willis wrote 1500 excellent words on
the difficulty of managing a typewriter with an extra-long carriage, the
Rhodomagnetic Digest article on Modern Methods of Packaging, the articles
inspired by some of the big controversies ...
But space is short, and one of the primary rules is never to cram too
much into one article. Leave the reader something to think about. For
instance, the reason why I called this article The Jet-Propelled Anteater ...
Fantast Sidetrack (1954)
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The Ultimate Fanzine
Fandom is composed of outré characters, but some are more outré than
others. For years after they’ve been active fans like Claude Degler, Derek
Pickles, Francis Towner Laney, Bill Temple and such lead a sort of pseudoexistence in the minds of fans and the columns of fanzines, cropping up when
an apt illustration is needed (as just now), and being reminisced about at
Convention parties, being held up to or having the finger pointed at. And
some people just miss becoming Legends. Accidents, a quirk of Fate..........
Let me tell you about Gus Bickerstaff.
I came across his name in an old fan-address list the other day, and it
brought back the memories. Augustus Brian Bickerstaff, to give him his full
name, came to the White Horse in London for 18 months or so around the
’48-’49 period. An undistinguished, fringe-fan type... we thought. In his
middle twenties, fair-hair brushed straight back, horn-rimmed glasses, neatly
dressed, not quite sophisticated enough to be a bank-clerk. An insuranceoffice clerk or an architect’s clerk perhaps. Something in the clerkly line of
business, anyway. It radiated from him.
He would come to the White Horse every Thursday night, sitting quietly
at a table in the corner, rarely joining in conversations but evidently enjoying
them, sometimes buying the occasional Amazing or Planet. He wasn’t very
interested in the scientific content of stories. One felt that here was the perfect
case of sublimation, the quiet figure who dreamed of tempestuous adventure
on other planets and in other dimensions. Bickerstaff himself was rarely
disturbed; even when someone spilt a glass of beer over his trousers he
seemed more upset at the resultant fuss than at the accident itself. He was the
sort of fan of whom one only learns the given name; it was “Evening, Gus,”
and “Seen this, Gus?” and “Goodnight, Gus.”
Then he failed to appear for three whole weeks. No one missed him.
Life went on. Magazines were bought, sold and exchanged, borrowed...
glasses were knocked, over, passionate arguments on Communism,
Shaverism and other topics of the day were passionately argued about. If
Bickerstaff had added something – grown a beard, for instance – he would
have attracted tremendous attention. The total disappearance of the whole just
failed to register.
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On the fourth Thursday I was sitting in Bickerstaff’s usual corner,
making some notes for a news-magazine I was publishing, and someone sat
down beside me. It was Bickerstaff again.
“Hi, Gus,” I said absently, and went on making notes.
“Excuse me,” he said.
There was something slightly disturbing about this. People like
Bickerstaff never take the initiative, I put down the pencil, took a drink, and
looked at him. Rather more disturbing, Bickerstaff was dressed – elegantly.
Everything new, everything perfectly matched, tailored, the sort of thing that
gleams glossily from the pages of Esquire or saunters by in Mayfair but is
never seen in a City pub. Only the horn-rimmed glasses were the same.
I paused for a moment, looking as intelligent as possible. It wasn’t a
cortical-thalamic pause, it was just plain bewilderment. And Bickerstaff
cleared his throat nervously, looked around at the crowd of chattering fans
and pros and said “Er – I’ve just won a hundred and three thousand, five
hundred and eighty-nine pounds, ten shillings and fourpence.”
He had, too. It was in the days when there was no upper limit to
football-pool prizes, and Gus’s humble two shillings had won a first
dividend. He had the letters to prove it.
“Congratulations,” I said. I suppose that I should have felt envious, but I
was too curious. This was a rich s-f fan... what would he do?
“This hasn’t made any difference to ny liking for science-fiction,” said
Bickerstaff, “I still like it. As a matter of fact, I’ve sent away for a complete
file of Planet Stories, and I’ve got subscriptions in to all the other magazines.
But I want to do something for the fans, ”
“Why, thanks,” I murmured.
“It’s all very well meeting and talking in a pub like this –” he looked
around. Someone had emptied a suitcase-full of magazines on to the table and
now there was beginning a steady flow of fans towards us, like the gathering
of vultures in a desert. “I’ll write to you,” said Bickerstaff, hastily, and
vanished, leaving his drink half-finished in a rather ostentatious manner. He
left me feeling extremely worried. A true fan would have finished that drink.
I had a letter about a week later, scrawled on an expensive hand-made paper
with rough edges, like a pre-war Wonder Stories. It was a brief invitation to
visit him at his new place the following Sunday. There was one curious
feature about this letter; the letter-heading was printed and it was badly
printed. The word HIGHBURY, for instance, appeared as
,
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and it was in a wildly inappropriate style. But I went. The new Bickerstaff
House was a squat, three-storied edifice in a neighbourhood which had seen
better days. The front garden was filled with bushes and long grass – it
looked as though the gardener hadn’t returned from Queen Victoria’s funeral
and nobody had noticed – and the drive to the front door was choked with
piles of bricks, cement, sand and other builder’s materials and handcarts.
I pressed the bell-push. There was a dull explosion and the whistling
scream of riven atmosphere somewhere inside the house, silence for a couple
of seconds, then the same sequence of sound, then another repeat. Evidently a
record, A panel opened in the side of the porch, and a mechanical arm
extended a tray on which stood a bottle, a glass and a copy of Planet Stories.
I didn’t touch them... the bottle was champagne, and I never have liked the
stuff.
Bickerstaff himself opened the door a few moments later. Behind his
welcoming expression he looked rather worried, I was ushered into a hall
which was evidently, in the process of being re-furnished and re-decorated
generally. A Bonestell original hung from a pair of rather shabby antlers and
the ceiling was half flaking whitewash and half painted with a scene which
apparently depicted Innocence Rescued from a Saturnian BEM.
“Er... hardly anything is really finished yet,” said Bickerstaff
apologetically. “But when it is... this is going to be the fan centre. Why, we
might even run weekend coaches to here from other parts of the country after
we start publicising fandom.” He showed me through some of the rooms,
rather hurriedly. There were two or three libraries, all the walls lined with
books and magazine shelves and all neatly labelled.
They were designed to hold complete sets of everything. There was an
authors composing section, divided into half-a-dozen soundproof cubicles
furnished with typewriters and shelves of How to Write books. There were
bedrooms, bathrooms with hot and cold running beer, everything. It was
wonderful... and yet Bickerstaff showed it with an air of absent-mindedness.
It was obvious that his attention was elsewhere, and after practically running
through the 13th bedroom he stopped and said “But the rest are just like this
one. I know what you’ll be interested in,” and he led the way to a lift.
We shot smoothly down to the basement, and emerged from the lift from
the lift into an immense chamber which apparently extended under the whole
house. A few yellow lights in the ceiling shot metallic reflections from the
curves of great masses of machinery and there was an almost overpowering
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odour of oil, warm metal, newly sawn wood and another substance which I
couldn’t identify immediately. Red warning lights glowed dimly on the face
of an enormous switchboard, and the whine of an electric motor echoed from
some distant corner. For a few wild moments I wondered if Bickerstaff was
building a space-ship in his basement. I wouldn’t have been, surprised at him
building one, but the location seemed inappropriate. Then he walked across
to the switchboard and arc-lamps blazed from the ceiling. The mystery of
those metallic bulks suddenly vanished. The alien odour was abruptly
identifiable as printers ink.
“Printing machines!”
“Yes, printing machines. I’ve got the very latest stuff here.” Bickerstaff
patted a platen lovingly. “Made quite a hole in the money; but it was worth it.
Vince, I’m going to publish the ultimate fanzine!”
“The ultimate fanzine? With this?” My voice echoed and re-echoed
between the huge machines. It came back to my ears as incredulous, awed,
and somehow slightly horrified.
“Certainly, with this.” Bickerstaff looked slightly hurt, but it vanished as
enthusiasm crept into his tones. “I’ve got the equipment here to put out a
terrific fan-magazine. It will have better stories than Planet, better articles
than Amazing, it will have news from editors all over the world, photos of
authors, everything. It will be better than Fantasy Review, Nirvana, and
Fantasy Times combined.”
“It... er... should be fun.”
“Fun? Oh, yes, I suppose so. It will be the biggest thing the s-f world has
ever seen. It will really put fandom on the map. I’ll get it distributed at newsstands; I’ll have it advertised in the national dailies. It will be big business. I
don’t say that we’ll be able to do it all at once, we’ll have to watch the capital
expenditure, but I can see this being the fanzine. All the rest will fold up and
disappear.”
“They will?”
“Definitely... all the fans will be writing for this. Think of it... everything
printed, coloured illustrations, professional....”
“That,” I said, “is the point.” I sat down on a pile of chases. “Look here,
Gus, with all due respect to your ideas, I don’t think that you’re going about
this in the right way. Fandom is... combined of a number of spontaneous
individual efforts... at least, what I call fandom. Even club organs are not
usually produced because of a mutual interest of members in the club itself,
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but because they are given a chance to express their mutual creative impulses.
Sometimes the organ is the club. Therefore, you’ll always get individual
fanzines, and you will not get everyone writing for you because there’s a
terrific lot of pleasure in producing one’s own stuff.”
“But this will be so easy for them! Why, it will be printed!”
“And any fanzine that’s printed loses individual atmosphere. Even typos
have their part in creating individual atmosphere, horrible though they may
be, and if you’re going to have this stuff professionally printed.....”
“Not professionally printed. I’m going to do it myself.”
“You’re what?”
“I’m going to do it myself. I’ve bought a book about typesetting and I’m
going to do it all myself. Then I know it will be all right. It’s a bit slow at
present, but I’ll learn. I agree with what you say about fanzines being
expressions of individualism, but there’s room for the perfect fanzine and this
is going to be it.”
“Run by the perfect individual, I suppose,” I said nastily.
“Why, thank you, Vince” said Bickerstaff, flicking a blob of printers ink
from his lapel,
“Oh,” I said. I left him soon afterwards. He came up to the White Horse
a fortnight later and tried to get an article or two from some of the
professional authors. Most of them gave him their best wishes – only. But he
wasn’t disheartened; he was too busy learning how to set type and how to be
an editor... from the books.
He came up again about two months later, told me that 4-colour
illustrations were hard to do, and then stopped coming at all, The last latter I
had from him, in 1952, said that he was setting the 78th page, but he’d had to
scrap a lot of the earlier stuff because it was out of date. The address on his
notepaper spelt HIGHBURY, HIGHBURY, so he was learning. I should say
that it’s an even chance that in a couple of years he’ll either be bankrupt or
will produce the most highly individualistic fanzine you ever saw as his first
contribution to fandom.
An outré character..........
Supermancon Souvenir Book & Combozine (June 1954)
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Grunch Goes to a Convention
Another View of the Supermancon
“Oh ghod ... Rick Sneary’s quotes in a taxicab in Manchester”
To me, the major feature of the Supermancon was its likeness to the Dashcon
Report in Hyphen 8 ... talk about nature imitating art ... so with a bow to Mal
Ashworth I’ll borrow a thread or two and maybe even some phrases ...
WHEN WE GET THERE, BE KIND TO OUR WEB-FOOTED FRIENDS

It was a beautiful Whitsun evening when I went for the train, but that
only made it worse. I felt lousy. I’d had a total of 15 hours sleep in the
previous 3 nights, not only getting ready for the Con but helping to produce
Eye, a London Circle ’zine making its first appearance there, and I couldn’t
get at my caffeine and ephedrine tablets because they were at the bottom of
my bag under a load of identification badges, balloons, fumigating tablets,
zap-guns, sunglasses, quotecards, and ghod knows what. I had to run the last
200 yards up the station slope because the fuggheads controlling the railway
hadn’t bothered to put down the signal to show that the train was due, and
when I collapsed into a seat the eyes of everyone in the carriage shot from me
to the communication cord. I sneered at them and went to sleep.
IF ANYONE BRINGS A WATER-PISTOL THEY’LL GET A VERY BAD REVIEW IN
AUTHENTIC

I staggered out at Charing Cross, sleep-walked to Stu Mackenzie’s flat
where the fannish armada was assembling. Sixteen hours later I staggered out
of the Buckmasters’ car in a side-street by the Grosvenor Hotel in
Manchester. Of the original convoy that had started from the flat at 12:30 am,
Bert Campbell had been left by the side of the road at 4 o’clock with a seizedup motor-cycle, the taxi, with 6 fans and two normals and most of the
luggage on board, had been hitting an average of 45 MPH with peaks of 60
MPH – it was at least 20 years old and running on lower power “pool” petrol –
the Tubb car (with 4 aboard most of the way) had been lost on the outskirts of
Manchester, and the Buckmaster car (4 or 5 aboard) had stopped to replace
an engine gasket. The account of that epic journey (and the trip back) which
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ranks with the voyage of the FooFoo Special, will be found in the second Eye
... I’m damned if I want to mentally re-live it twice.
THAT’S TED’S CAR – I RECOGNISE THE EYES IN THE BACK

Fans were pouring out of the hotel. We had a sudden wild hope that the
Con might have been cancelled and we could catch up on some sleep, but it
turned out to be the lunch interval. We spoke to one eight-year old neo-fan
who was clutching a pile of ’zines; he said the Con had been jolly good so
far. We dragged our way into the hotel and figured that the prices they were
charging must be for looking the other way at the right moments. I did get a
double-room for the single price because they’d run out of the latter, though.
Single beds, unfortunately.
WELL, WE COULD ALL ENTER THE HALL ON ROLLER-SKATES

No one led me to my room, so I didn’t have to disappoint anybody by
not tipping them. I looked at the beds, but some fugghead shrieked along the
corridor about “We’ll meet for dinner in 10 minutes,” so I tottered down the
stairs and found the bar. Clutching a beautifully cold glass I spoke to three
fans I knew and two I’d only met at Conventions, but before I could even
finish the glass the hotel manager or somebody came up and asked us if we’d
change the venue of the Con to another room. He couldn’t find any of the
Committee. Six months before, this would have been a London Circle dream
come true; the Manchester group, madly intent on getting the Con themselves
in spite of our warnings, had so disparaged London that we’d set up
OPERATION ARMAGEDDON, “a plan for brightening up the Mancon without the
aid of the Mancon Committee”. We’d been so sure that they’d have a too
carefully organised fuggheaded s&c programme that we’d thought up a
succession of glorious ideas; these ranged from ... well, (6c) hektographing a
messy and cornily humorous Programme and distributing it in the name of
the Con Committee a couple of months before the actual date, then following
it up a week later with a coldly indignant well-mimeod leaflet castigating the
previous one and setting forth an utterly boring programme that would have
disgusted even our hypothetical Northerners – also, of course, with the
Mancon committee imprint ... from this to ... well, (23a) getting a large ball
of string and in the middle of a seri-con talk to go around measuring lengths.
Not anything specific – just lengths. (“We must get our reports accurate.”).
This finally involving encircling the audience half-a-dozen times ...
“Talk about Alcoholics Anonymous ... I was so anonymous I couldn’t
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remember my own name” – Newman
The ideal con breaks down at 11:30 on the first day
We were going to be sure that everyone had fun ... except, perhaps, the
committee. But as time went on, the Mancunians were so obviously
disintegrating under the strain (“You mean Bentcliffe has resigned already?”)
that we threw out the pre-con ideas and just waited on the actual event. Being
asked to change the venue within 10 minutes of arriving at the place was so
outrageous – if the Manchester boys had come in during it they’d never have
believed us and there would have been a pitched battle – that we just clutched
our glasses tighter and indicated that we “no speakee Mancunian”. The
manager went off, looking bewildered. It was good practice for him, seeing
what was coming later.
THIS SUN SHINING OUTSIDE MAKES ME FEEL UNEASY

I couldn’t even finish the drink in peace. I got involved with Walt
Gillings, Ken Bulmer and a couple of current pro-eds in a discussion about
some uninteresting damn thing like “science fiction – whither”, or “science
fiction – how much?” ... I forget, because James White and Bob Shaw drifted
into the lounge and sat there gaping at me, so I excused myself by saying I
only wrote for trufanzines and the slicks and lurched across to them. They
said someone was looking for me but it was only Walt or Chuck, so I left
them the glass and went to dinner with someone – oh yes, it was Ken and
Pam Bulmer because I remember Pam saying she’d laddered her nylons
seven times already and I thought this was fast going even for a convention,
but anyway we went to dinner and the waitress gave us a dirty look –
Manchester had so many of them to give away – but we left her a good tip – a
quotecard under the plate reading THE POO IS MIGHTIER THAN THE YOBBER – and
we went back to the Grosvenor.
PERSONALLY, I THINK HE’S GOT MENTAL DIARRHOEA

They were holding a meeting of some sort in one of the large rooms ...
there was a voice reciting chemical formulae, so I went up to my room to
have a wash and came down to find the bar had closed. I don’t know what the
hell sort of Convention these people thought they were running, closing bars
like that, but I sat down in the lounge away from the yakking in the hall and
listening to a neo-fan-ed who wanted something – I’m not saying what – and
then the doors of the hall burst open and a 7th fandomer bounded out crying,
“The London Circle have taken over the Convention! The London Circle
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have taken over the Convention!” and as this was way ahead of schedule I
went inside the hall (for the first time) and found the boys doing something
wild and extempore on the platform ... I think they were advocating holding
future Conventions in places beginning with “B” because it was also the
initial of Bheer ... but the absence of Bert Campbell stood out like a grunch in
an eggplant patch and I started worrying about him again. He should have
hitch-hiked in by that time. The Mancunians didn’t believe anything had
happened to him and they had worries of their own anyway, so I hung around
and actually laughed at the Willis-scripted Liverpool Group play and then
went down to the local police station with Ken and Pam.
“Me? I’m Jules Verne ... You may have seen my stories in some early
Amazings”
I THINK THEY ONLY HOLD CONVENTIONS TO GET QUOTES FOR FAN-MAGS

I told a cynical-looking cop how we’d set off in convoy, and the convoy
had got separated, and how the motor-cycle on which I’d been riding pillion
had seized up and how I’d gone ahead to catch up with the rest and get help
and how I’d caught up the Buckmasters but couldn’t get help ... or at least,
until it was a virtual certainty that Bert would have got tired of waiting and
gone off himself, and how we hadn’t heard from him and were worried.
When the bastard started believing me, he lost interest. Bearded Authentic
editors might have been scattered all over the country – he and his fellows
wouldn’t have turned a hair. I asked if they’d phone through to the nearest
police-station to where we’d left Bert, and he asked me where we’d left Bert
again and when I told him he winced. I could see the thoughts behind his
beefy face; trouble over a non-Mancunian – and make a long-distance phonecall at that! Who did I think he was ... a servant of the public or something?
He suggested that we make the phone call. We left.
THE MANCON SEEMS TO BE NOTHING EXCEPT A SUCCESSION OF UNCONVENTIONAL
INCONVENIENCES

Back at the Grosvenor there was no word from Bert and only a rabble in
the hall. We thought that the Con might have finished early ... after all, the
Willis script had been scheduled for Sunday evening and running through a
2-day programme, in 4 hours would have demonstrated they were on the ball,
but it turned out to be the tea interval so we joined 15 or so fans at the local
Lyons teashop. I had some tea that was so strong the caffeine-and-ephedrine
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tablet floated on top, and we agreed that the afternoon’s programme had been
lousy. This tea-party was one of those wonderful things that can’t be put
down on paper, tho’ maybe as most of the London Circleites had been over
30 hours without sleep it was just hysteria.
THE PROGRAMME’S THREE PERIODS BEHIND &NDASH; IT MUST BE PREGNANT

Back at the Grosvenor again, I met Dr Paul Hammett of Malta ... you
may recall that he searched the Maltese newsstands for Slant ... and – when I
told him whom I was he looked slightly puzzled and then said, “Oh yes,
didn’t I see your work in Slant?” and someone behind me said, “There is only
one crud and Amazing is his prophet,” and a voice from the London group
said, “If it wasn’t for all these bloody provincials this would be a good
convention,” so I went upstairs for a notebook as I was running out of the
backs of old envelopes, and when I came down again walked out of the hotel
and put in a trunk call to the near-Bert police-station and they didn’t know
anything about him or his bike and weren’t really interested.
THE BEST THING ABOUT THIS CONVENTION IS THAT DEREK PICKLES HASN’T ARRIVED
YET

A London Group was, as usual, on the platform when I got back again,
in a skit on preparing for a Convention. That was the outward design,
anyway, but our idea had been to elevate it into a huge religious revival for
Ghu, with Bert and Ted Tubb leading the con into a mass outburst of Extasy
(spelt like that), Brian Burgess to be sacrificed, and a few personable virgins
from the audience to be invited up to do something or other ... I forget what,
but it involved the gradual disappearance of the LC and the virgins back to
the hotel rooms. Owing to the non-appearance of Bert, the fact that the
incense would have been too overpowering in the small hall and various
other reasons, but mostly worry over Bert, this item was cut very short.
Everyone drifted from the stage and went to the rear of the hall to make bets
as to how long the audience would sit and wait. After a time people were
chatting quite freely to each other and a suitable atmosphere of camaraderie
had been established, and we handed the Convention back to the Committee
again. They refused to take the hint, though, and the programme went on.
However, the next item was the auction, conducted by Ted Tubb, and as
everyone knows, an auction conducted by Tubb is an artistic experience.
Walt left me to make notes ...
“Do you really expect another quote on a page like this”
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TED’S GHODS ARE FOLDING ONES

Ted waved the audience to silence, solemnly opened the first magazine,
nodded approvingly at it, shut it, and holding it out to the fascinated public
said, “If you’re ruptured by a truss ...”
The next remark I heard above the shrieking was, “Let’s ruin the
Mancon, shall we?” and after that, “Turgid tales of human emotions which I
dare not put into words” ... “I shan’t come here again if you don’t make a
bid” ... “‘And Searching Mind’ – that’s what I’ve got – and hands too” ...
“I’m frying in all these clothes; just keep bidding slowly while I strip;
Charles Atlas gave me this body” ... “Four issues, each vibrant with clean,
human emotion – the lash of the whip echoes in every page – look at it! –
that’s dribble, that is – make your bids by signal if you don’t want your wives
to know” ... “A beautiful mag, tattered with much reading” ... “You take this
one and you have half a complete collection” ... “Your generosity is
sickening me” ... “Genuinely mouse-gnawed” ... “An interval sir while you
take that shoe off, take that sock off, and peel that pound note off the lining”
... “Buy the middle issues then blackmail him to the last penny” ... “You
know what de Camp’s idea of humour is – the hero gets knocked down then
trampled to death by an elephant” ... of a semi-nude cover: “‘Fate’ – I wish it
was” ... “Why waste your money on beer when you can buy books?” ... to
Londoner Jim Ratigan in the audience: “Look, clotty, on the second bid say
two shillings in future – I didn’t put you in the audience for fun” ... to the
dark and beautiful Frances Evans who was helping him: “Take this, Frances,
you beautiful hoary – h-o-u-r-i ...”
YOU’VE HEARD HOW SLANT WAS BURNT IN BELFAST ...?

There’s nothing I can say about Ted’s genius at an auction that hasn’t
been said before. I can only say I enlisted Pam’s help half-way through to jot
down some Tubbisms in shorthand, but at the time of writing they’re
indecipherable ... She was laughing too much.
YES, BUT LOOK AT IT – A CIRCULATION OF THREE

After the auction they prepared for the film show; it wasn’t Metropolis
and the Committee weren’t asking anybody for a 35mm projector ... though I
will admit that Dave Cohen was writing to everyone three days before the
Con, trying to borrow a tape-recorder ... and tho’ I’d only seen Things to
Come 6 times I wanted to see a glass-full of drink more, so I wandered out
with some fans to find one. We passed the astral projection of 4e Ackerman
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coming in. We looked at the jet black waters of a canal that ran by the hotel
and made some corny puns ... I remember now, it was Walt, George Charters
and Chuck I was with ... and then went on to a station buffet where we sat at
a table which had one leg propped up by an ash-tray, and George asked me
why it was and I said it was to prevent the leg from going ashtray and Walt
didn’t say anything. I think he’s getting o-o-old and tired. We went back,
Chuck handing out quotecards, and saw the last ten minutes of the film with
the “Is there to be no end?” speech, and after that met Ashworth and White
and ghod knows who and after a time I found myself in 123 with a glass,
trying to blow up a sausage-shaped balloon.
QUICK – TAKE HER WHILE SHE’s HOT – IT’S A PITY TO WASTE IT

We had a peaceful time in 123 for a little, drinking, talking, and
watching the entwined bodies on the beds and betting on whose leg belonged
to whose arm. Fans came in and out and one or two with zap-guns didn’t
come in at all, and we had a couple of calls from a hall-porter ... After the
second some of us started to go out to another room and got politely chucked
back again by a porter in the corridor. About midnight, or it may have been
one o’clock, we were feeling strong enough to go to bed ... most of us had
then been awake about 40 hours ... but someone appeared brandishing a zapgun and yelling, “Let’s go and raid the Liverpool party!” This turned out to
be in a large bedroom without beds, called a lounge, so a motley group trailed
upstairs to 133. When I arrived a pitched battle was going on in the corridor
and there was water everywhere. I decided to go to bed instead, but when I
got to my room I remembered that I had a six-jet gun in my case which I’d
bought especially for occasions like this and it seemed a pity to waste it so I
filled it up and went out again.
“I filled a zap gun with fizzy lemonade and found it wouldn’t stop squirting”
– Newman
“WE MUST CONSIDER THE WOMEN FACTOR.” “WOMEN FACTOR?” “A MAN WHO MAKES
WOMEN.”

When I got around the corner again the raiders had vanished and I was
greeted by three or four zap-guns so I went into action with this six-gun and
fought my way to the threshold, where they brought up Brian Lewis of the
Medway Mob with a 1,000 shot sub-machine gun type which stopped me ...
Brian had been crowned with a glass earlier on by a dripping-wet pro-fan
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who had immediately shaken his hand ... but he was still going ... and I was
ceremoniously welcomed in and presented to a couple of Liverpool houris
wearing bathing dresses. This, as it turned out, was practically de rigueur
wear at this party. There didn’t appear to be anywhere to sit and the whole
crowd was walking around on the principle that if you stopped in one place
too long you got drenched. I shouted a few greetings to people I knew,
avoided someone who was going around with a beanie-full of pound notes (I
was not only near-broke but doubted whether I could keep a glass steady),
and got my back against a wall. I must have blacked out then, because the
next thing I remember is Roles spraying all and fandry with a soda-siphon.
Someone moving out of the way bumped into me and spilt half a glass of
something down my shirt, but it was all right because the next moment a
squirt from the siphon travelled nine feet over two lots of shoulders and
diluted the stain. Then two brave characters ... Chuck and Stu Mackenzie I
believe ... jumped him. I’m afraid fandom has corrupted Roles.
Even the diverting spectacle of two pro-eds having a formal duel
couldn’t keep me in 133 without somewhere to sit, so I collected Chuck, who
had developed a glassy-eyed look that was either drink or lust, and went back
to my room to deposit the six-jet before having a final drink in 123. On the
way we met Pete Taylor, a talented young London trufan; he looked as if
he’d just wandered up from a coffin in the cellar. We took his zap-gun away,
hoping it would discourage him, but he insisted on saying goo’night to his
dear old pals in 133, so we left him there in the care of Dave Wood and Ken
Potter. I might have known better than to trust a 7th fandomer; piecing
together the saga of Pete’s night from three different sources, all probably
fallible, it seems that after being hypnotised by a tin whistle in 133 he was led
into some Northerner’s room and photographed in someone’s undies, and
finally, like a homing dodo, walked zombie-like into 123 at about 4:30 am,
folded up a coat in one corner of the room, put his head on it and fell into a
refreshing sleep ... This without saying a word to a small party having a final
drink there.
DO YOU REMEMBER BEA MAHAFFEY?

Anyway, Chuck and myself went out to one of the nice large Grosvenor
Hotel landings preparatory to going down the red-carpeted staircase to the
floor below, and looking down into the stair-well saw one of the most
incredible sights of the night – and when you realise I’d already seen a pro-ed
playing the bells on a beanie with a pair of straws ... Coming up the stairs
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from the ground floor was the unmistakable, gangling goon-like figure of
Brian Burgess. He was fully dressed in some sort of rubberised hiker’s outfit,
including a large rucksack, he was wearing a grinning yellow Chinese mask
which we had brought from London in case we needed it, and was holding a
large green plastic zap-gun stiffly before him. He stalked solemnly up that
wide staircase, moving a little jerkily, like a mechanical toy, and passed out
of sight on the landing beneath us. This was about 2 in the morning, and the
place was (momentarily) deserted except for hotel servants clearing up. I
clutched hold of the banisters and looked at Chuck – he was rolling about the
landing with both hands to his stomach, making faint mooing noises – then
sped down the flight on tip-toes. Burgess had obviously gone to 123. Before I
could get to the bottom, though, there was the sound of a door closing and
footsteps approaching, so I went back to the upper landing again and watched
Burgess jerk into view, still wearing the mask, still carrying the zap-gun, and
descend the stairs ... jerk, jerk, jerk. He marched straight into the lobby where
various hotel servants were vacuuming and dusting, still wearing the outfit,
the mask and the large green zap-gun, and out through the revolving doors
into the street ... jerk ... jerk ... jerk ...
“He’s been drinking Joy’s non-alcoholic rhubarb wine – help me pick him
up”
I DON’T REMEMBER ANYTHING ABOUT IT – I’VE ONLY BEEN TOLD

Wondering about the surrealistic Alice-in-Wonderland world where
Burgess was obviously spending the rest of the night, I dragged Chuck to his
foot and we went down to 123. We found that Burgess had just dropped in to
say “Good-night” ... thoughtful of him ... and relaxed again with a glass.
Dave Newman of the London Circle had been doing a wonderful job as
liquor-keeper, his motto being “never see a man with an empty glass”, and
there was still some for those who could take it, but one of the femme fans
had been too confident ... or her boy-friend had. These two, a BNF and a
peachy babe, had been lying necking on the bed most of the evening ... at one
time they had usurped one of the beds completely, and someone (I’m not
saying whom) stuck straws between the f-fan’s bare toes and lit them and
someone else had turned out the lights and it looked awful pretty for the 15
seconds or so it had taken for her feet to warm up ... but now the BNF had
drunk himself sober and was looking disgusted and the f-fan was crying. It
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cleared them off the bed, anyway, which was just as well as a few minutes
later a fan was dragged in by three others and stretched out flat there. The
party was starting to look like a casualty clearing station; victims of
drunkenness, drenching and debauchery were drifting in and out, the BNF
stood around looking helpless and his girl-friend was being comforted by two
characters who presently suggested that they lead her to her bed. The BNF
and I exchanged significant glances and drifted off after the trio; it wasn’t
that we didn’t trust the helpers – they were faans. We just wanted a walk. It
says here.
THE PASSAGE WAS EDITORIALLY CENSORED

However, around the corner of the corridor we were stopped by a couple
of pro-eds, one of whom had the wrong slant, tho’ I can’t blame him. “Don’t
you know enough to leave a hysterical woman alone?” he booms to the BNF,
carefully removing his glasses and tucking them in his top pocket. The other
pro-ed removes his glasses too. The BNF looked glassy-eyed only. At that
moment his motives were as pure as the driven snow, but he had about as
much chance of convincing the other as I have of writing a Galaxy serial.
Leaving him to sweat it out I pushed past and went on up the passage; around
the next corner the femme fan was sitting on the stairs, being tended to by
another femme fan and a fan’s wife. I decided to call it a night, and went to
bed. It was about 3 o’clock, but for some reason I felt tired; in case you’re
wondering I heard that the f-fan was up at 8:30 as bright as a lark.
IT’S AS NOISY AS IF IT WERE ONE O’CLOCK IN THE MORNING

I woke up at 9:30 and spent 15 minutes thinking about the previous day
and worrying about Bert. I was then informed that the hotel breakfast ended
at 10 am, and ten minutes later, washed, shaved and fully dressed I strolled
into the dining room ... I don’t know how I did it. We spent a pleasant halfhour or so discussing the things that will never see print in any fanzine until
the waiters got annoyed and started removing the tables from under our
elbows, and then everyone drifted around chatting until the Chairman or
someone announced the lunch break. I went up to 123 and found the same old
crowd lounging on the beds and chairs and after a drink or two we all went
out to a Chinese restaurant, gradually accumulating a force of about 20 on the
way. People were exchanging quotecards and saying things like “I wonder
what was in that chop suey fan” and “I like the sound of goo loo yuk”, and
someone suggested that we hold the next London Convention in a Chinese
restaurant and Willis said, “You’d be able to auction some old junk,” and
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altogether it was a supremely fannish meal.
IN EFFECT, I AM HAMILTON SPEAKING FOR BOSKONE – CARNELL

For some reason there were three out of the five official items delivered
during the afternoon session, plus one that was brought forward from the
previous evening; this caused almost as much confusion as not having
Metropolis. We arrived at the hall during the fan-eds’ session, in which they
were supposed to criticise each other’s ’zines; the finest opportunity for
feuding that I’ve seen since the Convention-venue discussion on the ’53
LonCon programme. Everybody was disgustingly polite, though, so I went
out to have a drink before the bar closed and came back in the middle of John
Gunn’s thought-reading experiments on various fans. Gunn wasn’t carried
out shrieking – another disappointment – so it must have been a fake, and we
moved on to the pro-eds’ discussion. This was extempore and good, Paterson
in particular being the quote-taker’s darling ... “It’s all been done before so
it’s all reprint, even when it’s original” (or was that Carnell?) ... “There are
only three plots in the world” ... “I am the Boys’ Own Paper of science
fiction” ... “Until you’re twenty-five you haven’t matured in sf ...”
“All the best quotes are whispered in shell-like ears”
I UNDERSTAND ALL THE WORDS I PUT IN EDITORIALS BECAUSE THEY’RE ALL NASTY
ONES

John Russell Fearn, the guest of honour, then appeared and made a
casually brilliant speech, followed by an Authors’ Panel on which Ted Tubb
made a number of casually brilliant speeches, such as his summing up on
Bradbury: “The man’s a genius – anyone who gets what he does for writing
what he does must be a genius,” and John Brunner described a spiral staircase
without using his hands. Everybody then disappeared, and about 15 of us
made brilliantly casual speeches over cups of tea in Lyons. We then went
back to the Grosvenor and after a short interval the “Trial of Bert Campbell”
started, Ron Buckmaster wearing a beard as Bert, Dave Newman wearing a
beard and a topee with a prop on top as the Judge, and Ted Tubb wearing all
the ear-marks of an uninhibited extrovert as Counsel for the Defence. Terry
Jeeves’ Prosecutor was good, but this was Tubb in all his glory, whether he
was passionately declaiming from the stage, running around to the back of
the hall and passionately declaiming as a member of the public, or, as the trial
merged into a series of knockabout interviews, conducting interviews with
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imperturbable brilliance. As a writer in the revived Phantasmagoria of Derek
Pickles has said since, “The whole thing took on a farcical aspect.”
PARDON ME WHILE I DRIBBLE ALL DOWN MY SHIRT FRONT

When Ted left the stage the Convention closed, except for some kind of
bargain-counter auction that was going on on the stage itself, and after
everyone had said their farewells to almost everyone else most of the London
group and associated fans homed on 123. The place got so noisy that the first
warning was received from the porters quite early – about 11:30 – and there
was an attempt to shift the party to the Buckmasters’ room, but the advance
guard returned very shortly and reported opposition from adjoining rooms or
something (“The party got chucked out of one room before some of us even
got in ...”) and we eventually made our way in casual twos and threes to Ted
Tubb’s room, 219.
“SUNDAY NIGHT IN 219” – THAT’S PRACTICALLY AN INTERLINEATION IN ITSELF

Sunday night in 219 (“Just dig that crazy shambles”) combined
everything: fun chatter, drinking, snogging/necking/petting sessions, lowjoke session and pure madness. The BNF and the peachy babe, who were
continuing from where they left off the previous morning, were about the
only people who didn’t say anything, and even then they contributed, as
when someone pinched the BNF and he didn’t move and someone else said,
“X seems to be used to three-handed women,” and when they slipped
suddenly out of the room someone said, “I bet it’s the first time he’s been
raped by a femme fan,” and someone else said, “Better put it in unclothed
quotes,” and when they came back within 5 minutes there was a general
chorus of, “You haven’t been trying.” It was during this evening, night and
morning that there was a timid knock on the door and a voice and Brunner
said, “It’s female – let it in,” and another fan made what he though was a
bright remark and said, “Vincent! Quote me!” and lost interest when I refused
and two minutes later said to someone else, “I cultivated that woman for five
solid hours and Ted Tubb pinched her,” and “Let’s lie on the floor together,”
and from the tangle on one of the beds that was the low-joke session a
feminine voice murmured, “Isn’t it awful when you realise it was a dirty
one?” Of the 250+ quotes I garnered in and around the Con, some 50 came
out that night (and 80-odd in the taxi on the ride back, but that’s another
story) ... “He quotes Shakespeare and behaves like Wilde” ... “H G Wells
bored me; action science fiction bored me; now I’ve met Brian Burgess and
he bores me” ... “The trouble with X is he doesn’t say anything – he just does
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it” ... “You know, your toe-nails are longer than some women’s finger-nails”
... “All I’ve got left is my pipe – where is it?” ... “Greater love hath no man
than this, that he lay down his wife for his friends” ... “It’s an o-o-old taxi –
and tyred” ... “The spectacle of female pulchritude clothed in nothing but an
epidermis is vastly over-rated” ... “My ideal house has gin in the taps” ... “I
thought abortion was your favourite topic?”
“You haven’t lived until you’ve eaten Bentcliffe’s breakfast.”
ON THE LEVEL – HORIZONTALLY

A Canadian reporter, Gene Lees, attended most of this session; author of
a story in a recent New Worlds, he’d booked in unknowing that there was an
sf convention. Ted Carnell introduced him as author Ted Sturgeon, but he
didn’t have a beard and he didn’t play the guitar and he didn’t know any
faans, and after he had asked, “What is Hyphen?” we left him rather to his
own devices, at which he seemed rather good and which led to at least two
attributed quotes, one of which was “May I introduce myself – we could
practise budding authors.”
800 CONCUBINES, NO LESS!

The night drifted on to dawn. Soon after one of the femme fans had told
us that one of the Northern femmes had approached her that previous
morning and quite seriously said, “I hope you’ve read Marie Stopes,” the
drink in the room ran out, even an orange cocktail concoction that had
apparently been diluted by rum and gin. There came the question of disposing
of the bottles; there was the canal outside: “Do you want to throw a bottle out
of the window?” ... “Don’t throw yourself out – the splash might attract
attention” ... “I believe there’s a police boat below – let’s sink it” ... “I name
this city – Manchester!” and the last thing I remember doing is discussing the
feasibility of “The Three-Ended Candle” as a good title for a Con account.
I DON’T LIKE FRESH AIR – IT GIVES ME A CLEAN MIND

Rain was beating down steadily when the cathedral bells woke us on
Monday morning at about 8:30. We blinked bleary eyes at a clock tower
across the canal that advertised “Woolly Tooth Paste” (“Woolly toothpaste to
match the fur on your tongue”). This was the last morning; it’d been a lousy
convention we agreed but, damn it, it was over. Dave Newman, Jim Ratigan
and myself decided that we wouldn’t put the hotel staff to the trouble of
determining whose room should be credited with our breakfasts, but would
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go out for a cup of coffee. Outside, in the pouring rain, we were astonished.
The streets were thronged with people, side-roads were barricaded, and
processions were assembling all over the place ... “Manchester must be
suffering from some kind of exhibitionistic mania ...” There were a number
of religious banners about – it looked like Belfast on a Saturday afternoon –
and we discussed in loud voices the theory that the show was being put on to
propitiate the ghods and ensure a plentiful supply of rain for the coming year,
but after a time we became irritated at the drably-clad masses who were
actually sitting on small camp-stools on the pavements and solemnly
clapping each small section of procession as it passed and at the fact that all
the school-children in the city, from about 4-year-olds up, were being herded
about the wet streets under streaming umbrellas; “Let’s go around laughing at
the processions,” said Dave, but we decided to have hot rolls and butter and
coffee at Lyons instead. On the way we saw the gangling Burgess figure
striding along one of the specially cleared roads ... jerk ... jerk ... jerk ... No
one clapped him, though.
THIS IS THE FIRST TIME I’VE SEEN A PROCESSION THAT HAD TO HAVE SAILS TO HELP
IT

Back at the Grosvenor we packed and finished up the drinks in 123 and
hung about the hall exchanging post-mortems and quotes and waiting for the
convoy vehicles to negotiate the processions. When the taxi arrived Vandy
told us she’d been driving round the Lake District the day before and had
been coming up to the Convention at night but had been stopped by people
who had thought she was a regulation taxi and had earned twenty-five
shillings. We waited for a long, long time (“I’ve been here when it hasn’t
been raining” ... “Look at them, standing there like native Mancunians” ...
“We’ve got a really big banner coming along now with a BEM on it or
something” ... “It’s been a marvellous convention, Dave, are you holding one
next year?” ... “We’ve left nothing behind us except a reputation” ... “The
zap-gunner’s vade-mecum” ... “You know what happens if you check out at
five past twelve ...”) but at last the convoy was all assembled and we moved
off.
AT LEAST, I’VE SEEN MANCHESTER

This seems as good a place as any to steal an extract from Dave
Newman’s Con report in the forthcoming Eye 2:
“While talking to the Hall Porter on the Monday morning, I
discovered that the hotel management had undergone a valuable(?)
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object lesson in the perils of acting host to a Convention.
“It appeared that on the Saturday a zealous type at the
Reception Desk had counted all the people(?) coming in to the Con
... it also appeared that the same zealous type had counted all the
people going out of the Con. This was a very good thing from the
statistical point of view and, doubtless, provided the basis for a
number of interesting and esoteric calculations about “pints of beer
per capita” and things like that. However, in an ecstasy of
enthusiasm and the small hours of Sunday morning somebody
decided to correlate these figures with the number of rooms booked
by Conventioneers. Alarm and despondency immediately became
rife (or whatever it is they do when they’re feeling their oats). A
brief glance at the appended (and neatly tabulated) statement
should indicate why:
Incoming Conventioneers
100 plus
Outgoing Conventioneers
25 odd (very)
therefore
Residue remaining in hotel
75 approx
but,
Number of persons for whom
30 or thereabouts
rooms booked
ALARM AND
this results in
DESPONDENCY.
QED
“When the full horror of the situation was realised a mobile column
of Night Porters was sent out into the uttermost reaches of the hotel
with the fatuous idea of separating the Plutocrats (holders of
rooms) from the Parasites (the other sort), and hurling the lastnamed into limbo. This sounded very easy in theory – all one had
to do was to challenge the suspect and ask him what his room
number was. Very easy (yak, yak). The discerning fan will
immediately see the fallacy in this reasoning, and as there was a
glut of discerning fen in Manchester that weekend everybody on
being challenged just naturally gave the number of Eric Bentcliffe’s
room. When the porters assembled to compare notes they decided
that there was something rotten in the state of Fandom and once
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again set forth on their individual safaris. After the seventh try they
got a trifle discouraged, particularly after they noticed the strange
propensity of fen to be in about five places at once, and decided to
allow the nuisance to remain unabated.”
Thus Judge Newman, a gentleman of whom more will be heard if he can
manage to stop sublimating his fan instincts.
THERE’S A FINE FIELD OF CORN OVER THERE AND A TAXI-FULL BEHIND

The convoy stopped outside Manchester for petrol and because, as one
lady put it, “We want to change over – we’ve only got husbands in here.”
After that ... “If your mind is bent on science fiction, straighten it out this
way” ... “What you mean is, wipe everything clean off your mind” ... “We’ve
another 88 miles to go, so Ron Buckmaster’s stripping his engine down” ...
“We’ve been inspected by the garage dog. He just passed us and stamped our
rear wheel” ... “Those cows look like neo-fans” ... “There’s a totally different
atmosphere now that we’ve caught up with that flying bedstead” ...
“‘Stonehenge Brick Company’ – that must be a very old established firm” ...
“I’ve got dirt in my eyes from trying to read her mind” ... “The orange is the
natural prototype of the zap-gun” ... “Let’s get married and create quotes” ...
“Burgess must have passed this way – the trees are withered ...”
We stopped to look at Lichfield Cathedral (“I’m going to come into
contact with liquid if I have to go in and be baptised”), and stopped for lunch
at a café where they had table-tops you could write on ... “Tableoid – a
fanzine for squares” ... “There’s not a sheer clean crack in the lot of it” ...
“You’ll need very strong staples.” In the district where Bert had broken down
we found he’d reported to a police station at 5:40 in the morning. Next
Thursday he turned up blandly at the Globe. He’d hitch-hiked back home. No
comment. Me, I arrived back at 5 past 1 on Tuesday morning. I felt tired.
Hyphen #9 (July 1954)
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The Future History of Fandom
One of the largest mass migrations of Terran History occurred
when certain religious fanatics despaired of converting the other
99.4% to their Way of Life (See the article “Scientific Fiction
Appreciation as a dominant Slan Genetic Factor”, Proceedings of
the Sirian Institute 44-6-8/9), and decided, as one of them put it, to
“Get Away From It All”.
A Popular History of the Galactic Rim in 278 Volumes
Historian 1st Class Samoskowitz

Part One
Well folks, I never thot I’d be cutting stencils for the next Science Fantasy
News aboard ship ... or should I just say, whilst floating in Belfast Lough? ...
but here we are, on a beautiful September day in 1958, and it’s all due to
good old Norman. Of course, Colonel Ken Fan Slater had a lot to do with the
original idea, but the organisation was all Norman’s. You remember that
wonderful speech at the 15th World Con in Paris, just after Weyauwega,
Wisconsin had been voted Con Site for ’58 and Rick Sneary dropped dead?
“Fellow fans,” said Norman, “in the infinitude of time and the endless
complexities of life, a schism must eventually differentiate the intellectual
from the mass, chalk from cheese, 6th fandom from 7th fandom, oil from
water, and Fandom itself from the mundane mass of mankind. It is not here,”
he went on in ringing tones, “that we can lead the rich full life of fandom,
encompassed as we are by the petty vicissitudes of commercialism ...”
The rest of the speech was drowned by frantic cheering. Wansborough
was voted Chairman of a committee of Ways and Means; every US fan
agreed to send him four s-f magazines each week to enable him to devote his
full attention to the project, and OPERATION GAFIA was launched.
It was generally agreed that the first and most vital issue was, where
should fandom go? Various suggestions were received by the Committee;
some were not feasible, others not entirely proper. Mike Tealby and Ron
Deacon, who did so much to make the Richard Shaver Magazine a success
when it was published in Glasgow (1955), advocated a descent into the caves
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under the Earth. They were ordered to volunteer for a reconnaissance party,
and were escorted to a large and rather dark coal mine in October ’57. In
December an airmail letter from Roger Dard stated that two unshaven fans
called at his house, borrowed some Amazing Stories and left without giving
their names. The Committee then decided that rather than wait for the pair
they would press ahead with a major alternative scheme, advocated by H.J.
Campbell the noted anti-shaverite, that a desert island in the South Pacific
was the obvious choice. In spite of the objection from a Mancunian critic,
that this idea was based wholly on Campbell’s desire to see Bea Mahaffey in
a grass skirt, Campbell’s plan was received with great enthusiasm by 6th, 7th,
and 8th, fandoms, the 9th being too young to care. “The climate,” stated
Campbell, “would be ideal for duplication.” At the time this was taken to
refer to the fact that duplicating ink runs easily and dries rapidly when
exposed to heat, and thus most Fanzines supported his plan. It wasn’t until
Mal Ashworth and myself published a semantic analysis of the connotations
in this sentence that questions were raised, although it should be noted that
James White had changed the contents of his zap gun from water to weedkiller as early as January 15th.
The Committee decided that the democratic procedure of voting on the
proposed site of New Fandom would be in order, and poll forms were
distributed in all the fan magazines, reading: –
I am heartily in favour of living on a Pacific Island away from all
worry and care, and to devote my time to fanning and other
productive pursuits....
I would rather be left alone with no one else to write or talk
to....
Place an “X” against your choice.
In spite of several protests that the grammar of the second choice was
inclined to prejudice fans against it, there was a 99.9% poll, of which 100%
voted for the first choice. Mackenzie states that but for the fact that one
faneditor failed to publish his magazine until 4 months after the others, the
poll would have been 100% and the majority percentage even higher. Even
the fact that the fanzine, when it eventually did appear, had a spaceship in 3D
on the cover did not remove the stigma from its name.
The locale of New Fandom is to be in the Pacific, then. Funds were
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raised by a series of weekly conventions, and from the enormous profits
accruing, the Committee began buying stores and recruiting a crew. After a
good deal of bickering, Jesse Floyd, as apparently the only fan who knows
about ships, was chosen captain. The Navigator was naturally Bertram
Chandler, and a space was left for Robert Heinlein, should he choose to be
Gunnery Officer ... we haven’t heard from him yet, but hope that he will join
us soon, as already a number of zap-guns have jammed. We also hope that
the Belfast group, with their vast knowledge of the sea gained from frequent
trips across the Irish Channel, will join the crew.
Arthur C. Clarke is our deep-sea diver, and Bill Temple has also been
engaged to look after the air-machine. Arthur has not been lower than 5 feet
yet ... feet first ... but he says that the water is cold around the British Isles.
Should we run out of air, C.S.Youd has promised an emergency supply.
Bernard Wolfe was asked to go as ship’s surgeon but the dianeticians
amongst us made so much fuss about his trepanning kit that he declined our
invitation.
Colonel Slater has charge of a marine corps of 8th Fandom National
Service Men, Bert Campbell is quartermaster, Dave Cohen has an important
job in the engine room (when we get an engine room), and no doubt Bea
Mahaffey will be asked to do something when she joins us.
After these and many other appointments had been settled, the question
was raised concerning a suitable ship, one which would have adequate space
for collections, duplicating machines, libraries, Derek Pickles, mining
machinery etc., etc., and there were many merry jests concerning “spaceships”. Since the Queen Mary was wrecked in ‘56, during the first
Convention held on board ship, the major shipping lines have been
disinclined to deal with fans, and in any case it appeared unlikely that
sufficient cash could be raised.
It was eventually remembered that in 1952 a raft made of Amazing
Stories was sailed across the Atlantic in the famous Con-Take-Me expedition
of Willis and Shelby Vick, and for a time it looked as though the problem
was solved. However, it was pointed out that the raft only just survived the
journey, and that this one would be much longer. Prizes were offered in all
the leading magazines for a solution, and Campbell eventually produced one
capable of waterproofing paper for an indefinite period ... he found it whilst
looking for a better blotting paper. The entire stock of 3 weekly issues of New
Worlds was shipped across country to Cardiff, and the West Country Group
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began to construct a large raft, aided as time went on, by fans arriving, from
all over the country Many minor epics could be recorded of those days; the
sabotage by tram-car fans, the voyage of the Medway group up the Medway
to the Thames, up the Thames to its source, and the construction there of a
robot which dug a canal across country to the Bristol Channel, into which
they sailed a boat made from old printing machines in March of this year
(’58) ... it would need a Murray Leinster to record it all.
Then disaster struck again. It was found in fatigue tests that the staples
would not last longer than two months in the water without rusting. Work
stopped for a period, an intense beer, spirit and cider shortage reigned in the
West Country, and a band of fans attended the Eisteddfod and won it with a
song called “Sweet Sue”. Ted Tubb said that it reminded him of one of his
stories ... first the hero is winning, then he is losing, then he is winning again,
Ken Bulmer intervened to say, no, that was one of his stories. An ugly scene
was only averted by John Brunner telling them that they were both wrong,
and if they would read his ... it is a pity about Brunner, as we could have used
his technical knowledge of aircraft when we reached our island home.
Prayers were offered to Ghu and Roscoe on alternate days throughout
the first 3 weeks in April, and on the 23rd. a cablegram from the States
showed that the technical know-how of the Americans was again superior to
our own, briefly, they stated that after the ‘58 Convention the wreckage of the
Weyauwega hotel would be bought or otherwise acquired, would be
conveyed to the Eastern sea-board, and there rebuilt into a ship. It would be
sailed across the Atlantic and a rendezvous would be made, naturally, in
Belfast. There was immense enthusiasm for this idea, and the beer shortage
became acute S.W. of a line between Liverpool and Dover. Work went ahead
rapidly; on May. 31st, the raft was launched, and christened Queen Mary in
memory of the ’56 Convention.
It is difficult to convey the feeling of those first few weeks on board and
the generations of fans unborn, to whom I am primarily addressing this
account ... I am pretty sure to have SFN published by then ... must turn to the
painstaking diaries being kept by Fred Robinson, Dorothy Ratigan and
others. I remember the tremendous excitement when it was found that we had
forgotten to provide a rudder; how a small fan had a clockwork motor fixed
to his beanie propeller and flew away in search of land, and how he returned
6 days later with a leaf in his mouth from George Gallet’s French s-f ‘zine:
the frantic search for a 35mm film projector; how the compass was found to
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be drained of alcohol and Eric Bentcliffe was found in a semi-comatose
position in the crow’s nest. How Bertram Chandler took his bearings from the
sun, and how, on the morning we should have sighted Belfast, the docks of
Southampton gradually grew out of the mist. How we decided to continue our
voyage around the South East and North coasts of the British Isles. The press
gang led by Ted Tubb which went ashore at Bournemouth and returned with
Shirley Marriott and Alan Hunter. How Alan said he didn’t object to people
walking over his New Worlds covers, but he didn’t like Chuck Harris drawing
in details on all the female forms, how every fanzine on board carried that as
an interlineation in its next issue, and how Alan disappeared during the night.
Off the mouth of the Thames, we picked up a few crumbs; the London
fans who, desperate at being separated from a bar, had tried to bring the
GLOBE along with them, and had to leave it in a narrow street in the East End
... the only bar with a bus stop inside it. Lew, seaman turned pub-manager,
came along too however, and his technical knowledge came in very useful as
we went further North.
Except for occasional showings of Metropolis on a 35mm projector we
had rigged up from an old bicycle, this part of the voyage passed
uneventfully. Colonel Slater led an expeditionary force ashore in Scotland
and came back with most of the Crownpoint printing works and Peter
Hamilton, and there was constant bickering from then on in the professional
editors’ quarters in the bilge as to who would edit what magazines, but little
else happened until we picked up the Liverpool group and eventually set sail
for the west.
It is now the middle of September. The 15th World Convention should
have been over for a fortnight and the U.S. fans must be on their way. We
anchored off Belfast Lough this afternoon, and if I look out between the sides
of the nearest New Worlds I can see the sun setting over the Mountains of
Mourne. The sea is very calm, and there is little to break the peace of the
atmosphere except for the signal rockets being fired overhead and the noise
of Colonel Slater drilling his men for the forthcoming ceremonial salutes.
END OF PART THE FIRST

Don’t miss the next gripping episode of our thrilling saga of the future of
fandom. Subscribe now, or you’ll never know what you missed.
Triode #1 (September 1954)
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Note. This began a round-robin serial story which was continued by other
fans, the next two instalments being by Walt Willis and Mal Ashworth. You
will never know what you missed.
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Launching Site #1
Launching Site No 1 is produced for OMPA mailing No. 1 by A Vin¢ Clarke,
16 Wendover Way, Welling, Kent. Extra copies 2/6d
Launching Site is a base for the missiles to be discharged at other
OMPAzines. It will be a cross between the Times Literary Supplement and a
white-washed wall. The mere fact that I can’t comment on other ’zines until
the 2nd OMPA mailing is not going to stop me having the title in the first, for
I have one of the most fascinating subjects in the world to write about.
Me.
The subject of this sermon is Why I Feel Envious Of The Fans Who
Read Astounding In Their Cradles, sub-titled Well, Let’s Have YOUR Story
Then.
•••
I was born, reared and semi-educated in Croydon. This was and is a thriving
borough of about 300,000 zombies, some 12 miles due south of London ... on
its borders, in fact. It consists of a helluva lot of shops surrounded by a
helluva lot of houses and one aerodrome.
In the middle of the shops is a small lane occupied by vegetable stalls
and paved with rotting fruit; a street market. In this market is 1 magazine
stall. The town itself has 1 Smith’s bookshop, 1 select book & stationer’s
shop, 1 huge store with 1 small book dept., and 1 small second-hand
bookshop located at the southern extremity of the borough, well out of the
way of the real tradesmen. There are also a few confectioner-newsagents in
the poorer sections of the borough selling the usual comics and magazines.
All this for 300,000.
I need hardly add that Croydon is a stronghold of the bourgeoisie and
has elected a true-blue Conservative to Parliament for innumerable years.
In this atmosphere I was born a fantasy fan. I can’t remember a time
when I wasn’t interested in s-f. I was treasuring Wells’s Tales of Wonder, an
Xmas present, before I was 10, and about that time was heavily fined (2/-) by
Croydon Library for not taking back First Men in the Moon on time. I
suppose I couldn’t bear to part with it. I bought Scoops when it first appeared,
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and read the schoolboy papers with stories of Red Weed from Mars (that
looked like giant spaghetti) and schoolboys of the future, and when the Daily
Mail serialised Wheatley’s The Devil Rides Out I remembered it vividly for
years. I found a weekly called Passing Show at the local barbers; it made a
habit of running s-f serials (I wish I knew why) and for some time my hair
was the shortest in town as I’d sit with the click of hair-snippers in my ears
reading When Worlds Collide and Pirates of Venus. I eventually persuaded
the family to subscribe to the thing. But knowledge of s-f as a separate branch
of literature eluded me. I never visited the market stall. Why should I?
When I was about 13, I discovered Flying Aces, a US ’zine, half of
which was devoted to model-plane building, which made it respectable
enough to sell openly in Croydon. But the other half contained flying stories,
and a large proportion of those were either set in the future (a war between
America and Japan) or featured one Capt. Philip Strange, a WWI
Intelligence/Flying Ace, who was forever investigating a secret German gas
that coated objects with metal, or a secret German zeppelin that carried a
squadron of planes, or a secret German death-ray or hypnosis drug or ... that
sort of thing. I began to collect Flying Aces and searching for back issues.
They were expensive ... 3d each.
Then, when I was 14, the Clarke family moved to Welling. A few weeks
later, my mother and I went back on a combined shopping expedition and a
short visit to a cemetery containing the maternal parents’ graves. Naturally
the cemetery was located out of the way of Commercial Life, but we stopped
on the way back to pick up a local paper at a dingy newsagents to see how the
town was faring since we left. There was a pile of large-size magazines in the
shop, and I shuffled through them to see if there were any Flying Aces.
I stopped, fascinated. A large magazine entitled Amazing Stories. I
leafed through it ... stories of space, time-travel, the future. This was what I
had been wanting. This was no half-and-half substitute but the Real thing for
which I’d been (metaphorically) searching all my life! I bought it. Now I
knew what I was looking for, I found they were reasonably plentiful around
my new district. Welling is only 3 miles from Woolwich and Woolwich is a
rip-roaring, wide-open garrison-cum-working-man’s town which before the
war boasted of a large market with three magazine stalls. There has been
more concentrated fandom in the Woolwich area ... Carnell, Campbell, the
Buckmaster family etc. than in any other part of London ... and that isn’t
chance. The place brims over with light reading matter. The collection
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mounted, and I was a fan.
OMPA mailing #1 (September 1954)
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Zymic #1
MATTER OF FACT, the cartoon itself tries out an idea ... watch wheels as a
wheel-pen. I ripped an old Ingersoll to bits (found a guarantee inside dated
one year from April 1914) and spent half-an-hour or so making three pens
from the bits. I now have a nice watch-case, without works, and am
wondering what to put inside it ... it seems a pity to waste it. A miniature sundial? A small goldfish? An insectorium? Snuff? Seems kinda silly to start
using snuff just to use up a watch-case. Now, if it was a grandfather-clock
case, there is an exciting range of possibilities. Coffins and ... now I come to
consider it, a boat is about the only other thing you can make, and I don’t like
boats either. Nasty floating things.
Looks as tho I’m going to be left with a watch case on my hands.
Wondering if anyone’s tried to make a watch out of three wheel-pens and
some old springs.

FAR BE IT FROM ME to advocate the import of too much US stuff into this
great wet country of ours, but I’d like to see at least two more comic books
around the magazine stalls. One is, of course Pogo (and if you don’t know
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Pogo, just rip off the top of your head and send it to me with a 2½d stamp
and almost by return (or within a couple of months anyway) I’ll send you
FULL INSTRUCTIONS) and the other is Mad.
Mad hasn’t penetrated far into English fandom yet, and is hardly likely
to.It hasn’t the universal appeal of Pogo which makes one overlook the
frequent excursions of artist Walt Kelly into US politics; Mad is satire, tho
there is a vein of madness for madness’s sake too. Mad has been taken up by
some of our distinguished contemporaries in US fandom ... naturally ... and
thru the good offices (1st on the right up the stairs) of that Anglo-IrishAmerican gent., Walt Willis, I’ve laid my dirty little fingers around a couple
of brace or so. Now, if you like the cartoon on the left of this paragraph [here
above], you’ll think the Mad drawings screamingly funny. They’re very fond
of artist Basil Wolverton, who’s made this particular style his own – you may
have seen some of his stuff in a recent Lilliput – and perhaps a little too fond
of the glaring-eyes-and-lolling-tongue caricature. But the main joy lies in the
satire of ideas. Mad takes a comic book or a film story or even a radio-show
and with gleeful howls rips the living daylights from it. In the comic book
satires, for instance, the drawing can hardly be distinguished from a distance
as different from the original ... but read the captions and look closely at the
thing and ...! Naturally, as the hero always wins in the original, in Mad he or
she usually loses; “Lone Stranger” gets burnt at the stake, in “Starchie” the
typical American teenager is jailed for life, in “Flesh Garden” the hero
decides to stay on the alien planet and sends the heroine back to earth
alone....
In “Sane”, the hero wins a gun-fight in the end by substituting glue for
his opponents gun-oil ... while the killer is struggling to free his six-gun from
its holster, “Sane” fumbles with his, drops it, it explodes and kills the other ...
and there’s another movie parody called “From Eternity Back to Here”. Mad
was threatened with legal action when it published “Superdooperman”, but it
still goes on. It has a companion, Panic, and there are one or two imitations
floating around. But all, alas, in America; there’s no British Reprint as yet.
Apparently, like Pogo, it is considered too local in appeal for us, and, also
like Pogo, is aimed at the adult reader. Here, of course, adults don’t read
comic books....
•••
EXPERIMENTS on the previous page included using a very cheap stencil
with a different backing from usual, diluting the ink half-and-half with turps
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substitute, seeing how long I could go on justifying the end of each line as I
came to it ... I’ve a theory that, if one isn’t imitating a style, the words one
puts in a line will always come out about equal length on a long line ... based
on an average ... something like counting the number of words on the 7th line
of 7 pages and multiplying up from there?
•••
A PASSING GLANCE at a wandering newspaper brings me face-to-face
with a tiger. Springing, claws out, thirsting for blood. It’s the trade-mark of
ESSO or some such cheap-jack purveyor of solidified carbon-monoxide.
Stuart or someone ... tell me. I realise that a startling ad. draws the attention,
but what psychological justification is there in identifying a product with a
fear situation? Don’t tell me that all those cigarette ads and coca-cola ads and
damn-near-everything-else ads have been wrong for featuring a lovesome
wench in their adverts for years?

Do You Speak Faan?
Currently (August ’54) there’s a hoo-ha raging over the publishing of a BRE
type Fancyclopedia ... see Orion. When the adverts concerning the same first
appeared in Ken Slater’s Operation Fantast, I thought it would be interesting
to find out how much the guy who wanted to compile the thing knew already,
as well as working a successful ploy and intimating that I could help ... triplebarrelled Clarke they call me. So I sat down at the typer and composed the
following, straight off: –
Dear George,
Noted with interest KFS’s blurb re: PROJECT
ENCYCLOPAEDIA. This sounds like a Daugherty Project, but
think that Ken is too s & c to pull something like that on the fringe
fans... and the fake fans too for that matter.* As CRH remarks in
the next “-”, I felt like someone who had experienced E%re
ceilings when I read about it, as in one or two recent tendrilsessions I said I thot we needed a BRE of Buckspeak@ even if 6th
Fandom is decomposing (on stencils, natch). In fact, I’ve just cut
the first 3 pages of ESOTERICS OF FANDOM for the new LC
’zine EYE, which with ENCHANTED DUPLICATOR,
SCROOGE ON ICE and the “-” bacover wild-hair stuff should start
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a return to True Fandom here, and your project should help a lot.
Mal Ashworth poctsarcded me recently, saying, “Alas, my hapless
plight – I can’t even tell the difference between a Grunch and an
eggplant, the Poo and the Yobber mystify me and yet worse I find
no referent to Pogo. Wish to Ghu someone would publish
something equivalent to FANCYCLOPAEDIA in Britain ...”
Apparently Ghu is the Only True God as his prayers have been
answers. But don’t forget the wk Speer effort took 6 actifans about
a year to do, and since there’s been enough crud exuded to fill a
couple of Tuckerotels, even if a lot of interlineations have been
mostly boilerplate, and it’s likely to get even thicker... what with
the neo-fans, 7th fandomers and the remnants of the QUANDRY
clique all active. You’re going to need some help, I think.
Especially if we start a BRE of the BAVC & Fort Mudge Steam
Calliope stuff in Britain (in Ashworth’s projected ’zine). Anything
I can do?
With Roscoe’s purple blessings
* Would be a good ploy tho.
@ My mistake... should have been Fanspeak
(Do you speak Faan? Cont.)
Of course, this bears about the same resemblance to reality as those
example letters of Service slang they used to publish during the War, but it
does make sense. Or as much sense as fan letters usually make. The only
term that Willis found strange was “wk”, which, said he, wasn’t used in the
original Fancyclopaedia. I checked up, and found that, in fact, it was, but
only in the body of the text, and was not defined. It was so well known, it
must have slipped by! It’s a contraction of “well known”, used in the sense,
usually, of “you don’t need telling”, such as “At the Con we saw Norman
Wansboro’, wk poet.”

A Zymic Zspecial
I’ve decided to serialise a story in Zymic. Palpitating with heart-throbbing
suspense, it will not only entertain but educate you yet. And what pleases me
more than anything ... besides the pleasure that I’m bringing to the hearts of
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my readers, natch ... is the fact that as the thing is dated MDCCCLXXVIII, it
will be quite new to everyone. Dipping in here and there as a treasure trove, I
bring you extracts from:
ENQUIRE WITHIN ... 58th Edition, 725th thousand ...
The Family Circle ... A Series of Friendly Parties ... Rules
The following brief rules are suggested, in a hope to show the way to a
more constant, easy, and friendly intercourse amongst friends, the writer
feeling convinced that society is equally beneficial and requisite – in fact, that
mankind in seclusion, like the sword in the scabbard, often loses polish, and
gradually rusts.
RULE I. That meetings be held in rotation at each member’s house, for
the enjoyment of conversation; music, grave and gay; dancing, gay only; and
card-playing at limited stakes.
RULE II. That such meetings commence at seven and end about or after
twelve, and that members and guests be requested to remember that
punctuality has been called the politeness of kings.
RULE III. That as gentleman are allowed for the whole season to
appear, like the raven, in one suit, ladies are to have the like privilege; and
that no lady be allowed to quiz or notice the habits of another lady; and that
demi-toilette in dress be considered the better taste in the family circle; not
that the writer wishes to raise or lower the proper standard of ladies’ dress,
which ought to be neither too high nor too low, but at a happy medium.
RULE IV. That any lady infringing the last rule be liable to reproof by
the oldest lady present at the meeting, if the oldest lady, like the oldest
inhabitant, can be discovered.
RULE V. That every member or guest be requested to bring with them
their own vocal, instrumental, or dance music, and take it away with them, if
possible, to avoid loss and confusion.
RULE VI. That no member or guest, able to sing, play, or dance, refuse,
unless excused by medical certificate; and that no cold or soar throat be
allowed to last more than a week.
RULE VII. That as every member or guest known to be able to sing,
play, or dance, is bound to do so if requested, the performer (if timid) is to be
kindly criticised and encouraged; it being a fact well known, that the greatest
masters of an art are always the most lenient critics, from their deep
knowledge of the feeling, intelligence, and perseverance required to at all
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approach perfection.
RULE VIII. That the gentlemen do pay every attention to ladies,
especially visitors; but such attention is to be general, and not particular – for
instance, no gentleman is to dance more than three times with one lady
during the evening, except in the case of lovers, privileged to do odd things
during their temporary lunacy, and also married couples, who are expected to
dance together at least once during the evening, and oftener if they please.
RULE IX. That to avoid unnecessary expense, the refreshments be
limited to cold meat, sandwiches, bread, cheese, butter, vegetables, fruits, tea,
coffee, negus, punch, malt liquors, &c., &c.
(To be Continued)

I Remember Second Fandom
Whilst compiling Zymic’s sister-zine Launching Site, I had to look up a yarn
in Galaxy. Believe me, I had to look through nearly the entire collection
before I hit on the right copy. Yet it’s one of the better issues, with Poul
Anderson’s “Inside Earth”, “I, the Unspeakable”, “Nice Girl with 5
Husbands”, “Betelgeuse Bridge”, “Field Study”, and the story I was after,
“Marching Morons”. A good issue ... very good, in fact. Yet I couldn’t
remember when it appeared. But ... once upon a time, I could rattle off year,
month, cover artist and Ghod knows what about any story in any issue of a
magazine over about 10 years. Admittedly, the magazines referred to were
mostly pre-war, and had been read time and again during the war years, but
this odd “not knowingness” has crept steadily up on me over the last 3-4
years. Is it because I’m gradually losing interest in s-f, or because, now ’zines
are so easy to get they are psychologically devalued, or because the yarns
were outstanding in the old days, or because they’re all of a sameness now?
Do any of the younger fans remember the yarns that appeared during the last
couple of years in Galaxy and ASF and MofSF&F with an accuracy that
enables them to reel off year, month, artist, etc.? Older fans ... do you
remember details of, say, “Black Destroyer” and “Crucible of Power” more
than “That Share of Glory” and “Enough Rope”?
Or am I just growing o-o-old and tired and dim-witted??

Instalment Plan
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One of the most flattering things that has happened to me in fandom was to
be invited to take part in a serial story, each part being by a different fan. I’ve
always had a liking for this particular kind of ingenuity, from the days when
one of the pre-war British fanzines ... was it Fantast? ... was running a thing
called “The Road to Fame” in which most of the characters that had made
their mark in the s-f field were incorporated, and I believe it was D.R. Smith
who got them into such a jam that he had to finish off the serial all by
himself. Most of these multi-authored serials have featured fans ... “If I Were
Wolf” in Spaceways had US fandom discovering a stone which would change
fans to were-creatures, and one running around the ’40 period had British
fandom installing their own dictatorship in the far future after having been in
suspended animation, and it seemed to make a more successful story than a
pure fiction effort like the recent Space Diversions Round Robin. One really
good variant, tho’, ran in a very early US fanzine, and consisted of a spaceopera told by 6 different professional authors. The gimmick was though, that
the first author ... I seemed to remember it was Edmond Hamilton... wrote the
last part, and the next wrote the next-to-last, and so on, until some
unfortunate had the job of tying up the threads in the very first part!
We’ve tried a straightforward serial once or twice at parties, and several
OMPAfans had a typing-finger in “Ring Around the Medcon” in Bang!, but
no one has ever tried my pet idea yet. I wonder if it’s worthwhile to have a go
in OMPA? The idea is that one person starts a story in the normal way, tho’
preferably with plenty of leads, and the readers are asked to send in their
ideas of the second instalment. Two, or perhaps three, of these are published,
and readers are again asked to continue, on any of the two or three unfinished
pieces, and again two or three of the third instalment are published. It would
be interesting to see how much they diverge by about the 5th or 6th part...
and to make things really complicated you could start trying to gather the
threads together to a common end...
•••
HE WAS AN O-O-OLD AUTHOR DEPT.
“The usual trickle of cloth-bound fantasy novels continued to appear,
such as James Stephens’ rewrites of the sanguinary myths of pagan Ireland,
or the massive novels of the British government official Eric Rucker Eddison
(1833-1945)”
De Camp Science Fiction Handbook
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IT WAS AN O-O-OLD STORY DEPT.
The literary-tea-party weekly, John O’London’s, runs a question and
answer column from readers, and occasionally an enquirer wants to know
something in the s-f field; Mike Rosenblum, old-time enthusiast I.O. Evans
and myself have all had our initials under various answers. A couple of
weeks ago, tho’, a query appeared which stumped not only me, but
bibliophiles Fred Brown and Frank Arnold when I asked them. Any
OMPAites come across the following?
“Does any reader know title and author of a novel our reader read
about 50 years ago about a journey to the moon. The hero builds a
wonderful machine in his back garden and flies in it to the moon.
There he meets the delightful light-blue inhabitants. On shaking
hands with a light-blue lady he discovers to his embarrassment that
shaking hands with the opposite sex is an offer of marriage.
Fortunately they fall in love and he brings her in his machine to
earth.”
I presume the Lunarians weren’t descended from some Cambridge
astronauts; they were just cold. Sounds as if it might be an interesting yarn
for the laughs, tho’, if nothing else.
SUBLIMATION IS NOT ENOUGH

OMPA mailing #1 (September 1954)
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Some Notes Upon the London
Fanthropological Expedition,
1954
(1) The Party Assembles
I arrived at the Base Camp, located in a rather lofty neighbourhood to the
South of the Park of Hyde, and received a warm welcome from Professor
Stuart Mackenzie, EX.ST.; the Professor was in the midst of duplicating
passports for members of the expedition, had broken the socket of an electric
light, and asked me to hold a bulb against the bare contacts until he had
finished. I received a third-degree burn on the thumb and index finger of my
right hand, but a liberal application of tannin (internally) from the Professor’s
charming wife alleviated the pain, and I was soon welcoming and being
welcomed by other members.
It seemed wise to take the minds of some of our younger members from
the rigours ahead, so whilst Professor Gillings was left to guard the
equipment and arrange for constant supplies of refreshments I organised a
small working party to staple the first number of this journal. We had in fact
completed it the previous weekend (at an all-night session the previous
Sunday) but Doctor Charles Harris had objected to the back cover on the
grounds that it was rude, and not wishing to trespass on the worthy Doctor’s
special field we had re-cut it.
By ten o’clock the atmosphere could have been cut with an ice-axe.
Flight-Lieutenant Brunner and Pilot Officer Peter Taylor were assisting with
EYE, encouraged by Sir Norman Wansborough who had looked in to wish
the Expedition ghod-speed before following an independent trail to the North
in the tracks of some fool-hardy mid-nineteenth century railway engineers;
Professor Mackenzie was writing out passports which were bring assembled
by Doctors Shirley Marriot and Cathie Youden; Sir Edward Carnell was
seated at a portable typewriter writing one of his Johnsonian essays under the
nom de plume of “John Carnell”; Professor Tubb sprawling in a rather
undignified position on the carpet perusing a large map; Sir James Ratigan,
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the noted artist, was questioning Judge Newman regarding the liquor position
... Sir James worries about such things, but he was reassured. There was some
slight concern over other members of the party, and a taxi which we were to
have used was still being renovated in a garage, but in the present mood of
the expedition we were quite prepared to trek to the outback on foot.
However, by eleven-thirty Lt.-Colonel Buckmaster and his wife had
arrived with Lord Bulmer, Chairman of the governing board of Nirvana and
his wife in the Colonel’s limousine, and the taxi had arrived with several
people who had come to wish us Ghu-speed. Last to arrive was Prof.
Campbell, fcs, frhs, msci, fbis, etc, on a two-wheeled vehicle; and we began
to carry piles of equipment outside and tie them to the roof of the taxi ... all
except the bottles, which Professor Tubb made his particular charge. I donned
a kit lent to me by Mr. Brian Varley (an ex-editor of Space Times), causing
shrieks of innocent mirth amongst the other members. I looked to the North,
and a chill of apprehension swept over me. How soon would this laughter be
changed to tight-lipped solemnity in the face of the overwhelming dangers
that confronted us!
•••
Okay, that’s just to demonstrate how I could have written it. But this is
quicker ...
Pete Taylor finished tying the luggage on top of the taxi and the
passengers started to get in. Vandy (the driver), a friend of hers (a non-fan,
Steve), Cyril Fleisher, BIS-sf enthusiast through whose kindness we were
borrowing the cab, and his fiancee, Dave Newman, Shirley Marriot, Walt
Gillings, John Brunner and Cathie Youden got in. Also Pete Taylor, who was
being given a lift to the station. We all looked at the taxi. We wondered if it
had an extension in the fourth dimension. It was only carrying 7 on the trip
itself, but with all the luggage ... It was an ex-London Taxi, which meant that
it had probably been on the road for 20 years and doing 5 miles a day during
that time. We marked down the convoy speed from a possible 35mph to a
probable 25mph.
It was now half past midnight. Everyone was milling around on the
pavement and lights were going on all over the square, and people were
waving goodbye from the windows. At least, I think they were waving
goodbye. Of course, they might have been catching moths. It seemed to be
time to go. I got on Bert’s bike, clutched at the beard, the thing whined and
moved (the bike, not the beard) and we were off for the first rendezvous, on
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the Northern outskirts of London. It seemed incredible; an utterly fannish
thing actually happening.
I’d never ridden on a motor-bike before, but it didn’t seem too bad once
I was used to leaning with the curves instead of into them as I do on a cycle.
We went through one red light but that was only because we couldn’t be
bothered to wait for it to turn green, and not because Bert is a bad cyclist. We
all separated on the way and reached the rendezvous individually. The taxi
was a poor last, confirming our darkest suspicions. But ... what the hell. It
was carrying fans to a convention. We set off again, leaving London behind,
the headlights sweeping between hedge-bordered fields, The stars began to
show instead of the neon-light glow, and it became colder. I had a tendency
to slip backwards every five or six miles, but the rush of cold air was waking
me up. I actually began to look forward to partaking in the Con.
We rendezvoused at an all-night cafe, an incredibly tattered place in, I
believe, St Albans, with a ceiling that looked as if someone had been swatting
flies with a pick-axe. Someone made a sixth-fandom crack about it looking
like an Epicentre ceiling. We compared notes. Ted Tubb’s car was going
well, the taxi had been chugging along peacefully, the Buckmasters’ car had
a weak spring in its rear axle and had also been slowly suffocating its
occupants with puffs of blue smoke drifting up through the floor but was all
right, and the motor-cycle, only 125cc, had been showing itself slower than
expected, with two on board. We set the next rendezvous, and Bert and I
swept off.
It became colder. When I looked over my shoulder to watch for the
others I’d see Mars shining brilliantly in the southern sky. I thought feelingly
of the men who’d be crossing outer space to get there. At least the trip was
going to give us some local atmosphere for writing stories. We chugged on,
diving through mist-filled hollows, passing the occasional village. The huge
lorry convoys that had been rushing past us earlier slackened; there seemed to
be more vehicles in “lay-bys” on the side of the road and clustered around
all-night cafes than actually moving. We went on; a pale light shone in the
eastern sky and I quoted Omar on the “phantom of false morning” to Bert. He
grunted. Then he cursed. The bike engine stopped and we coasted to a
standstill. Out of petrol. Using more than Bert had expected. Luckily, we
were still ahead of the rest. We waited, and they came up one by one and
stopped. Ron had a can of petrol; we filled up, exchanged notes, and were off
again.
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Another cafe; we gulped coffee and exchanged backchat with hardened
drivers who’d been on the road for the last 20 years, every night. Ted Tubb
was worried about our rate of progress, urged greater speed, and suggested
that the next rendezvous be 60 miles ahead. This was a mistake, as it turned
out, but nothing had gone wrong so far. Maybe Ghu was smiling on us. Of
course, everybody was expecting something to go wrong. The situation
hadn’t changed from the last stop except that the occupants of the
Buckmasters’ car were turning slightly green owing to the carbon monoxide
they were inhaling. The taxi had been chugging on steadily. We looked
respectfully at Vandy. She looked rather like a slightly plump and
imperturbable Betty Grable. If she’d been chewing gum she’d have looked
exactly like a gangster’s-car driver from an early cops’n’robbers film. She
had the same sort of passengers too.
Bert and I swept off again, speeding down hills and chugging up them.
The mist over the fields became thicker, the sky grew lighter. One by one the
other vehicles rushed past, people making rude gestures. Ted ... or someone
... was setting the pace, and it was a hard one. We fell further behind. We
suddenly slowed, the engine choked and stopped, and we glided to a halt. “I
think the engine has seized up,” said Bert, dispassionately. He made various
gestures with the brakes, the kick-starter, tried wheeling it, poked in the tank.
“If only I’d taken on oil with that petrol ...” I looked around. The road was
lined with tall, aloof poplars that faded into the mist on each side. The sky
was pearly-grey. There wasn’t a house in sight. It was one of the
goddamnedest pieces of static scenery I’ve ever had the misfortune to see.
“What do we do?” I asked. “Wait for the engine to cool – it might free itself.”
We waited. We and the engine got cool, but it didn’t free itself. “Only one
thing to do,” said Bert. “You thumb a lift, try and catch up with the convoy
and tell them what’s happened, and get some help here.” He made out an
RAC form (the RAC and AA are internal-combustion-engine fan’s societies,
US readers – very serious and constructive). “Find one of their phone-boxes
or a garage with their sign,” said Bert, “and they’ll send help to get the bike
brought in.”
“Is it a very big job?”
“The last time it took 3 months.”
“Oh.”
We stood at the roadside, handkerchieves wrapped around our hands to
make them clearer, and waved at passing lorries. Once again the great
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brotherhood of the road sprang to attention. The tenth vehicle, a petrol tanker,
stopped, and I clambered aboard. At that time my chief fear was that we’d
pass the rest of the convoy coming back, before I could stop them. But we
rolled on, mile after mile. An occasional house. A garage – closed. “There’s a
police station in the village ahead,” said the driver. “Ummm,” I said. I’d
heard about country police, but it seemed the best bet. We reached the
village, seven or eight miles from Bert. There was a fork there; as we rolled
up the one that wasn’t to Manchester, preparatory to stopping, Ron and
Daphne Buckmaster walked across the road from the other turning.
I shouted to the driver and waved to Ron. The tanker stopped; Ron came
running up with a horror-stricken look. He thought there’d been an accident. I
reassured him that Bert was all right, thanked the good samaritan at the wheel
of the tanker, and he boomed off into the dawn. The Buckmaster car had
missed us, and stopped to wait,and Ron had been meaning to ask drivers if
they had seen us. The taxi and Ted’s car were still ahead. We spoke feelingly
of the foolishness of being in a convoy without keeping in touch, and had a
council of war. The car spring, the weak one, would really sag with me
aboard; if we picked up Bert as well ... And then there was the problem of the
bike. We hastily decided to press on at speed, try and catch the convoy, send
the car or taxi back, and try and find mechanical help for the bike.
We were all Londoners, which meant we were used to an environment,
in England anyway, that always contained a phone-box within a few hundred
yards, a garage within half-a-mile, houses, everywhere. The countryside
dismayed us. We went on, mile after mile, without seeing anything except
trees, hedges, and the early rising cow ... and there were mighty few of those.
At last we did come to a garage, attached to a country pub. We rang the bell
at intervals for 10 minutes or so. No answer. We thought of Bert shivering
back by the cycle, and pressed on again.
A few more miles. I was finding out about the monoxide too. Every now
and again the puff of blue smoke would drift up, and we’d hastily let down
the window and let some freezing air in. But, at last, we came across a
brightly-painted phone box ... A.A., but the principle was the same, and
Ron’s key opened it.
We started phoning. And soon a grim realisation came. No one was
interested in us. The garages listed in the phone-box, scattered for thirty miles
around, couldn’t care less. “A motor-bike? Oh no, we don’t touch motorbikes.” “Sorry, we don’t open – yawn – till 8 o’clock.” “Sorry, all my men
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are working.” “No, we don’t do motor-bikes. Wait till 8 o’clock and try X’s.”
That was the theme. We tried over half a dozen, then rang the police at the
village where I’d been picked up. No news. We couldn’t even get them
interested. After all, it was only a motor-bike and a stranded traveller. Even if
he had a beard, that didn’t make him important. We came out of the box and
muttered in the cold morning air. Two motor-cyclists, looking extremely
efficient, halted by the kerb and chatted about something. Ron talked to them,
I wrote a note telling Bert to leave the cycle and make for the police station
and we’d phone there later,the cyclists took the note and roared off
Londonwards. We slammed the phone-box door, got back into the car, and
chugged off after the convoy. The blue smoke puffed.
Time and the miles passed by, and there was still no sign of the convoy.
Not even the taxi. Maybe they were waiting around the next corner ... but no.
We found another phone-box, an RAC one, and phoned some more garages.
“Try so-and-so’s ... they do motor-cycles. But they don’t open till eight
o’clock.” I phoned the county police headquarters. No, they couldn’t help.
The police station at Weedon, the village where I’d been picked up, again.
No, no news. We muttered about “bloody provincials” in dead earnest. It
wasn’t much use going back now; Bert must have realised by this time that
we couldn’t get help through some cause. He was probably thumbing his way
along, having left the cycle. It was useless anyway, being seized-up. We went
on, coughing in the blue smoke, looking for the convoy. No convoy. It was
morning now, though, and some of the earlier garages were showing signs of
life. We swung into the first one that was definitely open, and bought some
oil. Ken poured it into the engine, and it promptly poured out again around
the sides of the cylinder-head gasket. Oil had been dripping from the badlyseated gasket and onto the exhaust all night, and the origin of the blue smoke
was explained. It didn’t make us feel any more alive.
We propped up the bonnet, took off the top of the engine, took out the
gasket. Ron wiped it tenderly – the garage didn’t sell that type. It broke. Ron
looked at Daphne and Pamela, stalked around to the back of the garage and
explained his feelings to Ghu in army language. We stood around and
thought of Bert, breakfast, and the rest of the convoy.
At the end of an hour the gasket had been manoeuvred on and
surrounded by a sealing paste totally unsuited for it according to the
manufacturers’ instructions, the engine top had been put back, the bonnet
replaced, the spanners counted, and we were off into a sunny morning. We’d
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kept an eye on the vehicles coming from the direction of London, in case Bert
had obtained a lift, but hadn’t seen him.
We kept on going North. We knew we were going North because owing
to the dynamo overcharging Ron was keeping all his lights on (how different
from Burgess!), and the number of obliging people who shouted and gestured
at us definitely slackened as the morning passed. Hard people, these
Northerners. We sped along reasonably fast, talking about Bert and breakfast
in hushed voices, and eventually reached the rendezvous, a huge cross-roads
with an elliptical grass sward in the centre. We orbited it, looking for chalked
messages. No sign. The only thing to do was to press on alone.
At about half-past nine we came to a fairly large town, and the sight of
well-breakfasted Northerners doing their Saturday morning shopping made
us realise how hungry we were. We couldn’t afford to pay town prices for the
size of breakfast we wanted, but at the first transport cafe the other side of the
place, we drove in. This was an odd joint, an ex-RAF mess hall by the look of
it, converted into a civvy cafe by installing a couple of pin-ball machines and
a juke-box. We sat down in an immensity of tables and forms and engulfed a
huge bacon-and-egg breakfast ... all except one fried egg, which, swimming
in a little pool of fat, was left by someone with a too-vivid memory of that
blue smoke. We looked at the thing, and it reminded me of something.
Amongst the props we had brought from Town was a realistic rubber fried
egg. We had, as far as I can recall, no very clear idea of why we brought it; it
just seemed a Good Thing To Have Along. Refreshed with breakfast, we
began to think again. If we could work something with the rubber egg, then
substitute a real one for it for a Northerner to grab ... We found a newspaper
and wrapped the egg up in it, and went out. We felt a lot better. The car
started and moved to the gate, and another car came past on the road from
London, and someone yelled “That’s Ted’s car!” “You’re dreaming!” “No, I
recognise the Eyes in the back” ... the issues of No.1 had been arranged
tastefully around the windows in case we could sell any en route.
Ron put his foot on the accelerator and we surged forward, but it seemed
hopeless. Ted’s car was much faster. We cursed stopping for that egg. But
luck was with us; there was a hill ahead and a string of vehicles crawling up
it, and we managed to get behind Ted’s. A frantic tattoo on the horn; heads
swung around and jaws dropped....
Five minutes later, in a roadside cafe, eight of us swapped our terrible
experiences, and we heard about the taxi. Vandy had her instructions ... drive
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straight to the rendezvous. So she had drove. Ted, getting worried about the
absence of Bert and the Buckmasters’ car, had tried to catch her up ... and
couldn’t. Vandy had been averaging 45mph at least, which meant she’d been
hitting 60 for periods. We found out later that they thought the speedo was
broken ... Vandy had been told not to rely on it. (It was probably registering
about 5mph out.) However, she waited about 10 miles short of the
rendezvous, Ted caught it up, and the party had waited for a couple of hours
and breakfasted. Then, very worried, Ted had unloaded Jim Ratigan into the
taxi to make room for Bert and/or myself in his car, sent the taxi on, and
travelled back at high speed. He must have passed the garage where we were
fiddling with the gasket without either of us noticing the other. He’d gone an
incredible way ... about 40 miles, I think, and must have turned towards
Manchester again about 10 miles short of Bert.
We considered phoning again, but for all we knew Bert might have
arrived at Manchester by this time, or at least sent a message to the
Grosvenor, and we were feeling too dead to do anything but press on like a
herd of lemmings. We went on, though slowed down by the morning traffic;
the two vehicles were separated on the outskirts of Manchester again, but it
didn’t matter now. We found ourselves in streets marked on the AA largescale map of the city, then in the streets marked on the Convention map, and
at 12.30 or so someone raised the cry of “There’s the Grosvenor!” We swept
past it and around the nearest convenient corner and parked. Feeling lightheaded with fatigue we went into the hotel, and for 48 hours relaxed under
the pleasantly soothing and friendly hospitality of Northern fandom (see
Hyphen 9), starting back on Monday morning without Bert, of whom we’d
had no word, and without Walt Gillings, casualty of a late-night Sunday party
at Harry Turner’s. I took his place in the fabulous taxi, and we proceeded to
make the journey back even fabulouser. Nothing broke down, we kept in
touch, and we got quote-taking drunk.
The contents of the taxi consisted of Pamela Bulmer, Daphne
Buckmaster, John Brunner, myself, and the bottom half of Dave Newman,
who was standing on the seat most of the way. The top half was leaning out
of the roof, blaring at passing traffic with a hand-operated klaxon, keeping
the cars in sight, and occasionally shouting something quotable down to us.
The cars were taking notes too, but we had most of the talent:
The perfect fanzine would duplicate itself – you’d take two copies and leave
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them together in a dark room
I had to lower my mind to understand him
They’re going to call their house “Ill Repute”
There’s a Conservative fete down there; that’s a fete worse than death
You can use your prehensile toes now; I’ve finished with them
The garage attendant wanted to know if we needed petrol or whether we used
a charcoal burner
It’s quite clean but it’s funny
He’s got a very fine streak in his character
I’m coming to the conclusion that I am an introvert who was meant to be an
extrovert
We should have a less conspicuous vehicle, such as a hearse
This is the Fanarmada playing ducks and drakes with the traffic
Offer to mend his windscreen wiper for a copy of Nirvana
There’s a flying saucer in front marked “Left tentacle drive”
I wonder why so many of these quotes are sexy?
She said something clean – throw her out
Bad to worse to Convention
I thought we’d hit something then – it’s all right, it’s only a band playing
“The World is Waiting for the Sunrise”
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That pipe’s so foul you can see the nicotine coming out of the welts of his
shoes
The trouble with interlineations is that it’s such a job to find text to put them
between
I weigh nine stone two, but I don’t tell anybody
This Con has put 5 years on my appearance, but inside I’ve sloughed off 15
She was a woman of tender years – her year-rings were too heavy
You can reduce this Con Report to a series of key-words ... “sex” ... “sex” ...
“sex”
There’s an appalling mess of arms and legs in the back of that taxi
Someone pinned a badge on Chuck’s seat and for the next half-hour everyone
was telling him he was a bum secretary
I came up to a hotel porter listening in the corridor at two o’clock and he said
“I’m going in there – they’re breaking things”
And many more (how I can sympathise with the Lord Chamberlain now ...).
We had fine weather most of the way back ... we were able to stroll around
Lichfield and look at the Cathedral and a fair, but it was raining as we went
into London ... a properly suitable melancholy end. We’d enquired about Bert
on the way back, found he’d reported to police back along the route, and,
finding a suitable hitch handy, had gone back to town. Poor Bert ... he
thought it was going to be an organised Con, I think.
Eye #2 (October 1954)
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Collector’s Item
It was with the same sense of unreality that those (usually unfortunate)
Unknown heroes must have felt on entering a “Shottle Bop” or similar halfworld establishment that I discovered a “Collectors’ Shop” in the Victorian
area of London a couple of years ago. I love this great, dirty, wonderful city
for a number of reasons, not the least of which is its largeness, and to a spare
time collector like myself, one who does his book-shop exploring in spurts
and spasms the excitement of finding a new back-street shop with a shelf or
two of dusty books more than compensates for the usual discovery that they
consist of Edwardian girl-school prizes. Those soon-to-be suffragettes were
awfully good at winning prizes.
But here, on a main street through which I rarely travelled, was a
genuine Collectors’ Shop. One encounters shops selling stamps, cigarette
cards, and sometimes foreign coins in every other street, but a window which
displays two ragged bundles of papyri sandwiched between a stack of
(inevitably) Edwardian-beauty postcards (GENUINELY HAND
COLOURED) and some exotically painted lead-soldiers is worthy of a closer
look.
I looked. I knew matchbox labels were collected by an elite few, and
was not surprised to see a few hundred displayed, but cheese labels struck me
as being a fresh field, and I confess the possibilities of razor-blade-packet
collecting had never entered my mind. It’s the used blades that I accumulate.
But one outré branch of esoteric hoarding was missing, and I turned away
with the melancholy that, although the book collector will flourish as long as
printed pages are bound together, the s-f magazine collector is becoming as
rare as the more ancient of the items he hunts.
Where are the collections of yesteryear? I mean the Real collections.
There was a time when an “s-f fan” was a person with a carefully covered
shrine in one corner of the house in which reposed in eternal rest stack upon
stack of yellowing, odd-smelling periodicals, the front cover (red sky and
flaming rocket ships – none of your scantily clad heroines) of one firmly
impressed into the back cover (“Pick out the hidden faces and win $2000”) of
the next.
I am quite aware that such people do exist. The occasional catalogues of
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the magazine dealers bear witness to that, for only half-witted genuine
collectors would pay 7/6 for a dog-eared, moth-eaten collection of naïve, illconstructed and out-of-date attempts at “scientific romance” which cost about
1/3 a score or more years ago. But the breed is dying out. The war struck the
first, nearly mortal blow; how many attics-full of paper which might have
found its way into the hands of collectors found instead the maw of the
pulping-vats after a “salvage drive” one shudders to think. Some collections
were blitzed; there was a sad story in Futurian War Digest, the beloved Fido,
of Weird Tales covers fluttering over the ruins of a fan’s house. Ken Bulmer
still has the relics of a similar disaster in the shape of several copies with
scorched exteriors.
Then came peace – of a sort – and for a short time the collector
flourished. I remember cycling across North East London in ’47 and finding a
shop displaying, on a wire rack hanging outside, about half-a-dozen ’37
Astoundings. And in the same district another magazine shop had a score of
pre-war Wonder Stories and the usual cry of “we had the whole lot in a
couple of weeks ago ... if only you’d come in then.”
But then came the undreamed-of development of s-f book publishing.
Serials dragged from hiding places 20 years deep were published. An
author’s earliest story appeared simultaneously with a current, mature effort.
“Best story” collections flourished with such vigour that the mere collections
of good yarns into hard covers was hardly enough, and the “connecting
theme” anthology was born and still appears.
And the old magazines?
Many thought that it wasn’t worthwhile “keeping a mag. for one story”
when it could be obtained between brand-new boards. And although printing
didn’t alter the quality of a story, it looked better. More ... mature, perhaps.
Collecting of magazines was difficult, any way, owing to the diminution of
those unknown stock-piles during the war. Many stories were altered, and
occasionally bettered, for book publication. Add to this the expense of buying
US books and it’s not really surprising that many exotically-covered
magazines were replaced by fewer and not-quite-so-exotically-covered
books.
I’ve no statistics on the number of large ’zine collections that were
disposed of around ’48 to ’51, but off-hand I can recall those of Messrs.
Lindsay, Evans, Doughty, Parnell, Brown, Flood, Smith and half-a-dozen
others, all well-known fans of the ’40s. With the inevitable flow back to the
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States, there can’t be many of the old-time collections that embrace pre-war
items left. When Ken and I helped Ted Tubb to move house the other week
and unpacked scores of pre-war Astoundings and stacks of Quarterlies, it was
almost like assisting at a sacred rite, and the “3d” stamped in purple ink on
the cover of a 1930 Astounding became a mystic, forgotten symbol.
I think the “completist” collector is now one of those myths and legends,
unless some millionaire is busily renting warehouses and filling them. The
last “completist” in the London area who was in contact with fandom sold out
a year ago. The “Astounding only” collections are comparatively numerous,
and, coming up-to-date, Galaxy and Magazine of Fantasy and S-F will
probably be hoarded for some years until all their stories are reprinted or the
younger fans who are keeping them can afford to buy a whole book at once.
Short sets ... Tales of Wonder, A Merrit’s Fantasy, etc., will probably be kept
for a time, but generally there are few systematic collections around. “Wantlist” is becoming a term appertaining exclusively to book-collecting, and the
encyclopaedic knowledge required of a fan even in the late ’40s is becoming
anachronistic. (“February ’38 ASF? That was the last part of Galactic Patrol,
wasn’t it? Cover showing a rocket ship swinging around the Sun ... no, I’m
wrong, that was the February ’37 ish. February ’38 had the first astronomical
cover, of course, etc etc.”)
Should one move with the times in this case? Reason, and the thought of
those horrible stories, answers “Yes! Get rid of those bug-eyed-insectsbearing pages and buy new books! Less space – cleaner – better in every
way ...”
I look at them, the serried ranks of blue-and-white, black-and-yellow,
black-and-white spines. Astoundings. Floppy orange spines and short pink
ones. Pre-war Wonders. Blue-and-white spines of wonderfully varying
thickness and height. Amazings before the horror of Ziff-Davies. That one I
spotted lying under a pile of junk in an Elephant and Castle shop. Those were
hanging in an incredibly dirty marine-store window down by the docks ... the
whole street vanished during the blitz. That one was in a pile incongruously
placed on a Chippendale table in a respectable antique shop. This ...
I riffle through them. An anthology will never reprint that story ... and
yet there’s something about it ... Of course, those illustrations weren’t
reproduced in the book ... I remember how I first read that on a ’bus coming
back home ... Ah! the letter section! The short-sighted – “Spiders of Mars
will be immortal” – the erudite – “The Einsteinian equations quoted by your
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author –” – the humorous, the would-be-humorous, the solemn, the voice-inthe-English-wilderness wanting contacts, the atmosphere of dead times ... but
interesting times. And of course, there’s the rarity value. How many copies of
Amazing Stories Annual exist today? Who the hell cares? None of it would be
reprinted in a magazine of 1954.
Schizophrenia, here I come. A collector is a collector is a collector. And
a story is a story. But a magazine is a medley. It’s the good and the bad
together, and you choose what you read. And it’s a small slice of history. Not
only the history of the writers and the fellow who gives his opinion at the
back and of the development of the whole s-f field. There’s a personal history
attached to every magazine on the shelves. How and when you obtained it
and how you felt when you read it. It’s nice to have a series sold to you as
one book; it’s nice not to have to wait ten years, as I once did, to read the
second and concluding part of a serial. It’s nice to have the cream carefully
skimmed for one. It’s entirely illogical to keep this magazine that reprints
Verne and Wells, and announces a terrific forthcoming story by Edgar Rice
Burroughs. It’s unreasonable. Unscientific.
Handle that carefully! Dust it and put it back!
Don’t you know that’s a collector’s item?
The New Futurian #3 (Autumn 1954)
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Fanderella and her Fairy
Ghodmother
A Fantomime for Xmas ’54
Act One
SCENE: A typical fan flat, except that covers from the Vargo Statten
Magazine are nailed to the walls and a Gestetner 260 duplicator stands in
the centre of the stage. Enter TWO UGLY SISTERS:
1st UGLY SISTER (calling): Fanderella! Drat the girl! She’s as hard to find
as Burgess’s lights.
2nd UGLY SISTER: Anyone would think that she was the BNF around
here. I told you that we shouldn’t allow her to address that letter to Nirvana.
(Shouting) F-A-N-D-E-R-E-L-L-A!
1st UGLY SISTER: She’s probably talking to that no-good NinthFandomer Buttons again. That nasty little neo-fan! Did you see what he said
about me on the bacover of his Hole?
2nd UGLY SISTER: I never read fanzines produced on a flat-bed
duplicator.
lst UGLY SISTER: Oh, sometimes they’re quite legible. Buttons’ Hole
had nine quotes and four brand-new ideas that I want to use in our fanzine.
2nd UGLY SISTER: Heh-heh-heh. No trouble about that. With our 260,
recommended to us by Vargo Statten Himself, we can flood fandom with our
stuff and nobody will take any notice of Buttons and Fanderella. What did he
say about you, anyway?
1st UGLY SISTER: He said that our ’zine was organised like the
Supermancon. And that our stencils were cut very well considering how old I
must have been before they invented typewriters, and when he got our last
number the Queen’s head on the stamp was blushing, and – ah! Here comes
Fanderella!
FANDERELLA (entering): Good-afternoon, dear sisters.
1st UGLY SISTER: Hah! Don’t try and egoboo me! I had a poctsarcd
from Ghod this morning. He said “Why don’t you give Fanderella a break in
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your fanzine?” What have you been writing to him?
FANDERELLA: Me? To Ghod? Oh, but I could never do that! Why, I
don’t even know the rude words that a neofan must use on writing to Him!
But I think dear Buttons sent Him a copy of Hole with some poems of mine
in it.
2nd UGLY SISTER: Oh he did, did he? That little zap-gun squirt had
better watch out or I’ll flood his sewer with Fantastic instead of Amazing.
Why the hell does he live down a sewer, anyway?
FANDERELLA: He says that it’s convenient to the underground drains
and that he’s going one better than the people who start their careers in the
gutter.
1st UGLY SISTER: He should have started with Edgar Rice burrows
then. Haw-haw-haw-haw-haw!
2nd UGLY SISTER: Heh-heh-heh-heh-heh... wait a moment ... (She
produces a notebook and a pencil.)
FANDERELLA (tiredly): It’s been used. And Bob Shaw wouldn’t
approve of it. He’d say that it wasn’t a hole pun.
1st UGLY SISTER (snarling): Listen, sister. We make the cracks around
here, see? We have all the lines, see?
BUTTONS (entering): Anybody can see that from your faces. (To
Fanderella.) Hi, Fandy.
1st UGLY SISTER: You!!
BUTTONS (approvingly). Nice going – you nearly hissed that.
2nd UGLY SISTER: Well, well. Buttons, Son of Degler. What do you
want?
BUTTONS (ignoring her): Fanderella, are you going to the Big
Convention?
FANDERELLA: Big Convention? I hadn’t heard.....
2nd UGLY SISTER (swiftly): Such things are not for the ears of neofen.
BUTTONS: What big ears you have, o gram-mamma. [?]
1st UGLY SISTER: Fanderella needs to know nothing of the Big
Convention. She’ll stay at home here and slip-sheet on the 260, as usual. Her
kind sisters are going, and we’ll phone back reports to her so that she’ll know
what’s happening. And cut them on stencil, of course. We’ll be able to
publish an account directly the Con ends. (Thoughtfully) Might be useful for
a spot of black ... yuk! Well, we’ll see. It’ll burn up the Ashwhite coalition,
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anyway. Hawww!
BUTTONS: But Fanderella must go! Everyone will be there. All
fandom knows that King O’Graph has put it on, and a Masked Ball
afterwards, so that Prince Dandareni can meet pro-eds and get his stories
accepted. Otherwise, he might have to work for a living! Everyone will be
there. Even Eric Frank Russell and D.R. Smith.
2nd UGLY SISTER: We don’t give a damn if they dig up Jules Verne
and bring him along. Fanderella will stay here, working like a good fa-a-an,
and if she does the job properly and we get no off-set in the ’zine we might
possibly buy her a jelly hektograph for Xmas. Next Xmas.
BUTTONS: That’s mighty generous of you. Ghod help us if you ever
publish a prozine. You’ll probably pay your contributors with back-numbers.
FANDERELLA (sobbing): I-it’s no gug-good, Buttons, I can’t go. I
haven’t any money, anyway. Are you going?
BUTTONS: Well, natch, I couldn’t afford to go, but I meant to hitchhike. But now.....don’t worry, Fanderella. I’ll come over and keep you
company instead. We’ll cheer each other up, like a couple of ex-editors of
Space Times.
1st UGLY SISTER: Well, see that you behave yourselves. We don’t
want to come back and find the place looking like a Room 123. Tidy up if
you can ... some of those old ASFs on the floor near the door are showing
signs of wear. Come on, sister dear. We have to get ready; the Convention
was due to start an hour ago. (They exit.)
FANDERELLA: I wonder what the Big Convention will be like?
BUTTONS: I expect it will be like all three types of Convention
together. All three types.....do you remember the old legend?
(Music)
FANDERELLA and BUTTONS (duet):
Three Cons in a Fan Town,
Each one looking for support.
Thrown by three hopeful neos,
Each one of a different sort,
Three Cons in a Fan Town,
Thro’ the fanzines how they’ll shine,
One’s for young fen, one’s a seri-Con,
One, is ankle-deep in wine.
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FANDERELLA: Which one will the Trufan choose?
BUTTONS: Beanies, brainy boys or booze?
(Together): Three Cons in a Fan Town,
Each one looking for support,
Thrown by three hopeful neos,
Each one of a different sort,
Which one will the Trufan join?
Which one will the Trufan join?
BUTTONS: .....(Hear the neos crying....!)
Together: Make it moin, make it moin, make it moin!
********** CURTAIN **********

Act Two
SCENE: As in Act One, but later. There is one light on, over the Gestetner,
where FANDERELLA is busy slip-sheeting. Enter BUTTONS.
BUTTONS: Fanderella! Sorry I’m late, but I’ve had a shock ... and some
good news!
FANDERELLA: Oh Buttons, what is it? Has Bentcliffe said something
nice about “i”?
BUTTONS: Shush, dear, you mustn’t mention things like that. No,
you’ll never guess. Harris Himself has sent me a subscription for Hole ... and
an article!
FANDERELLA: Oh! (She clutches at her heart and staggers against
the 260. BUTTONS springs to her aid.) No, no, I’ll be all right. It was just the
sudden shock. (She switches off the machine.) Why, Buttons, it’s wonderful!
Why, you might even get another prop on your beanie for this! Did he write
you a letter?
BUTTONS: Er ... yes. I burnt it. I don’t want anything like that down my
sewer.
FANDERELLA: But we have the article.
BUTTONS: And the subscription. Do you know what I’m going to do
with it? I’m going to buy you a jelly hektograph!
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FANDERELLA: Oh, Buttons! I shall be able to publish my own little
fanzine! I shall be able to go on the waiting list for OMPA! You are a dear!
BUTTONS: Yes. Er ... Fanderella ... er ... you know....
FANDERELLA: Is this another proposal?
BUTTONS: Ugh.
FANDERELLA: No! For the 78th. time, NO! I like you, but we don’t
like the same things
(Music)
FANDERELLA: You like Van Vogt, I like Sturgeon,
BUTTONS: You like Pogo, I need urgin’
Together: Van Vogt, Sturgeon,
FANDERELLA: Pogo?
BUTTONS: No go!
Together: Oh, let’s call the whole thing off.....
FANDERELLA: My love’s Lensman, the Romeo-beats-BEMs-man,
BUTTONS: Make mine Heinlein, a rarely-mentions-femmes-man,
FANDERELLA: Femmes and BEMs,
BUTTONS: Or facts-as-hard-as-gems-man,
Together: Let’s call the whole thing off....
BUTTONS: Then there’s De Camp’s humour and rain-on-Venus....
Together: Oh, let’s call the whole thing off!
BUTTONS: Ho-hum, it was worth trying, anyway.
FANDERELLA: You’re such a flirt, too. I remember you whistling after
Shirley at the SuperManCon.
BUTTONS: That wasn’t me whistling; that was a bottle dropping from a
window. And, speaking of Conventions, have bubonic and tetanus phoned in
any reports yet?
FANDERELLA: Don’t be nasty, Buttons. They rang up several times
with reports of speeches and quotes from Prince Dandareni, but about an hour
ago they both said that they were going up to Ted Tubb’s room for a drink,
and that’s the last I heard from then.
BUTTONS: Both of them? Ghods, what a man! A genuine profan, just
like Chapter 12 of the Enchanted Duplicator. Well, if there’s nothing else to
do, shall we sit and read some of the ghood book?
FANDERELLA: Oh, yes, let’s! (She goes to a bookshelf and, taking out
a faintly luminous booklet, opens it and sighs.) Oh, Buttons, oh dear. I wish,
in the name of Jophan ..... what’s that?
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(There is a loud hissing, and a cloud of misty aqueous vapor rises from
the centre of the stage.)
BUTTONS (staring): Steam! I wonder if they have a license?
(The vapor clears, to reveal the bent form of the FAIRY
GHODMOTHER.)
F. GHODMOTHER: Trufans, I come upon a goodwill mission,
With the speed of chain-reaction nuclear fission.
BUTTONS: Pomes, huh? You’ll never see it in EYE’s poetry section.
Who are you, anyway?
F. GHODMOTHER: I’m Fanderella’s Fairy Ghodmother, called here by
the Book,
But if that’s the way I’m welcomed in, I’ll sling my hook!
FANDERELLA: Oh, no! Please, kind Fairy Ghodmother!
BUTTONS: Take it easy, old girl. No personal offence intended; it was
just a fanmanship ploy. We can’t all be Wansboroughs.
F. GHODMOTHER: To speak in verse by Law I am compelled,
Tho’ it doesn’t seem to matter how it’s spelled.
BUTTONS: Won’t your Trade Union rules allow you just to rhyme here
and there?
F. GHODMOTHER: Why, that’s a bright idea and worthy of the
intelligence I see in your sensitive fannish features,
I’ll try that in all my future speatures.
BUTTONS (wincing): Don’t thank me, thank Ogden Nash.
F. GHODMOTHER: The awkward introductory preliminaries being
through,
... How nice to use such polysyllables! ... what can I do for you?
FANDERELLA: Can you help me to attend the Convention? I do so
want to go!
F. GHODMOTHER: Easy as finding an article in Authentic; I have a
magic zap-gun here, filled with Steam made from non-alcoholic rhubarb
wine, Now, if you have a bit of machinery around (she eyes the Gestetner),
why, yes, that’ll do fine....
(She squirts the zap-gun at the Gestetner, which becomes enveloped in
Steam. It clears to reveal a lovely Ancient London Taxi.)
F. GHODMOTHER (proudly): There! A carriage to convey you to the
Con,
And a dress and mask for the ballroom later on....
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(She squirts again, and Fanderella’s inky rags turn into jewelled rags. A
mask appears on her face)
FANDERELLA: And my beanie, dear Ghodmother? Couldn’t I have a
new one?
F. GHODMOTHER: Certainly, certainly, I’m no meanie,
(Commandingly) Give the li’l girl a classy beanie!
(She squirts; there is a puff of Steam and Fanderella’s beanie turns to
glass.)
FAIRY GHODMOTHER (staring): Well, I’ll be a filthy huckster, they
must have thought I said “glassy”,
Unless someone in the top office is getting sassy.
FANDERELLA (trying it on): Ummmm. Your articulation isn’t very
clear.
FAIRY GHODMOTHER (indignantly); My articulation is perfect!
Why, even Ashworth said my last article was semantically clear,
I’ve had articles in Nirvana, articles in ...
BUTTONS: Feud! Feud! Will you write my fanzine Hole about it?
FANDERELLA: I’m sorry, I spoke without thinking. I think that you’re
wonderful, and the beanie’s beautiful. Why, it’ll be even better than John
Roles’s hat at the SuperManCon.
FAIRY GHODMOTHER (interestedly): Oh, he was wearing one, was
he? After 48 hours of Manchester I thought ... well, I’m glad you saw it,
Now, jump into the taxi, and I’ll change this passing insect into a
chauffeur for it.
(She squirts; a six-foot driver-ant appears.)
BUTTONS: Ghod, it looks like an extra out of Us, Son of Them.
(FANDERELLA steps into the taxi, the FAIRY GHODMOTHER slams
the door, the engine roars, and it moves off-stage left.)
FAIRY GHODMOTHER (calling after it): I forgot to tell you ... the
Steam dries at midnight, and everything will change back then! Return before
twelve! Ummm. I wonder if she heard? (She vanishes in a cloud of Steam.)
BUTTONS (waving): Goodbye, Fanderella, goodbye, goodbye ... hey,
we forgot me! (He runs a few paces, then stops and shakes his head.) Too
late. Locked out. Anybody would think that the London Circle were running
that taxi. (He looks around) And I did want to attend the Masked Ball too.
Think of the opportunities! And I’ve got that cider, too, prepared from a new
recipe ... pour a pint of absolute alcohol over 6 apples, leave for 2 hours to
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mature, and throw the apples away ... hah! I’ve an idea! My own duplicator
for Hole!
(He runs off-stage left, returns with a flat-bed duplicator, and examines
the magazines scattered on the floor)
BUTTONS: I thought so! Drops of solidified aqueous vapor! (He flicks
his fingers at the duplicator.) Duplicator, duplicator, toil and trouble,
Turn into transport at the double!
(There is a cloud of Steam; it clears to reveal a rusty bicycle.)
BUTTONS (shrugging): Oh, well ... as long as it doesn’t seize up on the
way.....
(He mounts it and rides off-stage left.)
********** CURTAIN **********

Act Three
SCENE: The Masked Ball at the Big Convention. Dozens of masked fans and
fannes are massed on the stage, dancing, drinking, zapping, talking, and
snogging in quiet corners.
From the mass emerge two FAN EDITORS, recognisable in spite of
their masks by their inky clothes.
1st FAN EDITOR: He was an o-o-old fan ... and tired. He was so old that he
could remember when Hyphen was clean enough to have White illustrations.
2nd FAN EDITOR: So old that he could remember when Ron
Buckmaster started to built his tape-recorder.
1st FAN EDITOR: So o-o-old that he could remember the last number
of Science Fantasy News.
2nd FAN EDITOR: Ahh-h-h, Prince Dandareni was a staunch Trufan of
the old type. When they told him that Slant had folded they had to take his
zap-gun away from him. And now ...
2nd FAN EDITOR: Now Prince Dandareni has fallen. It might have
been better if it had been pro-writing ... after all, one can write for money and
still be a profan. But ... a girl! To spend all the evening with a girl, instead of
talking to us other faneds about fan-politics or ... damn it! He might even talk
about science-fiction:
1st FAN EDITOR (uneasily): Steady, old man. No need to be obscene.
2nd FAN EDITOR: I apologise. Oh well, the girl seems to be a fanne,
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anyway. I wonder who she is?
1st FAN EDITOR: Everybody is asking that. Someone suggested that
she might be Sergeant Joan Carr, but Slater yelled “’Shun!” in her ear and all
she did was to turn around and say “Shun what?” She can’t be Ethel Lindsay,
because when someone set fire to Mackenzie’s kilt she just laughed, and it
can’t be Pamela Bulmer because Ken isn’t nearer to her than the third row
back, right next to Carnell.
2nd FAN EDITOR (in a shaking voice): Carnell in the third row? She
must be popular!
1st FAN EDITOR: She was keeping them off with a flat-bed ink-roller
before Prince Dandareni spotted her. She can’t be from Liverpool because
when Ashworth asked her for her portrait in a Bikini she slapped his face, and
she can’t be Joy Goodwin ’cos she’s only drinking orangeade. She can’t be
Daphne Buckmaster because ...
2nd FAN EDITOR: Look out, here they come ... as I was saying, you
can see why Trufandom is getting smaller.
1st FAN EDITOR: Why it’s getting smaller and smaller....
2nd FAN EDITOR: Just a load of bums hanging together for mutual
support....
(They drift back into the crowd, and PRINCE DANDARENI and
FANDERELLA emerge from it to the front of the stage.)
PRINCE DANDARENI: Directly I saw you I knew that you were ...
different.
FANDERELLA: You could say the same thing about Bert Campbell.
PRINCE DANDARENI: I felt that I was in a state of ecstasy.
FANDERELLA: You don’t get ecstasy on half-a-glass of sherry.
PRINCE DANDARENI: Quotes! Quotes! They fall from those beautiful
lips like ... like a double handful of jewellers tossed ... oh, I don’t know what
I’m saying!
FANDERELLA: Don’t worry, you’ll read it on Hyphen’s bacover. But
... I’m sorry. And ... I do understand.
PRINCE DANDARENI (seizing her hand): You do? It’s like being
drunk whilst walking with Arthur Clarke under water.
(Music)
PRINCE DANDARENI (sings):
Beautiful fanne, oh wake unto me,
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The life of a BNF’s waiting for thee,
Thoughts of the mundaners’ world of today
By dupers and hektos are soon lulled away,
Beautiful fanne, oh queen of my song,
Come where Enchanted dupers belong,
Beautiful fanne, awake unto me,
Beautiful fanne, awake unto me.
Beautiful fanne, from out of the Con,
We’ll take no notice of what’s going on,
Out of the zap-guns, streamlets are born,
Waiting to dry in the bright coming morn,
But beautiful fanne, we’ll put out a ’zine,
A License of Marriage if you’ll be my Queen,
Beautiful fanne, here’s some egoboo free,
Beautiful fanne, will you please marry me?
FANDERELLA: Oh, Prince Dandareni, I ... what was that? Zap-gun
shots drying ... oh ... oh ....
(A clock starts striking.)
PRINCE DANDARENI: Midnight! Take off your mask, my love, and ...
hey! Stop!
(FANDERELLA runs down the stage and off left. A cloud of aqueous
vapor drifts on stage as the clock strikes midnight, followed by a DRUNKEN
PRO-EDITOR.)
DRUNKEN PRO-EDITOR: (swaying): Wheresh the strip-poker game?
Where – ish – th’ – shtrip – poker – game? (He surveys the Conventioneers,
who have been too startled to unmask.) I just met one of the losers. (He
collapses on the stage, mumbling.): Riding back on a Geshtetner 260!
(PRINCE DANDARENI picks up FANDERELLA’s glass beanie.)
PRINCE DANDARENI: She must be found!
********** CURTAIN **********

Act Four
SCENE: The Flat. Enter the two UGLY SISTERS, examining letters.
1st UGLY SISTER: Here’s another congratulating us on producing the Big
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Con report within 12 hours of the Con ending.
2nd UGLY SISTER: Who’s it from?
1st UGLY SISTER: Ashworth, I think, but there’s a big bloodstain
across the foot of the page and I can’t see. And there’s three letters asking for
apologies, including one from the Postmaster General.
2nd UGLY SISTER: Oh well, apologies are easy. There’s a letter from
Brunner here, congratulating Fanderella on her poetry. (She tears it up.) We
can’t be working that silly little neofan hard enough if she’s got time to write
poetry.
1st UGLY SISTER: Here’s a poctsarcd from Ghod. He says that he
liked the size of our Con report, and the quickness, but he can’t remember a
lot of the incidents.
2nd UGLY SISTER: He can’t remember? (She goes to a pile of fanzines
on the table, picks one up, riffles through the pages.) It reads all right to
me.... Tubb auctioneering ... cat walking on glass roof ... search for 35mm
projector ... noisy Liverpool party... throwing bottles down chimneys ...
sailing paper planes off roof ... speech by Willis ... apologies from Chairman
... showing of Metropolis ... throwing water- filled paper-bags from windows
... alarm-bell ringing all through the evening... Wendayne Ackerman on
Dianetics ... Campbell says to take her away hrm hrm ... ballet ... strip-poker
... Bloch, Korshak, Eshbach and Evans ... Harmon breaks down door ... Ted
Tubb auctioneering ... throwing bottles from windows ... quote cards ... show
by Medway mob ... drunks ... speeches ... hmmm, nothing wrong that I can
see. Pity we were so occupied during the evening that we couldn’t phone
much through, and can’t remember what we did the rest of the night, but we
must have phoned full reports through to Fanderella.
1st UGLY SISTER: Yeah, we must have done.
2nd UGLY SISTER: She’s too nice to try to put anything over on us,
heh-heh-heh.
1st UGLY SISTER: Buttons isn’t. Oh well, it doesn’t matter ... every
Convention’s the same. By the way, isn’t ORION due?
2nd UGLY SISTER: Not until the one o’clock post. Ah-hah... here’s a
one-shot from the Palace.... “Be it known to all fans and fannes that We,
Prince Dandareni, have despatched a herald bearing a beanie, who will try it
on the head or heads of every actifanne in the kingdom, and whosoever it fits
I hereby promise to take as my Princess. Given under our seal, this day,
etc.etc., printed paper rate, etc. , etc....” Ummm. Quite s & c for that crowd at
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the Palace.
1st UGLY SISTER (preening herself); Well, well, my big chance. I’ve
always wanted to marry the Prince and perhaps one day produce ... a little
printed fanzine.
2nd UGLY SISTER: Whaddya mean, your big chance? Listen, the only
big thing about you is your head. The Prince will naturally pick the biggest
BNF....
1st UGLY SISTER; I’m a bigger BNF than you. I’ve had 5 more free
fanzines sent me than you have, and ...
2nd UGLY SISTER; Why, you bem-faced – ulp ... someone coming.
(Enter a HERALD ... easily discernible as PRINCE DANDARENI in a
false beard ... bearing the glass beanie on a silken cushion.)
1st UGLY SISTER: Good morning, Mr. Campbell, sir.
2nd UGLY SISTER: We were just saying how much we liked
Authentic, Professor Campbell, sir.
PRINCE DANDARENI: Please, please! I am not Campbell.
1st UGLY SISTER: Thank ghoodness..! can go on taking Femizine with
an easy conscience.
2nd UGLY SISTER: Yeah, we can do without the pros.
PRINCE DANDARENI: I am a Herald from the Palace, and this is the
beanie which will indicate the fanne upon whom Prince Dandareni will
bestow his hand and his heart.
2nd UGLY SISTER: Well, come ’ere and let’s try it. I’m sure it’ll fit
me.
PRINCE DANDARENI (wincing): You ... er ... really want to? (He
extends it reluctantly. The 2nd UGLY SISTER grabs it and sticks it on her
head. It falls off. She tries again. It falls off again.)
2nd UGLY SISTER: Bah! (She kicks the beanie.)
1st UGLY SISTER: Hey, be careful of my beanie!
PRINCE DANDARENI and 2nd UGLY SISTER (together): Yours?
1st UGLY SISTER: Certainly! Look! (She puts it on her head, and it
falls off, twice.) Bah! Fake beanie!
PRINCE DANDARENI (picking it up): Sorry, girls. Every one who’s
tried it has been too swollen-headed or too pointy-headed for the beanie to fit.
(He sighs.) It seems that I ... I mean, Prince Dandareni, will never find my ...
I mean, his, true love. (He looks around.) Any other Trufannes living here?
1st UGLY SISTER: No. No, of course not.
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2nd UGLY SISTER: Positively and obviously not.
PRINCE DANDARENI (sags): Oh, well. Thanks. (He turns to leave.
FANDERELLA and BUTTONS enter, right.)
BUTTONS: ... and Peter Hamilton bought my story and said that I
showed obvious promise of great talent, so I’m on the way up. I’ve left the
sewer and found a good gutter ... I shan’t be content to rub along any more ...
no longer a rubber Buttons but a gutta-percha. I shall still faan, tho’, and ...
Hey! Fanderella! You aren’t listening!
FANDERELLA (staring at PRINCE DANDARENI): Ugh?
PRINCE DANDARENI (staring at FANDERELLA): Ugh!
1st UGLY SISTER (hastily): This is just a salesman from Medway
(Fantasy) Ltd.
PRINCE DANDARENI: I have been searching for a beautiful true and
active fanne beloved by Prince Dandareni ... though it hardly seems to matter
about the beanie now.
BUTTONS: True and active fan? That’s my little Fanderella, here!
(Holds up her arm.) Look, the mark of the young and innocent Trufan ...
purple fingers! She’s just produced a hektographed ’zine that will ...
PRINCE DANDARENI: The beanie.... (He puts it on FANDERELLA’s
head, and it fits.) Yes! It is my own true love! (They embrace.)
BUTTONS: Gee, this is just like the ending of a Sturgeon story, (Wipes
his eyes.) I’ll go and tell the fans. (He leaves, right.)
PRINCE DANDARENI (to the UGLY SISTERS): As for you two, your
punishment for trying to deceive me, your Prince and President of both
FAPA and OMPA ... you will exchange your Gestetner 260 for Buttons’s
flatbed! (They creep out. Fans surge in from both sides, led by BUTTONS.)
Fans! Rejoice! I have found my Princess, and soon we shall leave for our
own palace in the land of Trufandom, within sight of the tower of the
Enchanted Duplicator. But meanwhile, you’re all invited to join in the
celebrations at my Christmas party!
(Music)
GRAND FINALE
THE COMPANY:
I’m dreaming of a fan’s Christmas,
Just like the ones I used to know,
With the dupers churning, and fan-eds burning,
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With humour, alcohol and dough.....
I’m dreaming of a fan’s Christmas,
With every stencil that I plan,
May your days, be worthy of a Slan,
And may all, your Christmases be Fan!
********** CURTAIN **********
Fanderella: A Fantomime. Produced and directed by A. Vincent Clarke.
Lyrics by A.Vincent Clarke.
Illustrated by A.Vincent Clarke, and duplicated for Eye No. 3 by
A.Vincent Clarke.
Acknowledgements: Gestetner by Gestetner. Typewriter by Royal.
Music by beer bottles. Ancient London Taxi by Luck. Letters by post.
Fandom founded by Ghod. Water used in zap-guns of Act 3 supplied by the
Metropolitan Water Board. Steam by the Bulmer Aqueous Vapor Company.
Some inspiration received from Joy Goodwin, the Bulmers and the
Buckmasters, encouragement from Stu Mackenzie, and a few words lifted
from various popular song-writers we haven’t time to look up.
DRAMATIS PERSONAE: FANDERELLA, TWO UGLY SISTERS,
BUTTONS, FAIRY GHODMOTHER, KING O’GRAPH, PRINCE
DANDARENI, TWO FAN EDITORS, A DRUNKEN PRO-EDITOR, and a
cast of hundreds. All characters herein are strictly imaginary, and any
resemblance to people or incidents living or dead is just another indication of
how Nature imitates Art.
Eye #3 (Christmas 1954)
Note by Vince Clarke, following the above:
FANS AND FANNES: you must be pretty tired of seeing my name
popping up all over – at the time of writing, early November, I’ve stuff in the
current Alpha, Bem, Hyphen, i, Ploy and Triode, have a chainzine,
Duplicating Without Tears, circulating, am Association Editor of OMPA and
its official organ Off Trails, have two personal ’zines, Zymic and Launching
Site, therein, and co-editorship of Dysteleology, am having material in the
forthcoming issues of Orion, New Futurian, Grue, etc. This space-hogging is
pretty sickening, I know, and the only excuse I have is that Fandom ’54
seems a Good Thing to be in. However, besides the fact that I’m slowly
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starving through too much fanning and not enough money-earning and that
Sublimation Is Not Enough, so many things have been happening to me lately
– for instance, I can’t seem to get an idea out of a faan context – that I’ve
decided to have a go at being a mundane citizen for a while ..... which will
probably be a Good Thing for the mundane world, anyway. So this is a short
announcement of voluntary gafia. I’m cutting down on commitments, have
given up my columns, and this will be the last “i” for some time in which I’ll
have any large part. I shall of course continue the OMPA office, but this is to
warn everyone that you can address me in future as a fringe-fan. Fan-Eds
wanting material will be lucky if they get a rude postcard a la Bernard Shaw.
Correspondents!! Those long screeds will be OUT. I can hardly afford
postcards, let alone stamps. If my future plans succeed I should be really
actifanning again in early 1956, but until then I’m going to bask in the
reflected glory of having helped to start “i” and OMPA, and maybe become
known as one of those awful BNFs who stalk around telling neo-fen what to
do without actually indulging themselves. But meanwhile ...
Sordid commercialism – I’m coming! A. VINCENT CLARKE
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Room for One More
If you’ve never started to make a collection at some time in your life then
you’re a very odd Thing indeed, and I’m not sure that you ought to be
reading a decent fanzine like Orion.
Collecting something, whether it’s birds’ eggs or buffalo heads, bottlelabels or boxing-gloves, is an ancient human weakness. Ug was just as proud
of his pile of splintered skulls as your Aunt Sarah is of her picture postcards
of Westcliffe-on-Sea. In fact, it’s one of the five points where the ordinary
homo sapiens and the science fiction fan meet on common ground.
The collection of the s-f fan has, of course, a definite bias. It may be s-f
pocket books or s-f magazines, s-f manuscripts or fantasy art, but somewhere
in his home, at some time, there accumulates a pile or shelf or wall-full of
paper.
This accumulation grows over the years, greedily absorbing material at
the edges and ingesting it like a monstrous amoeba until one night the fan
wakes in a cold sweat.
The floor has creaked like a rheumaticky dinosaur. Is it giving way
under the strain?*
* Of course, if it had creaked like a rheumaticky cow it might be giving whey
under a strain.

There is only one thing to be done. The collection must be dispersed. Of
course, it could be sold or otherwise disposed of, too, but at this stage the
collector is not even subconsciously able to think of ridding himself of this
Frankensteinian monster he has created.
So another room begins to get that filled look, and there are bitter
comments from other members of the family regarding the comparative size
of the Collection (now spelt, you notice, with a capital “C”) and the local
municipal rubbish dump.
Naturally remarks of this type make little difference to the fan, who has
now reached the stage where he says “You must come up and see my
Collection” in the same tone of voice in which Shah Jehan might have
remarked, “You must come up one night to see a little thing I’ve had built –
I’m calling it the Taj Mahal.”
But the Collection carries the seeds of its own destruction. The fan is
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forced to come into braking orbit; the size of the collection, the sheer colossal
immensity of the thing, becomes too much for him
He finds his memory failing. He can’t remember on which shelf he
placed any particular magazine. He can’t even remember which room. He
worries about the latest bargain that he has acquired. Didn’t he buy the very
same thing three years ago? He covers himself with dust climbing into odd
nooks and crannies in a desperate attempt to keep track of the collection.
A great change comes over him – the fenopause. Like a tadpole
suddenly realising what fun it must be to breathe air, he decides that he will
alter his ways. He will specialise. No longer will he be in the swim with
thousands of others; he will be an authoritative frog in his pond!
What shall be his speciality? Anthologies? Bradbury?* Future war
stories? Pocket books only? ESP stories? The scope is great, the choices
many, but he will gradually filter out of the collection all the items which do
not deal with his speciality. He will compile lists dealing with his own dear
subject; he will be asked to speak about it at S-f conventions and write
articles about it. He will, in short, become an Expert.
* Siddown, Ron.

The specialised collection will grow larger. And larger. Jealousy will
enter his soul as he meets other Collectors who possess items that he desires.
He will strive to outdo them and his Collection will grow still larger.
The rest is really too tragic to put down in cold print. The frantic
attempts of the collector to escape from the vicious circle*, his rapidly
greying hair as he has to refuse choice items because it would cause the
Collection to overflow again; the pure inability to give up the drug of
collecting. There is no solution that I have heard and if you’ve read this far in
the desperate hope that I may be able to help you, I’m sorry. I can only offer
you my sympathy.
* No reference to London intended.

Of course, there must be a solution somewhere. There is bound to be.
Things just can’t go on like that, without something happening. I’m afraid
that I haven’t time to straighten out the vicious circle myself, however, for I
have other things to do. Carpentry, for instance; the floorboards have begun
to creak a little and I have to put in some more nails.
Or should I just move some of the collection into another room?
Orion #14 (February 1956)
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Don’t Sit There ...
Once upon a time we used to say – I used to say, frequently, – that if
someone was of the fan type, he or she would find fandom, sooner or later.
This sounded fine. It gave fandom a status half-way between Piccadilly
Circus and the Catholic Church. Moreover, it eliminated any prospect of
having actually to look out for recruits, proselytes and wanderers by the
wayside. They would come, as filings to a magnet, to the Halls of the
Blessed, and, after suitable probation, enter into BNFmanship.
A look around the fanzine-fandom field of today discloses that even if
this was anything more than a pious hope, it is no longer true. The new
entrants to fandom are so few as to be practically invisible; and those who do
survive the impact of no interest find an amorphous, spineless entity whose
lack of cohesion must seem like deliberate obscurantism. There are few
fanzines, they are getting fewer, and in them, with the exception of NuFu
[New Futurian, edited by Mike Rosenblum], there is very little to show the
general underlying structure on which modern fandom is based. There is a
general lack of bonhomie, a lacklustre don’t-do-it-yourself spirit; the old
guard have their own coteries, a perfectly natural development, but the
newcomer must fight for recognition. Who can blame them if they find the
struggle too hard?
This situation arises, as a natural consequence, from the happy-go-lucky
years of the s-f boom. There were far more magazines on the market, and
their publicity for fan affairs – Conventions, fanzines, meetings, letters-tothe-editor – brought in more names, more recruits, than any accidental
contacts, any word-of-mouth introductions, could have done. It was suddenly
easier to contact the foetalfan – the active-fan-in-embryo, and joyous,
ebullient fanzines like Quandry and Hyphen flourished, looking to the past
equally with the present and the future. There were enough new faces to
make the discovery of the past exciting; fandom had been persisting for
years, it was sufficient in itself. Let fanarchy flourish, and laugh away any
thought of an enduring structure in fandom. I did some laughing myself.
Fandom was going to continue, breathless, exciting, a small culture but an
ever widening one.
Those carefree years have left a legacy of a few remnants of dead and
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dying clubs, a few fanzines, an almost complete lack of contact between
distant fan centres. Contact (the news-zine run by Ron Bennett and Jan
Jansen) could have spun a network across fandom, to keep some unity which
both the old-timer and the newcomer to fandom could grasp, but, without
that, what is there? OMPA keeps the established fans united, though even
here the lack of new blood is shown by the lack of partisanship on practically
any issue raised. The World Convention should have been a recruiting site for
fans – but fans were too anarchic to make any effort this year to present
evidence that it would welcome newcomers to fanzine fandom.
Authentic S-F has folded, and killed another source of contact. By
contact, I mean, printing a review of your fanzine (as it used to) or printing
someone else’s address that you could write to, to tell them about fandom.
Yes, you ... perhaps. Fandom, suffering from chronic anaemia, drifts
aimlessly, and a glance around will make it evident that any delusions of
grandeur it may have that it will be voluntarily aided by an enthusiastic group
of blood-donors are strictly on the far side of optimism.
It is evident that what we need is a new s-f fan society.
You needn’t read any further if you don’t agree with the general
estimate of life in British fandom today that preceded this, because the
following is based on the assumption that is correct. It is also based on the
assumption that Something Should Be Done About It; before dissenters drift
away to their Ivory Towers I trust that they will write and let me know how
they manage to be satisfied with Fandom as it droops today ... that is, if it
doesn’t involve some Act Of Faith.
Why should I pick the Something That Should Be Done About It as a
formation of a club? They’ve tried before, and they’ve failed. Fanarchy,
disinterest, lack of time, money, gafia, fafia, have all contributed to the
failures, and virtually all those reasons have contributed not once but many
times to the break up of successive clubs, associations and societies.
The simple reason why a club is formed is the natural gregariousness of
the s-f fan. By definition, these days and amongst ourselves, if you’re a fan it
is because you like to meet other fans, at Conventions, clubs, or through
correspondence. We do not call the man who reads s-f a fan, however big a
collection he may have. Howard Keel, Kingsley Amis, Dr Oppenheimer and
Bob Monkhouse, to pick four names from widely differing fields, we know to
be s-f readers, and probably with their amount of income have amassed
considerable reading matter. But, in the fan sense, they are not fans.
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To the oldtimer, his personal contacts, his knowledge of fandom as a
small facet of social culture, and perhaps his fanzine, all give him the sense of
belonging, of being one of a group. Even those who criticised structures in
fandom – and some of the critics constitute the backbone of fandom – still
had that instinct to work together with others of like mind, for destruction if
not construction.
The newcomer has none of this. He is the foreigner, the outsider
knocking to come in, and the wide-open door can be more of a bar than a
closed one with a notice of “Members Only”. If you are that simple (but how
significant thing!), a Member, you have doubled your points of contact with
strangers – common interest plus common Membership.
Psychologically, the existence of a club helps to increase contact
between fandom and the foetalfan. Practically, the knowledge of the existence
of a club is obviously a sign to the foetalfan that he is not alone in his
enthusiasm. It cannot be argued that, on the side of a newcomer, a club can
be anything but helpful.
Aside from the obvious advantage of new blood in the ranks, what
advantage is there to the established fan? This is the rock on which so many
societies have foundered, for at the start of a club the established fan has all
the work, and, if he is active, will obviously be giving up some time on fanaffairs of major interest to undertake business which he probably forsook
years before, when the first flush of proselytising faded. If he is running a
subzine, he may obtain more subscribers and more help, but apart from that,
what is there?
This is where we come down to brass tacks. If I, who have been in
fandom 10 years, now advocate the resumption of a fan society in Britain,
after at least 7 or 8 years when I’ve quite happily rolled along without giving
the whole idea more than an occasional humorous thought, why do I do it?
Reason 1 arises from the task of issuing propaganda for the World
Convention. However trufannish it may be to be a lone wolf, however much
you cry that your individualism is enough in itself, when fan affairs impinge
on the mundane world you are no more than a lone eccentric if you are not a
member of an organisation.
This independent existence is naturally quite sufficient for run-of-themill fan affairs. But you cut no ice with outsiders – and in particular,
newspapers – if you point to a disorganised, if happy, chaos and say “That’s
us ... no, we’ve got no Secretary except the Convention Secretary, we’ve got
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no means of communication except the ordinary fan sitting down and writing
to everyone he knows at his own expense. You’re interested in fandom,
chum? But you don’t live near London, Liverpool, Cheltenham or
Manchester? Then you’ve had it, except for writing letters. Who do you write
to? Well, I can give you the names of some fanzine editors; they’ll probably
be too busy publishing fanzines to write to you, and there’s only four or five,
but they’ll be glad to send you their fanzines. What will the fanzines be
about? Well, fan affairs, mostly. No, I’m sorry, I haven’t got time to stop and
tell you about fandom and its history....”
We pulled in a lot of reporters at the World Con Press Conference,
mostly because the headed notepaper gave us some status, but we didn’t have
anything behind that with national interest. Of course, it’s anybody’s guess
why so few reports appeared – the simultaneous holding of the British
Association annual meeting probably took the limelight and engaged the
attention of Science Reporters who might otherwise have played ball but it
made me at least sharply aware of our amateur status.
With the diminution of reports of fan affairs in the prozines, the only
publicity channel for fandom as a whole, apart from Conventions, is the
national press. You have to put up a front, however phony it is, to get any
attention from it. A newspaper will give a minority group publicity for two
main reasons: it has something to say relevant to current affairs which is
likely to be of interest to the majority of its readers, or it’s so damn silly that
it’ll amuse that same majority. Right now, science fiction is in an uneasy
position between those two points of view, and, whether it matters to the
established fan or not, a report or a published view poking fun at s-f and s-f
fandom is not going to be attractive to the hesitant.
Allied to this is the attitude of papers to our field when something is
printed in them, and brings us to Reason 2: cure of frustration. The saintly fan
may like to suffer fools gladly, but even after all these years it still irks me to
read ignorant references to s-f and fandom, snobbish reviews, the drivelling
of columnists and the conceitedness of scientists who give authoritative
opinions on s-f on the basis of having read half-a-dozen books. It must be an
unusually self-satisfied fan who has never wanted to write a blistering
criticism of some printed rubbish, but unless an editor is in an unusually
indulgent mood that letter, if written, will never pass the wastepaper basket.
It’s from a solitary crank. The same letter, on the headed notepaper of a
society, will receive ... well, several hundred times as much attention – it
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depends on how big the editor thinks the society is.
Reason 3 is a selfish one, and should appeal to everyone. However large
your interest is in the foetalfan, you will find the task of writing pages of
elementary explanation on various facets of fandom boring. It’s boring
because it is damnably wasteful of time and energy. A few years ago there
was a debate in British fandom on the usefulness of a BRE of a
Fancyclopaedia ... a history and dictionary of fandom. One was, in fact,
started, but petered out in the usual spirit of “Well, if the newcomer is a
Trufan, he’ll find out. Someone (else) will tell him all about it.” Since then I,
personally, must have felt the need for such a volume at least a dozen times.
There is nothing whatsoever in British fandom which can be used as a
general introduction to our small culture, yet it is of such primary importance
to the inductance of a newcomer that it should be one of the first and most
easily available documents in fandom, equal to the Anglo-Fan Directory and
more basic than The Enchanted Duplicator.
Reason 4 may be a purely personal one, but I’d like to spread it out for
general observation. Given that having a club – any club – is better, even
fractionally, than having no club, it is a perpetual challenge and an
intellectual problem to set one up that will continue. I had my fingers
somewhat burnt in my younger days in fandom by taking on a good deal
more than I could handle in the matter of a society, but since then my
viewpoint has changed. I can see that it is no use setting up a society in a
burst of fannish enthusiasm and to expect a wave of enthusiasm to echo back
from all and sundry like a revivalist meeting. The people who are competent
to run the sort of society which will attain the objects already enumerated
must be realists in relation to those goals.
There is no reason, of course, why such a course might not be
entertaining as well as constructive; “serious and constructive” can remain a
naughty name as far as I’m concerned. For instance, if mere numbers impress
newspapers – and, obviously, they must and do – then there is no reason why
membership numbers shouldn’t start at something like No. 15,624. If finance
worries the organisers, there is no reason why it shouldn’t be on a strictly
practical basis – something on the order of membership plus one sheet of
rules-cum-catalogue costing 6d, no further correspondence entered into
without a stamped-addressed envelope ... Directory for sale to members 1/- ...
(or whatever Ron is charging) ... list of clubs 2d, sample fanzines at cost plus
postage ... badge extra, printed paper extra, etc. Printed paper? This would be
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reserved for the use of Fellows (actifans) ... etc. These things could be kicked
around and beaten out a little; the major premise would be that such a society
would not be an end in itself but would exist for specific purposes.
I’m not usually one to view-with-alarm and regard-with-dismay, but the
creeping paralysis attending any constructive effort in British fandom is
horrifying. For some years fans, busily constructing quotes, eras of fandom,
styles of writing and other neat paper tricks in fanzines, have laughed to
scorn or, worse, completely disregarded, any activity – with the honorable
exception of TAFF – which will involve group participation and benefit
fandom as a whole. It is not without significance that during the height of the
last “Golden Age” of fan activity the Chicon, the World Convention for ’52,
was run by professionals and old-timers dating back to first fandom. The era
of individualism and, to borrow a phrase from a larger field, personality
worship, has been brilliant and satisfying to anyone who knows what
outpourings of energy have attended individual effort. Fandom has been fun
to be in, and it still is, but in the pursuit of fun we have moved very far from
our starting points.
Today the newcomer to the fan scene, the correspondent of a prozine
who writes to enquire if anyone is interested in corresponding with him or
forming a group, is not helped by the fact that Quandry was brilliant or Slant
mature and humorous. It is only the brilliant who can run before they walk, in
fandom; the number of newcomers who catch the eye of the established BNF
and are helped by him or her lessens in direct ratio to the enthusiasms of
those BNFs – under the present system.
The point of this comparison is – is this type of patronage, benevolent
but personal, satisfactory in relation to the present moribund interaction
between fandom and the s-f reading public? Do we wait for the next boom
and meanwhile welcome three BNFs per year while bidding farewell to halfa-dozen, or do we go out and get ’em? Is it beyond the powers of the geniuses
of British fandom to look to the future in their own peculiar sphere?
I’d like to make it clear that what I’m advocating is not a society which
could lead to a sharp division in British fandom analogous to the N3F and
fanzine fandom in the States. Neither do I fancy a Society in which the
officers knock themselves out in entertaining lazy nitwits who regard a
fanzine as an amateur prozine. In the past I have heard fans who have
attempted to go to the masses wail “But they don’t want to be actifans ... no
interest ... won’t join in ... etc. etc.” I’ve done some of it myself ... and in this
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present article, in a way. As I see it, our present problems can be resolved by
a loose organisation which will spread the news that there is a fandom, and
sometimes in doing so strike a small blow for better criticism of s-f. If and
when anyone expresses genuine interest, there should be easily available
facilities for a more extensive and intensive induction.
I have, naturally, a few more ideas on the subject, but the foregoing
should be sufficiently explanatory for the present. What I’m looking for is
comment and suggestions – which will naturally receive publicity in a ’zine
similar to this in the next OMPA mailing – and if you want to damn the thing
root and crop go right ahead.
Zymic #6 (December 1957)
Note. This may have been Vince Clarke’s most influential piece of writing.
As a more or less direct result, the British Science Fiction Association was
formed at the next UK national convention – Cytricon IV, held in Kettering
over the 1958 Easter weekend. Though much changed, the BSFA continues
to this day.
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On Walt Willis
I’ve known Walter Alexander Willis for six years, ever since I was a
reasonably active and constructive fan. The past tense in the latter half of that
sentence is directly attributable to Mr. Willis, and, sometimes, when I think I
might have been a filthy rich professional by now, I almost wish that the
charming Celt had kept to hi-fi and his collection of La Vie Parisienne.
Almost ...
I’ve no idea what my fellow writers are saying about WAW ... keep it
clean, boys ... but as an active British fan from pre-Willis times I can
truthfully say that, as far as I can see, he has done more than any fan in postwar years to change the face of British fandom.
Before the War we had never, on this side of the Atlantic, produced a
humorist of the calibre of Bloch, Tucker or Knight, and when the remnants of
fandom started to gather together after ’45 the atmosphere was sober, serious
and constructive ... as was natural in the circumstances. By ’48 we were
making an attempt to gather into one Society all the active fans in the
country, and to create new ones. There was no attempt to create an esoteric
group; fandom was for getting together and discussing s-f books and
magazines, then, and the tables of the White Horse, the weekly meeting place
of the London Circle in those days, were littered with prozines at every
meeting.
Into this endeavour to become organised an unknown Irish fan
introduced a printed fanzine. Printed, when there were only three or four
duplicated fanzines covering the whole country! In the Science Fantasy
Society we regarded this entrant to the active field with very mixed feelings;
a fan with that amount of spare energy could have been more usefully
employed, we felt, in turning out a modest duplicated ’zine and spending the
rest of his time in being an Active Society Member. Like most seriousminded societies, we were extremely short of Active Society Members. The
tone of the ’zine too ... poking fun at s-f and practically everything associated
with it! How could we attract those elusive outsiders when in fandom the
Sacred subject was held up to ridicule?
Thus, WAW found the then active British fans somewhat less than
enthusiastic, and exhibiting his very distinctive trait of independence of
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organisation in fandom, he turned to the States. There he found a fandom that
hadn’t been so disrupted by the war, where the time-binding essence of
“Trufandom” had caught his imagination, and in a very short time, he had far
more contacts with Stateside fen than with Europeans.
In Britain the Society struggled for a short time, but there just weren’t
enough active fans to keep the thing going. Those of us with some initiative
but not enough time for organisation became disenchanted with serious
constructivism, and fanning for the fun of it was a darned sight more
interesting. Look at Slant ... getting more interested help than a serious organ
ever would, because, to people like myself, the Right Kind of Fan became,
not the fellow interested in s-f, but in Fandom.
Now, we’ve had brought to our notice recently a distinctive feature of
US fandom that has hitherto remained virtually unknown to British fandom;
the existence of a large band of US fans who are not members of fanzine
fandom. These null-F’s, if I may call them that, attend Conventions, discuss
s-f, and regard themselves as fans, but never write for fanzines or receive
them.
This state of affairs is very different in Britain. Here, if a fan is an active
fan then he publishes fanzines, organises Conventions, and partakes generally
in all activities; very few Null-F’s are prominent in Convention organising,
meetings, etc., and even those who are, such as Ted Carnell, have a fanzine
background.
Thus, fanzine fandom became entranced with the beautiful job WAW
made of Slant, and later Hyphen, and in the humorous material he poured out,
and British fanzine fandom was active fandom. From such fanzines
introduced by WAW to British fandom as Oopsla, Quandry, etc., which
reported Conventions in the 6th Fandom manner, British fans built up a
visualisation of their ideal Con. Disregarding the minor fact that the reports
they most liked were invariably slanted towards humour, they went ahead
and organised Conventions that staggered Walt.
With the example of Hyphen to inspire them, fans leaned heavily to
humour in all their activities, and when, in ’54, native s-f boomed, the serious
and constructive reader who encountered fandom never had a chance. If you
could quote yourself onto Hyphen’s bacover, write a fanzine article
interlarded with puns, or cartoon, the red carpet was unrolled; otherwise, you
were not unwelcome but there was just no place where you could expound
your feelings on the latest Amazing or Astounding.
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Walt had not, I think, created this atmosphere by intent, and, of course,
he was not alone, but his influence pervaded the field. He published the epic
Enchanted Duplicator, was always sympathetic towards requests for materiel
from neo-faneds, and was conscientious in writing fair and inevitably witty
letters of comment. But it was by example that he showed British fans how to
enjoy fanning and how, sometimes, to introduce a note of serious criticism
and sincerity when needed.
The preponderance of fanzine writers and editors in British actifandom
has meant that until recently Walt influenced the whole field of fan
expression here, and it is only in the last year or so, with little from Belfast
and the emergence into activity of the hybrid s-f/jazz fan, that any quantity of
material has been published that has not, consciously or sub-consciously, set
itself against the standard of “Good enough for Hyphen”.
It’s difficult to assess the ultimate value of the fannish anarchy that now
prevails in Britain, where the only national fan club is, significantly enough, a
fanzine publishing association. There is no association which can be entered
by the youngster who is interested in exchanging opinions and hearing news
concerning s-f ... which is, basically, the first step towards the curious entity
known as s-f fandom taken by the usual reader. The Immortal Storm of the
early ’50’s will require some deep psychological delvings.
“We want articles, preferably humorous. We’d ask for serious articles
too, only they’re usually so damned dull.” Thus ran a Willis request for
material.
Being a contemporary of Walt’s in fandom has meant the total defeat of
dullness. I’ve differed with him, sometimes quite bitterly, but the man is
exhilarating, charming ... and, after reading this, embarrassed. Walter A.
Willis is quite definitely a Good Man.
Written 1957; The Willis Papers (August 1961)
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The Case of the Convention
Cadaver

A distant scream filtered through the smoke-blue atmosphere of the King’s
Court Main Hall and Walter Willis looked up with a frown.
“Shure, and I didn’t think that Shirley Marriott had come to the World
Con,” he murmured.
“What was that, Walter?” asked Madeleine.
“I said that someone was serving high scream upstairs, dear.”
“I can’t hear you for the trumpets,” she replied, and settled back to
watch the fancy dress ball. Walter shrugged, and made a notation in a small
black book: 1.15am, Sunday morning ... Convention getting under way – or
should it be “whey”?
•••
The sleek black police car swung into the kerb, stopped, and a small group
emerged on to the pavement. Superintendent Eney looked up at the lighted
windows, listened for a moment to the sounds that filtered out, and shuddered
slightly.
“Sounds as if I should have brought half the Squad,” he murmured.
“They’re going mad in there. One death ... they can’t be English. Hoffman,
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you stand by that wheel; we might need to get away with someone fast. Tell
the ambulance men to wait when they arrive. Ellington, stand by the door
there. Don’t let anyone in or out. Send Hoffman for me if there’s any trouble.
Grennell, you come with me, and wipe that sickly expression off your face,
man. If there’s one thing that’s needed when dealing with hysterics, it’s
calmness. Come on, let’s go!”
They rang the bell. Nothing happened. They rang the bell again. Another
wait. They rang the bell and hammered on the door. It swung open, and a
bearded face looked out. “Did someone knock?” it said.
“I am ...” started Eney. A wave of sound blasting through the doorway
completely drowned the words. Seizing the other by the lapels, he shouted
into his ear. “I’d Superintendent Eney, this is Inspector Grennell and we’re
here to investigate a reported death pthghoorpthooo ...” Spitting out handfuls
of beard he swung the other out on to the pavement and screamed “What’s
going on in there? One cadaver, and a hundred and fifty people go raving
mad?”
“Cadaver? There are only half-a-dozen of us who know anything about
that. This is a Convention, a Science-Fiction Convention.”
“A what?”
“It’s a – a – oh, here, have a press handout. It’s people interested in s-f
getting together. The name’s Clarke, by the way. I’m on the Committee – it’s
the last time, too –” he added, feelingly, “and we’re in the middle of a fancydress ball. One of the hotel staff found the body, one of our members, about
half-an-hour ago, and we rang you right away.”
Eney looked at his watch. “Three o’clock now. How long does this go
on?”
“Probably until Tuesday morning.”
“No, I meant the noise, the – the confusion.”
“That’s what I meant.”
Eney drew a deep breath and looked at Grennell. “C’mon, let’s find
somewhere quiet inside.”
Clarke nodded. “I’ll take you to the upstairs bar. The body is on the
landing outside, and there’s nobody else there except for a skiffle group.”
•••
Eleven filled notebooks lay on the round, glass-topped table, and Grennell
was just finishing off a twelfth. He was looking tired, puzzled and
uncomfortable. Inserting one thick finger inside his collar he pulled it in a
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fruitless endeavour to loosen it and slumped in his chair. “Super,” he choked,
“How much longer is this going on?”
Eney wiped his forehead. “That’s eleven statements, and there’s nearly
three hundred people in the hotel.”
Grennell shuddered. “God. They’re averaging one notebook apiece
except the last and that was two.”
“But he had a lot of interesting things to say about the coral reefs around
Ceylon and Australia,” put in Eney, “and how about the old folk-blues
you’ve got in Notebook 3 – with music?”
Grennell slumped down further. Eney eyed him unsympathetically,
“Don’t relax. Go down and tell Hoffman to let in the ambulance men. No
point in not disturbing the body now, anyway.”
Grennell looked startled. “No point?”
Eney snarled. “If you think that it got itself killed, then arranged itself
outside the door of a closed bar with an unspilled glass on the floor
alongside ...”
“Unspilled?”
“Yeah ... from the look of this bunch they’d regard spilling good liquor
as a worse crime than murder, and whoever arranged the body couldn’t bear
to add the authentic, touch. Go and see to the ambulance, and check if the
doctor’s here ... tell ’em to try and slip through as quickly as possible, though
there are still some TV cameras on the premises, and you can imagine how
the Commissioner would like publicity at this stage!”
In a few minutes, through the blare of trumpets vibrating the glasses on
the bar, Eney heard ascending footsteps. Then they stopped, There was a wild
scream, a thud. He leapt to the door and saw uniformed men gathered around
one of their number lying on the landing below. On the stairs between the
group and Eney was the back of a guest who seemed, surprisingly, to be
correctly clad in black dinner jacket.
“What the hell goes on here?” blared Eney. “I – guk!” He staggered. The
guest had turned, presenting a death-white face and a body through the white
shirt of which protruded a bloody stake. “Holy Mother of –” He leapt
forward. “Have you been attacked? Lie down! Don’t move! You’re safe!
Don’t ...”
“Hey, your dress isn’t fantastic!” protested the other. “What goes on?
Stop pawing me about! You’ll give the Yanks the oddest ideas.”
“You ... that’s fancy dress? Gawd ...” Eney stamped back to the bar,
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removed his collar and tie, and stamped back again. “On your way, son,” he
barked. “Grennell, get those men up here at the double!”
A few moments later a police doctor was examining the body, watched
by the ambulance men, and in a corner of the bar Eney and Grennell were in
low-voiced consultation.
“Super, can’t you see what happened? This guy met up with someone –
Mr. Frankenstein that we just saw, or one of the others downstairs ...” He
shuddered. “Honest, if I hadn’t seen some of them myself I wouldn’t have
believed it ... my bet is that whatsisname here met someone on the stairs and
had a heart-attack.”
“Then wandered down to the bar, bought a drink, came back here, set it
down carefully, and croaked? Use your imagination, Grennell! We’re ... hi,
E.E., what’s the verdict?”
The police doctor had come across to them and the body was being
removed.
“As far as I can see, a compound fracture of the skull, caused by a heavy
blow – collision with a hard surface or a blunt instrument. He was unlucky;
he might have got away with concussion, but I think that there was cerebral
haemorrhage. I’ll let you know more fully tomorrow – or, rather this
afternoon.” He yawned. “Don’t this crowd ever go to bed?”
“Apparently not. Well, thanks. Doc., I’ll look for your report later.”
Eney watched him go, and turned back to Grennell. “Well, Smith has blown
up your heart-failure theory. It looks like ... murder!”
Grennell eyed the notebooks. “According to what they’ve told us? they
seem to think that it was in the air since the Convention opened.”
“Yeah. Let’s try and reconstruct what happened from what we’ve got
already ...”
•••
FRIDAY EVENING, 6 O’CLOCK
Initial crowding at the reservation desk, femme fans working madly,
entering up details of incoming guests, who drift off to lounges or bedrooms
or just stay around. Old acquaintances being renewed, new ones made. An
argument at the hotel desk causing heads to turn, but the girls at the
Convention desk too busy to notice. Then, an eddy in the small crowd,
someone pushing forward.
Ethel Lindsay looked at the large figure, black moustache, luggage.
Disregarding the black scowl on the newcomer’s face she smiled welcome.
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“Good evening, sir. It wouldn’a be ... John Berry, would it?”
“Berry? Berry? Who the hell’s Berry? Listen, girlie, I’m not one of your
little ‘fans’ ... I’m professionally interested. Any of the Committee around?”
“I’m on the Committee,” said Ethel quietly.
“Huh? Oh, yeah. I want to see a man. Damned women interfering all
over ... those girls on the hotel desk wouldn’t give me a room.”
Belle Dietz leaned across in front of Ethel, who was fighting for breath.
“And had you registered beforehand, stranger?”
“I see interfering women are not a purely national characteristic. No, I
did not register previously; I hardly expected that there would be the
necessity at a small-time affair like this.”
“Everyone registers,” said Belle, firmly. “You can settle your worries
with the hotel later – they’ll probably find you a vacant room. Meanwhile –”
she brought out a card. “Membership of the Convention is fifteen shillings.
What’s the name and address, please?”
“I shall expect a refund if the programme isn’t worth it,” said the other,
putting down a handful of change. “The address you’re not getting – I don’t
want to be pestered by a lot of grubby young fans and their fanzines. The
name ... Augustus Bickerstaff,”
Belle and Ethel looked after him as he stamped off with his cards.
“Well,” said Ethel, finally, “It’s a lucky thing that Joy wasn’a here ... there’d
have been murder committed.”
•••
FRIDAY EVENING, 7 O’CLOCK
“I don’t know who the hell you are,” said Ken Bulmer, rubbing his
knuckles, “but if you pester Pamela again I’ll flatten you once and for all.”
“Just like a professional author,” sneered Bickerstaff, shambling off.
“Cliches all the time.”
•••
FRIDAY EVENING, 8 O’CLOCK
The Press Conference: Ron Bennett frantically trying to limit the
number of people pushing their way into the Bar where the conference is
being held ... a large man with a drooping moustache starting to push his way
past ...
“Hey, hey, hold on! What’s the big idea?” “Out of my way, boy! I have
business inside!”
“I beg your pardon – you’re not getting inside unless you have a press
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card.”
“Press card? They all know me – or will. Here!” The newcomer
produced a small business card, and Bennett frowned through his glasses at
it.
AUGUSTUS BRIAN BICKERSTAFF
Managing Director
Vibrant Publications,
Lisle St.,
W.C.2
“Vibrant Publications? Don’t recognise them. Have you – er – published any
Ray Bradbury?”
“Bradbury? Listen, my poor provincial. I publish live authors, men
who’d make your hair stand on end. Now, are you going to let me in?”
“Not so loud, please.”
“I’LL BE AS LOUD AS I DAMN WELL LIKE. I’M NOT GOING TO
BE HELD UP ...”
“Oh, all right then, go on in.” The door swung open and Bickerstaff
stamped in. Bennett stood looking after him with a deep frown.
Bobbie Wild joined him. “What’s the matter, Ron?”
“A loud-mouthed publisher named Bickerstaff. If anyone starts dropping
bottles from the window of this hotel, I know whom I’d like to see
underneath.”
“Bickerstaff ... is he a swine with a black moustache?” “Yes, have you
met him?”
“Met him? My God, I thought I knew some pests in fandom, but after
meeting Bickerstaff I’d be prepared to love, honour and obey any of the other
s.o.b’s. First he criticises all the arrangements, then he starts making passes ...
ugh. He wants hitting over the head with something solid, all right.”
•••
PRESS CONFERENCE, 8.10pm
Bickerstaff had buttonholed a representative of the Times and was
talking in a loud, aggressive voice.
“... and what these fans-turned-pro like Carnell and the rest don’t realise
is that it takes knowledge of public taste to turn out a magazine that will sell.
The public isn’t interested in scientific pansy-boys making investigations.”
“I beg your pardon?”
“Life ... that’s what the public wants. A bit o’ sex to make it interesting.
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What’s the use of putting half-a-dozen men into a rocket if there’s no
women? Who the hell is interested in how many x’s make a y? But if it’s,
how many boys make a girl ... eh? Haw-haw-haw-haw!” Bickerstaff
bellowed with laughter. John Brunner came hurriedly across. “Excuse me,
but would you mind being a little quieter? The ...”
“What’s this, a press conference or a morgue? Here am I, a publisher
with some really original ideas for the field, and you boys are scared to move
with the times. What the hell d’you think is selling war-books now while s-f
goes back to the warehouse? S-E-X ... and a bit of sadism, too ...”
“Uh,” said the Times representative, faintly.
“I’m here to sign up a few authors for my list,” asserted Bickerstaff. “Of
course, some of ’em will have to alter their ideas a bit, but this is business.”
In the background, Ackerman turned to Carnell. “Say, Ted, can’t
someone shut that guy up?”
“I’d like to – permanently.”
•••
FRIDAY, 9.30pm, ROOM 4, ELECTRONICS CONTROL ROOM
Dave Newman adjusted a vernier, looked at a wavering needle with a
critical eye and sitting back on his bed ran a hand through his rumpled hair
and stretched out for a glass. Things were running smoothly ... inaugural
speeches issuing from the monitor speaker, tapes speeding ... a large man
with a black moustache came through the doorway.
“You in charge of the sound in the Hall?”
“Yes. Anything wrong?”
“It’s lousy, boy, lousy. You should have someone around who knows
his job. You’ve got resonance, echo, loss on the higher frequencies ... I
suppose you couldn’t afford much in the way of equipment, but you might
have had it adjusted right ...” The stranger lumbered across the room to the
control panel, hand outstretched. Dave shot up, grasped the extended wrist
and hefted a bottle with his free hand. “Listen, you nasty blot. You touch
these controls and they’ll have to carry you out. Get out ... this is a private
room, and you’re trespassing. Furthermore ...”
“Aw, save the speeches,” sneered the other, and turned out of the
doorway. Dave saw him blundering, and walked to the opening. “Not that
way; that’s only on to the stage and the stairs to the roof. Round the corner
the other way for the hall ... and keep there.”
Bickerstaff mumbled too low to catch and shambled back. In Room 5,
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on the other side of the corridor, Vincent Clarke was packaging auction
material. Bickerstaff paused in the doorway.
“What’s this?”
“Material for the auction. We’ve got some new stuff just handed in,
including the Deep Range manuscript, and ...”
“Oh, yeah, I think I trod on some art-work on the back stairs? You ought
to look after it more carefully. Anything else worth getting?”
“We’ve got a duplicated list. And no-one is supposed to be around
backstage, anyway.”
“Hell, we can go where we like, can’t we? I was just wondering is there
was anything that you might want to get rid of, under the counter, y’know.
After all, they don’t know everything that’s been contributed to the auction.”
“Get out.”
“Huh?”
“Get out ... and stay out.”
“All right, son, don’t get big-headed because you’re on the Convention
Committee.”
A few minutes later, Vincent entered Room 4, looked round at the mass
of equipment, wires, control gear, with Dave Newman seated on his bed in
the middle of it eating a sandwich, and grinned. “Here’s the key to Room 5 ...
you might as well keep it here, Can you find some way of electrocuting that
Bickerstaff character?”
“It could be arranged ... it could be arranged.”
•••
Eney pushed aside a notebook with an impatient gesture. “Hell, that
Bickerstaff went out of his way to make himself unpopular.”
Grennell frowned. “I read a detective story like that once ... it turned out
the corpse had committed suicide after getting everyone to hate his guts.”
“So?” growled Eney. “You ought to read s-f ... it’s less far-fetched than
that.”
“Well, suppose it was someone from outside the convention? If
Bickerstaff normally carries on like that it might be anybody he’d met.”
“Bright idea, Grennell, but they locked the hotel doors about midnight;
Bickerstaff was seen alive ... and drunk ... after that. Also, all these attendees
have a name-tag, and, furthermore, know each other in most cases. This was
definitely an inside job! Let’s go on ... hello, Hoffman, what’s the matter?”
The police-car driver handed him a paper. “They just radioed this from
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the station, sir,” he said. “They thought you would like to see it right away.
It’s a list of the contents of the body’s pockets.”
“Huh? Let’s look ... well, I’ll be double-damned!”
“What is it, Super?” asked Grennell. “Don’t tell me he was carrying
around a couple of pounds of cocaine too?”
Eney looked at him for a long moment, then sighed. “Grennell, that was
almost a good guess. With the ordinary trash ... keys, money, handkerchief,
wallet, cigarettes ... and a couple of manuscripts ... Bickerstaff had jammed
into one pocket a packet containing two pounds of white pepper ... and in
another, a sandwich!”
They looked at each other in silence for a minute. Then Eney stood,
gathered up the notebooks, and beckoned Grennell to his feet,
“We’ll get an explanation of Bickerstaff’s eating habits later.
Meanwhile, I’d like to mingle with the guests and get some impressions.”
“But won’t they clam up when they see us?”
“From what I’ve seen of ’em you’d have to cut their throats to stop ’em
talking, but ... ah! Fancy dress is the answer! Let’s go borrowing!”
Half an hour later two fantastically dressed figures appeared at the head
of the stairs. Resisting an impulse to wipe away the sweat forming under the
thick layer of greasepaint on his face, Eney hissed to Grennell. “Listen,
Inspector, if anyone says anything really interesting, don’t hesitate to whip
out a notebook and take it down ... there’s fan magazine editors doing it all
over the place. The stuff they put down wouldn’t get into the Police Gazette
either.”
“Right, Super, I’ll ... what’s this? Another corpse?” Up the stairs
towards them came two colourful figures, supporting a third, limp one,
between them. Below, in the hall, no interest was being taken. Supporters and
supportee passed the officers, continued up to the landing and a skiffle group
playing there without a glance between either party, and on up to the
bedrooms. Grennell quivered, “A drunk ... I hope. I feel like a drink, too, sir.”
Eney regarded him with expressionless, greasepainted features. “Go
ahead,” he offered. “You’ll be more in character.”
Grennell fumbled in his pocket, cursed. “Damn! Forgot to change my
cash from the tunic.” He turned towards the rooms, hesitated, picked up the
glass which had been found near Bickerstaff and which was still untouched.
“Might as well save this,” he muttered, avoiding Eney’s eye, and swiftly
raised it to his mouth, “Waste not, want – ouch, pfthoooo!”
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Eney sprang towards the staggering Inspector, whose face was contorted
in agony. “Man, what is it?” Supporting Grennell with one arm he grabbed at
the wavering glass with his free hand.
“Ahhh-woooo,” mumbled Grennell, eyes watering. “All ri’, Super, all
ri’ ...” He straightened, twitching slightly. “Not poison ... but pure alcohol, I
reckon.”
Eney’s eyebrows rose. “Pure? That’s illegal.” He sniffed the glass, then
cautiously sipped, “Phewww. I don’t think it’s being used as a cover for
anything else, luckily for you, but if I know liquor this is 140-proof Polish
Vodka!”
Grennell wiped his streaming eyes. “Not the sort of thing that’s usually
sold over a hotel bar, Super?”
“Not of this size. It was brought in from outside, and if we can trace
how, we’ll have a pointer as to who put the glass by Bickerstaff’s side. Pity it
was handled by the man who found the body ... fingerprints might have told
us something. Anyway, this is something else to ask about downstairs.”
Together they descended into the arc-lights and blue haze below.
•••
Eney looked up at Grennell as the latter trudged into Bickerstaff’s room,
which they had taken over. “It’s half-six, Inspector. What kept you?”
“Sorry, Super, I was talking to an author. Interesting, but I was waiting
for him to go to bed.”
“Well?”
Grennell shrugged. “He just wasn’t going to bed. Typical crazy Irish.
Learnt some interesting stuff from him, though, about past Conventions.
They’ve all been pretty mad.” Grennell chuckled, “At the last international
affair in London, in ’51, some Committee member was welcoming guests
with a tot of red or white wine, and drinking level with ’em. Stiff as a board
by the end of the first day. Then the next year they had a cat on the roof over
the hall and according to some guy named Willis it passed its opinion of the
Con ... heh-heh-heh. The next year ... now, let’s see, was that when they were
dropping bottles down chimneys? And then ...”
“Yes, I know, I’ve heard plenty myself. Did you hear about Manchester,
where ...”
“Gawd, yes, and then at Kettering ...”
Their voices trailed off, and they stared at each other. Then Eney
shrugged. “Catching isn’t it? But it doesn’t help us, though.”
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Grennell lay back on the bed. “This Irish author said that he’d been
telling Convention stories to Bickerstaff at the luncheon party Saturday.
Trying to get him to enter into the spirit of things, he says. Real nice guy.”
“What did Bickerstaff say?”
“Huh. Wanted to hear as much dirt as he could, and when the author
wouldn’t give, tried to persuade him to write it for Vibrant publications. That
was a mistake ... it got all the Irish contingent and a few others on
Bickerstaff’s neck.” Grennell shook his head.
Eney nodded. “From what I can gather Bickerstaff approached all the
authors and a lot of fans on Saturday morning and afternoon, trying to
persuade them to write for him or, alternatively, buy some of his junk. Got
increasingly nasty all day, and packed a few drinks as well.”
“Polish vodka?”
“Now there’s a funny thing. Can’t find a trace of it. Not even at a party.”
Eney lit a cigarette, blew the smoke reflectively at the ceiling. “Bickerstaff
wasn’t getting the stuff he wanted ... yet there were two manuscripts in his
pocket, and he wouldn’t have brought them with him.” Eney searched his
pocket, found a paper. “I wonder if they listed them ... glory be, they did.
Manuscripts ... ‘Two Handed Engine’ by Kuttner and Moore, ‘Expert Touch’
by Alan E. Nourse ... Ummm ... I don’t recall meeting those three authors ... I
wonder ...” He searched through some more papers, came up with three
sheets stapled together. Glancing through the leaflet he stopped at the fourth
page. “Here we are ... Lots 78 and 82 ... those two manuscripts. He bought
them at the auction Saturday evening. Another lead gone.”
“Auction?”
“Yes, they’re running three auctions according to the programme; the
first was yesterday evening. Reminds me, what was the last time anyone saw
Bickerstaff?”
“He was at the bar most of the evening, Super. He didn’t go to the
fancy-dress dance they gave, though. We can check that; the hotel had a
couple of receptionists checking on who went into the ballroom, and they say
that they’d have remembered Bickerstaff. The girls serving on the buffet at
the ball don’t remember him either.”
Eney frowned. “This is one hell of a case; a hundred and fifty people
wandering around all night all over the place, and we’re trying to trace the
movement of one of ’em.”
Grennell brightened suddenly. “Super, how about that fan with the
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vampire make-up? Supposing he had some blood on his shirt, and used the
make-up to cover-up ...” His voice trailed off as he saw the look on Eney’s
face.
“Grennell, you’ve been up too long. I’ve been up too long. Run down
and tell Hoffman that we’re getting a spot of sleep ... in any case, there was
no blood externally.”
More instructions followed, and Grennell left. Eney closed his eyes.
Someone was singing drunkenly in a nearby bedroom, and there was a clash
of bottles from below ... it was 7 o’clock in the morning.
•••
The telephone bell ended a confused dream of spaceships, police-cars and
vampires. He stretched out a heavy arm for the phone.
“Superintendent Eney. Yes? Yes. What? Is she sure? What did he say, if
anything? Well, tell her to keep it to herself.” He hung up, looked across at
Grennell who was sitting on the other bed and blinking to him.
“That was the reception desk. One of the clerks who was on duty last
night has just reported in again, and was told about Bickerstaff. She says that
someone else returned the key to his room – this room – last night, before
they picked it out for us.”
“Someone else? That’s a lead!”
Eney went over to the washbasin, turned on the tap, grinned sourly at his
reflection in the mirror over the basin. “Yes, Grennell, it’s a big help. The
clerk was doped to eyebrows with benzedrine, Pro-Plus and ephedrine ... all
the fans had been offering her their own pills ... and she can only remember
one thing about the man who handed in the key.” Eney picked up a razor, and
contemplated the edge. “The man had half a moustache.”
“Half a moustache? Super, you’re kidding! You mean, false?”
“It was genuine. Half a moustache ... God, I’m beginning to wish that
I’d never come here. Why couldn’t it have been Bloch or Chief Inspector
Tucker?” He looked at his watch. “Half-past-two, Grennell. We’ll pop down
to the kitchens to eat, then start asking questions. We’ve got to get something
settled before the end of the afternoon. Hoffman has had some plain clothes
delivered, and we’ll be able to mix easier out of uniform.”
•••
They wandered into the Main Hall towards the end of a programme. The
stage was filled with curiously dressed figures, and a trayful of glasses was
being, brought forward by a page-boy.
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“Drink, drink ... don’t they ever get tired,” murmured Eney. He glanced
around for Grennell’s reaction, found the latter with popping eyes glued to
the figure of a black-masked mediaeval executioner on the stage, his arms
folded across a five-foot long axe. Grennell groped for Eney without turning.
“Super! Look, the weapon!”
“Grennell, for God’s sake ... you’re losing your sense of proportion. If
Bickerstaff had been hit with that we’d have found him in two halves.”
“Shhhhh,”whispered someone near them, and they turned back to the
stage. A dozen fans in the front row of the audience were drinking
ceremoniously from the glasses handed down to them from the stage, and
were presently laying their hands on a sword. Colourful enough, thought
Eney, but not a patch on the Cable Street Black Magic Murder Case ... the
show ended to wild applause, and the audience milled around in preparation
for – Eney consulted his programme – films.
“We’ll stay on,” he whispered to Grennell. “See if you can pick up any
gossip while we’re waiting,” He looked at the skylights over the hall, which
were being jerkily covered in blackout material to the sound of loud thumps,
seized upon it as a subject of conversation, and spoke to the fan next to him.
“Noisy up there, aren’t they?”
“Yes, they’ve to climb over walls on the roof or something to reach the
different skylights.” The other looked at Eney’s lapel. “Eney ... oh, you’re
one of the police.”
Eney sighed. “Yes. How did you know?”
“My name’s Slater – I’m on the Committee and know most of what’s
been going on. And Burgess has been keeping everyone informed.”
“Burgess?”
“One of the fans – likes to make himself useful. Found out who did it?”
“No idea. Crazy crowd you have here, and it makes this investigation
difficult. Who was the fan who was wandering around last night with half a
moustache? Gave me quite a shock.”
“Half a moustache? Oh, that was Dave Newman. Shaves off half at
every Convention.”
“He does? Why?”
“I don’t think anyone’s ever asked him.”
“Oh.”
Slater coughed, massaged his throat. “My throat’s raw; if you’ll excuse
me, Superintendent, I’ll, get a drink. The stuff they gave us from the stage
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was red-hot!”
“Stuff they gave you ... what was it?”
“Polish vodka, Eric Jones told me. About 140 proof. Excuse me!”
•••
“We’ve two or three pointers to this Cheltenham group,” whispered Eney to
Grennell, as they stood at the back of the audience watching the films.
“They’ve this Polish vodka, they’ve weapons, and as usual Bickerstaff was
damned rude to the members of the group; talked about dressing up for a
children’s party, and their psionics machine being a sign of craziness.”
“Well, Super, isn’t it?”
“Grennell, believe it or not but I tried it and it worked!” Eney grinned.
“I’m finding this crowd more interesting all the time. Did you read that
interview with Willis? He ought to be on TV ... not that I think that any of
’em would take that as a compliment.”
“Maybe he was on TV last night,” put in Grennell. “Hey, Super! It just
occurred to me. There was a crowd of people here last night who hadn’t
booked in and weren’t s-f fans ... BBC and ITV interviewers. Maybe one of
them hit Bickerstaff!”
“I wouldn’t be surprised, but hitting is a long way from killing. This
crowd was annoyed by him, but not to the point of murder. At least, not by a
normal person.” He stopped, considered his own statement and decided it was
a matter of semantics.
“Is this Dave Newman one of the Cheltenham group?” “No, he’s
Liverpool, one of the Committee members.”
“There’s something funny about this Committee; they look worried all
the time.”
Eney shrugged. “I asked one or two fans about that. They said it happens
all the time at Conventions.”
“But one of them deliberately avoided me! Fellow named Sanderson –
goes about with an accounts book under his arm all the time. When I
approached him he pretended not to see me and hurried away.”
“Maybe the Committee got together and killed Bickerstaff for his
money,” suggested Eney. “No, don’t take that seriously. A good detective has
to take every possibility into account, but drops most of ’em right away.” He
rubbed his chin. “I’ve got a theory which ties things up right now, but there’s
one loose end; Grennell, ask the receptionist who remembers Newman
handing in Bickerstaff’s key if she remembers who handed in the key to –”
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he consulted his notebook – “Room 5 last night, and when.”
Grennell came back in a few minutes with a look of satisfaction.
“Coincidence, Super. Within 20 minutes of Newman handing in his key ...
she can’t remember the exact interval or time ... a character with a full beard
put in the one for Room 5. She says it struck her as funny at the time,
especially as it was the next one that she handled.”
Eney let out his breath. “Grennell, I think we can clear things up now.
Here’s a list. Round up these people and get them to Bickerstaff’s room at 6
o’clock. I’m getting myself a drink.”
•••
Eney peered through the blue haze at the assembled fans. Most of them wore
somewhat uneasy expressions.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” he began, “I’m sorry to drag you from your
enjoyment, but I understand smoke-filled rooms are a feature of these
gatherings, and I’m intending to make this one an occasion you’ll
remember.”
He looked around. “We have here the London and Liverpool members
of the Committee, plus Messrs Slater, Willis, Bennett, and the Cheltenham
group. It is to the latter that I’d particularly like to address myself.” He took a
notebook from Grennell and consulted it,
“Mr. Jones, I am investigating the cause of a death. The death of a not
very reputable member of the community, one who earned a great deal of
dislike in a very short time. However, we are past the age when one could
casually kill someone who has incurred dislike ... several thousand years past.
No, no – please don’t interrupt. Bickerstaff made himself the object of
intense dislike; he was struck at least once to our knowledge, and Mr. Bulmer
has been quite frank about that. However it is possible that the next
accidental blow may have been an unlucky one, and I might add that a jury
can be quite lenient in the case of a manslaughter charge.
“Mr. Jones, when Bickerstaff was found dead on the first floor landing,
outside the bar, there was a glass full of liquid on the floor beside him. Full,
mind you. This was not the case of something dropped by a falling man.
Unfortunately, the hotel servant who discovered Bickerstaff was dead
attempted to move him first, and handled the glass enough to wipe out any
fingerprints. He definitely asserts that the glass was within inches of the
corpse’s right hand, however, and in such a position that it must have been
placed there after the body fell.”
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“But, Superintendent, surely you don’t think that ...”
“Mr. Richardson, I am not at the moment accusing Mr Jones himself, or
any of your group. However, the fact is that the glass was filled with Polish
vodka, a spirit brought here specifically for your St. Fanthony ritual, and it
was not used elsewhere in the hotel, as far as we can gather from the
available evidence. Your group was insulted collectively and probably
individually by Bickerstaff, and you were all parading with weapons during
the masquerade ball last night. It strongly suggests that you met Bickerstaff in
the corridor last night, that he was insulting, that he was struck down without
the seriousness of possible consequences being realised, and that a glass was
then put by him to make passers-by think that he was drunk until sufficient
time had elapsed for the group – or perhaps one member of it – to merge with
the rest of the Convention members.
“The time factor was certainly confused. We have medical evidence that
death occurred between 1 and 2 am. According to Clarke, when I first saw
him, the body was discovered by one of the hotel staff about 2.30am, and if it
had been left to the conventioneers it probably wouldn’t have been disturbed
or discovered until breakfast.”
“This is absurd.”
“I’m sorry, gentlemen, but it’s the only course that I can take. I shall
have to ask you to cone along to the station with me.”
“Now, look here,” protested Eric Jones, “we can explain everything!”
“Everything?”
“Well, about the glass, anyway. The group of us had come up from the
TV cameras to remove our costumes, and we saw Bickerstaff lying in the
corridor.”
“What time was this?”
“About 2 o’clock ... I don’t know exactly. We saw Bickerstaff stretched
out, and we thought he’d had a few too many. He’d been damned unpleasant
to us earlier, and it occurred to us ... well, we thought that if we left a glass of
vodka by his side, he’d almost certainly drink it directly he awoke, and we
rather hoped it would lay him out for the rest of the Con. Honestly, it was
nothing worse than that, Super.”
“Hmmmm.” With a grave face Eney considered, shook his head, “I’m
afraid that it won’t do. If you could produce any corroboration of this story, it
would alter things, but as it is ...” He shook his head. “I’m afraid I’ll have to
ask you and your friends of the Cheltenham group to come along to the
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station.”
“Just a moment!” Vincent Clarke leaned forward. “I can corroborate
Eric.”
Eney looked sceptical, “You saw the group? Really, sir, Mr. Jones
would have mentioned it.”
“No, no, I didn’t see them. But Sandy Sanderson and I carried the body
to where it was found!”
“What?”
“We found Bickerstaff lying in the corridor by the side of the hall, near
Room 5, the one containing the auction material. It was unlocked, and Room
4, where the key to Room 5 was usually kept, was locked up. As we thought
Bickerstaff was drunk, and we didn’t want to leave him around where he
could have got at the auction material we carried him along the corridor, up
the stairs, and left him on the landing. Anybody who saw us dismissed it as
another drunk being helped.”
“And you had no suspicion of Bickerstaff’s actual condition?”
“Oh, no.”
“And you can’t help us on the matter of the blow that Bickerstaff
received?”
“Certainly not.”
“Mr. Clarke, this places you and Mr. Sanderson in a very serious
position.”
“But we only found him!” protested Sanderson, waving his accounts
book.
“There is another piece of evidence, Mr. Sanderson. When Bickerstaff
was found, he had two manuscripts in his pocket. We thought at first that
they had been solicited from authors at the Convention, but, perhaps
unfortunately for you two, I looked through the auction catalogue and found
these stories listed. Now, normally, I would assume that Bickerstaff had
bought them at the first auction, on Saturday night, but it struck me as odd
that these particular items were available. Their numbers in the catalogue
were 78 and 82, on the fifth page of a six-page list. It seemed incredible that
this point had been reached in the first auction out of three, and an enquiry or
two confirmed this. Bickerstaff obtained these manuscripts ‘under the
counter’ as he called it. I suggest that you two found him rifling auction
material in Room 5 and in the subsequent struggle hit too hard!”
“That’s sheer nonsense!” protested Joy Clarke. “The manuscripts
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were ...”
“Just a moment, Mrs. Clarke. I think Mr. Newman wants to say
something.”
“I do,” said Dave Newman, gloomily. “You realise, of course, that none
of this would stand up in a court of law, but to save you and my friends
embarrassment I would like to make a statement,” He stopped to run a finger
over his upper lip. “I don’t mind saying that I had a nasty moment last, night.
I thought Bickerstaff had been electrocuted when I saw him stretched out in
Room 4.”
“You saw him in Room 4?” put in Grennell, who had been listening
openmouthed.
“It figured,” murmured Eney. “As Bickerstaff hadn’t been in the hall,
where the buffet was held, the only place he could have obtained the
sandwich found in his pocket was from Mr. Newman’s room, where Newman
had been eating, sleeping and working.”
“That may be so,” interrupted Dave, “but I don’t believe he went in
there just on the chance of getting some grub. I found him lying on the floor
just inside the door of Room 4 at 1.30am, I’d remembered in the middle of a
party that I hadn’t locked up. I thought he’d meddled with the control-board
at first, then realised he was a long way from it and reeked of alcohol.
Naturally, I thought that he was drunk, like the rest. I hauled him out into the
corridor, locked up Room 4, and went upstairs to join the rest of the mob.”
“That would still give these two time to fight Bickerstaff in Room 5,”
interjected Grennell.
“I thought of that,” said Joy. “You don’t imagine even these clots would
leave manuscripts in Bickerstaff’s pocket if they’d tried to stop him taking
them, do you.”
“Just a moment!” Ken Bulmer, filling a pipe with experienced fingers
while he talked, spoke from one corner. “It seems that we’ve reached a point
where we’d better ask the Super if he’s got some idea of the whole story.”
“I have,” said Eney calmly, “but I had to get certain statements out of
you people first. The casual way you’ve been treating this brings no out in a
cold sweat, and I wasn’t sure who was shielding who, and why.”
“But he was only a dirty pro!” protested someone at the back of the
smoke-filled room. “This is a World Convention!”
“Thank you,” said Eney drily. “I was hoping to teach some of you not to
interfere with the Law, but ... oh, well.” He glanced round. “I’m not forced to
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tell you, but if you keep it to yourselves it’ll be all right. If it gets into any
fanzines, make it look like fiction, though.”
•••
“A certain Irish author was to blame for the whole affair,” began Eney. “He
told Bickerstaff, an angry, disappointed and almost permanently drunk
Bickerstaff, about past Conventions, and in particular about the episode of a
certain cat on a Convention hotel roof. Bickerstaff evolved a plan, probably
during Saturday afternoon, of breaking up one of the main features of the
Convention, the fancy-dress ball, in a spirit of sheer maliciousness. He
therefore went out late on Saturday afternoon and purchased two pounds of
pepper at a local provision store, intending to climb up on the roof and empty
it through the skylights on to the dancers below. We have traced this
purchase.
“After midnight on Saturday night, when the Convention guests were
divided between the TV cameras in the lounge and the dance in the hall, he
went along the passage at the side of the hall. He must have looked cautiously
into the open door of Room 4, saw it was empty, and also saw the key to
Room 5 on the table. He took the key, went into Room 5 and took two
manuscripts. Why he didn’t take more I don’t know – he may have been
disturbed.
“He left the Room 5 door unlocked, another malicious trick, returned the
key to Room 4, apparently helped himself to a sandwich there to eat later,
climbed the stairs, and went out on to the roof over the hall. His idea would
have been to pour the pepper, then make a quick getaway.
“I don’t think that he would have succeeded; he seems to have been a
clumsy man in any case, and his clumsiness was his undoing. In attempting to
clamber over one of the walls that divide the roof and the various skylights,
he fell. His lapel card was found on the roof this afternoon by Inspector
Grennell – proof that he had been there.
“Bickerstaff’s scream, when he fell, was heard by Mr. Willis, who was
sitting underneath in the main hall. Mr. Willis made some remark at the time
about the scream coming from upstairs, not realising that there were no
rooms over that part of the hall, only the roof.
“Bickerstaff did not even lose consciousness after his fall, but apparently
staggered down the stairs, reached Room 4, and collapsed. Newman found
him there, dragged him into the corridor where he was later found by Clarke.
The rest we know, and I think my reconstruction of other happenings will be
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substantiated. Clarke looked for Newman after the body was deposited on the
landing, told him Room 5 was unlocked, and went back with him to Room 4.
Clarke checked Room 5, probably found it disturbed where Bickerstaff had
been, and spent a few minutes tidying, still unaware of anything missing.
“Newman found the key to Bickerstaff’s room – on the floor in Room 5,
Mr. Newman, I should imagine – and, realising that it must have fallen out of
Bickerstaff’s pocket, returned it, quite innocently, to the desk. Clarke
followed afterwards with the key to Room 5. When the body was found, with
the head injury, Clarke must have jumped to the conclusion that Newman or
one of the other Committee members had hit Bickerstaff in the corridor,
which was frequented by Committee members more than general guests.”
There was silence for a few moments, until Ted Carnell cleared his
throat and spoke.
“Superintendent Eney, this is an extraordinary affair, and we’re all a
little bewildered by what has happened. What action do you propose taking?”
Eney closed his notebook, carefully buttoned it into his pocket, and
smiled. “Do, Mr. Carnell? I shall have to report to my superiors that Mr.
Bickerstaff came by his death as a result of an accident, and that although
certain persons did what they could for him, conveying him from the place of
his accident and so on, their endeavours were useless. A clear case of
accidental death, ladies and gentlemen. I doubt whether it will even make the
‘Rest of the News’ column in the Daily Press.”
The smoke in the room swirled on the exhalation of many breaths.
Norman Shorrock pushed forward with a bottle.
“Super, have a drink. You, too, Inspector.”
“No, thanks, sir, I’m still on duty. But ... well, Grennell and myself will
be going off duty directly after we report back to the station. I may very
possibly drop in again ... I’m remembering that there was a magazine that I
used to read when I was a school-kid ... Amazing Stories it was called, and
I’m beginning to remember that it seemed pretty interesting reading. Is it still
going?”
“Inspector, come back and we’ll tell you all about it!”
“That’s a promise, sir. Well, good-night for the present, ladies and
gentlemen, the case is ended.”
“We’ll start another tonight,” said Willis. “Beer!”
Ploy #12 (April 1958)
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Notes. The header artwork from the original fanzine publication is by Bill
Harry. There was no credit to Vince Clarke: “Both the author and I feel that
this story is best presented anonymously. We hope that this will not detract
from your enjoyment of the tale,” wrote Ploy editor Ron Bennett.
All characters except Bickerstaff were real fans, with the police
contingent being American: Dick Ellington, Dick Eney, Dean A. Grennell,
Lee Hoffman (female but initially assumed by fandom to be male), E.E.
“Doc” Smith et al. Much more information about the 1957 London Worldcon
used as background to this story can be found in Rob Hansen’s THEN
Archive at
http://www.fiawol.org.uk/FanStuff/THEN%20Archive/archive.htm.
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Bedtime Tale for a Baby BEM
Flat, the Flatbed
Once upon a time there lived a little flat-bed dupli-cator named Flat. He lived
in the corner of a junk-store. He didn’t like it be-cause it was dusty, but his
Mum-my and Dad-dy had left him there. His Mum-my was a Gest-et-ner and
his Dad-dy was a wand-ering Roneo, and he was the result of an ill-egitimate union*.
* Ask Dad-dy to ex-plain any-thing you don’t under-stand.

Grown-ups used to come to the junk-store to buy things. The man who
owned the store sold them dirty old wash-stands and dirty ele-phant feet
made into walking-stick stands, and dirty bar-ometers, and some really fil-thy
pic-tures. But he never sold Flat, because Flat was hid-den un-der a pile of
dust. Every day Flat hoped some-body would buy him, but he was always
disa-ppointed.
Once a big man in a bowler hat came into the junk-store and said to the
man who sold things “I am look-ing for a cheap dupli-cator,” and the junkman blew the dust off Flat and after every-one had stopped cough-ing said
“This is a dupli-cator and it is cheap.”
Flat held his breath, be-cause this was the first time that the junk-man
had tried to sell him, and the man in the bowler hat look-ed at him and went
all red and said “I am run-ning a busi-ness, not a mus-eum, and I can’t send
notices to my cust-omers on a thing like that.” So Flat was put back in the
dusty corner and the man in the bowler hat bought some photo-graphs in the
back-room, and Flat cried down his silk-screen all night.
Then one day a funny look-ing man came in, and looked around all the
piles of dirty old wash-stands and dirty phono-graphs and dirty Vict-or-ian
arm-chairs, and said to the man in the shop “I am looking for old copies of
ast-ound-ing stories and amaz-ing stories or things like that,” and the man in
the shop said “I know just what you want and I have a big pile in the back
room” and the young man choked.
So the man went into the back-room, which was nearly as dirty as the
shop, and he came back with a big pile of maga-zines. And he said “I can’t
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see and ast-ound-ing stories, but I got silk stock-ings stories and flirt and
titter and wink and black garter ...”
“No, no,” said the young man, backing away from him. The young man
backed right into Flat the Flat-bed, and Flat fell down with a bang.
The man who sold things was very ang-ry, and shout-ed “Look what you
been and done, a valu-able scien-tif-ic inst-rum-ent dam-aged,” and he picked
Flat up and gave him the first dust-ing he had had for seven-teen months and
he said “I expect it’s broken.”
The young man said “That’s a flat-bed dupli-cator and I don’t think it’s
broken. I’ll buy it.” The man in the shop said “Are you try-ing to be fun-ny,
be-cause if you are I’ll break eve-ry bone in your bleed-ing head.”
But the young man, whose name was Joe, said that he was serious, and
very soon Flat was wrap-ped up and taken to Joe’s home.
Joe lived with his Mum-my and Dad-dy, but had a room all to him-self,
where he kept lots and lots of books and maga-zines and pictures, and they all
had stories about things to come in them. Joe also had a type-writer, Oliver,
which was also from the junk-store, and Joe wrote lots and lots on it. He tore
it all up after-wards except letters, but he wrote lots and lots. After buy-ing
Flat, he went out and bought some dupli-cating sten-cils, and Oliver typed
them.
When the sten-cils were fixed on Flat, he found that they were in a funny lang-uage he had never heard be-fore, and the things that he prin-ted out
were very strange indeed. But he did his job well, and although Joe sometimes called him names that weren’t Flat, they were soon send-ing lots and
lots of maga-zines out
Flat grew to like Joe, even though Joe would some-times make him print
pictures that were not right, like the big lad-ies who bulged more than lad-ies
really bulged, but Joe never did grow to love Flat, and some-times he would
look at his black hand and say “I don’t know why the hell I don’t turn pro.”
Joe was saving money, and one day he went and bought a new typewriter, and Flat never saw Oliver the old type-writer again. And Joe wrote
lots and lots more stencils on his new typewriter and call-ed Flat more names
be-cause Flat was not able to print maga-zines like a friend of Joe’s called
Dag, al-though Flat was print-ing as well as he could.
And one day Joe came back with a friend who also read stories about
things to come, and they were carry-ing a big par-cel. When they took the
paper away from the par-cel, Flat saw that it was another dupli-cator. It was a
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dirty old dupli-cator but it was a rot-ary, and when it saw Flat it just snif-fed.
Then Joe said to his friend “I can get rid of this cont-rapt-ion now,” and
he kicked Flat’s case, and said “Do you want it?”
The friend said “How much will you pay me to take it?” and they both
laughed. So Joe took Flat and put him in the corner and used the rot-ary
dupli-cator in-stead, and Flat grew as dusty as he had been in the junk-shop,
and he used to say to the rot-ary “I sup-pose it shows that mach-ines are only
use-ful when Man needs them and are not an end in them-selves,” but the rotary only sniffed.
If you like a down-beat ending to a story you can fin-ish this one now.
•••
How-ever, we must not let Mr. Pat-rick Moore say that bed-time tales are
Gloom Stories too, so I must tell you what hap-pened to Flat after all. One
day, a very young man came to see Joe, and he had purple fingers and a
worried ex-press-ion. And he said “Where can I get a cheap dupli-cator
because I want to do some extra colour work.” So Joe said “You can have
that for a couple of Galax-ys,” and he point-ed to Flat. The young man said
“Yes, please,” and took Flat away to his own home, where he had a rot-ary
dupli-cator that sniff-ed at Flat and also a dainty lit-tle jelly hekto-graph that
he used for poct-sarcds. The lit-tle hekto-graph was named Kate (be-cause
she shim-mied) and she thought Flat was wonder-ful.
So they were ma-rried by the neigh-bour-hood Multi-lith, and lived happily ever after. They had lots of lit-tle hekto-graphs, too.
My, was that young man sur-pris-ed!
Aporrhēta #6 (December 1958)
Notes by Vince Clarke.
Glossary for 1982 for the above.
“... stories about things to come ...” A minor art form which flourished
circa 1940/1960, sometimes called SF. Not to be confused with later
products.
“... a friend called Dag ...” Dean A. Grennell, a mid-fifties USA BNF,
who produced an incredibly well duplicated fanzine, Grue.
“... Mr Patrick Moore ... Gloom Stories ...” Amateur astronomer who in
the fifties wrote a not very ept survey of SF, a major criticism of his
being that the genre was pessimistic.
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“... purple fingers ...” Said to be the sign of the publishing neofan in the
fifties, derived from the purple ink in the elementary hektograph.
“... hektograph ...” Ask your neighbourhood ooold fan
Anthropomorphism... ask Daddy.
Added to reprint in When Yngvi Was A Louse (1982)
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Part Two: 1982-1998
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Letter to Boonfark
I can now sympathise with some fellow-feeling for those bewildered
protagonists of The Sleeper Wakes, Three Thousands Years, The Long Loud
Silence etc. as they stumble around rubbing their bedsores and wondering
what the hell’s happened. When one Awakens in the Future, at least into
Fandom after twenty years absence, there are a certain number of changes.
You can’t fool me with this fanzine with cartoons by Atom and letters from
Bloch and Willis and young lee Hoffman ...
It’s flattering and frightening to find that one is a mistily remembered
Ancient One from the Golden Age ... at least in Boonfark and Pong. Just a
moment while I adjust this mummy wrapping and unroll a clean stretch of
papyrus ...
Suffering as I am from Future Shock, plus mental indigestion after
reading in quick succession BNFs 4 and 5, plus about 347 Pongs, this LoC –
a useful acronym we should have invented in the fifties – may be a little
incoherent. The trouble with reading successive issues of a fanzine is that you
make copious notes, then find in the next issue Harry Warner and Ted White
or some such perceptive fan has expressed your exact response – only better.
But I’m determined to say a few ill-judged words about 6th/Fifties fandom,
which was a Way Of Life for me for the whole decade.
Amongst the thousands of words on 6th Fandom that I’ve read in the
past 2/3 weeks, some of the most interesting have been by Taral Wayne
McDonald in Boonfark 5, page 38:
“It was small and incestuous and mythologised itself. Fandom
today tries to mythologise itself, but it’s no longer small; it is
incestuous but this has only broken it up into mutually exclusive
groups. And it may be that fandom in the future will have no
interest in itself except on a day to day basis.”
Well, yes, incest always has been an exclusive group interest, but we know
what Taral means. Prior to the fifties, fanwriting was mostly (yes, I’ve some
VOMs) about science-fiction, its cause and cure, or the external political
scene, or philosophy, or the arts. Or, with a bow towards Damon Knight and
the Futurians, internal political upheavals. But after that decade there came a
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significant addition to the standard menu. Why? Here’s some personal
experience.
I was a teenager in the thirties, neurotically shy, solitary; I found my
first actual sf magazine in 1936. From then until 1947 I met no other reader
or fan. By that time, service in WW2 had eliminated a good deal of the
shyness, and I overheard a group in a central London bookshop talking sf
authors, so I introduced myself ...
That long period of solitary enthusiasm for sf, a sort of ugly duckling in
a world of mundane ostriches, eventually fostered and intense desire to know
the other feathered freaks who had an interest like mine. I believe that the
same impulse, the craving for self-expression after the communicative
blackout of the war years, created the right atmosphere for the birth of fifties
fandom. Read the autobiographical snippets in fanzines of the era, and you’ll
find a recurring theme; after isolation, metal, physical or both, many of us
entered fandom as if it were a long-lost family. Just as Chuck Harris quoted a
bit by me in BNF 5, let me quote some Harrisiana from Hyphen 12 (and if
this be incest, make the most of it ...):
“He’s been reading sf for years, but has only just discovered us
people lurking in the background ... Arthur (Thomson) had been
searching for fandom for a long time. He hadn’t been aware of this
search, he was just conscious that something was missing – like a
femme fan after her first convention.”
So, like a family, we gossiped about the others. We told funny stories and life
stories and deplored anyone leaving the “family”, whether it was for reasons
of Gafia or Fafia or ... mutter it ... “turning pro” and losing contact. There
were, naturally, family feuds. A fuss was made of babies ... neofans. All this
wasn’t new ... Harry Turner’s Zenith on this side of the Atlantic did it in the
early 40s ... but the sheer quantity was new, as were the mutual points of
reference between US and UK fans. With the wheels of IF poised nicely in
between.
But time stumbled on, and it seems something went wrong. I was Fafia
in 1960, but even then there were clouds on the horizon, no bigger than a
neofan’s beanie, but there. As I see it, the media hauling on one rope and the
intellectuals chanting “let’s-make-sf-respectable-and-we-might-as-well-callit-speculative-fiction” hauling another pulled sf out of the closet and into the
public consciousness. Your next door neighbour was a sci-fi fan ... he
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watched Star Trek. And a guy at the office was a real enthusiast, he had seen
Star Wars three times. There wasn’t much need for the escape hatch of
Fandom and the oldsters with their history and private jokes and typewriters
with the well-worn letter “I”s.
Well, it’s a hypothesis anyway. Personally, I don’t believe that my type
of fandom, the mythturbating, incestuous, sublimating, FIAWOL-type
fandom, will ever have the plug pulled on it. There will always be the nonconformists, the misfits, the humorists with a sense of history, the
geographically-isolated, the guy who believes that 6,000 at one Convention is
5,500 too many, who’ll find a fandom with types like Willis and Bloch and
Warner and all of us, even if it’s by seance.
There the defence rests, but I’ll add a few historical notes, not entirely
irrelevant to the contents of recent Boonfarks. Just recently, I’ve been in
correspondence with a collector/agent/ex-pro editor (yes, all one man).
“Yours is the only reference to Brunner and his early work that (I can find)
after searching through scores and scores of ’50s fanzines, and instead of
recording the first novels of someone who became and is one of the most
important sf writers in the world, you cock it up with a Willis pun! Now we’ll
never know!”
Yes, mea culpa and all that. Willis Changed My Life! When coming
into fandom in the late 40s, I had a lot of missionary zeal about finding
potential UK fans, and I turned out scads of sercon stuff. But Slant, Quandry,
personal correspondence with the Belfast Bhoys and, later, Chuck Harris,
changed me into a follower of the WAW wit and wisdom – the extract above
refers to a ’52 con report – tho’ I never quite lost the missionary spirit. Now I
wanted to change British Fandom into a sort of super-Belfast model. It
seemed so unfair that WAW should unearth so much talent in an area the size
of part of London. You won’t, therefore, see much of me in the US zines of
the fifties, but the British ditto are embarrassingly full of “Vin¢” (an
abbreviation coined by James White, after The Demolished Man). A lot of us,
who appreciated intelligence and humour, tried to follow Walt’s examples,
and we had a lot of fun; we created in British Fandom a many-headed
monster by the late fifties which, like Stephen Leacock’s horseman, “dashed
off in all directions”, some of it not too pleasing but at least it was alive and
yelling; in 1948 only about 4 of us were able and willing to write an account
of the solitary UK convention of that year. By direct example and by our
imitation. WAW had a mighty influence, and I think it perfectly reasonable –
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in fact, inevitable – that he should have this massive tribute paid to him in
Warhoon 28.
After spending a few hundred words commenting on one teeny
paragraph I shall have to do some severe self-editing.
Liked your editorial; “extreme poverty ... is a major stumbling block for
a fanzine publisher ...” Oh yes, oh yes – if it isn’t the money, it’s the time. UK
Fandom was so generally poor in the fifties we used to exchange hints on
where to get the cheapest paper, stencils, ink. I even made, at a machine shop
where I worked, an extra long arm for a stapler (to stretch to the middle of a
13” sheet lengthways). Larry Stark’s “Con Report” is as smooth and
interesting piece of fan fiction as I’ve ever read ... the blending of fact and
fantasy very nice indeed, tho’ I’m surprised he didn’t create the fantasy book
title. Being able to remember details of the heroine without remembering the
title strikes a false note. First-person writing definitely called for and
beautifully executed.
Ted White’s “Minac” was very interesting – the sort of stuff I could read
for ever, and remarkably detailed ... either a damn good memory or excellent
filing system. Ray Nelson’s article was quite astonishing; trains in vacuum
tubes are fairly old sf – even about the time Ray was poking about with
magnets. Arthur Clarke’s “Rescue Party” (1946) had his E.T.s trapped in a
subway in a vacuum beneath the ocean on a 1,000 mph train, but cunningly
doesn’t give the method of propulsion; if Ray was the first to combine this
with magnetic propulsion – what is now called the linear motor – he’s to be
congratulated.
I’m reading bits of Dave Langford’s TAFF trip all over, it seems. It’s so
painstakingly written that I’m wondering how on earth he managed to keep
notes; I’m also thinking that if I were to card-file all the names mentioned I’d
probably get a good overall picture of 1980 fandom. Very good, and
especially like the echo from Pogo: “We have met the BNF and he is us!”
And letters: Gary Deindorfer’s perceptions on WAW, and your reply
were perfect. It must be disconcerting, to say the least, for him to be reading
what sounds like a lot of premature obituary notices, though, and I wouldn’t
like to add anything to my remarks on his influence above, and the fact that
he’s a very modest man.
Boonfark editor Dan Steffan replies: One of the real joys of
publishing a fanzine like BNF is the receipt of letters, like yours,
from recently re-awakened fen. If Chuch Harris hadn’t wondered
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out loud about you last issue, I doubt very much whether Malcolm
Edwards would have thought to send me your address, enabling me
to send you my fanzine to assist in your re-entry into fandom.
There are many of us who herald your return ... :: As in your youth,
the circumstances that create modern fannish fans has a lot to do
with the discovery of a sense of family and acceptance. I know that
my circumstances were similar to your own, and I went through it
twenty years later. :: I am fascinated by your assessment of current
day fandom’s problems. You’re very nearly dead on target with
your thoughts on the “Respectable and Media Wise” branches of
fandom. It just goes to prove that television really is a great
corrupter of culture. The proof is in the fact that fanzine fandom
seems to be only slightly larger now than it was at the time of your
gafiation in 1960. Which brings to mind the old axiom: “The more
things change, the more they stay the same.”
Boonfark #6 (Spring 1982)
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Letter to Jophan
“Do you think it wise, Fortescue, to descend into these subterranean depths
without a native guide?”
“Wise, Cholmondely? Wise? My dear fellow, should the natives
discover that we were about to penetrate the passages beneath their temple,
all hell would be let loose. The relics for which we are searching –”
“What was that?”
“A bat, Cholmondely. Merely a bat. For heavens sake don’t lose your
nerve when we are on the brink of success! Ah, there are some mummified
remains. Kindly don’t make that giggling noise.”
“I wasn’t making any kind of noise – it came from over there.”
“My dear man, are you trying to tell me that bats giggle?
“There’s something over here, Fortescue. Something ... aaarrrgh! It’s got
me! Aarrrrrgh:”
“Not, ... one of the Elder Ghods, Cholmondely?”
“No, no, no. It’s

Not Science Fantasy News: June 1982
Dear Jophan,
You may have heard that, after disappearing into the Glades of Gafia 20odd years ago, I was visited by a Traveller who was venturing through the
realms of Trufandom, and decided to accompany him back to the Land I once
knew.
A wondrous journey it has been so far, and many are the changes that
have been made. Many, too, are the Trufans who have retired to the Country
of Mundane whilst I have been away and have taken up detached or semidetached residence on the fringes of Trufandom. I am hoping to reach them
with a message, for there are strange things afoot in our Land that merit
attention.
The passing years have, of course, brought many new characters here
who are refugees from the Country of Mundane. There has been a mighty
immigration of persecuted religious fanatics, mostly female, square-eyed,
pointed-of-ear, who worship their Kirk with great fervour. Unlike most
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religious cults, the first resurrection of their Ghods failed to gain them new
adherents, but they are now looking forward to a second Return of their
sacred beings walking amongst them, or “Trek 2” as they call it. They are a
gentle people.
A second wave of immigrants have also made a home amongst the
outlying parts of Trufandom. These people worship in large, darkened
churches where their sacred images are made of light, and are designed to
enthral them with a desire to dress in strange vestments and to wield pieces of
plastic in the form of strange weapons. As you might expect, these militants
are mainly male.
Neither of these strange peoples appear to have had any really
significant affect on Trufandom, except perhaps for an increase in the number
of hucksters selling to all and sundry, and in the normal course of events
there might have been a trickle of apostates to swell the ranks of Trufandom.
But newer, more deadly perils than ever before have risen to dog the paths of
those who seek the Enchanted Duplicator.
In the Canyons of Criticism there used to be danger from Giant
Promagrevoos and dwarf Fanmagrevoos. Nowadays, I find that the Giants
have vanished, but the Fanmagrevoo Dwarves have mutated – horribly.
Heads swollen to many times normal size, fangs dripping poison, they hurl
themselves on to passing Fans, and ravage them unmercifully, shrieking their
strange cries of “Lookitme! Lookitme! Karp-karp-karp!” Many of these
detestable creatures grow monstrous on the “Egg o’ Bu” they obtain from the
bodies of their victims.
Other dwarves, although outwardly less ferocious, busily fashion strange
caskets from old copies of the New Yorker, New Statesman, and other
magazines from the Country of Mundane. These containers, which look very
much like coffins, are called “Kwollity Kontrollers”. Unfortunate neofen,
striving to pass through the Canyon of Criticism on their way to the
Enchanted Duplicator, are forced into these “Kontrollers”, with many a cry of
“Karp! Karp! Karp!” Should any part protrude, such as a Sense Of Fun, or an
Airy Fancy, or an Extended Sense of Fan History, then these parts are
poisoned or amputated.
The victims who escape from their coffins after this ordeal wander, stiff
and zombie-like, through the Land, seeming to have the likeness of Trufans
but not able to relate to others, Worst of all, some of them have had their
Sense of Proportion damaged, in many cases apparently beyond hope of
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repair.
Why haven’t fans of the last few years protected themselves with the
Shield of Umor? It would appear that the Shields are still available, but the
Polish is in short supply – possibly owing to the manufacturers retiring. There
are, of course, Trufans of the old style managing to fight their way through
all the diverse perils, even if the only remaining entrance to our land from the
Country of Mundane – the magnificent edifice and HQ of serious
constructivism known as the BeeEssEffA – resounds to the “Karp-karp-karp”
of the dwarves, and swollen heads can be seen in many passages.
But it seems to me, as one lately returned and viewing the scene with the
eyes of an old fan not grown used to the gradual Corflu of Time, that there is
cause for disquiet. We desperately need more voices saying “Fandom is
Fun”, “Fandom is just a Goddamned Hobby”, “Fandom is for Friends who
are too busy to Read S-F” ... something, to drown out that incessant “Karpkarp-karp.”
Any ideas?
Sincerely,
A. VINCENT CLARKE
Not Science Fantasy News #1 (June 1982)
Notes. In case any reader is unfamiliar with the classic fan allegory The
Enchanted Duplicator (1954) by Walt Willis and Bob Shaw – easily found
online – it may be worth noting that this piece draws on its imagery. The
elaborate masthead introduction was a tradition of the old Science Fantasy
News which Vince revived for Not Science Fantasy News. A favourite
example from the August 1955 issue:
“I have thought of my story,” announced Mary Wollstonecraft
Shelley. “Pass the marmalade, dear. ”
Percy Bysshe looked vaguely around the breakfast table.
“Marmalade? Ummm-lade ... laden” He looked at his scribbled
notes. “Ah! Just what I wanted ... ‘That orbed maiden with white
fire laden, Whom Mortals call the Moon, walks ...’ no, flies – no ...
ummmm.” He lapsed into silence.
“Allow me, dear Mrs. Shelley,” Lord Byron passed the
marmalade and shook a curly head at Percy. “Tush, Percy!, Tush!
You’ll no more go a’roving by the light of the Moon, for the sound
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of revelry by night ill becomes a married man. But pardon, dear
lady; you have decided to enter our little contest of horrifying
tales?”
“But yes! And I have a tale that is horrifying indeed. I could
not sleep last night, and my imagination, unbidden, possessed me,
going far beyond the bounds of reverie ... I saw the pale student of
unhallowed arts kneeling beside the Thing he had put together. I
saw the hideous phantasm of a man stretched out, and then, on the
working of some powerful engine, show signs of life, and stir with
an uneasy, half-vital motion. Frightful!”
She shuddered. Tea dripped into the marmalade.
“His success must terrify the artist; he would rush away from
his odious handiwork, horror-stricken. He would hope that its
transient life would fade; he might sleep in the belief that the
silence of the grave would quench the hideous corpse for ever ... he
sleeps, but he is awakened; he opens his eyes; behold! the horrid
thing stands at his bedside, opening his curtains, and looking on
him with yellow, watery, but speculative eyes....”
Lord Byron nodded reflectively. “Almost,” he murmured,
“you might be describing

Science Fantasy News
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A Few Notes on Easter 1982
Friends and Gentlefen – On Easter weekend 1982 the ChannelCon was held
at the Metropole Hotel, Brighton. A good time was had by all.
End of formal Con. report. Start of personal impressions.
Wow.
I don’t want to go in for too much of this combing-through-grey-beardand-cackling-toothlessly stuff, but culturally I come straight from an era
when the whole Con. was housed in a hall only slightly larger than the
ChannelCon’s Fan Room, and Brian Burgess wearing a Fu-Manchu mask
was one of the high points of the Fancy Dress.
In the ’50s the book tables of the Dealers weren’t set in the luxury of a
separate room; if we could spare the space we put Ken Slater and Les Flood
at tables on the perimeter of the audience and told them not to make a noise
whilst the programme was running. The only Fantasy Games available were
those being slowly and painfully invented by Ken Bulmer, Ted Tubb and
myself – see Bem in the Historical Archives for details – except, of course, by
certain couples of opposite gender at the Cons ... but no, I mustn’t shock the
younger generation. Next time, perhaps.
To me, the sheer size of the modern Con. is its most outstanding feature,
like reading about mile-long spaceships when you’re 16 years old. As with
these monstrous constructs which, if I recall correctly, used to keep on
descending through the reinforced concrete of a standard landing field down
to the rock beneath, size has its drawbacks. I spent bits of three days looking
for certain attendees at the Metropole, doing everything in human power
except actually to ask at the reception desk for room numbers. I still have a
’50s fan fear of hotel staff, I find (it’s easy to become paranoiac when
everyone’s against you). It’s a pity that the passion for size doesn’t extend to
the identification discs – the official issue is far too small unless you’re into
forehead-to-forehead confrontation. One of these days there’s going to be a
nasty incident when a cigarette-smoking fan tries to read the identity of a
bushy-bearded stranger. I eventually subdued my natural modesty and set an
example by wearing a Terry Hill-designed name badge, size approx. 3½" x
1½", and can only hope the fashion spreads to the Albacon.
Yes, the size impressed, and my heart went out to members of the
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Committee and other fans who helped, whom I presume would have been far
happier being ordinary guests and able to ignore the official proceedings ... I
watched them cope, scurry and sweat and thought that there, but for the grace
of 25 years, go I. The pathos of it usually drove me to another drink. On
humanitarian grounds alone I think it’s a Good Thing to have a Con. in a
different area each year, but the voting in favour of Glasgow in ’83 was still a
shock. I remembered the old criticism of voting for the next venue at a Con.
because of the built-in bias towards the local region. I thought this present
open-mindedness a definite plus for latter-day fandom.
It was weird, meeting 20+ people I hadn’t seen for a score of years or
more, I discovered that Father Time is a cartoonist, so that features are
exaggerated, thin fans get thinner (hi, Eric), large fans get Falstaffian (hi,
Mal). The only clear evidence I noticed of a Pact With The Devil was in the
slight shape of Ken Bulmer, who hasn’t changed – good old Ken! Still got the
same disgusting pipe, too.
The newer (to me) fans were naturally interesting, sometimes living up
to expectations (Dave Langford loping around at a breathless Ansible-type
rate, Eve Harvey unbelievably cheerful in a wallbanging environment, etc.),
sometimes contradicting their on-paper persona ... Joseph Nicholas speaking
in short, pointed sentences, D. West smiling. I had a longish talk with D.
West, as I was interested in finding out the philosophy behind the KTF-type
reviewers, much of whose writing I find repellent. They seem to have
injected a lot of vigour into fandom, along with hot-air ... and you know what
air does in an injection ...?
I suppose my most interesting confrontation in this context was at about
2 o’clock one morning (I believe it was Sunday ... days mysteriously blurred
together) when some of us old 6th fandom types had drifted together into my
bedroom and were listening to Ted Tubb. It was axiomatic in 6th fandom that
any gathering which included Ted Tubb listened to Ted Tubb. Suddenly,
there was a thunderous knock at the door and when I went to open it,
expecting at the very least an Assistant Manager (see Fear above), there
sidled in a gent. looking like a Hell’s Angel in mufti,
"I’m Greg Pickersgill," he uttered.
"Oh – come in," says I.
"Get out!" said Ted Tubb.
Correctly picking the right alternative, Greg came in, sat down in front
of me, and fixing me with a somewhat glassy-eyed fierce stare, said "I’m not
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really attacking your sort of ’50s fandom, you know."
"No?"
"No ... I’d like to see us more like ’50’s fandom, that’s the idea."
"That’s good," I said cautiously. "Have a beer."
So he did, and not for the first time I desperately wished I’d brought a
tape-recorder to Brighton. As it happened, it would have been wasted in the
present instance, as the more I tried to probe Greg’s feelings, the more his
early eloquence faded into depression. I felt quite sympathetic. Greg has been
in fandom since 1968, which damns him in the eyes of the youngest
generation, and I don’t think that he has the – as you might say – spiritual
background to feel that as a fanzine-fan he’s the heir to a long fannish
tradition that stretches back to Novae Terrae, Shangri-La, and further. The
Metropole management hadn’t even provided copies of The Enchanted
Duplicator by bedsides so that I could read him a chapter or two as
consolation.
Shortly afterwards, I received some personal cheer from young Paul
Turner, still at school. As he evidently hadn’t been born when I gafiated in
’60, I introduced myself; the subject was “fanning for fun”, so I was saying
“Of course, I started with a sercon fanzine ...”
“Yes, I know, Science Fantasy News – I’ve got some copies.”
“Gug.”
Ah, egoboo – it’s wonderful. This lad will go far.
Amongst other folk I met was a silver-haired young lady of a high I.Q.
who charmingly confessed that the most books that she’d read in one day was
ten ... “but they were only simple ones ...” and a gentleman of about my own
age (mature) whom I overheard asking Malcolm Edwards the date of the next
Convention. Malcolm, with admirable self-control, refrained from pointing
out that he must have passed sixteen notices giving that information on the
way to the Book Room, and answered. Interested, I spoke to the enquirer.
Yes, he was a keen science fiction reader, and his favourite author – of whose
books he had a large collection – was John Russell Fearn. I gave him Phillip
Harbottle’s address, as I didn’t have Joseph Nicholas’s handy, made an
excuse and left.
As it happened, I wasn’t the oldest tottering zombie from prehistoric
active fandom present. There was Eric Williams, who was actively fanning
before the war, and John Newman, who ran the Cosmos Club in the mid-40s
and virtually single-handed organised the ’48 & ’49 London Conventions. In
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this context it was also interesting to meet again the aforementioned Bulmer,
Tubb, Slater and Flood who were all active pre-1950, with a special mention
for the 50% of pre-50s Belfast fandom that turned up – James White ... given
a cocked hat and a cloud of pigeons, the spitting image of Nelson.
Fifties fandom – 6th Fandom – was represented in force ... young Bob
Shaw and John Brunner, Eric Bentcliffe, Mal Ashworth, etc. Didn’t see
anything of that plump kid who liked jazz and Burroughs – oh yes, Mike ...
Wilson? Tealby? ... ah! ... Moorcock! ... anyone know what happened to him?
I believe that there were a couple of Guests of Honour or something –
hope they turned up.
As a fanzine fan I’d been looking forward to seeing the projected
selection of current fanzines in the Fan Room; said exhibition didn’t
materialise, but there was some interesting material on offer, such as
Christina Lake’s Music from a Fire, with chunks of those indefinables called
personality and talent, and a small 1983 type ’zine called N.M.E. III .... “This
magazine was produced by Imperial College Science Fiction Society. Typed
with Research Machine 380Z onto Dysan floppy disks. Printed out on
Anderson and Jacobson printer onto A4 paper, copied down on Ubix and
Connon 5500 photocopiers. Lithoed in the Mines print unit, Imperial
College.” And it’s got some fair, fannish, funny items.
I was also looking forward to picking up some old fanzines at the Con.
in the auction, but due to the organisers apparently deciding that they would
be of very minority interest, couldn’t stay to bid as they were offered after the
official end of the Con. I hope that this wasn’t an expression of the regard in
which fanzines are held at these gatherings ... But minor disappointments
apart, I had a terrific time and met some nice people. I suppose that, strictly
speaking, my ideal Con. would have about 150 fanzine-type fans (and profans) in attendance only, but facing the harsh realities of finance, the amount
of power that an attendance of 500+ can give to the Committee in relation to
hotels, etc., I guess that the number present was just about right.
Congratulations to all concerned.
On the way home we passed a large country house smothered in clouds
of smoke, seven or eight fire-engines in attendance in the entrance drive or on
the road outside. After the Con. it seemed quite mundane.
Not Science Fantasy News #1 (June 1982)
Note. Note the use of "quasiquotes", a useful fannish device for reporting the
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gist of a remembered conversation if not necessarily the exact words.
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A Garden is a What, Ghod Wot?
I had a letter from a fan at the beginning of April – I won’t tell you his name
in case his wife gets hold of this, but his initials are EB – and in this letter he
says “Got to go and garden now so that I have a clear con-science next
weekend.” (Channelcon weekend.)
So. Once again the terrible menace of the Garden in Spring and Summer
overshadows the far more satisfying religion XXX hobby of Fanac! This poor
fellow has fallen victim to the Curse of Gardening to the extent of acquiring a
conscience!
Let us examine this perennial problem in more detail. For those fans
who live in flats/apartments/abandoned cars, etc., a “Garden” is like a
window-box, but bigger.
It starts at the back door and extends to the horizon. In the old days, it
was where you assembled the very first Moon Rocket out of flattened cocoatins and complete with Mad Scientist Uncle and beautiful stowaway soared
into the night (“you mean ... this is Mars?”). In later days, it housed Triffids
and Pods with Things in them. In other words, as s-f writers realised in their
subconscious, it was a good place to get away from – fast.
In the old days, in real life there was some excuse for a garden. You
could bring out the typewriter, settle yourself down into a deck chair, and
undertake your letter writing and sunbathing at the same time. But now things
have changed; the next ice age is getting nearer and it’s cold outside; we’ve
all heard of the dangers of ultra-violet – we can now go around to the local
sun-parlour and be massaged as well; we don’t write letters, only comment
on fanzines, which, things being as they are, doesn’t take long.
So you would think that any sensible fan would concrete over the place,
the ultimate Corflu, if he could afford it, or just let it grow, if he felt like it.
But there are obstacles in the way. Female members of the household, for
one. Wives, daughters and others have a strange desire to utilise the garden.
They want flowers, as though you couldn’t buy better at the local florists. Or
plastic ones from Woolworths, which could have the additional advantage of
being scented by a judicious stop at the perfume counter on the way out ...
rose smelling of “Nuit D’Amour”, etc. And the females want vegetables – as
though your spring onions and cabbages don’t come to fruit/flower at the
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very moment when there is a glut at the greengrocers – when what has taken
you hours of patient rearing throughout the growing season can be obtained
in a juicier and more luxuriant form for 15p. at the shop. It’s like s-f; why
spend days writing down your own story when you can go out and buy
almost the same quality product in the shape of INTERZONE? (Advert.)
(Probably.)
You might get away with an appeal to logic in this fashion – especially
if you can arrange an unannounced visit by the ready-mix concrete lorry and
present the household with a fait accompli. It’s hard to argue with several
tons of drying concrete. But it’s better to rely on sympathy. Also cheaper.
Plead a bad back – if you haven’t any idea of the symptoms, it’s the sort of
feeling you get after carrying 16 cases of beer up four flights of a Convention
hotel staircase and before you’ve drunk the beer. Point out to your loved ones
that if you get a blister on your typewriter finger it’ll cripple your chances of
getting to be Fan Face No. 1 in the next LOCUS poll. Advance the argument
that dandelions and daisies are quite pretty to look at, that the Thistle is the
national emblem of Scotland, and if nature intended these creations to
flourish, who are we to flout Darwin’s law of natural selection and cut them
down?
Unfortunately, purely rational discussions are very hard to conduct when
one side can’t even comprehend the great advantages of powdered potato
over the worm-infested, dirty ugh! – natural type, so the fan finds himself
thrust outside with a crude digging implement in his hands and an infinity of
toil in front of him.
Don’t despair!
You can, for instance, meet a very interesting class of person over the
back garden fence. Known as “neighbours”, these mundane people collect
model soldiers, cigarette cards etc., and can discuss their hobbies for hours at
a time. A bit like s-f fans, actually, although not so intelligent or starbegotten. A possible bonus is that sometimes the said neighbour is blonde,
young and female. A conversation conducted with this type in rather louder
tones than usual will soon see you safely back behind the typewriter.
But there comes a time when you have to get down to the nitty-gritty, or
in some cases the ruddy-muddy. Too late then to plead a sudden conversion
to Buddhism and a reluctance to risk halving a worm with a spade. Now is
the time to look on the bright side; here’s a priceless opportunity to compose,
with the nine-tenths of your brain you won’t be using, an article for your
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favourite fanzine. Here’s the chance to plan the ... You suddenly find that you
have to switch your whole intellect to the matter in hand. Before you grows a
large, sneering green plant. Is it a legitimate inhabitant, or a loathly WEED?
It’s these decisions that sort out the men from the boys in the back yard,
like the graduating exercises at Galactic Patrol HQ. There is only one answer.
If the thing is flourishing, growing almost visibly, shouldering aside its
neighbours, pulsating with chlorophyll ... blast it! Cut it to shreds! It’s a
weed! It’s the weakling neighbours who look as though they could do with
splints and a litre of Lucozade each who are the rightful heirs.
There’s nothing like a few life-or-death decisions like this to give you
the courage to apply the ultimate solution to your problem. Said solution is a
good strong weedkiller. Put it into the watering can and spread liberally over
the whole garden. Any fan worthy of the name can then think up an excuse
for the “mistake” of confusing weedkiller with fertilizer. Such as sunstroke
brought on by too much outdoor work.
•••
(The opinions expressed in this article are not necessarily those held by the
wife of the publisher.)
Microwave #2 (July 1982)
Note. “EB” is probably Eric Bentcliffe, long-time fan and editor of Triode.
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A Coincidence
There was something Odd in the Times a short time ago. There, peeping out
between the chips, was a mention of Edgar Allen Poe – Bob Bloch’s
grandfather – and the fateful word “coincidence”. I’ve always had a weakness
for coincidences – the “yes” in a million “no’s”, the spit in the eye of infinity,
the meeting of Jane and Tarzan, the happy smile on the face of Dr. Rhine –
and here was chronicled another.
Of course, as We Experts know, there are different grades of
coincidences, First, Second and Third kinds, and for the benefit of those fans
who can’t wait for my forthcoming Omni article (we are having a little
trouble in finding an illustration for it), let me elucidate.
Coincidences of the First Kind are those separated by Time. When, after
a lapse of twenty years, I received a letter each from Walt Willis and Bob
Shaw in the same post – neither knew the other was writing. The oft-noted
remark – “If you’d only have come into the shop last week, I had just the
book/magazine/complete collection of Ad Astra you were looking for....” etc,
etc.
The Second kind is that of Space; the Moon just covers the Sun when
seen from Earth during an eclipse; your thumb occupies the space you
thought contained the nail-head; if you wait long enough in Times Square or
Piccadilly, everyone you ever knew will come up and ask you for directions
somewhere else. In the late 1940s I tried to collect Arizona Highway, a very
obscure magazine issued by the Arizona State Highways Board, which
extolled the scenic beauties of that State and surrounding territory. It was
illustrated by marvellous photographs, with full technical notes. I obtained
two or three dozen copies via fannish connections, then fanac caught up with
me and I stopped actively pursuing them. For nearly thirty years I didn’t see
one single, solitary copy for sale or any mention of it. Then, in the mid-70s,
in a Charity Shop a few hundred yards from home, amidst piles of
camphorated second-hand clothes, worn lampshades, scuffed shoes,
Victorian collections of sermons ... a copy of Arizona Highways.
But coincidences of the Third Kind ... of both Time and Space.... In
While Rome Burns, a very readable collection of essays by Alexander
Woollcott (my edition is Penguin, but I doubt that it’s in print), that great
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raconteur tells of U.S. authoress Anne Parrish, who grew up in Colorado
Springs USA and wrote books and married, and eventually went on vacation
to France with her husband. In Paris they visited a bookstall and there, to her
delight, she found – and bought for one franc – a “flat, pallid dingy, English
book for children entitled Jack Frost and Other Stories”. It was, she said, a
book that she’d been brought up on in her far-off nursery days, and she
hadn’t seen a copy since. Her husband regarded this outburst of happy
sentiment with less than enthusiasm – until he looked at the fly-leaf, where
was “pencilled in an ungainly childish scrawl ‘Anne Parrish, 209 N. Webber
St., Colorado Springs’ ...”
And in the Times – which I expect you thought I’d forgotten – is a story
concerning Edgar Allen Poe. In June 1837, Harpers Magazine accepted The
Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym by Poe, and published it in the following
year. A long, doom-laden yarn, the wall-to-wall atmosphere thick and heavy,
it reads like Lovecraft with indigestion; the sort of story which you finish
with a sigh, breathe “Gee, that was a classic” and never read again if you can
avoid it. It appears to have depressed Poe himself to the point where he was
unable to wind it up in the accepted manner, but copped out with “... the
remaining chapters ... have been irretrievably lost through the accident by
which he perished himself.” (Pity Heinlein didn’t have the same idea after the
first 100 pages of Number of the Beast ... I shall certainly wait for Friday
until it turns up in that Charity Shop.)
Anyway, a minor incident in the Narrative is the wrecking of a ship,
which leads to the four starving survivors eating one of their number –
Richard Parker, a youth. Raw, too. Our friend in the Times then states: “In the
1880s, a yawl set sail from Plymouth ... was shipwrecked ... the four
survivors chose to eat one of their number, a boy called Richard Parker.”
And it wasn’t published on April 1st either.
Not Science Fantasy News #2 (October 1982)
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Today We Make Faces
... if you’ll pardon the Expression
The plea of my respected editor in Microwave 2 for “articles on face-making
and diseases of the inner ear” will not go unanswered, and if I concentrate on
the former subject it’s only because I feel that, like a smoker who develops a
hacking bark, if he’s nervous about his health he brought it on himself.
Anyone who listens to those records is lucky if he isn’t stranded up his
Eustachian Canal without a paddle. That high-pitched whine you can hear,
Mr. Hill, is Edison spinning in his grave.
Face-making is a far more interesting subject, if only because it’s so
little touched upon even by students of human behaviour such as Desmond
Morris, Marjorie Proops and myself. Truly scientific studies on it, the sort of
thing you skip in Analog, are scarce, yet face-making is a facet of our
relations with other people which has been well documented by such literary
greats as Shakespeare – “Your face, my Thane, is as a book, where men /
May read strange matters” (Macbeth) – and Edmond Hamilton – “... an odd
listening expression had fallen upon the scientist’s face.” (Accursed Galaxy).
These authors appreciate the significance of faces, being covered with lines,
things falling on them, etc.
There is also Byron’s all-purpose face: “The light of love, the purity of
grace, The mind, the music breathing from her face....” When we get to this
point, we are obviously some way removed from the primal face-making –
the putting out of the tongue, the screwing up of the nose, the insertion of the
fingers into the ears and the wiggling of them. There is a world of difference
between this and, for instance, Abigail Frost writing a critical letter to
Microwave, even if the sophisticated end-result bears a certain superficial
similarity.
The primal facial expression was probably a frown, and this has lingered
on into the world of today. What is it all for? What is the purpose of Life, the
Universe and Everything? The swift answer (to increase the royalties of
Douglas Adams) ignores the fact that these questions have brought frowns of
concentration to the brows of millions of people in ages past, and there can be
little doubt that this would be a permanent expression on the face of humanity
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as well as reviewers of the BSFA if there wasn’t the small matter of a
survival factor fighting it; he who wandered in front of a sabre-tooth tiger in
ages past, or tried crossing a road in the present, whilst obscuring his eyes
with lowered eyebrows, didn’t last long enough to finish the journey home
and procreate. Thus we commonly frown only when we severely disapprove
of something or, oddly enough, wish to concentrate. Time-saving readers of
Microwave can luckily do both together.
The Smile is the other main facial expression (I really haven’t the time
to explain it, Jimmy, borrow a dictionary from the local library) and can be
seen in very primitive environments. It has been observed that the natives of
New Guinea, when contacted for the first time, express their feelings by a
broad smile. This is very odd. The reason in the minds of the natives for the
smiles – being given gifts by these funny-coloured people with TV cameras
for doing what comes naturally – is obvious, but why this particular smile
reflex? The same set of muscles is used for baring the teeth in anger, a far
more logical face-making process, and one can’t help thinking that often the
difference is in the mind of the observer.
For instance, when a new-born baby is seen, it has been noted that after
the crumpled-red-suet-pudding arrangement of the features has sorted itself
out, a stretching of the mouth in the general direction of the ears causes the
fond mother to exclaim that the poor little thing’s got wind, then, and
appropriate action is taken. By a strange instinct, the same expression, the
same flexing of the muscles, is greeted in a few short weeks by “Oh, look,
he’s smiling at me. Diddums den!” (Traditional).
Is a smile a throwback, a memory of the days when apemen making
even more noise than a meeting at the One Tun gathered together to bare their
teeth and bite and generally express satisfaction over some juicy mammoth
they had slain? Aside from the dangerous Lamarckian overtones creeping
into this, it’s not likely; being omnivorous, these rough ancestors ate more
bananas than mammoths. They were easier to gather. And who can grin
whilst eating a banana?
The statues on Easter Island
Well, that’s silly. I’ve just looked at Microwave 2 again, and it’s lacemaking, not face-making, that he wanted us to write an article about. Well,
waste not, want not.
After these few preliminary remarks, it must be pointed out that early
lace, such as the earliest point lace (Punto in Aria) was made in Venice.
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Could it be that the interconnecting canal network was reproduced by the
subconscious of those early workers – possibly that these delicate traceries
were the local equivalent of Ordnance Survey maps?
More on this some other time.
Microwave #3 (October 1982)
Note. “Mr. Hill” is Terry Hill, editor of Microwave.
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Confessional Pome
“You really are a constructor, not an expresser, you know.” –
letter of comment from Abigail Frost.
I thought it’d go to the grave with me. The secret I’ve never told,
Now, no longer hidden, my problem, unbidden, has had to come in from
the cold –
I’m a constructor, not an expresser, my meanings are labelled NO
ENTRY,
No wonder it’s hard, to make like a Bard, when I’m “barred” by the
literate gentry.
Deep in my mind the fear scurried around, Penned in its own
reservation,
But now it’s burst out with an Alien-like spout, Naked to all of the
nation.
I’m a constructor, not an expresser, My words are so clumsy and crude,
My participle’s dangling, my adjective’s jangling, And my tongue’s
inexpressibly rude.
I’ve studied the greats, the fan heavyweights, like Willis and Langford
and Nicholas,
But alas all that thinking, my writing is stinking, (Are comparisons
odious? Ridiculous!)
I’m a constructor, not an expresser, Is this how an architect feels –
“Let’s try building a club, next door to a pub., and mounting the whole
lot on wheels”?
I could draw up a fanzine, totally blank – just planning, the idea’s
incipient;
Fifty sheets of A4, two staples, no more, To be written on by the
recipient....
I’m a constructor, not an expresser, I played with Meccano, not trains;
I am I confess a verbal transgressor, I couldn’t impress a lesser
Professor,
Put under stress, a wordy processor, a semantic messer, I need a
suppressor,
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Hasn’t someone a space for a fan out of place,
Where the need is for brawn and not brains?
Not Science Fantasy News #2 (October 1982)
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Epicentre
or: Fandom as an Environment
"One night at the Epicentre changed my whole view of fandom." –
Walt Willis.
In 1949 I left an eighteen-foot long grinding machine in a local factory to try
selling books in Stoke Newington. This was a poor but bustling part of
London three or four miles north of the City. Its chief claim to fame (if you
can call it that) was that before the War Sir Oswald Mosley used to lead his
Fascist “Blackshirts” through there in an endeavour to provoke – or possibly
frighten – the local Jewish residents, of whom there were many. After the
War, it became still more famous in a very restricted circle – ours – as being
the home of the Fantasy Book Centre, where I was going to work.
The FBC wasn’t entirely devoted to s-f and fantasy. Half the shelves
bore mundane literature, and there was a thriving under-the-counter lending
library where, in that pre-enlightened age, Olympia Press books such as Lady
Chatterley’s Lover and Frank Harris’s Life and Loves could be borrowed by
literary devotees at a quid a time. But the main stock of the shop was Fantasy.
We sent loads of British books to the US and received in return items from
the specialist publishers – Fantasy Press, Gnome Press, and the like. FBC was
unique in this country.
To work in such a business was, for a new Faan, a slightly
commercialised dream of heaven, but there was a snag. The journey from
Welling was long, tedious, uncertain and expensive. I looked around for a
flat. I mentioned the problem at the weekly London Circle meeting at the
White Horse in Fetter Lane, and some stand-in for the Fickle Finger of Fate
said “I hear that Ken Bulmer’s looking for someone to share his place.” I was
slightly awed. Although he was only a year older, Ken was at least a fangeneration before me, having published a fanzine in the early ’40s. In ’49, I
was still struggling with a flat-bed duplicator and the early issues of Science
Fantasy News.
Ken wasn’t a regular visitor to the White Horse, but he did come that
night, we were introduced, I discovered that Ken’s flat at 84 Drayton Park,
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Highbury, was about two miles from the FBC, and he didn’t mind sharing it
with someone with a sort of puppylike new love of fandom and fans. As it
happened, the sharing started sooner than anticipated; losing the last train
from London after a long and possibly drunken evening at the pub, I toiled
along to the large, gloomy Victorian terraced No. 84 and woke Ken by
throwing pebbles against his second-floor window....
Eventually I moved in, accompanied by books, magazines, a flat-bed
duplicator, and lots of enthusiasm, This enthusiasm spread to Ken, who it
seemed to me had been drifting along, wasting a lot of fannish potential by
dreaming about becoming a pro. author. I wasn’t running fiction in SFN then
– it wasn’t until much later that I published James White’s first writing for a
non-Belfast fanzine (hah!) – but Ken started writing for Walt Willis’s Slant
and generally became once more an active fan.
Our interests coincided with and complemented each others, so soon it
seemed as though there was only one intensely active fan living at the flat,
which I named the Epicentre, the centre of an earthquake, intending it to be a
place around which Things Happened. In later years Walt Willis in a fit of
pique called it the Dead Centre of London fandom, but I think he was just
jealous. The gestalt Fan at the Epicentre I later detailed in Mal Ashworth’s
Bem as “lazy, untidy, intensely interested in s-f (it owned a complete
collection of pre-war s-f ’zines and many related items), Napoleon,
astronomy, Pogo Possum, motor-racing, ships, inventing games more
complicated than chess, writing s-f, darts, and the New Statesman and
Nation.”
The flat itself was reached by climbing several flights of increasingly
murky-lit stairs until – if your strength and oxygen held out – you reached a
landing where the passing years and coaldust – of which more later – had
darkened everything to a featureless brown. Ahead of you was a dark brown
kitchen door, which was once opened for several minutes when we had a gas
leak, but usually opened and closed in a blur of motion, so that we could
Keep the Heat In. For it was cold outside. It always seemed colder than
normal up there at the top of the house – I once came out of the kitchen
behind that door and found myself waist-deep in cloud as steam condensed
around me – but the temperature was due not to evil spirits or the altitude, but
just the lack of central heating and the economics of the situation. Book shop
assistants were traditionally poorly paid – the sheer pleasure of working with
something you love is deemed to be sufficient, and Ken was a rep. for an ill282

paying paper company. He took his job seriously. When letters came in and
he got to them ahead of me, he’d hold a page up to the light to examine the
watermark, then tear off a small corner to examine the fibre ... all this before
reading the letter. So we lived in the kitchen with the oven on most of the
time and no other heating – we couldn’t afford it.
Several fan writers in the early Fifties tried describing the Epicentre and
especially the kitchen, the scene of most social activities. Most, including
Bob Shaw, found the magnitude – or maybe the sheer epic grandeur – of the
place beyond their capabilities. It was, for instance, called “crowded”. You
can’t satisfy some people. There was this twelve-by-eight feet room,
containing Ken and myself and three chairs – one for a typewriter. There was
a table, the oven, sundry cupboards and shelves, a “dresser”, and yards of
orange wire strung across the ceiling in an endeavour to pick up AM
(American Forces network) which was for a period broadcasting Dimension
X, a well-thought-of s-f series. I think there was a kitchen sink ... yes, I’m
pretty sure there was, as Chuck Harris was helping us wash up once and
dropped a cup on to the duplicator ... I was picking out china chips for
months afterwards. Visitors to the flat had to sit on the table – if there wasn’t
a duplicator and piles of paper on it – or the oven, or the dresser, or, after
clearing stacks of books, magazines and correspondence away, any other flat
surface available. Naturally it got crowded when three or four fans decided to
visit us at the same time.
We each had a bedroom, at either end of the landing, but we didn’t have
much spare space. Ken had a whole houseful of furniture – which he’d
inherited – stored in those rooms, including dozens of plates, cups, saucers
and other kitchen ware, most of the latter, except for the frying pans, being
unused.
There was also a small room, partitioned off my bedroom, which we
named the Chamber of Horrors – it tended to have spiders and mice – which
housed those parts of our collections not being currently read, old copies of
Vom and Nirvana, books on Napoleon, back copies of the New Statesman,
and the remnants of at least two libraries from defunct fan organisations, the
Cosmos Club and the British Fantasy Society. Officially, SFN was the organ
of the Science Fantasy Society, the only nation-wide s-f club in the country,
and as the editor I fell heir to all these hoarded treasures, plus books and
’zines donated by Don Ford and other kindly US. fans to dollar-less UK s-f
readers. We spent a lot of time looking for fans who would act as official
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librarians and take these treasures from us.
For, as time passed, fans were getting organised in various parts of the
UK – Dave Cohen, Eric Bentcliffe and Terry Jeeves in the Manchester area,
Norman Shorrocks and John Roles and others in Liverpool, etc. etc., and
contact with/filling the needs of neofans was being taken care of all over.
Like the cheerfully anarchic London Circle itself, we, the only publishing
fans in the London area, found organisation boring. True, I was in the happy
position of being able to read the Bookseller and all the professional
publisher’s blurbs for mention of forthcoming s-f, and garner it for SFN, but
fanning for fun was a lot more to our taste and we were envious of our
unfettered correspondents such as the Belfast trio of Willis, White and Shaw,
or Lee Hoffman in Georgia, or Roger Dard in Australia, etc etc.
In an endeavour to ease our fannish work, we expanded our hardware
side, and the Epicentre soon had even more fanstuff; I bought another
typewriter to replace the one my grandfather had given me in 1936 – it was
old then – and Ken saw and bought a Rotary Cyclostyle, otherwise known as
a No. 6 Gestetner Duplicator, Striving as I’d been with a flatbed, the No.6
amazed me with its technical innovations. Look! You turned this handle three
times and it fed paper under the stencil-covered rollers to be printed! Quite
often one sheet at a time, too! It was only recently that I saw this same
machine illustrated in a book on duplicating published in 1917, but it was a
good if cranky friend over the years and was recently used for green inked
illos. in Terry Hill’s Microwave. Still in use too is a 4' x 3' x 10" glass-fronted
bookcase which we conveyed to the Epicentre on a bicycle....
The Society was, of course, useful in finding a ready made readership of
Convention literature; it contacted fans who contributed to the general good,
such as one Paul Enever, who’d been the Treasurer of a British fan club (in
Hayes, Middlesex) in 1932, and who later brought out one of the better of the
mid-’50s fanzines, Orion; it enabled me to arrange a storm of letters to the
publishers of the British Reprint Edition of Astounding S-F (now Analog)
when they hiked their price by some absurd percentage, and it enabled me,
personally, to attend some professional press shows of films such as War of
the Worlds and The Thing from another World, But the SFS was taking up
valuable time. Time when we could, for instance, be inventing The Game.
This was a long, long time before Dungeons and Dragons – it was a
long time before many things, including Doctor Who, Star Trek and satellites
in orbit – but we felt the need for something more than just reading s-f. We
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wanted to play it. After an abortive attempt by Ken to update the old
“Battleship” game, which led to us sitting with our backs to each other for
three evenings calling out strings of numbers, we decided that what we
wanted was a board game to out-Monopoly Monopoly, involve interplanetary
travel, be addictive and – you’ll notice this is put last because that’s how Us
True Fans think, MAKE US LOTS OF MONEY. Ted Tubb – not at that time
even a submitter of mss. to editors – joined in with great enthusiasm, as did
Jim Ratigan, a fan whose ambitions to be an s-f artist died after he’d had a
few covers on Nebula S-F in after years. With all this talent available, how
could we fail? We spent hour after hour at the Epicentre constructing and
discarding various boards and methods of playing.
We finally had a board showing elliptical orbits between planets in each
corner of the board, with little cardboard spaceships plying between them
bearing saleable goods and diminishing fuel. At least, that was the general
idea. We tinkered and tinkered and stumbled off to our beds at 3am. on
Sunday mornings – most sessions were held on weekends due to the sheer
length of the Game – with our minds full of ways of uncomplicating the
rules. Weekday evenings were sometimes devoted to planning new rules for
the following weekend....
Time staggered on. Ken left the paper firm and became a rep. for a small
company run by a mundane friend; the latter had invented a comprehensive
copyholder for typists. The world wasn’t ready for it; Ken had a difficult
time. My own career – if you could call it that – also altered. Frank Cooper, a
hollow-cheeked, gaunt middle-aged man who owned Fantasy Book Centre
was a confirmed Marxist whose interest in s–f, I came to think, sprang from
the number of stories which depicted either the joys or the horrors (1984) of a
Communistic future. In a few short months he came to realise that my major
interest in books, s-f and mundane, was in their contents, not their profit
margin. He hived me off (“glorious opportunity”) to an acquaintance who’d
made some quick money in real-estate – a somewhat dubious area in postwar years – and who wanted to improve his personal image by opening a
chain of bookshops across London. Also, possibly to make another fortune by
cornering the market in publisher’s remainders. My job was to go to the
chosen site, arrange the windows and internal layout, train an assistant to the
point of taking charge, then move on to another site. It was an offer I couldn’t
refuse.
Frank Cooper did have one major effect on British s-f, as well as my
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own life. I introduced him to the London Circle just when publication of
Britain’s only prozine, New Worlds, was in danger, and Frank’s business
knowledge helped to launch a fan-financed company which helped to keep
the ’zine going for some time until it was absorbed into a professional firm.
He was also instrumental in launching a short-lived “International Fantasy
Award” which pre-dated the “Hugo”.
So I trekked across London to work, and the journeys from the Epicentre
became tiresome, but the contrast between the mundane world and the flat
made it worth while. Aside from my friendship with Ken, the sheer ambience
of the place was terrific. When they built Drayton Park, as I remarked once, it
must have been a really high class slum, but it had gone downhill since. One
reason was that one side of the road was bounded by a high wall, beyond
which was acre after acre of coal, interspersed with the railway lines which
enabled it to be dumped nearly on our doorstep in the literal sense. Day and
night, winter and summer, soft flurries of coaldust were blown over the wall
against our windows – which were kept tightly closed. In fact, it was two
years before I discovered that all the sash cords were rotted and broken, We
kept warm, though. We also kept well-fed, after a fashion. Ken shopped on
Saturdays for bacon, beans, sausages, tomatoes and other fryable items.
Horrified by our reports of this diet, John Newman, who’d run the London
1948 Convention single-handed and contracted Nydahl’s Disease, never
actifanning again, came over one night a week for a time to bring us
vegetables and other sources of Vitamin C, and to play chess after dinner. As
we had Ken’s supply of china to draw on, we worked out that it was time
saving to do all our washing up on one day per week – usually Sunday
morning, when there might be overnight guests to help. We couldn’t make
the wives of visiting fans see the beautiful logic of this.
We finally cut the throat of the SFS after consulting Ken Slater, whose
baby it was, and whose tremendous contributions to post-war fandom are
now overlooked. We kept on SFN as a private ’zine. Looking back on it, we
may have offended some obscure Ghods, as Things Happened for a few
months with increasing rapidity. S-f started to boom. Some truly awful trash
was published. Bert Campbell, editor of Authentic S-F and Panther pocket
books, said "I’m getting terribly amateur s-f submitted – why don’t you two,
with your knowledge of the field, have a go?" Ken was enthusiastic, I was
less so. More time away from fanning? We went into that little Epicentre
kitchen, produced a synopsis and first chapter which were approved, and
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finished 40,000 words, writing alternate chapters. It didn’t seem to me to be
the basis of a career, but Ken had hopes.
At about this time the erstwhile estate agent tired of his bookshops and
sold them to buy a hotel. I was out of a job, as was Ted Carnell, editor of New
Worlds who also worked for the man. We attempted to interest a bank in
loaning us cash to run our own shop. Our practically unrivalled knowledge of
pro & fan worlds didn’t impress them. We went to work for the same office
stationers in the heart of London (and a quarter mile from that year’s Con.
Hotel, which was handy.) At the stationers I met a long term Communist
who’d produced hundreds of duplicated ’zines, and obtained much valuable
information which I circulated in a chain-’zine entitled Duplicating Without
Tears. Ted Carnell left to work for the new publishers of New Worlds. The
Communist got fired and left my life. I got fired, had a three-month try-out
with a printing firm for whom Ted Tubb worked, and they didn’t want to
know. I decided that pro. writing was better than working for a living and
didn’t bother to look for another job.
So the Epicentre became the centre of my life, day and night. Ken and I
wrote a second 40,000 worder (each taking one half of this epic), which also
sold, but I couldn’t satisfy myself on anything I wrote on my own. I did odd
things – a fan column for a totally undistinguished s-f ’zine, bits and pieces –
but fanning was fatally interesting; I was writing material for almost every
fanzine in the country, and eventually won TAFF, which was hardly fair as I
was practically fanning full time. If my savings had run out I might have
buckled down to serious work, but I lived cheap. Even the fact that bits of the
Epicentre ceilings had started to fall down (could it have been the vibration
from the typewriter?) only added to the dream-like atmosphere in which I
lived.
But reality started to break through. There was a regular Array Tech.
Sergeant fan, Ron Buckmaster, who’d married one of the first feminine
British fans, Daphne. They’d met through fandom. Ron had a very pretty
sister, Pamela. She was curious about these odd people, s-f fans, and Ron
brought her to a London Circle meeting. Ken fell for her. In dumb sympathy
more Epicentre ceiling fell – in fact, it became a running (or falling) gag as
various people reported trouble with their own ceilings; you couldn’t be a fan
unless your ceiling was falling down. But Pamela didn’t approve of the way
we lived. Who would? It was obvious that with the ceilings up there and
Pamela down here – or vice-versa – it was time for me to go, I moved back to
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Welling. The Epicentre episode lasted just under three years.
Theme #1 (November 1983)
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“And Now, Poised to Start
Reading Heinlein ...”
Science-fiction reading is not much of a spectator sport. Neither, in my
opinion, is downhill slalom racing. All those weirdly dressed people with
their legs tied to pieces of wood zooming out of the fog and snow to slide
face-first into a thin line of spectators. Heavens – Charlie Chaplin got the
most that anyone could out of elongated funny footwear many years ago. Yet
slalom and equally obscure pursuits – ice-hockey, speed-skating, etc., are
raised to the dignity of Olympic Winter Games. S-f reading, the winter
pursuit of many more people than all these frost-bitten fiascos put together, is
neglected.
Let’s get together and push for S-F Reading in the ’88 Winter Olympics!
I know that there’s a lot of work to be done on the idea – possibly it
could tie in with the publicity for the ’87 World Con. with the same
Committee – but we’re equal to anything. S-f fans ought to be running the
world, anyway. A little matter like this just needs a modicum of thought from
the assembled fine minds.
“But....” I hear you cry. Oh yes, the first and greatest obstacle is that s-f
reading is usually carried out in the privacy of one’s home, behind locked
doors – in fact, in utter secrecy if you’re a fanzine fan. What we should do is
to come out of the closet, carrying our books and ’zines openly, not forgetting
to flush the pan behind us, and read aloud. On the bus, in the train, waiting at
the traffic lights, lying in bed at night, let those pearls flow out audibly.
“Electro-gravitic radiation and electro-magnetic radiation combine to produce
a momentum wave. That was all I had to do – make electro-gravitic
radiation...” Just think what effect that will have on the bus queue. Or your
bedmate.
Once we get people interested in audible s-f, we’re away. We could
have, for a start, a competition based on the contestants reading set pieces
plus something of their own choice for interpretation. We could have
accepted set pieces...something from Wells, something from Wyndham, etc.,
the same passage read by everyone. John Brunner could do the interpretation
for non-English speakers. Marks would be given for technical merit – the
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ability to pronounce “Ptavv”, the difference in pronunciation between e.g. the
current “John” and the future “Jon”, being able to read from Dune: “The man
moved within a hesitation-awareness. There was an orthographic thing on his
face now for every watcher to recognise ...” without hesitating, and landing
firmly on the next line, eyeballs moving together.
Competitors would be able to choose their own passages, whether
Ballard or Norman etc., in the free interpretation section, gliding sinuously
through the rhythms of “Shilohin smiled from a short distance behind me.
‘The one on the left is a single-cell microorganism that contains enzymes
programmed to dismantle the DNA of its own nucleus and reassemble the
pieces into a copy of the host organism’s DNA,’ she said.”, or a dramatic
rendering of “Give me some light! Cry: tormented half-moan half-chant, cast
out against a whispering darkness ...”
Yes, there are great possibilities here, and I’m sure the editor would love
to receive your suggestions. But I’m the first to recognise that, intellectually
superior though S-F Reading may be to ice-dancing or four-men luge racing,
and satisfying though it might be to the aficionado, the mob – the millions
who think Stranger in a Strange Land is probably a book about Tibet by
David Bellamy and Childhood’s End a novel of seduction by Barbara
Cartland – would not be satisfied. They would bay for blood and guts, the
thrill of seeing someone being carried off in an ambulance.
One must bow to the majority. How else to get TV coverage and
sponsorship – the free Adidas magazine carrier bags, the sweatshirts with I
LOVE ASIMOV stencilled on them, the car stickers reading SF READERS
DO IT WITHOUT GRAVITY? They also serve who sit and bleed in front of
the cameras. The best solution that occurs to me is that we issue all the
competitors with radio-transmitters, mount them, books and all, on skis, and
send them down the side of a mountain.
•••
THEY BROKE THE MOULD BEFORE THEY MADE PERELMAN – S J
Perelman on S J Perelman
If I ever sit down like a retired Scotland Yard Inspector to write my
memoirs, which I have provisionally entitled “Forty Years A
Boob”, one of the episodes I plan to gloss over is the night of pubcrawling I spent in Hollywood last summer with a beautiful
Amazonian extra player named for purposes of this indiscretion,
Audrey Merridew. For nine tumultuous hours, her destiny and mine
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were interwoven (no more than our destinies I hasten to add: we
never progressed even to the point of lacing fingers). The encounter
was so brief, our lack of rapport so conclusive, that when I received
a postcard from her recently – an aerial view of San Bernardino
with a shrunken lemon wired to it – I could not recall the creature
for a few seconds. Then the whole gruesome affair came back, and
I realised with an uprush of pique that the card had an ulterior
significance. So I was a wizened little fruit long past its prime was
I?
A classic Perelman beginning. To me, Perelman was the master at opening a
humorous piece: his ability to hook the reader has never been bettered. He
was the most uniquely gifted of all those American writers who graced the
pages of the New Yorker and added something special to early American
cinema comedy. He came to prominence when invited to script the early
Marx Brothers films in Hollywood and was a member of that band of writers
who went west from New York to work on the talkies. He once said he was
also the first to return east to spread the bad news. In his early days he was
also a cartoonist of no mean ability. However he gave that up to concentrate
on writing. One classic cartoon caption belonged to him – “I’ve got Bright’s
disease and he’s got mine.” Anyone interested in humorous writing can
hardly say he has graduated if he is not aware of Perelman. His art can be
found in such classic collections as Crazy Like a Fox, The Ill-Tempered
Clavichord and Bite on the Bullet (or Under the Spreading Atrophy). Here
can be found a distillation of the art of humorous writing. Parody, literary
allusion, surreal situation, knockabout comedy, he polished it all to the finest
of art. His titles alone give you a flavour of his bite – “Farewell My Lovely
Appetiser” (on Chandler and Marlowe), “Who Stole my Golden Metaphor”
(Truman Capote), “Come On In, The Liability’s Fine” (Walt Chicanery of the
Hindsight Insurance Company) and “Swindle Sheet With Blueblood
Engrailed, Arrant Fibs Rampant” (Britain’s indigent Lords ask for expense
accounts).
His series with the overall title “Cloudland Revisited” is a particular
favourite. Here he examines the American obsession with show biz and its
popular culture. Want to find some thing on Tarzan, silent movies, film stars,
comics, sf, cowboys, shrinks and writers? Dig into this series. Here is a
peculiar Perelman country where, through a twisted mirror, we see a
reflection of America done with such an ability to weave words and phrases
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that it doesn’t really matter if you know the participants or even the event;
you will soon find yourself immersed in his particular vision of the subject.
Take for instance “By The Waters of Razz-Ma-Tazz”:
Towards the end of 1920, or just about the time the fencing foils on
my bedroom wall were yielding to sepia portraits of Blanche Sweet
and Carol Dempster, I became briefly enamoured of a Rhode Island
schoolmate named, if memory serves, Celia Cahoon. Together with
a dozen other unemployables that semester, Miss Cahoon and I
were retracing Xenophon’s footsteps to the sea, and as we toiled
our daily twenty parasangs over the stony Mesopotamian plain,
leaving a wake of dead and dying gerunds, I felt myself
involuntarily succumbing to her spell. Though hardly the comeliest
girl in the class, Celia possessed a figure so voluptuous that it
addled every male within a radius of fifty feet. Whenever she was
called upon to recite, chairs began to scrape, pencils rolled off the
desks, people upset ink on their trousers, and the quickened
exhalations formed a steam that fogged the windows. In her senior
year at Classical High, Celia undoubtedly came in for more
accidental jostling in corridor and lunch room than any one prior to
Sophia Loren.
If you haven’t read Perelman do it now. If you have then it’s time you reread
him. He’s too special to leave for too long. Incidentally, if anyone has a spare
copy of Crazy Like a Fox, A Child’s Garden of Curses or Westward Ha!, I’m
in the market....
I leave you with a segment from “Short Easterly Squall With Low
Visibility and Rising Gorge”, a parody on W. Somerset Maugham following
a review Perelman spotted in the Times of The Vagrant Mood.
What elfin charm, what pawky and mettlesome humour, tessellate
the pages of Oliver Cudlipp’s new garland of whimsical papers,
From a Misanthrope’s Inkwell! The title, so gruff that the unwary
might may not descry the impudent grin lurking beneath the
domino, is a wickedly disingenuous one, for if ever author were
untainted by the cheap cynicism that characterises your modernist,
avant-garde scribbler, it is Cudlipp. Mellow, fantastical, un
feuilletoniste bien spirituel, he wends his roguish way, gently
puncturing our foibles with his unerring quill but never
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overstepping the bounds of good taste. If occasionally it is
impossible to tell what he is driving at, do not be fooled into
thinking him insipid. Pompous, attitudinising, unreadable, yes, but
never insipid.
Xyster #4 (1984)
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Decline of D. West
It was like the Isle of Skulls.
You remember the Isle of Skulls, don’t you? The explorers – Bruce
Cabot, Robert Armstrong, Fay Wray – hearing of monsters in the jungle? The
natives nervously worshipping the most flea-bitten god of all time by dancing
in Kong costumes?
British fandom was like that in the recent past. Returning after a 20-year
absence – incidentally, I’m casting myself in the Bruce Cabot role, not the
Fay Wray – I’ve been interested in finding out how the usually cheerful,
happy-go-lucky subculture I knew in the ’50s had been transformed.
Everyone writing in fanzines seemed so serious. Even the would-be funny
people, writing so glibly of sex and shit and sickness in the best Higher
Education manner, seemed to be glancing nervously over their shoulders,
As it happens, the scene has become more relaxed over the last 3/4 years
and looks set to continue that way. But I’ve always been interested in
fandom’s past – and have the fanzines to prove it – so ... what happened?
A character named “D. West” seemed to be one of the scene-shapers of
’70s fandom. His literary powers were much admired, his imitators tore
innocent little fanzines to pieces. I set myself to the task of reading D. West.
His latest manifestations were in a US fanzine, where he was engaged in a
wordy battle with various US fans. Unfortunately, I kept falling asleep. D.
West (’83/’84) hasn’t been advertised as a powerful soporific but his pieces,
powdered and encapsulated, might do wonders for insomniacs.
I cast around for younger, fresher slices of the West genius and, just as if
I’d donned a hairy costume and offered up a few prayers, my wishes were
answered. First distributed at SeaCon in April ‘84, Fanzines in Theory and
Practice, Collected Articles 1976-1982 (from D. West, 48 Norman Street,
Bingley, W. Yorks, BD16 4JT, £3.00) was a hefty slice of manna from on
high. At 178 well-stencilled and duplicated A4 pages, no illos., it must rank
as one of the biggest fan publications ever issued on this side of the Atlantic,
and is probably packed with more words than any other.
Words – words – words. You plunge into an ocean of words when you
read D. West. I know I’m prejudiced. In the ’50s, sheer economics dictated
that style was sacrificed to conciseness. The cost of stencils and paper kept
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British fanzines thin. Now, a better standard of living and better standards of
education are reflected in fanzine wordage. D. West rolls on like the ocean,
over-powering, little caring what it carries and what it drowns. Here and there
are sparkles of brilliance, here and there a sharks-fin of malicious amusement
pokes out, here and there floating rubbish looms up, dark and menacing until
lit up. I won’t carry the comparison to the point of saying he’s all wet. He can
write, always forcefully, sometimes very well. It’s just that he needs a lot
more self-discipline and desperately needs a good editor. Once upon a time
there was a (mundane) book set in Russia, called And Quiet Flows The Don.
This is not a sequel.
In a short 3000-word introduction, West states that his “primary concern
here is with the ideology of fanzines.” Actually, his primary concern is with
the ideology of D. West. Therefore, there is virtually nothing on fanzine
ideology of the 40 years prior to West’s arrival on the scene. His concern is
with the Here-and-Now (c. late ’70s) and D. West as a moulder of that era.
As a genuine seeker after knowledge of the period I couldn’t have asked for
more, and dived into this ocean of brilliant invective, clever qualifying
clauses, arrogantly-expressed opinions, sharp criticism. I emerged with some
very small fry indeed in the shape of hard facts, but lots and lots of Westian
opinions.
Take an example. In the 170+ pages it’s very difficult to find fanzines
mentioned which meet with his approval – his speciality is disapproval – but
what sort of fanzine might he like?
The fanzine would have to meet Standards. This is the sort of semantic
blank which one would expect an intelligent man to attempt to define – at
length – and he duly does. Mostly, I regret to say, in the sort of manner which
made Keith Waterhouse remark of Mrs. Thatcher that she addresses you as
though you’ve just lost your dog.
“Whatever works is right ...” (p5). “This does not mean that there can be
no standards ...” (p5). “If you want to be part of the fanzine game, then you
must be expected to be rated by the game’s standards ...” (p6), “Fanzines are
reader-directed – their aim is not to provide an object of passive consumption
but to elicit response ...” (p9). “The direct response ... to any particular
fanzine is rarely very high – 20% is probably average, but this is not of vital
importance ...” (p10). “... it sounds rather as though I have some notion of a
fannish ideal, a set of standards by which all fanzines should be measured.
Not so. Naturally, I have my own ideas of the perfect fanzine, but this is
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purely a matter of personal preference ...” (pl5).
Note the easy assumption in the third quote that fanzine publishing is a
sort of competition. “Whatever works ...” remains completely undefined,
even in terms of reader response, though D. does point out that standing a fan
editor a drink at a Convention bar is a response (p10.) We seem here to be
skirting the notion that a fanzine is published to get the editor noticed/known,
but why then isn’t a LoC of importance? “One of the great disadvantages [no
others specified] of loccing a fanzine is that the editor ... can simply bin your
letter and put you down in the WAHF.... Review the bastards and they have
no escape ... even if they maintain a dignified silence the fact that the
criticism has been made in public is bound to have some effect.” (p14) One
gets the impression that the only reason that D. West can see for a fanzine to
exist is that it will come to his notice and be reviewed against a set of
standards which he makes up as he goes along ... he’ll be judge, he’ll be
jury ...
A rather funny result of this attitude – in a not very funny collection – is
West’s treatment of the fanzines of Keith Walker, who cheerfully refuses to
mend his ways. Totally taken aback at the two fingers waving at him, West
can only come to one conclusion ... Walker deliberately produces poor
fanzines to get himself noticed by West!
The contradiction above over “standards” – and in this mass of writing
you can find, as in the Bible, numerous inconsistencies – is further
confounded by “... all that is demanded of a faned is that he does the best he
can ...”(p34). Demanded? Who is D. West that he can “demand”?
Unfortunately, he appears to have dazzled a number of fans by eloquent
writing, positively-voiced opinions and the ability to fall down and bite the
carpet when annoyed – metaphorically speaking – to the extent that he
influenced the course of fanzine publishing in Britain for a few dismal years.
To that extent, the ideology of D. West was the ideology of a great deal of
publishing.
It tempts one to resort to a historical analogue – the rise of Hitler in the
’30s – and D. West also had his disciples which he treated with contempt,
and his hate-objects.
“The one principle Dorey and Nicholas have understood and absorbed is
that of showing no mercy: kick hell out of fanzines and fans [my italics] you
don’t like ... (their) unspoken rationale is: if we don’t like something and can
think of six colourful ways of saying how bad it is, then that makes us
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critics.... They are not critics but critical psychopaths ...” (p105)
“Either fandom is a process of continual change and revolution or it is
nothing more than what some would have it be: a retreat for aging hobbyists,
a refuge for cheap status seekers and for inadequate personalities craving the
comfort of approved mediocrity.” (p52). Your reviewer was reflecting that he
fitted neatly into all three of these categories – a veritable Jew to West’s
Adolf – when it occurred to him that the very opposite of all these detestable
qualities is what West is seeking in fandom. A retreat for young hobbyists? A
refuge for adequate personalities? Who crave the comfort of non-approved
mediocrity? Deserving status seekers?
It’s easy to mock D. West, as he presents so many targets. But – is it
just? Am I being too cynical in thinking that if someone spends all of his time
in trying to blast everyone and everything around him, it’s probably because
he fancies himself as a giant amongst the ruins, an Ozymandias of fandom?
Could it be that he’s bleeding inside at having to shout at all of us dolts and
nincompoops? (“a fairly substantial part of fandom is composed of people
(who are) dolts and nincompoops.” – p58). Maybe he’s being the rough but
just father of his people, the velvet hand in the iron glove? When he remarks
“... should one accept that Rowe is really the complete halfwit he appears, or
is it possible that for some strange reason of his own he is slightly
exaggerating his own mental deficiencies ...” (p23), is it really for Rowe’s
own good?
Two other quotes are relevant here: “... I like playing games, and
Fandom, life and Art are all games which can be played on more than one
level ... I may not take fans very seriously – but sometimes I enjoy it. I may
satirise fannish role-playing – but sometimes I do it ...” (p159). “There is,
first of all, the pure and simple joy of trouble making. Stirring up the animals
with the sharp end of a stick is fun....” (p112).
So this complex personality appeared on the fannish scene, and
apparently decided to play games and stir up the animals. “All this violent
imagery should be conveying the impression that I do not view fandom as a
haven of rest and ease, an elysium of sweetness and light. Too true. Where
real differences of opinion exist they should not be sneaked around on
tiptoe....” (p39). “The whole scene should be less like a prayer meeting in a
Tea Shoppe ... and more of an impromptu tribal feast – blood, guts and not a
few casualties....” (p14).
Fascinated by this forceful approach, where you could excuse any
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nastiness on the grounds of honesty, a number of fans seem to have gone
along with it. Others, thinking that being a “bastard” reviewed by West took
some of the pleasure out of fanning, quietly dropped out. A number of ’zines
had copycat reviewers; West, with what some might think of as a show of
hypocrisy, tut-tutted over the excesses over these mostly inadequate
followers.
West has little to say about the effect on neofans of this dog-eat-dog
atmosphere, except a casual remark that experienced fans tended not to
bother with neos because the communication gap was too wide. I’m not
surprised; for the neo it must have been like being invited into a wolves’ den.
This aspect of the ’70s is probably what marks it off most emphatically from
other eras of fandom; in the ’50s, for instance, experienced fans did all that
they could to encourage newcomers. But then, most of us had a sense of the
continuing thread of fandom, from the past through the present into the
future. West and his cohorts were strictly here-and-now people. They put one
in mind of kids running up and down a ’bus, shouting out rude remarks to the
passengers. A lot of people got off and not many came on.
The bovver-boy approach soon palled. In early ’80, West wonders what
a “generation reared to combativeness” does when there’s no one left to fight.
British fandom might have sunk to a new low, but fortunately the World Con.
of ’79 not only brought in many new faces, but exhausted many of the active
fans of the time. New fanzines sprang up which found that there was a simple
joy in communicating with other fans, and no one was demanding that you
met “standards”.
Presumably as part of the “practice” in the title, West includes in these
reprinted articles a couple of Con. reports and some book reviews. The Con.
reports paint an interesting picture of a misanthrope taking his pleasures
sadly, getting drunk for want of anything better to do ... except meet new
faces and fresh ideas. One hopes that this is just a role-playing paper
personality.
The book reviews seem to be competent; as I haven’t read the titles I
pass no opinion. There is, however, a curiosity, a review of a hack story from
GALAXY April ’51, Kornbluth’s Marching Morons. D. reprints a review
from a February ’81 fanzine, and therein gives MM the full treatment. Have I
mentioned that D. over-writes? You’ve heard of the old punishment of
hanging, drawing and quartering – the condemned criminal is half-hanged,
eviscerated whilst still alive and then beheaded and cut into quarters? This
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10,000 word story receives a 5,000 word hanging, drawing and quartering
from D. The review starts out by being entertaining – let’s face it, there’s a
little bit of literary sadism in all of us – but then approval starts faltering, a
sort of horrified boredom sets in, and one eventually ends up wondering what
psychological triggers were pulled when D. first read the story. I mean – why
this particular story? Can it be that he approves of all 10,000-word stories
published prior to April ’51? Is he going to go through ’52, ’53, ’54, etc.?
Like much of this writing, an interesting field for a psychologist.
D. also delves back to the ’50s in condemning (p47) Walt Willis, a
leader of that era’s fandom. Willis’s brilliance is all a sham, says West, thus
neatly disposing of the opinions of those fans who twice subscribed to send
Willis to US Conventions when the comparative cost of the trip was far more
than it is now. Also, Willis was guilty of a crime little short of childmolesting – false modesty. I have 15 years of letters from Willis to show
otherwise, but – why bother? This is the sharp stick stirring the animals
again.
And that, ultimately, is the major fault with West’s writing. It’s almost
impossible to determine when he’s sincere and when he’s revelling in causing
trouble. The tumbling words – there seems to be no such thing as a short
West article – cover straight and crooked thinking, logic and illogic. I found
myself agreeing with him for a half-page, then he gives an opinion which
contradicts what went before ... it’s fascinating. West sets you reviewing your
own opinions, rather than his.
I’d heartily recommend this collection to anyone wanting to see forceful
writing and an agile mind amusing itself, with the proviso that you believe it
at your peril. Maybe FITAIP should be classified as fan fiction, but it’s
definitely worth while getting a copy; D. covers many more subjects than
those mentioned here – the BSFA, fan fiction, elitism, etc. etc. But read the
thing in small doses, or you’ll get mental indigestion.
West’s fame in fandom is mostly as a would-be destroyer. He’d
probably like to take the credit for the introduction of “honesty” in reviews,
but who knows what is “honesty” and what is stirring the animals? Probably
not even West himself. He has one positive achievement to his name, and it’s
one by which he may be remembered after his writing’s forgotten – the
“Astral Pole”, a gymnastic feat with a broomstick which oddly mirrors
West’s preferences in fandom. That is, it’s something that can only be
performed, by the young, it leads to a lot of laughter from onlookers, and
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West himself, a past master of contortionism, is good at it. It differs from
West’s writings in that the voluntary “victim” is also in there, laughing with
the rest. It really is a shame that someone of West’s talents couldn’t have
played a more constructive role in fandom – even if it’s inventing variants on
the Astral Pole.
He is also – I presume – trying to gain some minor recognition by
“authoritatively” defining a few words in his Introduction, differentiating
various types of fanzine and prozine. One of the words is “Subzine” ... “my
own invention” says D., strangely proudly, “used here for the first time.” I
think he means “in this sense”, as the word itself receives 18 lines of
definition in Eney’s Fancyclopedia 2. But that probably doesn’t count. It was
published in the ’50s.
Xyster #6 (1984)
Note. D. West was allowed a rebuttal in the same issue of Xyster, which
made some good points (at length, of course) but would be out of place in a
collection of Vince Clarke’s fanwriting.
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Aye, I Remember Eye
There are a lot of arachnidians (both spider and bookworm) a mite indignant
around here these days. It’s all the fault of D. West – naturally. Well, and
partly because of a fussy, valueless time-wasting question which kept
bouncing around in the head of this aging manic collector.
Was that thing of his* the biggest fan publication ever produced in the
UK? I began to search. Thus the disruption of Local “Small Lives”. And thus
I can Announce that, as far as my knowledge and files extend, it probably is
the Biggest.
* See Decline of D. West.

However, during the search, I did unearth an early whopper. It was in
December 1954 that the London Circle put out the third issue of Eye.
OK, now is the time for D. to turn to his next article and for the rest of
you to nip out and put the kettle on. Because I’m plunging into the past.
Eye 3 is Big. Big enough for me to have to count the pages. No, the
editors didn’t number the pages. The editors, J. Stuart Mackenzie, Ted Tubb
and myself, used colour coding! As you will gather we were an unorthodox
bunch and the stencil-cutting was done by four or five people, the duplicating
on at least two machines, and the collating was the first time all this met face
on. So, to help collating and because it was Fun, we duplicated each article
on a different coloured paper. The contents page starts:
Editorial – Blue
Requiem – Gold
Sheeps Eyes Over Fannedom – Red
Mordecai of the White Horse – 2nd blue
... etc etc.
Ted Tubb at the time was starting to write pocket books, and trying to
fight involvement in the myth-making fandom which flourished in the
mid-’50s. Fiction about fandom, parodying fan characters and clubs, treating
everyone he knew – including himself – as a mythical being, fascinated him.
Me – I was also fighting the fascination. I was trying to gafiate. Too
much fanning.
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Stuart Mackenzie was a strange character – even for a fan. Rather portly,
a smooth and executive-type figure, he suddenly appeared on the fan scene,
immediately became involved with demonic energy in the fan activities of the
day, and vanished about 13 months later as suddenly as he’d come, leaving –
as they say – under a cloud. During his brief stay he managed to antagonise a
number of non-London fans by an excess of local patriotism, stirred the
Circle into producing the first fanzine in their seven years of existence, and
held a number of parties in his luxurious apartments situated just behind
Harrods. At one of these parties we stencilled inebriated observations,
descended into the cellar to duplicate the results, and produced an incoherent
fanzine at 5am whilst the party was still in progress.
Eye No’s 1 and 2 were somewhat aggressive ’zines, partly due to the
personality of Mackenzie, and partly due to the historical background. In
those days there was one only annual Convention, and through innocent
selfishness plus a conviction that only they had the know-how to cope,
London fans at each Con voted that the next one would be – in London.
Naturally this was resented in the Midlands and elsewhere, and some
snapping and snarling ensued, echoed in Eye. At last Manchester secured the
venue in ’54 – the SuperManCon, fabled in song and story for some time
thereafter – and Eye 3, following the first non-London Con, and being
published at Xmas, was unwontedly peaceful.
It had two covers. The outer had a printed title, plus a cut-out from a
New Worlds cover featuring a large – and slightly bloodshot – eye; the
original of this was presented to Eye the following year and still hangs in my
fan room. The second cover was a conventional drawing with an Xmas
theme. The contents page had the same printed title as the cover, with a slight
difference; a young neofan, Irene Boothroyd, had written to Eye artlessly
wishing she could see her name “in print”. Eye obliged, and the asterisked
line dividing the heading from the rest of the page reads:
************IRENE BOOTHROYD************
The opening piece in the ’zine is a marvellous exercise in bathos –
“Requiem” – which was by-lined as by Charles Grey, and shrieked “Ted
Tubb” from every sentence. “He was an old fan, and tired ...” it started. “The
weight of passing years had touched his hair with December snow and the
clawing fingers of harsh experience had dragged deep furrows over his sere
and wrinkled cheeks.” Later: “Through the dirt-smeared windows he could
see the stars, scattered like a double handful of jewels tossed by some
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careless jeweller against a piece of soft black velvet ...” “... then gold had
beckoned with its lying promise and he had knelt at the footstall of a bank
account and forsaken Ghu. Much he had once owned. Houses, cars, sheaves
of printed slips, and he had counted the loss of the Fannish Way as nothing
beside the false splendour of worldly wealth....”
A short feminine guide to combating the wolves of fandom is followed
by “Mordecai of the White Horse” by Frank Arnold. This is very much an
evocation of the White Horse barman and manager, Lew Mordecai, a gentle
literary type who was so popular and turned such a blind eye to the eccentric
goings-on in the saloon bar (e.g. when Arthur Clarke was returning from his
first visit to the States and was reported by the media to have grown a beard,
on the night he was expected back about twenty false beards sprouted
amongst the clientele) that when he was transferred to the Globe the London
Circle moved with him. There’s a page of signatures wishing Lew good luck,
most of the leading lights of the day being present (Gillings, Brunner, John
Beynon Harris, Carnell, Youd etc etc) plus one oddity ... Marie C. Stopes,
who’d visited the Circle on the night the signatures were garnered.
Looking through the rest of the contents we find a cornucopia of fannish
delights: “The Author’s Relief Fund”, “an appeal for an anonymous fan”
starting “I met a man the other day, old he was and tired ... he was an author
of science fiction pocket books ...” and requesting, as a Christmas gesture,
donations to the fund – not, strangely enough, addressed to Ted Tubb ...;
“Egoboo – Basic Necessity of Life” is by a Young Mal Ashworth, with
additions by Ted Tubb (“The simplest ploy, of course, is just to be rude. This
requires nothing more than a cast-iron conscience ...”) and Mackenzie, who
suggests a points system (“For editing a fanzine which appear more than once
a year take bonus points as follows ...”); Ken Bulmer writes a short,
beginning “He was an old fan and tired. Old with his years of endeavour ...”;
and Mackenzie contributes an appreciation of the ballet and “The Irregular
Verses of Norman George Wansborough”, a long and somewhat unkind piece
on this fan, who was a Wiltshire farm labourer with pretensions to being a
poet ... a sort of McGonagall figure in ’50s fandom.
Here we find The Ballad of Hobnail Sue by Sid Birchby:
Oh, she came from the south, the sleepy-eyed South
And she seared fan’s hearts like a flame
Never they knew, as their beanies turned blue
’Twas Sue, that incendiary dame.
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I was there in the hall, with my back to the wall
And a circle of fans closing in
Not a friend within sight, if it came to a fight
Only editors, maddened with gin.
... etc etc etc.
Poetry takes up no less than thirteen pages of the issue and lets the
reader meet such master works as:
There’s a breathless hush in the Globe tonight,
The staff of “i” are in a spin,
The stencil’s torn and the editor’s tight,
Ten to ten and there’s no more gin.
Oh, it’s not for the want of a good idea,
Or the shallow hope of fan acclaim,
And Mackenzie’s hand on his forehead smote,
“My Ghod, this is a bloody game!”
... from the pen of the first female fan of the post war era, Daphne
Buckmaster. Brunner is probably most prominent in both light and standard
verse:
I love rhymes that play havoc with the English language
Such as the rhyme between the first line and this one which is going to
end in sandwich....
A 22-page “literary supplement” includes a piece by Sid Birchby, “Is It
Obscene”, reviewing the workings of the Obscene Publications Act, and:
“After watching me rummage restlessly through everything in
sight, the [bookshop] proprietor decided to chance whether I was a
police spy and he offered to let me have ‘something really good’ ....
the old type of dirty book was out of date.... there was a new sort
being published, which looked all right to those not in the know.
‘You might take it for kid’s stuff,’ he said, ‘by looking at it
casually. But read it, it’s the right stuff. And the beauty of it is, that
nobody suspects it yet.’ Whereupon he produced a paper-back
science-fiction novel....”
I’ve been sitting here for a good two minutes pondering on the differences
(and similarities) between Then and Now in fanzine terms. Probably this
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would be better left to someone with qualifications – Ann Warren, for
instance – but I think what comes across in this ’zine – and it’s fairly typical
– is the sense of a closed environment. There’s hardly a reference to the
mundane world at all. We were conscious that we were in a semisecret,
world-wide, loose organisation with a history, it was where we wanted to
spend our leisure time and we were playing. That didn’t stop us making
sincere friendships, or feeling that some of those things we did were good in
a very real sense – TAFF, for instance – but the “playing” ambience meant
that very few of the worries and hang-ups of the mundane world – sexual,
economic, political – were mentioned. Autobiographical pieces – if any –
were fictionalised and laced with humour (cf. Bob Shaw’s Hyphen articles).
We’d recently gone through the biggest war in history. Maybe we just
wanted, to relax and enjoy ourselves. And by Ghod, we did.
Oh, the number of pages? I may have miscounted one or two, but I make
it 170; until Warhoon 28 came along it was probably the biggest “regular”
fanzine of all time.
Xyster #7 (1984)
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1985
So t’other day I said to Malcolm Edwards “How’s the bid for the ’87 World
Con getting on? Are we likely to get it?” And he looks at me with the
expression of a man who’s mislaid the pin from a grenade and answers “I’m
afraid so.”
I think that I was about 26th in line when Malcolm, after a spirited
speech at Novacon ’83, asked for supportive cash contributions for a British
bid. What with the speech, and sheer boyish enthusiasm, and the thought that
I’d missed the last World Con held here, I didn’t allow myself any doubts.
But now and again since then I’ve sort of ... mused. And now Chuck (Ancient
Mariner) Connor in Xyster 7 has started chatting about albatrosses and
whether we’re going to hang this one around the neck of British Fandom – or
words to that effect. And if so, why? “Coffee-table chic?” Albatross chick?
There’s a lot of objections against a Big Con, whether it be World Con,
or not. The sheer mass of folk makes it difficult to locate friends or people
you hope will be there. The programme, catering for all media tastes, is likely
to be of even less interest to fanzine fans than usual. There’s difficulty in
obtaining beds in the Con hotel. A lot of fans are going to have to do an
awful lot of work for not much in the way of thanks; ole debbil
Responsibility looms. You have to queue even longer at bars and everywhere.
Prices are likely to be higher at auctions. Big attendance equals big security
measures. Ears and throat get a work-out as you try to compete with eighty
other conversations going on within earshot. And the problem has been
consumer-tested; as Chuck points out, the smaller Mexicon had good reports
as against the larger variety.
But your actual World Con, giant though it is, has a lot going for it.
“Everyone” tries to make it to a World Con; you’d expect to meet far-flung
fans from this country and further afield who’d hesitate before making the
physical and financial effort to meet attend a standard Con. After all, this is a
once-in-a-decade effort in this country. If you’re that way inclined, there’s
pro-authors to meet and as many dealers as can haul a box or two of s-f
along. More attendees means more clout for the Committee when dealing
with the hotel and other commercial interests. And it’s a fannish historical
event, the source of reports, discussions, feuds and friendships in future
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fanzines. There are also more nebulous “pro” reasons, the Everest
rationalisation; because it’s there. Because someone has to do it and there’s
pride in doing it. And, mixed with this, it’s a symbolic way of saying
“thanks” for the existence of world fandom where we play; the holding of a
party for friends.
Final “pro”. People find fandom at World Cons. Like it or not, this is the
only time the news media notices us, the only chance to reach the “loner”.
There’s now no source of recruitment through prozines in this country.
Amongst those hordes of E.E. Smith readers, there may be some potential
fanzine fans; a mute Willis, a dumb Langford, untitled, unhonoured and
unsung. An interesting prospect.
•••
But at a World Con. – or any old Con. – can’t we please do something about
those identification badges? I know that now British fandom is the proud
possessor of a badge-making machine and it’s looking a gift gadget in the
mouth, but at Novacon 14 the wearer’s name took up approximately 1/7th of
the face area of the badges, and was, to put it mildly, hard to read. It seems to
me that the major argument against a large, label-type identification – if you
aren’t into screwing up your eyes and nuzzling – is the nuisance this could
cause when leaving the hotel for the mundane world of meals, shopping, etc.
You may not want to walk the streets advertising that you’re Mr. or Mrs. Joe
Phann, and it’s tiresome to unpin and pocket and later pin on again a big
name tag, I’m surprised that the collective genius of fandom hasn’t come up
with an answer – for instance, some kind of large label with a horizontal fold
that you could fasten up with a smidge of velcro when you wanted to remain
anonymous.
•••
When I was a kid my ambitions were simple. When I grew up I was going to
(a) be an astronomer, (b) marry Ginger Rogers, and (c) complete my “Kings
and Queens of England” cigarette card set.
As it happened, Ginger Rogers never did answer my letter, and unless
someone out there has a Queen Anne to swap for a King John ambition (c)
will never be realised either. But I did go a little way towards fulfilling my
starry hopes. The first sizeable purchase I ever made, costing all of £1 in
carefully saved birthday and pocket monies, was a genuine telescope. True, it
was a seaman’s hand-held ’scope, but it was made of real brass and had
innumerable lenses. It was soon attached to a home-made wooden tripod, and
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with the help of a map of the Moon and a “Planisphere” – a rotatable
cardboard disc accurately if minutely showing the stars at any hour – I was
well away. Night after night I’d stumble around in the back garden to the
hysterical barking of the neighbour’s dogs, identifying Tycho, finding M31,
putting my foot in the goldfish pond, etc, I promised myself that when I was
Grown Up and could afford it I’d get a really big telescope. And fill in the
pond.
Years went by, as they do, I did buy a couple of bigger ’scopes, but
every year the light of London grew nearer and brighter and blurred out the
stars. There was also a growing fear that the neighbours would think I was
trying to look into their back bedrooms. It’s a hard life, being a suburban stargazer, and I let it all lapse, except for reading snippets on astronomy in the
daily papers and giving a sympathetic, colleague-type nod to Greenwich
Observatory when I passed it.
Comes 1985, and a stirring of old desires. No, nothing to do with Ginger
Rogers, I see from the papers that in September NASA, not being funded for
a probe into Halley’s Comet in ’86, will instead divert a space-satellite into
the tail of comet Giacobini-Zinner, thus neatly upstaging the Soviet and
European ’86 Halley explorations. Naturally, in my role of Amateur
Astronomer (failed) I’ve been looking forward to Halley’s Comet since I was
10 years old, but a sudden thought has struck me. They’re going into a
comet’s tail, right? And the tail, as the comet gets nearer to the Sun, consists
of a thicker and thicker mixture of gas and dust, right? Well, you know what
happens when you introduce a naked flame to gas and dust?
“Here at the Space Centre the tension is nearly unbearable as we
see on the monitor screens the probe just entering the nucleus of the
comet’s tail. Control is just going to correct the course slightly with
a small 5-second burn .... WHOOOOOOOOOOOMPH! ... oh.”
Knowing my luck with those ambitions, that’s just what will happen. That’ll
just leave as the major astronomical event of my life the Transit of Venus on
June 7th, 2004. I suppose it’ll be raining all day then,
•••
Xmas 1984 brought its usual advertisements in the more sober papers for
novelty gifts that bright young upwardly mobile readers are pining for –
holograms of Genuine African Ethnographic Artifacts – a new album of
traditional Bolivian music – CND Wall Clocks – a bone-china phrenology
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bust ... same old desperate attempts to tempt the jaded palate. I found these
pretty sneer-worthy. I’d already seen my idea of a perfect gift – for other
people – weeks before, and it was literary, too. Just the thing for Dave Wood
and the Ashworths. Unfortunately, I couldn’t find a copy, good people, but
the thought was there. The Times in November made mention, in a piece on
Egyptology, of the ultimate gift. “For years now the subject has had a
German dictionary of hieroglyphic words spelt backwards (useful if one has a
broken inscription, where the beginning of the words are lost)....”
•••
Yes, yes, I know. You wouldn’t get a WHOOOOOOOOOOOMPH! in space,
Mr. Nicholas. Sir. But it was the inverse of shorthand....I couldn’t have
conveyed much by “ ”, could I?
•••
As constant readers of Xyster know – come, come, there must be some of
you, I’m officially a Philistine. No, madam, a Philippine is something
different. My tastes are low, I think in monosyllables, and the only reason
why I’m writing for someone named David is a snivelling desire to be on the
right side when he starts winding up his sling. Sling, madam, not spring. And
my lowly status was confirmed today, when I read that Kyle MacLachlan,
who plays the leading role of Paul Atreides in that 40 million dollar smash-hit
Dune, “claims to have read the Dune novel once a year since he was 14.”
Passing over a couple of possible explanations – that Mr. MacLachlan is
now 15 years old or, alternatively, that he just can’t understand it but refuses
to let it beat him – he’s obviously found more in it than your humble servant
and I’m proper abashed. When I first read Dune a fair number of years ago I
remember it gave me a raging thirst – all those desert scenes, you know – and
a suspicion that its writing might have been sponsored by Coca Cola. After a
period this thirst subsided into a vague feeling that I’d read a mish-mash of
alien anthropology and bug-eyed monsters carved out of a mountain of cold
rice pudding. I mean it was stodgy without being meaningful. I subsequently
bought Dune Messiah and Children of Dune, and suffered immediate
withdrawal symptoms. That is to say, I withdrew from them without reading
them.
Well, I may be a Philistine but I’m phair – I mean fair – too, so I decided
to give myself another chance. After all, I’d read FITAIP* since trekking
through Mr. Herbert’s opus, and some of it might have rubbed off. Just
before rolling this particular page into the typewriter I opened Dune almost at
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random, and came across this:
* See Decline of D. West.

“Awareness flowed into that timeless stratum where he could view
time, sensing the available paths, the winds of the future ... the
winds of the past: the one-eyed vision of the past, the one-eyed
vision of the present and the one-eyed vision of the future – all
combined in a trinocular vision that permitted him to see timebecome-space. There was danger, he felt, of overrunning himself,
and he had to hold on to his awareness of the present, sensing the
blurred deflection of experience, the flowing moment, the continual
solidification of that-which-is into the perpetual was.”
I’ve circled this cautiously, poking it at intervals, and to my dismay it still
sounds like rice-pudding, just as it did in the perpetual was. I reckon that
when in the film the hero gazes into the middle distance and a voice-over
recites this to show what he’s thinking, I’ll take the opportunity to go and get
a choc-ice. I know my level.
•••
One or two of you – said he, with charming false modesty – may be shifting
restlessly in your seats and wondering why this BAFF-eyed relic is bothering
to write a column when he has two fanzine titles wilting away from lack of
publishing. Apart from not wasting all those beers with which I was plying
The Editor at the Novacon, it marks – I hope – a return from semi-gafia. Over
the last 18 months I was working for a firm that was slowly but inexorably
going down the pan. The mental effect was something like a cross between
the Sword of Damocles and The Pit and the Pendulum. My natural
procrastination was reinforced by the thought that – yes, in a week or two
everything will be resolved and I’ll be able to fan full time; then I’ll write all
those LoCs and stuff. Well, it’s happened at last. Is this the birth of an
English Reprint Edition of Harry Warner Jnr? Time will tell – or, to put it
another way, space will tell. Happy New Year.
Xyster #8 (1985)
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1985 II
No more fripperies, children. No more darting from one subject to another,
like a drunken bee in a greenhouse. Life is real and life is earnest. Instead of
rambling on in my usual confused fashion, “1985” is going to stick to one
theme which, this being an sf fan zine – sorry if this is a shock, but it’s the
new realism – will be a review of an sf book. Once all the others – are you
paying attention, Mal? – follow my example we’ll soon get Xyster on the
right lines, as good as anything the BSFA put out.
So. Flourish the hautboys, the sackbuts, and hi-fi harmonicas; strike the
dulcimers and dustbin lids. “1985” is now single-minded and about to
review:
Through the Sun ... which reminds me – did you see that, after linking
various radio-telescopes together, astronomers have found a source of radiowaves in the middle of our galaxy which is about three thousand million
kilometres in diameter? Too big to be a hamburger, the reasonable
assumption is that it’s a black hole, the radio-waves being emitted by various
objects – ballpoint pens, BEMs, spaceships, an odd planet or two, suns, as
they are whipped sharply down a cosmic plug hole. Pity – I’d have preferred
Niven’s exploding core; at least that was active. Black holes just sit there like
spiders inhaling.
Through the Sun in an Airship by John Mastin ... now, there’s a
thoroughly Anglo-Saxon name for you. Eric Frank Russell would have liked
it. His heroes had good solid pulp names. Like Wade Harper, John J.
Armstrong, Richard Bransome, Bill Graham, Harrison etc. A typically nitpicking critic once observed that EFR took no account in his ostensibly US
based yarns of the ethnic mix over there. I was reminded of this when seeing
the result of Science Fiction Chronicle’s “Most Attractive Female Fans” in its
May issue, surnames of four out of the five damsels being Saha, Kissinger,
Cannoy and Chu. SFC cunningly left out the fifth name assuming you’d
insert your girlfriend/wife’s. I wonder what EFR would have made of
Algirdas Jonas Budrys, another notable sf author? I’ve just got a library book
called Cycle Repair and Maintenance by an A.J. Budrys, originally published
in the USA in ’76. No other biographical details. There’s a mention of
“spacers” but they turn out to be thin washers. There’s one pregnant sentence:
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“The bicycle is a machine – and it’s worth remembering that this machine
gave birth to the aeroplane.” Nothing about how to turn your 10-speed
derailleur into a space-warper ... which reminds me:
Through the Sun in An Airship, by John Mastin, FRAS, FSA Scot., FLS,
FCS, FRMS, RBA (Charles Griffin 1909) ... notice the date, one of the
golden years just before WW1, when you could get a box at the opera and a
supper of fish and chips and still have change from sixpence. King Edward
VII,the Peacemaker, was on the throne – except when he was in the wrong
bed – and in a couple of advertisements in the back of the book it mentions
that he “most graciously condescends to accept a copy ...” The books
mentioned are The Immortal Light and The Stolen Planet. Mastin also wrote
The True Analysis of Milk, Parasites of Insects and a couple of others, but
interesting though they may be, they’re outside the scope of this review –
just. I’ve been wondering if Edward knew he’d be getting a copy of Through
the Sun in An Airship and took the easy way out – he died in 1910.
Of course, even being dead doesn’t save you these days.... Following
successes in extracting and re-growing DNA from woolly mammoth and
quagga remnants, they have now done the same thing to a 2,400 year-old
Egyptian mummy – or do I mean a mummied baby? Anyway, I know it’s a
long way from applying the electrodes to a bolt through the neck and
murmuring “There are some things Man was not meant to tamper with – the
hell with it” but it’s a start. Today – DNA; tomorrow – zombies.
Through the Sun ... you know, it occurs to me that the thin washers
could be a couple of spacers, down on their luck, washing dishes in the back
of Big Dave’s Bar ’N’ Brothel on Altair 4, when a mysterious stranger comes
in and ...
Through the Sun in an Airship is a prime example of the type of proto-sf
where the author, faced with the dilemma of explaining the future, has the
characters tell each other things they should know, like me explaining
fandom to D. West, for instance. (A good example of this is in the
Garrett/Carter “Masters of The Metropolis” ... “the bus, or Omnibus, was a
streamlined, self-propelled public vehicle, powered by the exploding gases of
distilled petroleum, ignited in a sealed cylinder by means of an electric
spark”) In the first chapter of TTSIAA, Gilbert tells Ross how marvellous it is
that they’re picnicking at the North Pole ... “between 1905 and 1910
mammoths were found by explorers ... then a few years later the conquest of
the air began to be felt as a practical possibility ... from 1850 to 1950 was a
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century of the greatest triumphs of all time ... electricity became so much
used that the climate of the world altered.”
In a couple of pages the history of the world is explained, socialist
revolutions, etc. “In most cases people spent their surplus wealth in scientific
research ...” Unfortunately, this broad canvas doesn’t allow for the teeny bits
of news that the modern author would insert. Computerised running shoes,
for instance: “A microcomputer set in the tongue of the left shoe and
connected to a sensor in the sole will tell the runner how far he’s gone, how
long it’s taken him, etc.” Or the Saint-Laurent-des-Eaux nuclear power
station in France, where they’re breeding goldfish in the warm water outflow.
They say there’s no danger of radioactivity harming the goldfish. A leading
goldfish confirmed this.
The spaceship Regina, left over from a previous book (this is one of a
series with a connected “Known Space” type background) has been isolated
and unapproachable because of a surrounding force-field for 200 years. Of
the original inventors one carelessly stepped into the field and the other left it
too late to tell his offspring the secret – “At last he felt the unmistakable grip
of the kind and friendly hand upon his heartstrings, gently deadening the
vibrations....” So for 200 years the ship repulses all comers – until our heroes
arrive. They study it for two years, and then – “During this time several
storms had occurred in the neighbourhood ... the peculiar form the discharge
took gave them an idea upon which they acted ... two months later the
solution seemed solved ...” The solution seemed solved? The reader who has
been sitting on the edge of his chair wondering what the solution was can
give up worrying. This is the “with one bound he was free” answer.
The story proceeds with little slabs of exposition mixed in with a subBoy’s Own Paper plot. Sex? Hardly mentioned except for a few weird
paragraphs on women – “Long ago they had risen as one woman in revolt at
their so-called slavery and subjection to men. Demanding and obtaining an
active part in the government of the country they had, to some extent, lost
much of that womanliness and feminine lovableness which had formerly
been considered amongst the chief attributes and attractions of the sex ...”
Well, not so much weird as more of a semantic blank. Not nearly so down to
earth as, for instance, the Ayatollah Khomeini’s recent deliberations. The big
question was – should the dirty clothes of men and women be washed
together in the same launderette at the same time? The answer was yes, as
long as the clothes can’t be identified with a particular person.
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Which reminds me that the Saudi Arabian Saudi Gazette – according to
The Times – has just printed a warning to its readers about using the gazette
for wrapping up fish and chips, stopping the draught under the harem door
with it, or using it for purposes for which we use Kleenex. Its pages are likely
to contain the word “Allah” or verses out of the Koran. And as everyone
knows, the map is the territory. Heaven help us.
To tell you the truth, I’ve been putting off reading TTSIAA for about
thirty years – ever since I got it sometime in the mid-fifties – but it was
finally either doing it or going out and doing some gardening. Read the
newspapers?? But they’re full of unsettling stuff; not so much the bit about
German schoolchildren in a public library who found a 5ft. python amongst
the books or even Sothebys auctioning a teddy bear for £2,090 – maybe the
Soft Toys APA have got something after all – but ... well, there’s this report
of a cat hearing noises down to the quantum vibrations of hair in its inner ear.
You can’t get lower than that because of – yes, Heisenberg’s uncertainty
principle, that old sf standby. Or this utterance by Barry Norman, trying to
cheer us up about cinemas; “Of course, you know that 7 times out of 10 when
you go to see a new film you will be disappointed, but there is always the
hope that this time ...” Passed to you, Phil Collins.
The adventurers are in space, heading for Jupiter, when an immense
mass of “mountains and plains and a dreary waste of country” looms up
before them. “What is it?” exclaimed Dennis, “and why have we altered our
course. Look there is Jupiter in another direction altogether!” But soon
everything is made clear. It’s ... “the shady side of old Luna.” And ... “No one
on earth has ever seen the dark side of the moon, owing to the illuminated or
convex edge always being turned towards the sun; there is therefore continual
light on one side of the moon and constant comparative darkness on the
other ...”
This is an FRAS?
The rest of the story is soon told – or it is by me, anyway. They’re
informed by a Martian that on Jupiter there is a “bug” which is fire-proof.
After sundry adventures they get sufficient of these bugs to weave a cocoon
around the Regina and then make for the sun. They find beneath the sun’s
surface a black crust which they break through, descend through a nitrogen
atmosphere into an Earth-like one, and find a world in the middle inhabited
by telepaths.
If you should happen to go back by time-machine to 1910 and find this
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book lying around, please note that I don’t recommend it.
THERE ... I knew I could stick to one subject if I tried really hard.
Xyster #10 (October 1985)
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1985 III
“Its name is CONSPIRACY ’87.” (Committee of the 45th World Con.)
Well, we’ve had MileHiCON and VatiCON and NecronomiCON and.
NovaCON. We’ve had CONstellation and CONgeneric and ChiCON and
RocKON, LonCON and ManCON and CytriCON and even Festivention. The
names echo down the years. But –
Conspiracy? I don’t know who picked it, but it rings like a wooden bell.
They really should have consulted something bigger than a Little Gem
Dictionary. When I think that they could have had CONtesseration (act of
forming friendship or union), CONstringe (to draw together), CONtubernal
(living together in the same tent – just think of the Brighton Metropole as
symbolically an extra large marquee), or CONclamation or CONgenial – all
words with a faint resemblance to what we hope will be happening.... And if
you don’t stop muttering CONtraception and CONsummation down there at
the back I’ll be amongst you with my cane....
How about CONcorporate – unite in one body? Or if that sounds a bit
like an orgy, how about CONtraplex – having messages passing each way at
the same time, a fitting description of your average Con? But CONspiracy! It
just doesn’t express the spirit of the thing. Already, Mal Ashworth is hissing
from the corner of his mouth that Them are opening letters addressed to
CONspiracy before they’re delivered, in the hope of finding an IRA cell. I
hear that Bodey and Doyle are fully paid-up members and one complete floor
has been booked by the CIA.
No, with names like CONtraterrene and CONsimilar and CONgenial
shuffling along in the unemployment queue, I’m afraid that CONspiracy fits
like a djinn into a James P. Hogan story. It shows a deplorable lack of
imagination, which has been the curse of British Con Committees since those
dear dead days when a high point of the programme was the showing of
Things to Come and there was pathetic pleading for the loan of a 16mm.
projector three days before the event.
Me? What would I choose? Bidding a fond farewell to CONtranatant –
which means “swimming upstream”, a perfect description but hard to spell –
I think I’d go for bluff, simple directness and call it the BrighCON. But I
guess it’s too late now. All right, all right, I’m coming out with my hands up
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... I’m telling you Joe Nicholas gave me a copy of his new fanzine... I didn’t
ask for it .....
•••
ANY PUBLICITY IS GOOD PUBLICITY DEPT.
Dear Fanzine Editor/Publisher, Happy holidays!
We want to start off the New Year by getting to know you
better and seeing what your needs and wants are from us in the way
of information for your publication or anything else you need. I
have enclosed a survey which I hope you’ll fill out and send back
to us....
Thus Bridge Publications of Los Angeles in an Xmas letter of good cheer to
Terry Hill, little knowing that his Microwave has been put into suspended
animation for a couple of years due to some small domestic considerations
such as a forthcoming baby, changes in mundane employment, etc etc.
But it does give you a kinda warm feeling to know that 6000 miles away
Bridge Publications is holding out a helping hand, selflessly offering their all
to keep a humble fanzine editor’s head above water. Indeed, if I read the
thing aright, they’re not just offering a new duplicator or a new xerox
machine or even a printing machine, but “anything else you need”. I mean,
we all know that money doesn’t buy happiness, but sometimes I think that I’d
rather be a miserable millionaire.
However, on reading the rest of the literature that came with the letter,
the image of a Transatlantic Aladdin’s Lamp, waiting only to be rubbed to
make you richer than the Ewing family, fades away. They offer Bookmarks,
Posters, Pre-Release Synopsis of New Books, Buttons, and an item listed as
“Other”, Well, there was a time when a bit of the other might have sounded
attractive, but ...
And Bridge Publications will keep on burbling about new books they’ve
got. The first in a “dekalogy”, for instance, which a footnote informs us is a
“group of 10 volumes”. Light dawns. Vol. 1 is by L. Ron Hubbard. So, I
suppose, will be the remaining nine. “If you would like a copy ... to review in
your publication, just drop us a note ...”
Personally, you’d have to pay me – high – to read anything of
Hubbard’s after Battlefield Earth, which went back to the Library one quarter
read and another quarter skipped (the rest unread). But I’d love to know what
happens to any fanzine ed. who accepts the offer and gives the volume(s) a
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stinking review.
•••
ANY PUBLICITY IS GOOD PUBLICITY – PART 2
Amongst the plethora of films shown on TV over Xmas and the New
Year, there was a surprising lack of s-f. However, the situation was partly
saved on Jan. 2nd, when ITV showed Time Travel: Fact, Fiction and
Fantasy. I would have liked to have seen some remarks on the difference
between the last two categories, but on the whole it was a reasonable onceover-lightly, with the bonus of having Bob Silverberg popping up to speak a
little sense in 4-second bursts – the compilation was a film-editor’s
nightmare. H.G. Wells was spoken of with some respect, but no other
author’s s-f book was actually mentioned. As you might expect from a film
narrated by the hero of Back to the Future, the latter half of the picture was
mostly taken up by plugs for that film, but it passed a pleasant 45 minutes –
which was pretty odd in itself as TV Times scheduled it for an hour. Worth
looking at if repeated.
•••
“MAN IS DISTINGUISHED ... BY THE FACULTY OF LAUGHTER”
(Addison)
“I guess I’m just an old mad scientist at bottom. Give me an
underground laboratory, half-a-dozen atom-smashers, and a
beautiful girl in a diaphanous veil waiting to be turned into a
chimpanzee, and I care not who writes the nation’s laws. You’ll
have to leave my meals on a tray outside the door because I’ll be
working pretty late on the secret of making myself invisible, which
may take me almost until eleven o’clock.”
Thus S.J. Perelman in Crazy Like a Fox, starting an essay about our very own
Captain Future. Perelman was an American humorist with a fine eye for the
nuances of US and British speech, an often surrealistic approach to everyday
matters and a wit who could examine The Cleaning and Dyeing World or The
Mystery of Dr. Fu-Manchu and make them hysterically funny. I write of him
because in an early XYSTER – I mean, we’re talking ancient times, man,
when Joe Nicholas still had hair – Perelman was mentioned and some fan
wrote in expressing thanks for being directed to him.
I must say this surprised me, as such tomes as Keep It Crisp, The IllTempered Clavichord, The Dream Department and Listen to the Mocking
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Bird have been on my bookshelves since I had hair, but on reflection it
shouldn’t have done. We’re flung together in unholy matrimony because we
all – well, most of us – read science fiction, and the other aspects of life
(Ghod, how can he put out a fanzine and still like Maggie Thatcher?) come
tumbling after.
I would have thought, though, that especially with Xyster readers, the
mutual liking for s-f would have extended to a liking for humour. Are we on
the same wavelength? Given the choice between Ballard and Coren, would
you unhesitatingly choose Coren? In a lifeboat, would you hoist aboard Keith
Waterhouse or Mike Moorcock? Let’s dig around.
We’ll disregard, with respect, some of the acknowledged masters. Coren
and Waterhouse I’ve mentioned, Wodehouse of the intricately-knotted plots
and the wonderful use of English we’ll put aside (“And once more she sent
the birds shooting out of the treetops with that hearty laugh of hers ”), and
Tom Sharpe – whose Wilt and The Wilt Alternative were to me painfully and
scatologically funny – must wait awhile as I found some of his other stuff
desperately unfunny. Let’s try some of the minor figures.
Ernest Bramah (whose real name was Smith, but who cares?) should
actually be in every s-f bibliophile’s library because of a story of the future he
wrote called The Secret of the League – a middle-class Edwardian’s
nightmare of a Red Socialist society – and to detective story addicts he’s the
creator of Max Carrados, a blind detective, but to me he’s the respected
creator of the Kai Lung stories. Set in the framework of a story-teller who
wanders from one village to another, he creates a universe of gods and
dragons, emperors and peasants, in a prose style which is a parody of what a
literate Edwardian might think a literate would speak, painstaking and
unmistakable:
“Ever since your dignified presence illumined this very ordinary
chamber, this person has been endeavouring to bring to his mind an
incident which occurred to him last night while he slept. Now it has
come back to him with a diamond clearness, and he is satisfied that
it was as follows: While he floated in the Middle Air a benevolent
spirit in the form of an elderly and toothless vampire appeared,
leading by the hand a young man, of elegant personality. Smiling
encouragingly upon this person, the spirit said, ‘O Fou, recipient of
many favours from Mandarins and of innumerable taels from
gratified persons whom you have obliged, I am, even at this
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moment, guiding this exceptional young man towards your
presence; when he arrives do not hesitate, but do as he desires, no
matter how great the danger seems or how inadequately you appear
to be rewarded on earth’. The vision then melted, but I clearly
perceive that with the exception of the embroidered cloak which
you wear, you are the person thus indicated to me. Remove the
cloak, therefore, in order to give the amiable spirit no opportunity
of denying the fact, and I will advance your wishes; for as the Book
of Verses indicates, ‘The person who patiently awaits a sign from
the clouds for many years, and yet fails to notice the earthquake at
his feet, is devoid of intellect.’”
The stilted but impeccable language, the acceptance of the supernatural, the
ready quotation from the classics, are all Bramah hallmarks, as is the quiet
humour of the hero being conned out of his cloak. I don’t know if any
Bramah books are still in print, but the three most likely to be found are The
Wallet of Kai Lung, Kai Lung’s Golden Hours and Kai Lung Unrolls His
Mat. A fourth in the series, Kai Lung Beneath the Mulberry Tree, is harder to
locate, but extracts from all four are in The Celestial Omnibus. Another book,
set in the same framework but not a Kai Lung story, is The Moon of Much
Gladness, a mild satire on the literary detective genre of Sayers and Christie.
The Mirror of Kong-Ho, a badly-dated story of a Chinaman in Edwardian
London, is a pity.
Bramah’s fantasies are adult based – murder, suicide and general
mayhem abound – but lighter fare can be found in Anthony Armstrong’s The
Prince Who Hiccupped and The Pack of Pieces. Both feature adult fairy tales
played for laughs:
“Well,” said the fairy, turning to the young man, “I’ve got a
birthday present for you now, as I did not attend the customary
fairy gathering round your cradle.”
“Oh, that didn’t really matter!” said the Prince, in a selfsatisfied tone. “The others gave me all the usual presents, Health,
and Wealth, and Long Life, and Happiness –”
“Quite, quite,” interrupted the fairy. “I was down to have
given you Good Looks. But if you’re satisfied –”
The Prince gave a start and glanced sideways at a mirror. He
considered the remark a nasty dig. “Well, of course,” he began, “if
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you’d like –”
“Oh, it’s too late to do anything about it now,” went on the
fairy, scoring all along the line. “Much,” she added, looking more
closely at him.
The King coughed meaningly at this point. It seemed to him
that the conversation was taking on a rather personal tone.
A balletomane and a bridge expert seem an unlikely combination to produce
humorous books, but Caryl Brahms and S.J. Simon managed it with panache.
They wrote a number of books – some of which are, alas, virtually
unobtainable – but their two main series I find infinitely re-readable.
One series concerns Stroganoff, the Russian maestro of an eccentric
ballet company, who with a mixture of languages and low cunning shepherds
his troop around Europe. Here’s a small extract from A Bullet in the Ballet,
which actually appeared in the Penguin “Mystery and Crime” series:
After the preliminary greetings, Quill expressed a wish to examine
the scene of the crime. The request seemed to puzzle Stroganoff.
“Poor Anton,” he said. “He is in his dressing room for the last
time.”
Quill looked up sharply. “I thought he was shot on the stage.”
“Mais naturellement,” agreed Stroganoff. “On the roof. It was
lucky,” he added, “that it was the end of the ballet, so the audience
they know nothing and are happy.”
“Then you’ve moved the body?”
“Mais naturellement,” said Stroganoff, appearing even more
puzzled than before. “You cannot have a body in Ajax, and anyway
the decor, it is different.”
“Am I to understand,” asked the persevering Quill, “that you
have moved the body and calmly gone on with the performance?”
“Mais certainement,” said Stroganoff, with evident selfsatisfaction. “We are well-organised, yes?”
Brahms and Simon’s historical fantasies are dream-like. They take what
everyone remembers about a historical era – Elizabethan, Edwardian, etc. –
add a few specialised facts, and mix into their story. Here’s No Bed for
Bacon:
The Flower of England was looking at its plates with a mixture of
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doubt tinged with awe. In front of each of them lay a soggy island
of white mush, shaped rather like a warped egg, only larger.
The potato!
This was it! “Well, well, well,” said the Master of Revels, in a
resigned voice.
Sir Philip Sydney would not permit his doubts to show on his
face. He was making up his mind not to let old Walter down.
“Delicious,” he was going to say, whatever it tasted like.
The Earl of Southampton picked his up and experimented. The
potato turned over quite easily, and seemed to be the same on the
other side.
The Stroganoff books include A Bullet in the Ballet, Six Curtains for
Stroganova, Casino for Sale and associated shorts; the three main volumes
are gathered in Stroganoff in the Ballet. A similar story is told in The
Elephant Is White. The historical series includes No Bed for Bacon, Trottie
True, You Were There and Don’t, Mr. Disraeli.
I haven’t included the names of publishers here, as I’m not at all sure
how many of the books mentioned are still in print – they’re old favourites –
or indeed if the publishers still exist. The local library will help out. There are
many other authors I could mention – Benchley, Thurber, Jean Kerr, Clive
James, E.S. Turner, Katherine Whitehorn, W.W. Jacobs, etc etc., but we all
laugh at different things – the above is just a personal selection.
The s–f field is sadly lacking in humour; the books where a sense of
wonder is allied with a funny-bone are pitifully few: Who Goes Here by Bob
Shaw, Strata by Terry Pratchett, Takeoff! by Randy Garrett, most of
Sheckley, de Camp & Pratt, Bill, the Galactic Hero by Harrison ... the list of
full-length books is short. Maybe there’s a basic dichotomy. I hold to the
theory that most humour is the breaking of half-taboos. That is, we laugh
when we’re confronted by a total violation of a convention which is breaking
down. To take an extreme example, in those old Victorian volumes of Punch
there were numerous jokes on the ignorance of the “lower classes”, Cockney
language, strangeness of foreigners. Nowadays, we don’t find these things
funny, but we laugh at jokes about Princess Di and Prince Charles which in
Victorian times would have been (in the convention of the times directed
against Queen Victoria) lèse-majesté and definitely unprintable. Between the
wars Thorne Smith gained a reputation as a humorous novelist with books in
which nudity and some light marital infidelity was exploited. Now, who
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cares? And in those respects they’re no longer funny.
So in s-f, the “willing suspension of disbelief” which is supposed to snap
into existence immediately we open the book operates against any idea of
humour. Any convention can be violated, made non-existent, flouted, and
only some shreds of your present-day morality in social matters need remain.
It’s only in the field of logic that some scope remains for the poor s–f author
to find some basic rules whose breaking might – or might not – make the
reader laugh. And then, of course, he’s writing fantasy.
Xyster #11 (February 1986)
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Fifty Years On
1936! Annus Mirabilis! I always knew that there was something special about
that year. For one thing, the family moved. Until then we’d been living with
my grandfather in his large Victorian house. In places where the wallpaper
had been torn, little tufts of horsehair grew out of the plaster underneath, and
marble fireplaces had a brass bell–pull on each side so that you could ring for
non-existent servants. There were banisters which you could slide down and
underneath the house a huge dark and dirty cellar where Things dwelt. Even
in my nightmares 20 or 30 years later I’d be passing that cellar door and
something would come out at me....
So we moved that August to what was then called a “dormitory suburb”
– somewhere where you went to sleep, but the core of your existence, your
Work, was located many miles away. It was a brand new house in a brand
new road. It had electricity, not gas. I can remember running down to the
shops on that first evening for electric light bulbs, panicky lest they should be
closed before I got there and we’d have to spend the evening by candlelight.
Oh, the wonder of pressing a switch as you entered a room to get that
miraculous flood of light instead of groping your way in with a burning
match, hoping that you’d be able to reach the lamp, take off the glass globe,
turn on the gas and light the mantle before the match went out. And – joy –
no cellar.
1936! We had a wasteland, not a garden. It was dotted all over with
great chunks of orange-yellow clay from the foundations, strange stuff as soft
and malleable as so much plasticene. There were great pockets of sand left
over from the builder’s operation which caused my collector’s instincts to
function, so that I gathered about a cubic yard together in one spot – it might,
I thought, come in useful some time.
A few weeks after moving I went back to the old district, and there, in a
sidestreet I hadn’t been down before, in a grubby, crowded newsagents-cumconfectioners, I came across my very first SF magazine, and somewhere a
minor deity felt a little twitch on his fishing line and smiled.
But I was collecting sunspots. It was a year of sunspot maximum, and
I’d project the bright image of the sun through my tiny telescope onto a plain
sheet of paper, and carefully delineate the spots and blotches with a pencil.
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I’d then stick the result into a Boots Large Scribbling Diary with a notation of
the exact time.
1936! A strange year, a year of something about to happen. Hitler and
Mussolini formed the Berlin-Rome Axis, and a few public voices prophesied
doom. One of them was H.G. Wells; his film Things To Come arrived in
which he, fancifully, forecast war at the end of ’39. A man, whose name I
have forgotten, wrote a book, whose title I have forgotten – nobody’s perfect.
In this book, which I borrowed from the local library (all gawky in my first
long trousers and growing at a rate of 4 inches per year), the author had also
been struck with the uniqueness of 1936. He’d scraped around, delved,
investigated, consulted the astrologers, and verily, 1936 was the year of the
jackpot. There were the sunspots, and Nostradamus had prophesied war and
the burning of Paris. Mother Shipton had mentioned it in terms of deepest
pessimism, and the ancient Chinese sages had shaken their heads over it. In
the Great Pyramid, where each year was designated by a nick in the stone or
a step or something else visible to the eye of the faithful, 1936 was where a
pariah dog had peed. Mark his words, there was going to be hell to pay in
1936.
Nobody actually panicked about the book. It was a hot, hot summer. An
enterprising Fleet Street reporter fried an egg on the pavement. The public
thought at intervals about the Olympic Games in Berlin, and the Spanish
Civil War, and King Edward the Eighth, and somehow there was this feeling
of anticipation in the air. What did those stalwart prophesiers, the SF pulps,
think?
The quick answer is, not much. Amazing Stories, for August ’36, 25
cents, still ploughing steadily along under the veteran T. O’Conor Sloane, ran
an editorial about Atlantis, a lead story He Who Shrank for those who could
visualise electrons as tiny worlds circling a nucleonic sun; the hero shrank
through universe after universe, passing through Earth on the way. Other
authors appearing were Fearn and Dr. Breuer.
In August ’36 the first Thrilling Wonder Stories appeared, undercutting
the market – price 15 cents. Authors included Cummings, Zagat, and a
posthumous appearance by Weinbaum. In the Science Fiction League
announcements, Barnsley was added to the already-existing Leeds, Belfast,
Nuneaton and Glasgow Chapters. Nothing was heard from London. A
“house” ad. for a companion magazine blurbed Blood Chilling Stories of
Hideous Terror & Grim Torture in every issue of Thrilling Mystery – 10¢ –
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at all Newsstands.
Tremaine’s 20-cent Astounding Stories for August ’36 included two
serials – Leinster and Williamson – and shorts included stories by
Weinbaum, Wallace West and Gallun. Fearn was advertised on the cover but
didn’t make the interior. Campbell had an article.
Little did they know. Looking back, with the hindsight of 50 years, we
can only shake our heads in sympathetic sorrow.
In 1936 A. Oddwove* was born. Happy Birthday, Dave.
* The anagram-loving Dave Wood, editor of Xyster, celebrated his 50th
birthday in the issue containing this column.

Bibliophile’s Corner
With all this talk above of wars and rumours of wars, I’d half-thought (natch)
of chatting about some ancient bloody tome, e.g. The Unpardonable War
(“What was the great surprise of the country at large when the great Armada
suddenly appeared off the coast of Maine ... Frenchman’s Bay was alive with
British transports and warships ...”) or possibly The War Inevitable (“A
million and a quarter Teuton fighting men had set foot on British soil ...”) or
perhaps The Great Pacific War (“Less than half the American machines
broke through and made for the Japanese fleet ...”) or even The War-God
Walks Again (“Put the Red Flag up over the House of Parliament – and the
trick is done!”), but a far gentler book recently came to hand (i.e. I bought it
for 10p at a booksale in a dim church-hall) which has its own peculiar
piquancy.
Meda: a Tale of the Future – as related by Kenneth Folingsby, written
1888, published 1892, to quote the title page, starts off with a couple of
strikes against it (what is the British equivalent of that? “Started off a wicket
down” doesn’t have the same feeling), for whatever you say about modern
fantasy – form a queue on the left, please – we’ve at least advanced on the
actual form of story-telling as displayed here. In a short, anonymous
introduction, Kenneth is put firmly amongst the angels: “He was an artist of
no mean ability ... he was well-to-do, and had a very nice house ... He was a
man who thought it his duty to try and elevate the intellectual standards of the
working classes ... Being a Conservative in politics, he espoused that cause
with great earnestness, because he believed it to be the best for the people....”
Kenneth, whose story in the first person occupies the rest of the book,
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falls ill at the end of an election battle – “Before the election ... I lost
consciousness, and knew nothing more of politics ... until I woke from a
trance now fully four months ago.”
With the reader’s sense of disbelief now fully suspended, Kenneth
launches into his story of finding himself walking by a river in a wild, ruindotted landscape. He soon meets the inhabitants – “not more than 4 feet high
with very large heads – that portion of the body which contains the principal
organs of digestion [go on, Kenneth, be a devil and say stomach] seemed to
be almost entirely awanting ...”
He soon learns that he is in 5575, and the reason for the absence of the –
er – organs is that “I am a modern man, and have no need of food; I simply
take a little water to moisten my lips and maintain the moisture of the
body...” The speaker is one of the elite – taller than the commoners Kenneth
first met – “These people correspond with the uneducated working classes ...
we try to elevate them but in vain.” This is a world where intellect rules,
nowhere more so than in the local Observatory. “... we make the greatest
practical use of the moon; we communicate with all parts of the world by its
assistance. We know exactly by tables at what positions of the earth the moon
is visible at certain hours and days, and by means of what we call our
compound reflectors we can cast a shadow of any message we like on it.
Operators in other parts of the world are constantly observing it also, and take
a series of photographs every second of the shadows that we throw, so that
observers in various parts of the world are transmitting and receiving news
every clear night ... this record is made common property ... we find that the
inhabitants of many planets have noticed our reflections as cast on the moon,
and we have also noticed theirs ...”
Amongst other interesting facts, Kenneth learns that “Our marriage laws
are very strict. No man can have more than one wife during his life, to have a
second wife is a terrible crime in our eyes. He must not marry until he is
forty....” There is a long explanation about aerial and naval fleets controlled
by gravitational-magnetic lines of force, though the future men hardly need
airplanes as they can float hither and thither. To his delight Kenneth finds
that he is acquiring this power.
He also indulges in some social mingling – “The elderly lady told me
that trivial offences were punished by admonitions from the elders of the
people, but no matter how great the offence, no one’s life was taken. ‘But for
all that,’ said she, ‘there is one offence that cannot be named by any woman
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that is subject to a dreadful punishment.’ I asked her to let me know what this
punishment was, and with a serious face she said: ‘Men or women that are
guilty of this terrible crime are allowed to float away alone into endless
space....’”
As you might expect, the future people are very religious, and Kenneth
feels that he is beginning to fit into their society. He marries the daughter of
the head historian, and it is while he is engaging in light repartee with his inlaws that he casually mentions that he had a wife in the old days. Outrage!
Although this first wife has been dust for 3000 years, he has committed the
cardinal sin – two marriages. He is hauled before a tribunal, and in spite of an
eloquent defence is condemned to be cast into Outer Space.
To cut a 325pp. novel short, Kenneth is thrust off the earth, and
eventually wakens in his own bed, convinced that his spirit has journeyed
into the future. An odd ending; the future society embodies all of a
conservative Victorian’s aspirations except for this one moral sandbag which
disposes of our hero. It’s fairly easy to be analytic and say that the author
dreamed of dalliance outside the blissful marital state, and then punished
himself. Is it so easy? It was to be years before Lewis Carroll was subjected
to psycho-analysis though his writings, so the innocent “Folingsby” would
have no idea of the path he was treading.
I wonder what the analysts of 5000AD will make of, say, Neuromancer?
•••
The honourable editor’s Shakespeare/SF mix proved a real time-waster;
research involves you reading (a) Shakespeare; (b) SF – preferably wellknown. Both of which activities are liable to lead to further reading instead of
writing.
“What a piece of work is man! How noble in reason! How infinite
in faculties! In form and moving, how express and admirable! In
action, how like an angel! In apprehension, how like a god! First,
just notice that skeleton. It is really remarkable. Slightly out of true
here and there right now, of course, but I believe it’s going to turn
out to be the first absolutely perfect male skeleton I have ever
seen.”
Hamlet / Galactic Patrol – E.E. Smith
“Lay her i’ the earth: and from her fair and unpolluted flesh, may
violets spring.” Life would begin again the same old re-repeated
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cycle that had begun perhaps with the rotting corpse of some last
survivor of interstellar travel.
Hamlet / “Adam and No Eve” – Bester
Aw hell – too fascinating. One last one:
“O, what a noble mind is here o’erthrown! / The courtier’s,
scholar’s, soldier’s eye, tongue, sword. / And under the
circumstances,” said the pudgy man with finality, “I can only
suggest an early visit to a psychiatrist, Mr Gosseyn.”
Hamlet / World of Null-A – Van Vogt
Xyster #12 (1986)
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Not the End of the Pier Show
“Writing is easy. All you do is stare at a blank sheet of paper until
drops of blood form on your forehead.” (Gene Fowler)
The purpose of my life, the well-spring of my being, was seriously disturbed
by the awful calculations of Dave Wood in the last Xyster, and after
pondering ... you don’t remember the last Xyster? You don’t remember the
calculations?? Who’s Dave Wood??? You can’t be serious ... Oh well, if you
think back – it was that one with the good drawings and the excellent staples
– you’ll recollect that Dave produced statistics to show that, even if some
contributor to Xyster whose offering had been typographically mangled
allowed him to live to be 75 or 80 or so, he doesn’t look like getting through
his present book collection again, even at one per day.
Well, I haven’t got so many un-read books as Dave – I suppose it’s
running around 250 at present – but otherwise our situations are roughly
comparable. Except that I’m about 15 years nearer the great Library In The
Sky than he is. This thought, combined with awful weather this year, has kept
me from my usual rounds of the local boot sales, jumble sales and book fairs.
Do I really need to buy any more?
But I really must get out; it’s not good to be stuck in here with only
thousands of books, magazines, fanzines and woodlice for company. And the
woodlice don’t have much conversation – they just crawl around the bottom
of the bath waving their feelers and looking helpless. Well, I exaggerate a
little – I tend to find 4 or 5 each morning which have fallen off the walls and
have descended into the slippery white horror of a concentration camp – or
bath – and it depends on my mood as to whether I gently put them out of the
window or flush them down the toilet. It’s hell playing God to woodlice.
So to avoid becoming one of those recluses-found-quietly-decomposingamongst-towering-piles-of-books that one reads about – or being eaten by the
woodlice – I have to get out to boot fairs and the rest when the weather’s OK.
But a new spirit rules me. I discriminate. I draw in my breath between
clenched teeth and shake my head and move away from some tattered PB
with the magic legend “Science Fiction” dimly legible on its spine. I cast a
cynical eye at Van Vogt for 10p and move away from Heinlein at 6 for a £. I
weigh in the balance and find wanting. I’m getting a regular little Joe
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Nicholas.
But the other Saturday, as I turned away from a cardboard box
containing a couple of dozen BRE Astoundings at 10p. each, it occurred to
me that someone, somewhere, might want them. And that chap who had in
the back of his car 20 or so Moorcocks – (“Yes” he said, “I used to be a
Moorcock fan”) – could I have spread a little happiness around by buying
them and passing them on to some Moorcock-hungry person?
So if anyone has a Want List on which they need some aid, send it in. I
can’t promise to have enough patience to look for particular editions – tho’ I
could try – but if you just want me to keep an eye open for a particular PB (or
author) let me know with any other relevant details – condition? max price
(10p – 20p etc.)? – and you’ll give a poor old fan an extra purpose in life.
Well, at boot fairs, anyway. Oh, and there’s one proviso – I need to be kept
up to date. If I get a PB for you and you write back saying sorry, you got it
last April, you’ll receive dozens of matchboxes full of woodlice. Be warned.
I don’t mind looking for non-sf/fantasy material; I’ve already diversified
into looking for Stephen Frances (alias Hank Janson) PBs on behalf of a fan.
He (Frances) was a sort of British Mickey Spillane of the ’50’s and ’60’s, and
incidentally authored some soft core pornographic sf of no merit whatsoever.
I’ve found about 25 of his books to date, and as far as I can recall none of the
titles was duplicated. Odd.
•••
I read Dave’s accounts of “what I did on holiday” with a vague feeling that
possibly I’m missing something from my life, but in general I prefer to be a
stay-at-home. There’s probably some deep psychological reason behind this
attitude ... return to the womb ... insecurity ... can spend my money on books
... etc., but secretly I put it down to the fact that towards the end of the War I
was totally spoilt for mundane holidays – Spain, Algeria, etc. – by Fate.
I remember being paraded outside the RAF guard house along with
twenty-six others in my Electricians class, and finding twenty-four had been
given “Embarkation Leave”, i.e. a short holiday at home before proceeding
overseas.
Another erk and myself had “home postings”; I was despatched to a
’drome in Lincolnshire (from Wiltshire) and started to get acquainted with
the place. Ten days later there came a message from the Electrician’s school.
My posting had been a mistake. Return at once. So I did, and was given
Embarkation leave. Some days later I arrived at Blackpool, heart hammering,
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ready to be sent anywhere in the world.
The rest of my old class was still there, but I went into a different draft.
The old lot drew from the Stores short pants and – I seem to recall – solar
topees and other hot-weather gear, and soon departed for what one could
presume was India or Burma. My draft drew fur-hats and thick pullovers and
snow-goggles. To cut it short, after passing through a North Atlantic storm,
with chasms between the waves big enough to swallow a London omnibus,
we drew into the harbour of Reykyavik, Iceland.
I had the usual ignorance about the place which was common in those
days – and possibly now. There were no igloos or polar bears, nor was it
completely covered by ice. The entire island was surrounded by a habitable
stretch of land roughly 10 miles deep; the interior was all unexplored valleys
and glaciers and dormant volcanoes. In later years I was to read that US
astronauts went there as the next-best-thing to the Moon. It was pretty
inhospitable; I remember going to the National Forest in a local park and
standing on tip-toes to look over the trees.
But exotic! A fortnight after arriving I was sent to an “outpost”, a
fishing village in the Southern coast of Iceland. On the way, our small
motorised convoy was faced with a broken suspension bridge. We took to the
hills – following some barely discernible tyre-tracks over the tops of
mountains, the edges of ravines, by waterfalls ... real Lost Horizon stuff.
Eighty miles later we got back to the other end of the suspension bridge. I
won’t bore you with the story of our driver later getting hypnotised by the
dead straight road running over a lava-dust desert on the way and turning us
over into a ditch....
And what on earth was the RAF doing in an isolated fishing village?
Don’t laugh, but I was the Electrician in charge of a lighthouse. The
Mechanic and I had to wait through the 20 hours of an Icelandic winter night
and if the telex message come through struggle into our thick woollies, go
down to the beach, and turn the lighthouse on for a specific time and with a
specific opening of the shutters surrounding the 3KW bulb inside it.
In the spring we went mountain climbing, or struggled as for as we
could go up the valley to where the glacier – with a volcano underneath it,
due to go off at any time – bulked against the sky-line.
The place certainly spoilt me for Continental Europe.

Once Upon a Time ...
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If you asked a pre-war British kid about “comics”, he wouldn’t know what
the hell you were talking about. Oh, sure, occasionally there would float
across from the Other Side of the Atlantic the middle section of US
newspapers, where there would be this exotic collection of coloured cartoon
strips, and you’d find yourself plunged into the middle of an adventure with
Dick Tracy, or Terry and the Pirates, or the Katzenjammer Kids, or Prince
Valiant (see, they must have made an impression, as I doubt whether I saw
more than half-a-dozen of the things), but on the whole – zilch. And
associated phenomena – I remember hanging about the window of a toyshop
with my jaw hanging open; there were tiny models of Buck Rogers, his
friends, enemies and a monster or two displayed. They were the only ones I
ever saw – and were too expensive for me to buy.
What we did have was papers and books, There were half-a-dozen
weekly papers, each packed with short stories and serials, and there were the
paper-back monthly books. Amongst the latter were the “Schoolboys’ Own
Library”, “Sexton Blake Library” and “Boys’ Friend Library”. Four of each
of these were published each month at the forbidding price of 4d, each, and
they contained both reprints from the weekly papers and, more often, original
stories. I have one in front of me now – Boys’ Friend Library No. 514,
published 6th February, 1936 – yes, they believed in detail – which is The
Insect Men by one Alfred, Edgar.
Not being an old-boys-paper buff I’ve no information on Mr.Edgar. Was
he the Robert Heinlein of the fourpennies? I’ve no idea, but I’ve kept this PB
for years because, aside from the fact that papers/books naturally stick to me,
the story is marvellously evocative of pre-war kid’s sf – language, plot,
detail, atmosphere.
The Insect Men starts off in the classroom. “Mr. Kildare was science
master for the whole of Haleydown School as well as being in charge of the
Upper Fourth. All the fellows liked him because he coached for boxing in his
spare time, and, in addition, he had won the D.S.O. during the Great War.”
Note the amount of information and atmosphere and chumminess (“fellows”)
packed into just two sentences. Also note that this was a boarding school, as
usual. Far less than 1% of boys-paper readers went to these establishment,
but because you didn’t want the action continually interrupted by the
protagonists going home for supper, it was the accepted convention.
Mr. Kildare is superintending the detention – they had been constructing
fireworks and stink-bombs during a science lesson – of the four (it was nearly
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always four or five) central characters – Jack Buller, Bertie St. Clair (“the
finely-cut, clear features of an aristocrat”), “Toots” Townely, and “Roly”
Rolleston (“... his ‘fat’ was all muscle”). They get Mr. Kildare talking of his
Great War experiences, but suddenly – “Petrified with amazement, Jack saw
the master disappearing, so that an algebraic equation chalked on the
blackboard behind (his) desk became visible through his head”.
All five find themselves on a disc above a transformed London – “It’s
St. Paul’s Cathedral, sir! St.Paul’s – in ruins!” – and soon discover that
through some hastily glossed-over science they have reached the year 5000
AD. And it’s all a mistake. The fumble-fingered scientists of the future have
been dipping into Time to try to locate the ’14-’18 War – “the last to be
fought in the World” – because they have a problem. All the world except the
British Isles has been taken over by Krooms, round-headed, beaked, insectile,
whose origin is obscure, but who regard men as toothsome steaks; the effete
men of the future – no war for 3000-odd years – are fishing for knowledge of
fighting, and were badly out in trying to locate the First World War.
Other incidental information swiftly and painlessly conveyed is that “the
world’s stores of coal and oil had long been exhausted. Power was now
obtained from the sun’s heat and from the action of sea-waves about the
coasts ... all around Great Britain a radio belt had been erected to keep out
Krooms ...”
Mr. Kildare rapidly takes charge – “it seems to me that these people –
these Englanders – are a helpless lot ...” and so it proves, for when they go on
a reconnoitring trip (“Rapid transit vessel,” he said. “Doing some seven
hundred kilometres an hour!”) they have to arm themselves with metal bars.
Beaten back, by Krooms mounted on condors yet, they go out again, armed
with a hastily constructed bomb (“It’s rather a crude sort of thing”), find that
the only living things in the French landscape are packs of wild dogs
attacking Krooms, and that the latter are concentrated around a huge hole in
the ground – which they bomb, This turns out to be the French end of the
ancient Channel Tunnel, which the Englanders had forgotten about.
Stopping up the English end of the tunnel – just in time – they try the
time machine again; Mr Kildare proves to be even more fumble fingered than
the others, for this time two fifteenth century knights from the Wars of the
Roses emerge.... So it goes. They dig under the site of Chelsea Barracks (!) to
recover a machine gun (the bullets bounce off the Krooms), at last find the
Great War period (send back a schoolboy’s cap and it returns with a tin of
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bully beef inside it), try shining searchlights into the Kroom’s bug eyes (only
“direct hits” work), etc. Unfortunately, Edgar blots his copybook with an
account of a group of Portuguese – the only free Continental Europeans –
who construct the usual (pre-war) backyard rocketship: “... it was propelled
by simple pressure of gas on the atmosphere ... when it reached the limit of
the Earth’s envelope of air some radio-active property was to carry it on
through the ether.” And the Moon is desert-like; while the astronauts are
examining plants they’re Jumped by Krooms and eaten. No explanations.
Finally, the radio beam installation is disassembled into separated
airborne units – death-rays – and with the help of thousands of dogs the
invasion of Europe begins. The visitors are thanked, given medals, and are
returned to the exact moment that they left. THE END.
The young reader won’t have learnt any science, but will have Had A
Read. I suppose that nowadays the lack of cheap paperbacks for kids is
symptomatic of the age, Face reality as early as you can, for Life is awaiting
around the corner to clobber you. I’m not saying this attitude is wholly bad,
but I feel it odd that TV and comics can fantasize, but the humble PB has
died. I wonder why?
Xyster #13 (October 1987)
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Splinters
As I totter into this pulpit and survey the congregation – and cast a steely
glance at young Harris who’s scribbling obscene limericks in his hymn book
again – it occurs to me that, judging by some of the remarks made in this
fanzine and others recently, it’s about time I put in my two cents-worth.
I don’t like fanzine reviews.
Now, if two of you will carry out Joe Nicholas and the rest of you stop
whispering I’ll go into detail. Once upon a time, just conceivably, there may
have been so many fanzines in these islands (this, by the way, is strictly for
Britishers – you others may wander into other pages and pick some flowers
or something as you so desire) that you had to have some guidance as to
where you spent your hot little pennies. Fanzine A was better than Fanzine B.
Value for money. Waste not want not, etc.
But it has surely not escaped your notice that these days most fanzines
are for free; a faned will be only too pleased to send a copy of hiser ’zine, and
if you send a friendly LoC you’ll probably get the duplicator by return of
post. Fanzines are a bit of a dying art, run by people with more money than
sense.
But suppose you have conceived a dislike for a ’zine. It invariably puts
‘e’s before ‘i’s, doesn’t know the difference between ‘its’ and ‘it’s’, misspells
Harris copy, and indulges in other strange and unnatural practices. Or
possibly you’re into strange and unnatural practices, would like to see more
pictures of naked robots, and wish the ’zine would plop onto your doormat
oftener.
So write a LoC. Nothing could be simpler, and if your views are
considered sufficiently interesting they’ll be displayed for all and sundry in
the very magazine that you’re talking about.
Too simple. And there’s always the chance, laughable tho’ it is, that the
faned won’t find your views of sufficient interest to publish. Or, as often
happens with Pulp, there’s just not enough space, as witness the minuscule
typeface I’ve used in the past.
Also, you might get answered back.
Far better, don’t you think, to unleash your golden eloquence in a totally
different fanzine. It doesn’t really matter if the two sets of readers aren’t
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identical ... it’s their own fault, for not getting both ’zines.
But let’s drop the sarcasm. I had a short and inconclusive
correspondence with Dave Langford on this subject at about the time I edited
my last Pulp. Dave, who is possibly the only fan in the world who could
shake my opinions on this, more-or-less approves of reviews. (I can’t ever
remember seeing him tearing into some innocent fanzine, tho’ when it comes
to professional stuff ...). The most relevant bit in this correspondence – one
para, of which was modestly bracketed with the remark “Too hastily written,
I think. Print only if desperate!” – is “A letter pays off just one fannish ‘ob’
and may never see print; doing a public reply in a fanzine you can send to
300 people (or even writing a flashy article for another fanzine) is liable to
bring in more ego fodder and fame. Now tell me I’m cynical.”
This business about “may never see print” strikes me as the kernel of
this discussion. Does it matter if it doesn’t see print? I’m old-fashioned, I
suppose; I’ve always thought of fanac as a hobby which you freely entered
into for sheer fun, an attitude which stems from those long-gone ’50s. Yeah, I
know that after 30 years things have changed; it’s no longer marvellous to
meet another sf fan, and there may be as many as three times as many fanzine
fans in this country as we had in those days. But the thought that a mere letter
of comment should be loaded with such weighty significance that you can’t
bear the possibility (note the possibility) of it not being printed strikes me as
distinctly bizarre.
Fandom is for fun. Olde ’50s proverb. Of course, things have altered,
and, as I remarked to a recent correspondent, it didn’t occur to us that some
people found their fun in pulling the wings off flies. But it does seem to me
that fanzine publishing of whatever calibre should be encouraged, especially
in the present circumstances where the number of faneds is a pitifully small
figure compared with the number of fans. Fandom is for fun. Yes, it has a
distinctly old fashioned ring to it. Have you noticed what a lot of Causes are
being promulgated in fanzines? OK, I can understand the reasons why
various enthusiasts – women’s rights (hi, Avedon), gay rights (hi,
whatsyourname), anti-Thatcherites (hi, nearly everybody), etc., find fandom a
golden opportunity to let fly on behalf of their favourite Cause, and it often
makes interesting reading, but aren’t you preaching to the converted?
Fandom is, as the man said, a ghoddamned hobby, and if I want to read about
prejudice I can buy a newspaper. Has every subject of purely fannish interest
been exhausted?
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Splinters II
I sometimes get asked about the differences between Then and Now, tho’ not
twice by the same person. Of course, often they’re evident – I remember how
struck I was by the sight of about 15 female fans sitting on the floor at an
early ’80s NovaCon, because this was about as many as existed in the whole
of British fandom in the ’60s. And virtually nothing is Now thought of fans
taking over a whole hotel for a weekend’s convention – Then it was an
evening in a room over a pub., etc, etc, etc.
But one change seems to have passed almost unnoticed. Before the War
– and after it – a fan’s burning ambition was to Break Into Print. Young
Arthur Clarke, young Bill Temple, young Sam Youd ... Burke, McIlwain,
Arnold, Gillings, Carnell and others – they were all involved in fandom to
some degree, and they all wanted to Write.
After the War, there was Bulmer, Brunner, Tubb, Morgan, Shaw, White,
Moorcock, to name a few – and that’s only in Great Britain. Over in the
States there was Damon Knight, Pohl, Benford, Hoffman, White, Carr ... an
endless list.
But over here the last few years have been lacking in Names. There’s
Holdstock, Stableford, Langford and ... and ... well, others will probably
come to mind before I finish writing this, but once upon a time if you
scratched a fan you’d find a bleeding hopeful pro. Nowadays – almost zilch.
I wonder why this is? Is it lack of ambition? Is it having a harder look at
reality? Is it lack of markets? Is it that sf has taken off so strongly in the
States, with hordes of would-be writers hunched over their word processors,
inspired by that oft-told story of Ray Bradbury, the young fan in the corner of
the Los Angeles clubroom who burnt a million words of unsaleable material
and then went on to fame and fortune, that they’ve swamped the market?
Of course, a good agent can help. I asked Sam Youd about his start as an
author; I had a hazy memory of being told that Sam – who writes under the
name of “John Christopher” – had an agent who submitted a story twice to
the same magazine. Sam was a prominent fan at the beginning of the War. He
had his own fanzines (Fantast, Fantasy War Bulletin, etc.) and his first
published story – war, not sf – won a competition in Lilliput, a Man’s
Magazine of those days, which means that it had one artistic female nude
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study in each issue ... and some good writing.
“As far as John Burke and I were concerned” says Sam, “I do know that
our main ambition was in the field of the general novel. We were both given
awards by the Rockefeller Foundation (Atlantic Awards, so called), designed
to aid young writers whose careers (?) had been interrupted by war, and we
published our first novels within months of each other in 1949 (The Winter
Swan and Swift Summer).
“Additionally, and basically for the bread, we had a go at the SF
magazines. My own first sale was to Wally Gillings, and I sold a bit to the
American market. Later I was approached by someone at the small firm of
Grayson & Grayson to put a collection of shorts together, resulting in The
Twenty-Second Century in 1954. ( I believe this was the first SF collection by
a British writer, excluding such as Wells, of course).
“It came out at a time when Michael Joseph was venturing into the field
with Novels Of Tomorrow, and his series editor, Clemence Dane (she who
pre-war had dismissed SF as ‘the American fairy tale’) asked me to
contribute. I enlarged and finalized some stories I’d been writing into The
Year of the Comet, which helped to start the series.
“My second attempt, The Prince in Waiting, was turned down –
fortunately, because many years later I re-wrote it as the first part of my
second children’s trilogy; these are my own favourites and I’m happy that
they’re still in print and are being reissued next year by Collier books. But as
a substitute for Prince I sent Clemence The Death of Grass. ”
“Grass did only moderately well over here. In the States literary agent
Scott Meredith tried various magazines – I think including Colliers (who had
serialised Wyndham’s Day of the Triffids) and certainly including the
Saturday Evening Post – without success. Meanwhile, he had a tentative offer
from Ballantine, in those days fairly small-time and paperback only who
wanted me to do an extensive rewrite to make it ‘more orthodox science
fiction’.
“In a mood combining principle, arrogance and bloody-mindedness, I
refused. Not long after, Peter Schwed of Simon & Schuster visited Michael
Joseph’s office and asked if he had ‘any story tellers’ on his new list. He was
shown Grass and bought it with just one change: the title went from Death of
Grass (which he said reminded him of something out of a gardening
department) to No Blade of Grass.
“Although he hadn’t made the sale, Scott Meredith ran well with the
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ball. He tried it again on Saturday Evening Post, where I think there had been
a change of assistant editor, and they bought it. Ben Hibbs did a special
editorial – THE BOOK THAT SHOCKED THE EDITORS, in bold type –
and broke precedent by agreeing to run the first instalment coincidentally
with the book’s publication (normally they insisted on complete magazine
publication in advance). I learned later that they had also been toying with
Nevil Shute’s On the Beach, but the coin came down Christopher.”
Thank you, Sam. Death of Grass sold hardcover, PB and film rights in
the US and hard cover and PB (Penguin) in this country, and Sam did pretty
well. And in this particular case it took talent, a little luck, and a good
American agent.
Prospective authors, unhappily aware that two out of three will hardly
do, can now attend a Writer’s Workshop – if they can spare the time and the
cash – and if you take the view that story-telling is story-telling, whether it’s
sf, romance or detective, there are various writer’s circles. And they can now
get a crumb of comfort from a new book, How to Write Tales of Horror.
Fantasy & Science Fiction, edited by J.N. Williamson, published by Writer’s
Digest Books of Cincinnati, Ohio, ISBN 0-89879-270-3 (price £13.95 or
shall we call it £14?).
HTWTOHFASF – no, that sounds too much like a Yugoslavian curse,
let’s make it How To ... – is edited by a man who was at one time a “selfemployed astrologer”, who has written/edited 35 books and was
secretary/treasurer of the Horror Writers Of America. You can therefore
deduce that things that go “aaargh!” in the night will have some precedence
over hints on how to explain Seyfert galaxies in two paragraphs. Bloch and
Bradbury and Marion Zimmer Bradley have chapters, for instance, but so
have Michael Banks and Sharon Baker.
Banks has some encouraging words in “Science Fiction: Hard Science
and Hard Conflict” – “The bulk of my scientific knowledge is self-taught.
Nor do many of my science-fiction-novel-writing friends who routinely
knock down five-figure advances have heavy scientific backgrounds.” But he
then goes on to explain how to do what research may be needed for a
particular story.
“Sexist Stereotypes and Archetypes: What to Do with Them / What the
Writing Woman Can Hope for”, a chapter by Jeanette Hopper, also has some
encouraging words: “Good editors don’t see women as inferior writers: good
editors see women as writers, period.” And she quotes Ellen Datlow, fiction
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editor of Omni: “I balance my issue by subject matter, theme, tone and other
criteria, never by gender of author.”
The editor’s wife, Mary T. Williamson, writes on “A ‘Do’ List for
Getting Your Literary Agent”: “There’s another excellent reason for taking
the time and making the effort to acquire an agent. Do you know today’s
market, what publishers are paying, what terms are acceptable for a first
book, what rights the author should be able to retain? No? Your agent will.”
Mrs. W. is an agent herself (you guessed?) but this doesn’t detract from some
good advice.
How To ... is full of quotable pieces; “At the World Science Fiction
Convention this year (1986), I looked around and realised that all the hot
young writers were at least thirty-five years old”; “Much of the output
acclaimed in advertising as epics can be at merciful best described as a ‘fast
read’ – a term, by the way, which I detest, along with its terminological twin,
the ‘easy read’.” (That was Pulp reader Bob Bloch.) One contributor has
three pages on “Names” – “... suppose Dracula had been named Cuthbert
Gooch ... wouldn’t ‘Gooch’ set off knee-jerk reactions of repulsion and
fright?”
This book is a fascinating read even if, like me, you could wish that the
emphasis was on sf rather than horror. And there’s some interesting lists
including “Best Remembered Novels / Short Fiction of SF” – the latter
includes (1) “Flowers for Algernon”, (2) “The Game of Rat & Dragon” /
“The Star”. (4) “A Boy & His Dog” / “Nightfall” / “Who Goes There”, and
(7) “The Cold Equations” / “Dear Devil” / “First Contact” / “Houston,
Houston, Do You Read?” / “It’s a Good Life” / “Jeffty is Five” / “Repent,
Harlequin ...” / “Sandkings” / “There Will Come Soft Rains”. Three by
Ellison in that list.
Editorial in Pulp #11 (December 1988)
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Question: What Were Quote
Cards? Answer:
Fandom’s love affair with quotations dates back a long, long time. Even
during the war Mike Rosenblum was using the interlineation – a quote
enclosed by straight lines – to split up the pieces in his Futurian War Digest.
But in the ’50s the form really took off with the Willis/Harris Hyphen. Walt
Willis started to devote half of the back cover to quotations from numerous
people; they were all anonymous, but the sources were listed (not in order) at
the foot of the page. These included not only fans and authors from Britain
and the States, but credited such as “correspondents of Eric F. Russell” who
aside from being a successful author was British representative of the Fortean
Society, a motley array of people who were even more eccentric than fans.
The quotes were an exhilarating mixture of puns, joking references to private
and public matters and were sometimes totally obscure, but also totally
fascinating. Came ’54, and the SuperManCon loomed – this was going to be
a showcase for the Convention-holding talents of the Manchester fans, and
the London Circle was attending en masse. I thought that it would be a good
idea to add to the general fannish atmosphere. Taking one hundred quotes
from Hyphen and other sources, some American, I duplicated each one 10
times on some Old Gold coloured card, cut them up and distributed them in
bunches at Manchester. Being sober at the time, I’d thought of them purely in
a fan context. As it turned out, this was an error. To quote Walt:
Later, Chuch Harris took to handing them gravely to passers-by in
the street, sometimes with a muttered “Ghod bless you, Sir” and
sometimes with a glance up and down the street and a finger
pressed to the mouth. The rest of us lagged behind watching the
victim’s reaction to such items of information as I HAD A
POCTSARCD FROM GHOD THIS MORNING – Hyphen, or
BLOODY PROVINCIALS [the explanation of which can be found
in THEN 2]. While we were walking around the square one
evening he gave one to an old man sitting on some steps and the
expression on the recipient’s face was so peculiar that we had to
run after Chuch and find out what the card had said. It had been
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DEFY THE DEROS WITH DIANETICS – Redd Boggs. Another
one made a wonderfully appropriate appearance at the Chinese
restaurant where we had lunch, just as our orders had arrived and
we were staring at them in a wild surmise. It was IF YOU DIDN’T
WANT CROTTLED GREEPS, WHAT DID YOU ORDER THEM
FOR? – Filler.
We left this one tucked inside the cellophane cover of the
menu.
In spite of the injunction to “Pass it On” on the back of the cards, some young
fans were trying to accumulate sets. I thought no more about QCs except that
they had been successful – until three months later when Quote Cards started
to arrive from the States. They had put their own spin on the idea – cards
were signed and were expected to be passed on, rather like the “Short
Snorters” during WWII, which were bank notes autographed by each
recipient. I seem to remember that it was at the next British Convention that
the Liverpool Group deluged it with 10,000 quote-cards, and the craze lasted
for some years. Ken Cheslin says they were still around in ’59 and I’ve read
reports of later Cons (’64 or ’65) being carpeted with them. Langdon Jones,
in those days still a fan, brought out a fanzine in ’64 entitled Quotecards,
Anyone? By that time I was long gone, and when I came back in ’81 QCs
were a dim memory in the minds of a few old-timers. Terry Hill, the guy who
brought me back into fandom, picked up the idea from my fan archives and
took a couple of thousand of freshly minted QCs to a Con in the early ’80s.
The attitude to them could best be described as benevolent indifference. I
wondered about this afterwards and came to the conclusion that in the minds
of many fans they’d passed the stage of feeling that they were in some sort of
glamorous club with a membership of a few hundred or a thousand or two
world-wide with its own esoteric references to be laughed at. The “backs to
the wall” syndrome had vanished. “Media” fandom had arrived, spreading
over the world, diluting the “sense of wonder” like a homeopathic remedy.
Quote Cards had been for an embattled minority.
• A Few Lines of Hyphen Bacover
THING LACKING IS AN ASTRAL PROJECTION OF
GEORGE O. SMITH ... AFTER YOU’VE BEEN A FANED
AS LONG AS I HAVE YOU WON’T NATTER ABOUT
HOW BLOODY PROMPT EACH ISSUE IS. WHAT’S THE
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POINT OF IT? YOU’RE FANEDITING, OLD MAN, NOT
MENSTRUATING ... CONSCIOUS AS I AM THAT EVERY
• Original Quote Card, Front and Back
An auction conducted
by Ted Tubb is more
than an auction –
it’s an artistic
experience....
card * pass it on * A LONDON CIRCLE PUBLICATION * quote
card * pass it on * LON [etc.]
• American Edition
Fandom is just a
Goddam hobby
– Chas. Burbee
undated sheet (circa 1990?)
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Tales from K
The slim fanzine K was Vince Clarke’s contribution to a monthly
British APA (Amateur Press Association) called Pieces of Eight –
often abbreviated as POE or PoE, as below. He published 69 issues
from February 1990 to December 1996; an incomplete issue dated
September 1997 was found on his PC after his death. Additionally,
from 1995 to 1997 he produced nine issues of the similar
Vincentian for the Nameless APA run by Chuck Connor. Here are
some extracts.

When I Was Young – er – Younger
I’m pretty ancient – my beard keeps on getting entangled with the printer – so
you’ll have to make allowances if I sometimes reminisce, especially on
joining an APA. The first (and only) APA of which I’ve been a member was
OMPA – the OFF-TRAILS MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION,
which was only natural as I was a co-founder.
For years Ken Bulmer and I had discussed the possibility of starting a
British APA. Ken was a former FAPA member which had been founded in
the States before the War and which at that time (1954) had a waiting list of
25 or so. Could an APA work in this country? We made lists of active fans,
and decided we might possibly get 15 or 16 to join.
“I suppose we’d better circulate every fan we know with details of a
proposed Constitution and see what they think” I said. “Nonsense! We make
up one based on FAPA, and present it to them – a fait accompli”, said Ken.
“This is no time for democracy, dear boy.” (To this day Ken calls me “Dear
Boy”, presumably on the grounds of his being one year older.)
So, greatly daring, and making due allowance for future expansion, we
set a membership level of 25, told intending members to submit 28 copies (3
spare), and circulated everyone we knew. Ken was President, I was
Association Editor, and as an afterthought, we told Chuch Harris that he
would be Treasurer. No messing.
Soon parcels began arriving at 16WWW ... and arriving ... and arriving.
Ten ... fifteen ... twenty. We were dumbcroggled. We knew exactly how Dr.
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Frankenstein felt as his monster stirred to life before his eyes.
Ken came around to 16WWW on Mailing Day, and we sorted out the
mailings all over the front room carpet. As we were doing so, there came a
knock at the front door. Another parcel, from Liverpool fan John Roles,
who’d hesitated and hesitated, not believing the scheme would get off the
ground. We made a swift count....28 different zines in, over 30 fans wanted to
join, and then there was the Keeper of the Printed Books at the British
Museum. The latter gentleman had taken to sending those fan-eds he could
trace little cards reminding each one that According To Law the British
Museum was entitled to a copy of all magazines, amateur or not, published in
this country.
And we had only 28 piles of ’zines. We were terribly law-abiding in
those days, and in any case it seemed a shame to deprive the Museum of a
historical record of the first British APA, so we extracted each member’s own
’zine from his parcel and made up 29 mailings. It seemed logical that each
member would have kept his own copy, anyway. (I say “his” for convenience
– the first mailing included 3 of the opposite sex.) The other fans, who hadn’t
sent in ’zines, went on to a short waiting list.
We filled two large suitcases with the mailings, staggered down to the
Post Office, posted them, shook hands with a sense of fulfilment, and put the
membership limit up to 37.
K #1 (February 1990)

On the Title
[Quoting another contributor:] “Time has this volatile quality”. Yes, yes, and
never more so than when you intend to do some fanning ... and intend ... and
intend. It’s been even worse for me over the last few months. I started to feel
that I hadn’t got the energy to do anything. I’d been taking pills for high
blood pressure, and had half-expected some changes, but this was worse than
I imagined. But – both Walt Willis and John Brunner had suffered in the
same way, and after arguments with their respective doctors had received a
combination of pills that seemed to restore them. The trouble was a classic
Catch-22 situation, though. I had to get up enough energy and determination
to argue with the doctor in the first place.
But soon after Xmas I had my chance. She was heavily pregnant, and I
don’t know if it was motherly feelings or being too weak to dismiss me, but I
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came on heavy (“Are you thinking of – suicide?” she asked), and I got some
action. Not, though, a change of pill. She sent me to a local hospital for a
blood test. Two days later she rang me. “I have the result of your blood test”
she said. “You’re short of potassium.”
“Potassium?”
“Yes, potassium. Call in at the surgery – I’m making out a prescription
for some potassium pills for you.”
Could I be suffering from a rather casual diet? I looked at the BUPA
handbook (50p from a local charity shop). “Potassium. Essential to the diet.
Can be found in avocados, bananas, apricots, potatoes and other foods.” The
book fell from my trembling fingers ... well, no, not really, but the mental
effect was there. Could it be that my careless switching of my diet from
potatoes to rice because the latter was easier be the trouble? I went out and
bought the potassium tablets and 5lb. of potatoes.
Maybe it was psychological, but within 3 days I was feeling better than
for months. One of the first things I did was to drop a card to Ian asking to
join POE.
Thus the title of this fanzine. I owe it all to “K” – potassium.
K #1 (February 1990)

A Gap in One’s Life
Sorry, I don’t feel like doing much in the APA at the moment. As many of
you will have heard, Arthur Thomson (ATom) died on Feb. 8th.
This is not the right place for an obituary. There’ll be plenty around in
the next month or two, including a very definitive one by Rob Hansen in
PULP, but I’ll just say here on an impersonal level that fanzine fandom is
very much the poorer for his passing. Although over the last few years his
drawing was mostly confined to doing covers and interior illos for PULP, he
had appeared world-wide. I’ve got – oh, 3-4,000 – fanzines, and I’d say over
300 had ATom illos.
A little known fact is that he was ambidextrous; when I asked him what
hand he used for drawing – I was chasing down a theory I’d heard that righthanded people draw profiles facing left, left-handed people the opposite – he
cheerfully said that he used the hand nearest his drawing pad. He drew a few
bacovers for the Scottish sf magazine NEBULA, but he just didn’t fancy
professional work – he was a fan and used his talents for fandom.
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K #2 (?March 1990)

The Atom Event
The one-off mini-Con to pay tribute to the memory of Arthur (ATom)
Thomson in London was a huge success. When I first arrived there was this
long line of people winding around the base of the building, a sort of highclass caff near Tottenham Court Road, and for a few seconds I thought that
Greg Pickersgill and Dave Hodson’s publicity had succeeded beyond all
expectations. Firms like Forbidden Planet had promised to carry leaflets in
their shops, EastCon had given publicity, and Critical Wave had blown the
bugles loud and long, but this was something extra. I’ll confess I hesitated,
putting down the suitcase in which I’d lugged some copies of Atom: A
Tribute, and wondered what the hell I was getting into. Then a gent in motorcycling leathers who’d been lounging on the pavement stepped forward, said
“You after the ATOM do?” (a nice bit of colloquial English), and swiftly
explained that the queue was for autographs from Doctor Who, who was
expected in the basement. I now noticed that the crowd was composed almost
entirely of young male teenagers (or below), and seemed very well behaved,
unlike your average fan crowd. I was still trying to decide if I was
disappointed or relieved when Greg Pickersgill came along and let a small
group of us into the building and upstairs.
Now this was definitely a fan event, because the first thing that we
discovered was that the cafe wasn’t expecting us until noon; they let us stay,
however, and we spent an hour or so arranging two or three tables and
gossiping, and watching a Dalek being ushered in downstairs. There was a
growing pile of stuff on one of the tables for an auction or two, and I was
selling Atoms on behalf of the fund. After that, things became just a teeny bit
blurry. (What were you expecting – reporting à la the London Times? This is
sub-Sun.) I was designated as auction treasurer, and spent most of my time
thereafter gathering in the proceeds and giving change. The prices were
simply fantastic; Ted Tubb, who used to be the main auctioneer for all our
conventions through the ’50s, was sitting there with his eyes bulging as bids
went through the roof. Mike Moorcock arrived and started bidding for an
early ’60s Les Spinge with one of his own articles in it – rumour has it that
he’s collecting and destroying them, tho’ I wouldn’t think him capable of
such a foul act – and ran the bidding up to £12 for the fanzine, which had
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been duplicated by our own fellow-pirate Ken Cheslin. Barry Bayley joined
in, bidding for an Operation Fantast from the ’50s by Ken Slater which had a
story of his in it. That was also run up to £12. Some major items were Jim
Burns-donated works of art; Rog Peyton, the auctioneer, went up in £10s. I
didn’t really have time to take notes (written, not Treasury), but I do know
that one gent, having bid a total of £280 for two items, gave me a cheque for
£300 on a sort of “it’s a good cause, keep the odd change” basis. Martin
Tudor, who’d donated a pile of Critical Waves, was suddenly struck by an
inspiration, paid me the full asking price for them, gathered them up, went
downstairs and flogged them to the waiting queue of Dr. Who fans,
apparently on the strength of one small paragraph relating to that well-known
GP. Incidentally, those patient Who fans were standing for at least 2 hours
before anything (except Martin Tudor) happened to them.
The first auction over, Mike Moorcock and Colin Greenland sat down in
front of the audience and MM patiently answered questions for an hour. He
disappeared fairly soon thereafter – ironically, considering the way ATom
went, there were smokers present and MM is allergic to cigarette smoke –
which was a pity as I’d have liked to have exchanged a few “do you
remember” remarks with him. However, this last week I received an
enormous cheque from him for the ATom fund – about 5 times what he
actually owed on his bidding. There was another auction, a donation of £100
from EastCon, a raffle (550 tickets sold to the 80 or so attendees), and
altogether an on-the-day total of over £1500 was actually raised, with various
people owing the auction around £200 more. But this wasn’t the end. Avedon
Carol and Rob Hansen picked up 5 Atoms and took them across to Corflu, the
US equivalent of our Mexicon; 4 of them were sold normally, the fifth raised
$40 in an auction. There was then a collection, which raised £450.It looks as
though the total will exceed £2300, which is breathtaking. Olive Thomson,
Arthur’s widow, is overwhelmed. She’s not only had to cope with Arthur’s
increasing illness over the last year or so, but she lost her father in November,
Arthur this February, and her mother in April. She’s got enough to do in
trying to make a new life without having to be worried by petty money
problems, and of course the evident regard with which ATom was held is
comforting in a way. She’s very, very grateful.
I’m here to tell you that fans are good people.
K #3 (June 1990)
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The More Things Change ...
Here’s a tiny test for my multitude of readers. The following is an extract, in
which numbers have been inserted instead of certain key words. What’s the
subject? “... many many ...(1)... in this country feel isolated, lonely,
abnormal, even. Having local groups means it’s possible for this situation to
begin to end. Do you pine to be able to talk to people who share your view of
...(2)...? Do you long to have conversations in which you don’t have to
present arguments ...(3)... ...(4)..., in which there is a mutual, shared
understanding? Are you isolated, lost, and alone? Life doesn’t have to be like
this. Even if you don’t want the responsibility of running an organisation, you
and other ...(5)... could meet in a local pub once a month.... ‘In the beginning
was the Word.’ Communication is what keeps any group going. Without it,
people forget to go to meetings. They feel like the group has forgotten them.
They begin to feel lonely, isolated, lost. They begin to feel they don’t know
anyone who thinks the way they do.”
Jenny and Maureen [Jenny Glover and Maureen Kincaid Speller, POE
members] and other BSFA stalwarts may believe that this is from an early
Vector, pinpointing the isolation that the sf reader used to experience. Or
even from an earlier pamphlet to sf fans, say by me about 1948. Or even by
me in 1991 about a local group (I see I’ve been named in the latest Critical
Wave as the person running the local group in Dartford, tho’ I haven’t been
there more than once in the last six months.)
Not to keep you in suspense (were you in suspense?), the missing words
are – (1) skeptics, (2) the world, (3) against, (4) graphology, and (5)
“skeptics” again. It’s from an article by one Wendy M. Grossman in the latest
The Skeptic. This is a fascinating magazine which a fan has sent to the
Fanzine Library, and – forgetting Wendy’s slight fixation on the evils of
graphology, which a braver editor would have altered to “supernormal
experiences”, – is to me a welcome antidote to the reams of tosh that are
written and talked about astrology, ghosts, religion, crystal-gazing, UFOs,
etc. etc. This latest issue even has an article on management training (“Do not
be surprised, therefore, if companies exercise the critical faculties of an
ostrich with a balaclava on backwards.”)
I used to belong to the Fortean Society many many years ago. You
haven’t heard of Charles Fort (1874-1932)? He was a pudgy American of
independent means who felt that we too readily accepted orthodox science,
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and he gathered tens of thousands of extraordinary news clippings of weird
phenomena from all over to back up that belief. One of his four books was
serialised in six pre-war Astoundings (now Analog), and a Society was
founded just before he died, it being supported by Tiffany Thayer, Ben Hecht
and other literary figures. One of America’s leading humorists of the day, H.
Allen Smith, also got in on the act and had a chapter on Fort entitled “Mad
Genius of the Bronx” in his book Low Man on a Totem Pole.
Fort had a marvellous, exciting writing style which you can find echoes
of in the stories of Eric Frank Russell, who was in fact the English
representative of the Fortean Society, and sometimes, as in Sinister Barrier,
quoted heavily from him.
After a couple of years with the Society, I realised that the trouble was
that not only was equal prominence given to the merest Sunday Sport-type
newspaper clipping as to, say, the endeavours of a scientist to make sense of
our world (the second objective of the society, quoted by Thayer, was “To
remove the halo from the head of Science”), but there was a bizarre
acceptance of lunatic subjects – flat & hollow earths, etc, – as suitable objects
of interest, and the anti-science feelings of Thayer and Co. caused them to
print joky little pieces in the club organ, Doubt, about astronomers falling off
their telescope mountings and the like.
So although I had a lot of sympathy with the central belief that a certain
skepticism was a Good Thing, I found that this treatment wasn’t to my taste.
In an endeavour to thumb their noses at all orthodox science they went to the
other extreme and accepted anything and everything.
This was many years ago and the Fortean Society may have changed,
but The Skeptic crowd seem to have a better approach and the only thing
which is stopping me from subscribing is the cost. £12 for six bi-monthly
issues of a 32-page magazine is a wee bit expensive to a pensioner, but if any
one wants the address, it’s The Skeptic, PO Box 475, Manchester M60 2TH.
I’ll lend anyone a zine as a sample.
Incidentally, the titles of Charles Fort’s books are The Book of the
Damned, New Lands, Lo! and Wild Talents. The original publisher was
Henry Holt & Co. of New York.
K #11 (March 1991)

An Awful Experience
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I also had a.a.a. a couple of nights ago. I have a small combined bathroom &
lavatory, an area of about 2½ baths, and I went there around about midnight
to pay my final respects. Before I could even unzip I noticed some traces on
the white china basin which looked remarkably like bird droppings. As the
window is permanently shut (there’s a ventilator) this seemed improbable,
but while I’d had the roof-repairer in that morning I’d had the front door open
for a considerable time so that he could get cans of water, cups of tea, etc....
I left the bathroom and made a hasty tour of the upper rooms. No signs
of a bird. It then occurred to me that the repair man, whilst mending sundry
holes in the roof, substituting broken tiles, etc., might have accidentally
trapped something, which had found its way by some mysterious means ...
no, it didn’t seem possible.
So I opened the bathroom door again and there was a frantic flutter of
wings. I jumped back and closed the door, then opened it a crack. Perched on
the shower-curtain rail was a small grey and brown sparrow, eyeing me.
I shut the door again. It was now well past midnight and it seemed
improbable that the sparrow would voluntarily fly out of any window I left
open. I don’t know much about avian habits but I know sparrows are not
usually nocturnal. Supposing I trapped it? I went downstairs, found a
cardboard box, scattered a few breadcrumbs therein, and cautiously placed it
on the bathroom sink, the sparrow meanwhile retreating behind a cluster of
pipes.
The need for the bathroom becoming imperative, I violated the
downstairs sink, thanking heaven I wasn’t female, and went upstairs again.
The sparrow was still behind the pipes, ignoring the trap which seemed
suddenly a bit silly. What was I anticipating – the thing getting hungry
enough to swoop down into the box and then me covering the top of the box
with a bit of cardboard? How long would that take? Absurd.
I was also feeling a little annoyed. I had a brain that weighed more than
the entire bird. Surely there was something? Could I construct a sort of
sparrow net on the lines of a butterfly net out of a distorted wire coat-hanger
and a shopping bag? Not at half-past midnight I couldn’t. Supposing I fetched
a soft-bristle broom, trapped the sparrow against the wall somehow so I could
reach it.... I peeked inside again. The sparrow, nervously shifting from one
foot to the other behind the pipes, looked back. No, I couldn’t guarantee not
crushing it or even getting hold of it.
So I gave the sparrow best. I shut the door, turned off the light and went
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to bed. In the morning I carefully closed all the doors except that into the
front (fan) room upstairs, opened the windows in that room, and went into the
bathroom waving. The sparrow shot out of it, perched just a moment on a
picture rail, then fluttered at dazzling speed into the front bedroom. By the
time I’d reached the room it was empty. I shut the windows, and went to
clean up the bathroom, feeling inadequate.
K #20 (December 1991)

Convention Memory
The punch recipe takes me back to ... oh, 1955 or somewhen thereabouts,
when we held a Convention in Kettering. Why we held a Con in Kettering
was because in ’54 Manchester had burnt its collective fingers during the
Super-Mancon and no one was anxious to be the sacrificial lamb next time
(what a change from these days!) so for three years running Kettering held a
Con, mostly because there was one neofan there who volunteered.
Anyway, someone – I think it was Ted Tubb – had previously decided
that it would be fun (that shows you how long ago it was) to have a
Convention party, a punch party. We had solemnly brought a large plastic
washing-up bowl up from London, and at the end of the afternoon
proceedings it was taken on to the stage. Ted announced that everyone was
invited to the party – as long as they contributed to the punch bowl. Or more
correctly, the punch washing-up basin.
You know how, if you disturb an ants’ nest, there’s an awful lot of toing and fro-ing? That was the Convention hall. People melted out of the
doors and ransacked the town, coming back with bottles of sherry, rum, gin,
cider, and other drinks and paper cups. Bottles were upended into the basin
and paper cups were dipped.
Yes, it was quite unscientific. I told this story to Greg Pickersgill once,
an accomplished party punch maker, and he didn’t stop shuddering for five
minutes. I have no excuse except that it seemed like a good idea at the time.
I was holding back on taking my place at this gargantuan trough, partly
because as a sort of Committee member I was being polite and letting other
people go first, partly because I was standing next to a fan whose bent was
chemistry. He was asking me questions about what the washing-up bowl was
made of and scribbling down formulae on the back of an envelope.
He finished at last, and his brow cleared. “I was worried about whether
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the bowl would stand up to it,” he said, “but it’s all right. If it breaks down, it
breaks down into alcohol” ... and he went to join the throng on the stage.
K #23 (March 1992)

Fans and Pianos
[Mailing comment to another contributor:] Made me rather sad. No, no, not
the quality of the humour, but the reiteration of the realisation that fandom is
now an amorphous monster with tentacles stretching around the world. It’s
virtually impossible to be funny about the thing per se, so the would-be
humorist has to swoop from Joe Miller’s Joke Book through Tom Lehrer and
Raymond Chandler to Tony Slattery. It’s terribly old-fashioned, but once
upon a time fandom used to be compact enough so that it could be humorous
about itself. For instance, I once wrote a small piece about a couple of fan
friends who had broken up an unwanted piano and turned it into household
artifacts – shelves, etc. The keys provided a cheerful fire. This was all
perfectly true, but the thing was then extended:
SCENE: A classy piano dealer’s luxuriously furnished showroom in
Bond Street or Fifth Avenue; dotted here and there, glossy black, glossy
walnut, glossy oak, grand and upright and mini – The Instruments.
Chaste. Select. Elegant. ENTER: Two characters. A black-coated
shopwalker hurries forward, rubbing pudgy white hands, slows abruptly
as he sees Startling Stories jammed in the pocket of one of the visitors.
1st CHARACTER (Thoughtfully kicking piano): “Lousy wood here.
A saw would stick in no time. There you are ... it’s split.”
2nd CHARACTER: “There’s good hinges on the lid, though. How
about this one?”
SHOPWALKER: “Good morning ... uh ... gentlemen. May I assist
you?”
2nd CHARACTER: “Yeah; this piano. Are the keys flammable?”
SHOPWALKER: “I beg your pardon?”
2nd CHARACTER: “Will they catch fire easily?” (ASIDE) “Go
easy, Joe. Non-SF reader. Dull.”
SHOPWALKER (loosening collar): “I’m sure I couldn’t say. Were
you interested in any ...”
2nd CHARACTER: “Thin legs on it, anyway. Of course, we could
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make ’em into candlesticks.”
SHOPWALKER (faintly): “Candlesticks? But ... but this is a
pianoforte by Steinway!”
1st CHARACTER: “Didn’t he write Passion of Purple Planet?”
2nd CHARACTER: “No, that was Einstein. How about this? We
want one with strong strings. We’ll have to hang those rocket models up
soon – they’re all over the place.”
SHOPWALKER (desperately): “The tone ...”
1st CHARACTER:: “I think this is the best; we could cut this lid
four ways, here and across here ... it’s got a stool too. Wouldn’t that
hold the typer?”
2nd CHARACTER: “Yes, I think you’re right.” (To Shopwalker)
“We’ll take this one.”
SHOPWALKER (opening eyes): “Yes, sir. Certainly, sir. Where
shall I send it, sir?”
1st CHARACTER (producing axe and spitting thoughtfully on
hands): “That’s OK. We’ll take most of it with us now ... well, Jeez,
whaddya you know! Fainted!”
Y’see? We were an alienated group, apart from your everyday folk, and were
sharply aware of it. Nothing like a little cultural difference to produce
humour.
Vincentian #3 (May 1995)
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Farewell, No. 6 ... Perhaps
Duplicate, duplicate, toil and trouble,
The drum won’t turn and the ink won’t bubble,
The self-feed’s shot and the gears are worn,
And that jagged line means the stencil’s torn....
And so on. That was the start of a pome of mine that Walt Willis printed in
Hyphen 1 in May ’52, heading it “Aghast Editorial”. The bit about the bubble
was pure (or perhaps impure) poetic license, but those lines and the catalogue
of misfortunes that followed were a more-or-less accurate statement of the
facts. In those days to be a duplicator owner meant you trod a narrow and
inky path between optimism and insanity.
As it happened, when I became a publishing fan I entirely skipped the
primitive jelly hektograph. No purple fingers for me. I was elected editor and
publisher of a club fanzine in 1948, innocent that I was, and given – by
someone whose name has been expunged from my memory – an Edison
Diaphragm Mimeograph, commonly known as a Flatbed Duplicator.
Have you ever seen one in action? It’s very similar to a simple
silkscreen printer. There’s a base with a frame hinged to it, and a silkscreen
stretched across the frame. You attach a stencil to the screen, put a sheet of
paper on the base, close the screen down onto it, get a roller which you’ve
previously coated with ink, roll it across the screen and, hopefully, an even
spread of ink will penetrate the stencil onto the paper.
Then you lift the frame, detach the paper, put another sheet in its place,
close the screen down, re-ink the roller, run it across the screen, lift up the
screen ... A fast operator can probably do one every half-minute, not counting
the intervals when you straighten up and scream about your aching back.
There was only one small advantage. The whole caboodle could be
carried in a wooden box measuring 20" x 13" x 5" (not counting a couple of
reams of paper), so it was quite possible to transport it to a small meeting of
suckers fellow fans and have some communal help. And of course you were
inspired by the fact that most of the early British fanzines were printed in
exactly the same way. Oh pioneers!
I still had the flatbed when I moved into an apartment with Ken Bulmer,
which I named “The Epicentre” – I had intended this to mean that it would be
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the Centre of Things Happening in Brit Fandom, though Willis later rather
hurtfully described it as the dead centre. The Epicentre would have been a
somewhat eccentric habitation even if fans hadn’t been living there and
covering every flat surface with sf magazines and fanzines. It was an old
Victorian block, which stretched down one side of the road. The other side
was occupied by a large brick wall. On the other side of the wall, which we
could quite easily see over from our top floor, was a coal yard. This was
where trains deposited coal from mysterious far-off places, to be picked up
later by contractor’s trucks.
Day and night, soft winds deposited coal dust against the house and, if
we’d opened the windows even an inch, inside it as well, so we rarely did so.
The atmosphere was pretty distinctive – cooking smells and mimeo ink and
Ken’s pipe tobacco and yellowing pulp magazine pages.
Ken was only a year older than I, but he’d been an active fan in the early
part of the War and I think the experience had aged him – he always assumed
(and still does) a sort of fatherly attitude towards me. There was the pipe too,
of course. He obviously viewed the straining and sweating over the flatbed,
and probably the depositing of freshly inked sheets over every available
surface, with some distaste. When he was out one day, he spotted a rotary
duplicator in a second-hand-goods store and bought it. Neither of us could
have afforded a new one. It was a hefty piece of machinery and Ken always
thought it peculiarly fannish that during the last few hundred yards of
walking he was helped by a one-armed man.
This new technological marvel was my pride and joy. There were no
instructions with it, of course, and I spent many an inky-fingered hour
learning how the thing worked. It was a Gestetner No.6, which I discovered
in an office machine handbook many years later was brand new in 1917, but
history didn’t concern me with the mighty mechanism standing on the
kitchen table before me. Two drums with silkscreen wound around them, a
wooden platform holding about 100 sheets of paper which you cranked up by
hand every few copies (no automatic gearing), an opening to which you took
a tube of ink and spread some of its contents onto one of the drums (no
automatic inking) ... I didn’t realize how much was missing, just revelled in
being able to turn the handle (three times) and produce a duplicated sheet (it
was manually operated).
There were a few snags, of course. The ink flow was a bit sluggish. It
really needed a warm atmosphere to spread easily, and after an attempt or two
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to thin it out by mixing oil with the ink – it went on OK but penetrated to the
back of the paper in two seconds – we realised that we’d just have to heat the
surroundings. This was easy enough. There was no central heating, but we
had a gas oven in the kitchen. That summer we turned on the oven, raised the
temperature to about 90° Fahrenheit, took off our shirts and turned the
handle. It seemed to work, except for the odd drops of sweat on the paper,
and that soon evaporated. Visiting fans would take their cold drinks into
another room and discuss fanning, shouting out at intervals to ask if we were
OK. We kept the door closed to keep the heat in, of course.
In the winter, things became awkward. The duplicator was on the table
by the coal dust-darkened window, and on the side nearest the window the
duplicating became faint. Bringing my knowledge of Science to bear – for I
was an SF fan, wasn’t I? – I deduced that on the window side the ink was
cooled, and so didn’t penetrate the stencil sufficiently. We turned up the
oven. The kitchen shimmered in heat waves. Once when I opened the door
onto the cold landing outside, clouds condensed around me. And No.6 still
didn’t work properly, in spite of imaginative cursing.
By the next summer, I further deduced that the impression-roller spring
which pressed the paper against the stencil on that side was weak. I inserted
two or three washers and the problem vanished. We turned the oven down to
90 degrees again and went back to standard cursing.
We learnt how to treat duplicating paper cruelly, flexing it and beating
sheets against a flat surface so the guillotined edges wouldn’t stick together.
We learnt the best solvents for ink under the fingernails and on clothes. When
Chuch Harris accidentally dropped a tea cup on the duplicator, we picked out
the chips and repaired the gouged drums with Plaster of Paris.
No.6 repaid us. It turned out Convention programmes and Epicentre
fanzines and other people’s fanzines and even a couple of pages of the Willis
Slant when his hand printing machine broke. I became quite fond of it.
It moved with me when the Epicentre broke up (literally – the ceiling
started falling down) and turned out the first Quote Cards (a minor fannish
obsession for some years) and the details of OMPA, the first British APA,
and lots more. I even started a two-part fanzine called Duplicating Without
Tears, the first part about stencil-cutting, the second about machines
available. I never did get around to the latter – it was beginning to dawn on
me that No.6 was a little old-fashioned.
It was more or less pensioned off in the late ’50s, when I acquired a later
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model, but it wasn’t junked. In 1984 or so, Terry Hill wanted coloured
illustrations for his fanzine Microwave and good old No.6 churned out green
pictures on pages already duplicated in black. But the years had taken their
toll. Last time I looked at it, the rubber impression roller was soft and spongy
– “perished”. I could, at some expense, have the roller recast, but now I’m
beginning to feel my age slightly – I’m six months older than Harry Warner –
and I can’t honestly feel that it’s worth it. Possible, at approx. 74 years old,
it’s time No.6 was given to the garbage man.
But I think I’ll keep it a few more years – just in case.
Mimosa #10 (July 1991)
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Seen Any Good Stamps Philately?
With a (Large) Assist from Chuch Harris
When I was a youngster, a hundred years ago or more, I used to collect
postage stamps. In some ways this taught a sense of humility because Great
Britain stuck grimly to a succession of stamps showing the head of the
current monarch. If you wanted the real hard stuff you had to get it from the
French Colonies, who featured bright exotic tigers, or a remote Russian
republic which issued a diamond-shaped stamp. Even the U.S., with various
Presidential heads, had more variety than we did.
Deep thinkers, swapping duplicates in the school yard, talked bitterly of
this. In a battle between stiff-necked tradition and sets of triangulars, we
knew which side we’d be on. Those remote countries which issued beautiful
commemorative sets merely to obtain cash from philatelists were hopelessly
envied.
Came the day when I saw my first Amazing Stories. The stamp album
went to the back of the drawer. Then, I had my first fanzine, and knew what I
wanted to be when (and if) I grew up.
Years rolled by, as they do. World War II came and went, and I
gradually realised when I cast an authoritative glance at the tiny cellophane
packets in cornflake boxes that although Outer Mongolia and the Yemen had
marvellous pictures of rockets on their stamps and another unlikely country
(Panama?) featured Disney characters, Great Britain was getting in on the act.
Special sets at Christmas, then two or three during the year, then – the flood
barriers collapsed, and we’re now in a position when there’s roughly one
special set of commemorative stamps every month.
So when in September ’91 I went to the post office and bought stamps
for letters to go to Chuch Harris and Walt Willis, I didn’t do more than blink
when an exotic new variety was offered. It looked like a bit of map, and in
fact the words ORDNANCE SURVEY indicated it was a tribute to the
Government cartographic department. Later, I found out that “Ham Street”
was in fact a village in my own county of Kent. So I stuck stamps on the
respective envelopes – and then hesitated. I hazily remembered ...
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In the ’50s, there was a busy exchange of letters between Walt Willis, Chuch
Harris, and others. We all had typewriters, which was just as well, as our
respective handwriting styles ranged from bad to awful. Walt, who was a
Civil Servant, had a madly racing style, little distinguishable from ordinary
straight lines, while Chuch was little better. And sometime, about 35 years
ago, there was an anguished critical cry of ...
“Who’s been sending me maps?”
... from a recipient of fan handwriting, which made the “Eavesdroppings”
back page quotes in Hyphen. Napoleon had uttered these words (in French) to
Marshal Ney, but this particular exchange was between Walt and Chuch, and
afterwards Walt actually obtained some old maps and wrote hurried (well, I
suppose they were hurried) letters to his friends on the blank backs.
Standing there in the Post Office, I remembered this, and in a fit of
sentimental reminiscence, scrawled on the face of the envelope to Chuch “I’m
sending you a map” or words to that effect, and sent it off, briefly hoping that
he hadn’t forgotten that episode of the ’50s. I needn’t have worried:
May Ghod curse you, A. Vincent Clarke. May your stencils tear in
the very worst places and your staplers jam up for all eternity. May
your lettering guides warp and the dreaded Giant Wormwood eat
thru everything in your collection. May your heirloom teabag grow
wizened and transparent, and your frozen chicken grow wings and
fly away. ((He usually gets tea and a chicken dinner when he
calls.))
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You foul fiend. You light-fingered kleptomaniac of words and
phrases. You stand there, like an innocent virginal nun with
alopecia and ... Mighod! Whuffo? you dare to say, Whuffo??? I will
tell you, horrible old A. Vincent Riposte-Stealer. Cast your mind
back – don’t bother to open the door, it will slip easily thru the
keyhole – for 34½ years. It is 8am on March 18th, 1957. The
poctsman has just delivered to Chez Chuchy.
There is a letter from Ghod which, in my generosity, I share with you.
And the Lord Ghod spake unto Chuchy and he sayeth jocularly,
“Who has been sending me maps?” And he sayeth this to his good
friend Chuchy alone, not to starveling dogs desperate for stolen
crumbs from the tables of The Immortals. Indeed this is a holy
comment on the calligraphy of his humble servant and esquire
whose blunt pencil rightly trembles, shakes, and squiggles when
writing to the Ghodhead. It is a holy message from the sanctus
sanctorium, from the guru to his postulant.
And Lo! the mills of Ghod grind slowly, and for 34½ years I
wait patiently on the sidelines for the perfect topper, the riposte
extraordinaire, the clincher, the opening salvo on the next
Eavesdroppings.
And last Tuesday all my prayers were answered. HM the Q
issued map stamps. Tiny fragments snipped from the Ordnance
Survey maps showing Ham Street in all its glory. (About 7 miles
south of Ashford, turn right for Appledore and Rye.)
And you, unspeakable filth, were outside the Post Office
waiting for the doors to open to buy two map stamps ... one for me,
one for Himself. You stole the topper I’d been hoarding for 34½
years awaiting these map stamps. You nicked my tag line, flaunted
it right back at me and – knowing you I am quite sure of this so
don’t bother us with false denials. Everybody knows you are so full
of it even your eyes are brown – and then, lickety spit, scribbled out
another envelope for Walter Himself.
And I hope now that you are thoroughly ashamed of yourself.
But I doubt it.
Chuch was, of course, wrong about my eyes – they’re blue.
Mimosa #12 (July 1992)
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Astounding Days
This reminiscence of Arthur C. Clarke’s Astounding Days: A
Science Fictional Autobiography (1989) formed part of the British
Science Fiction Association’s 75th-birthday tribute to its author.
You’re a science fiction reader, with an imagination stimulated by all those
galaxy-warping space drives, exotic species living on distant planets, future
trends, even the paradoxes of space travel.
Imagine if you would, then, an Earthly environment, a little like the one
in which you’re now living, but where there’s no pocket-books, “sciencefiction” is an almost unknown term, and there’s certainly not 1,000-odd hardcover books published annually in the genre.
Hard to imagine, but that’s what it was like in the early 1930s, right here
on Earth.
Aside from hard-cover books, (sometimes labelled as “scientific
romance”) by H.G. Wells, Olaf Stapledon, S. Fowler Wright and a very few
others, the enthusiast of those days had to rely on “pulp” magazines imported
as ballast from the States.
In this anecdotal, part-autobiographical book, Arthur C. Clarke sets out
his enthusiasms as one of those early readers in a quite disarming fashion –
“Looking at the contents list for the twelve Astoundings in 1934 I am sorely
tempted to use the overworked adjective ‘fabulous’” – but on virtually every
page a connection with his own career is established. For instance,
“surrounded by the dramatic evidence of air warfare” in 1941 he started to
write a novel – “the result, after revisions made necessary by the arrival of
the atom bomb four years later, was Chapter 17 of Earthlight. Today, I am
rather ashamed of it – though I am very proud indeed of the fact that the
Apollo 15 astronauts named a small crater after this early novel....”
Aided by a complete run from 1930 through 1984 on microfiche of his
favourite magazine, Astounding SF (later Analog) and Mike Ashley’s Index
to same, Arthur digs deep with an abiding and obvious love of the genre. He
is also, as a trained scientist, quick to point out the obvious errors and also the
small triumphs. Of a very mediocre story by Ray Cummings, “Brigands of
the Moon” in only the third issue of Astounding Stories of Super-Science (as
it was then known), he passes criticism and then tempers it with “What I do
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recall vividly, after more than fifty years, is the magical name of the Martian
capital, Ferrok-Shahn.” He further points out that the author utilises the
concept of “gravity assist” for the flight of his spaceship: “to the best of my
knowledge [this] was not discovered until some twenty years later”.
The idea that science fiction predicts is normally one that gives the
enthusiast some unease. If you pepper the surroundings with a shot-gun
you’re almost certainly going to hit a target if the ammunition holds out. But
it’s amusing and sometimes enlightening to read of those successful shots –
“At least four decades before they became practicable, J.J. Coupling had
clearly outlined the basic principles for laser weapons!” – and there’s
mention of the Heinlein “Waldo”, originally an SF device and title of a story,
now a real-life remote-controlled manipulator.
There are interesting sidelights on Arthur C. Clarke’s role in the early
British Interplanetary Society, leading to the Chairmanship. In the early days
the BIS and science fiction readership were much intertwined, many
enthusiasts pursuing both hobbies, and your reviewer remembers Arthur once
telling of a meeting of BIS dignitaries when the suitcase of one of them
sprang open and deposited several science fiction magazines on the floor.
He also writes of his personal encounter and friendship with Wernher
von Braun, who was partly responsible for the Nazi rocket program and the
V2s. He quotes Willy Ley on a talk with a German astronautics enthusiast –
“Did we discuss politics? Hardly; our minds were always far out in space” –
and Arthur himself quotes von Braun as saying he suspected what was
happening in concentration camps and could have found out, but “I didn’t
and I despise myself for it”.
This book is anecdotal, gossipy, humorous (it includes a very funny
article reprinted from Analog on a Steam Powered Word Processor),
shameless in “namedropping” (a pity that there’s no index but it would have
needed another twenty pages to list the names of the famous Arthur has
encountered) and overall expresses a manifest love for his subject which is
touching. And to my delight it reprints a sentence from Against the Fall of
Night which I memorised many years ago as a perfect expression of the
“sense of wonder”:
Presently there echoed down from the heavens the most aweinspiring of all the sounds that Man has ever made – the longdrawn thunder of air falling, mile after mile, into a tunnel drilled
suddenly across the sky.
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Now that’s writing.
Vector #170 (December 1992/January 1993)
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Nirvana: The Ultimate Fanzine
In 1949, full of dewy-eyed neo-fannish enthusiasm, I went to share an
apartment with Ken Bulmer, which we named The Epicentre. Ken had edited
seven or eight issues of Star Parade, a small fanzine distributed with the
Rosenblum Futurian War Digest (“Fido”), way back in 1941. Now, in 1949,
it appeared that the editorial fires still smouldered behind the Bulmer brow.
He also wanted to experiment. For years Ken had stored away a flat-bed
duplicator, which had survived the wartime blitz of a warehouse and had
been given to him by the salvage men. Would it work? Just before I went to
share The Epicentre, Ken produced another fanzine.
Nirvana No. 1, Autumn ’49, was not, it must be admitted, the sort of
fanzine which you grabbed from the postman’s hand. It consisted of three
quarto (10" x 8") sheets, duplicated in faint blue. It had a heavily symbolic
cover by Arthur Williams (man holding atomic symbol in left hand,
micrometer in right, background of war – soldiers in gas masks with war
planes on one side, futuristic homes and rocket ships on the other), and it was
termed a “Nostalgic Publication”. This was apparently because Ken had
gathered together a 1943 article on the real value of sf by a mundane friend, a
page and a bit of a barbarian-type poem (“Axes Against Akkag”), a shorter
poem written by Ken while soldiering in Italy in 1945, and a poem by Jack
Curtis reprinted from Unique, a ’38 U.S. fanzine.
Truthfully, the best thing about Ken’s fanzine was the title, but he
launched about 50 copies on an unfeeling world, and sat back waiting for the
LoCs, though we didn’t call them that in those days.
And waited ...
And waited ...
Each day the coal-dust dappled mats of The Epicentre were scanned – in
vain. It was as if Nirvana had dropped into some other dimension, as if it had
attained the cessation of individual existence of its title.
And, at long last, a letter! Genuine evidence that the pillar-box hadn’t
contained a space warp. It was from Walt Willis. But Walt was the most
active and respected fan in the British Isles, a sort of Harry Warner Jnr.
squared. If you didn’t receive a letter from Willis, you were dead and didn’t
know it.
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Ken shrugged. He’d used up the odd remnants of wartime fanning,
satisfied his curiosity about the duplicator, and quenched his personal faned
ambitions. Nirvana was dead. In fact, apart from a marvellous run of a zine
called Steam in the future OMPA*, Ken didn’t edit another sf fanzine, but
helped me considerably in co-editing and publishing. In later years he even
distributed his TAFF trip report over various fanzines, instead of publishing it
himself.
* Ed. note: the Off-Trails Magazine Publishers Association, a British APA.

And yet ... and yet ... It was a lovely title. It was such a pity to scrap it.
Now, forty-five years later, I honestly can’t remember who started the
myth. It was probably Walter. But in correspondence, we started to refer to
Nirvana as if it was still being published: “Have to end this letter now – got
to polish up an article for Nirvana,” and: “The Nirvana critic in the latest ish
says ...” etc.
Soon, the odd reference to Nirvana started to appear in fanzines. The
myth started rolling: “Why didn’t you receive Nirvana? Well, we’re sorry,
but the circulation is strictly limited – the top fans and some professionals get
it. We’ll put your name down, and if someone dies ...”
Ken and Walter also started advertising a “Nirvana seal of approval –
send a small amount of cash and you’d receive one of the better fanzines of
the day, as approved.” But not, of course, Nirvana itself.
Nirvana survived for years. It was not exactly a hoax, because it’s quasiexistence was blatantly obvious, at least to hardened fans, but it was part of
the accumulated myth which made ’50s fandom a marvellous place in which
to play. And if some neofans actually believed in it, then it would only spur
them on to become bigger, more active fans, and to be included on the
Nirvana subscription list.
It all started, as noted above, in late ’49. In 1954, the second Manchester
SF Convention was held, the SuperManCon, which, with the exception of the
’57 London Worldcon, was the outstanding British convention of the ’50s.
Like most ’50s cons, the committee published a combozine. This custom,
borrowed (as always) from the U.S., was for examples of their output to be
solicited from all the current fan editors, and these pages were then bound
with the programme and distributed to all attendees.
This was something which Nirvana couldn’t miss. Ken and I and
another fan, Dave Newman, got together and produced four pages of Nirvana
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Vol.5 No.4, Issue 20. It was as carefully produced as we could make it, with
an index (running to page 56), an editorial (“It is with no little gratification
that we can, on the eve of the publication of our 5th anniversary issue ...”)
and three pages of contents. The latter consisted of a single page E.C. “Ted”
Tubb story and two pages from an article on Walter Willis by Bob Shaw,
which it nearly broke my heart to curtail in mid-flight – in fact, mid-sentence.
There was also a boxed “explanation” ...
“As a token of goodwill, the first 4 pages of this issue of Nirvana
will therefore be duplicated in a single colour ... contributions and
subscriptions are by invitation only, and we regret that we cannot
supply past or future copies of Nirvana under any other
circumstances. Please do not ask us ... a refusal might embarrass.”
It appears in the combozine in all its right-hand-justified glory – a mighty feat
in itself in those non-computerised days – and stands up well amongst Space
Times, Space Diversions, BEM, an advert for Femizine (the all-female
fanzine), and other outstanding fanzines of the period which had sent
samples.
What I didn’t know until many years later was that in the 1960s, Ted
Tubb took the tiny short story he’d contributed to Nirvana 20, embellished it
a little, and sold it – an interesting addition to that short list of fanzine stories
which have seen professional publication. It also gave Nirvana the distinction
of having 100% of its fiction in that category.
Through the later ’50s, references to Nirvana continued to pop up here
and there, until in 1959, Fancyclopedia 2 pricked the bubble: “It has, I hear,
never previously been explicitly revealed as a hoax.”
Mimosa #16 (December 1994)
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A Small Skirmish on the Borders
of Mundania
It all happened just before Xmas, 1957, and why it happened at that late date
I just don’t know. It had been years since I’d had any passionate regard for
science fiction. Fandom was a Way of Life. And yet, this paragraph in the
prestigious Sunday newspaper, The Observer, irritated me.
It was in a column by a very respected film critic, C.A. Lejeune, and
mentioned in passing details of the policy of the New Shakespeare Theatre in
Liverpool. I don’t know if the NST gave performances of Shakespeare and
Ibsen and Tennessee Williams, but Miss Lejeune mentioned that on Sunday
nights, they let their hair down and showed films to the New Shakespeare
Film Society.
They retained, though, a strong sense of propriety. A brochure was
issued giving policy and general rules, and one was quoted:
“There will be no war films in the present Hollywood-Pinewood
sense of the word – or films of violence, horror, science-fiction
or exaggerated sex.”
I don’t remember if I had a mental query or two about “exaggerated sex”, but
the thought of SF being included amongst the damned gave me, inexplicably,
a sudden passionate desire to do something. So I hauled out the old
typewriter, inserted a stencil, and wrote a general letter to a dozen or so
friends. I quoted the pertinent paragraphs, said “this obviously calls for
indignant letters,” and advised sending them to the NST via Miss Lejeune at
the Observer.
I then spat on my palms, and did my own little bit.
“... I am not, of course, acquainted with the personnel of your
Society. It may, for instance, consist exclusively of old ladies with
strongly religious views, who would naturally tend to be critical of
this particular sub-section of the Arts.
“Given, however, that your Society comprises a normal crosssection of those interested in the Cinema as an Art, like myself, I
must say that I can see nothing irreconcilable between this and an
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interest in science fiction, in print or on the screen. Your
classification of science fiction with distasteful sensationalism is
insulting. ... Do you really imagine that the stuff Hollywood (and,
alas, this country) so often issues under the label of science fiction
is unreservedly welcome ...” etc., etc.
I then sat back and awaited results. I didn’t have long to wait. John Brunner
sent a copy of his letter virtually by return:
“... I am disturbed and annoyed to see that yet one more wholesale
generalisation has been made about science-fiction. At the time of
the purge of obscene literature in pocket-books a few years back,
one grew accustomed to this sort of thing from back-street
newsagents; to find it perpetuated in the leading Sunday newspaper
is altogether another question ...”
Archie Mercer, an active fan from the early 1950s to – as it turned out – the
early 1980s, also contributed:
“... And then there are classics, such as Things to Come, which one
would have thought was just the type of film to deserve showing to
a serious cinematic society – surely to ban this sort of thing on the
strength of ‘The Vampire from Umpteen Thousand Megacycles’ is
absurd ...”
Sid Birchby, a pre-War fan, also had his say:
“... As one who has for thirty years been reading science fiction
with no marked crumbling of morals, I find the association [with
horror, etc.] odd. ... After all, the mere fact that a film deals with,
say, a monster emerging from a flying saucer, does not make it
‘science fiction’, any more than a handful of classic allusions make
Titus Andronicus a great play ...” etc., etc.
Sid was sufficiently moved by the occasion to sign his letter to these snobs
“B.Sc.Tech., A.M.I.C.E.”
And there was distant thunder from Northern Ireland, from one Walter
A. Willis:
“It is sad when Hollywood producers bill cheap horror films as
‘science fiction’, but it is alarming when a film society lets itself be
taken in. Your attitude is all too reminiscent of that of literary snobs
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to the film itself, twenty years ago ...”
Other fans rallied around, including Ron Bennett and Manchester’s Dave
Cohen. Ron was the only fan to get a direct reply from Miss Lejeune,
possibly because he addressed her as “Mr.”:
“... Although the subject [of SF films] doesn’t fascinate me myself
(perhaps because I’m a woman), I know what very wide appeal it
has, and feel that the Wanamaker people [huh??] are misguided in
putting a tabu (if in fact they have done so) on all films of this
kind ...” etc., etc.
And finally, there was a reply from the New Shakespeare Theatre Club itself,
to all of the individuals who’d written to them via Miss Lejeune:
“... appreciate your kindness in making suggestions ... The first
General Meeting of the New Shakespeare Film Society was held
yesterday, when the question of the content of films was briefly
referred to and it was clearly the feeling of the meeting that each
film would be judged on its merits ... any serious science fiction
film of good quality would not be excluded solely on account of its
subject matter ...”
•••
So that was the end of a tempest in a tea-cup. But – looking at the old
APAzine from which most of the above was taken, I’ve had a few thoughts.
Sid’s use of those letters after his name ...
John Brunner wrote on World Science Fiction Society-headed
notepaper ...
The triumphant result, puny though the struggle was, of concerted
action ...
And the fact that this occurred in November 1957.
It was the very next month that I wrote a rabble-rousing piece so stirring
that at the next Convention, mid-1958, various fans, principally Terry Jeeves
and Eric Bentcliffe, got together and formed the BSFA – the British Science
Fiction Association. British fans then had the headed note-paper, the voice to
represent them, the works. The BSFA is still going, after 37 years.
Is it possible that the original source, the straw which did the damage,
that eventually led to formation of the BSFA, was the collective fuddyduddies of the New Shakespeare Film Society?
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Novae Terrae – The Last Year
Novae Terrae was the first fanzine produced in Britain. It began in March
’36, and by January ’38 was running reasonably smoothly. It kept to the same
size, a foolscap (13¾" x 8¼") sheet folded in half, and was mimeographed in
different coloured inks. Purple and black were used, but most of the issues
were in blue. Throughout 1938 it was a Science Fiction Association fanzine
in a sercon era, but editor Maurice K. Hanson, his two associates, Arthur C.
Clarke and Edward J. (Ted) Carnell and contributors, managed to inject a
surprising amount of humour into most issues.
January ’38 started with Sam Youd (later known as “John Christopher”)
and Arthur C. Clarke arguing over the accuracy of science content in stories
(“Mr Clarke must remember that the Lorentz Fitzgerald Contraction is only a
theory ...”). Then another Novae Terrae stalwart, D. R. Smith, writes of the
need for a mature outlook (“Only those of us who still need to bathe their
mental wounds in the soothing waters of imagination’s magic river will
remain, despised and despising”). But the star of the issue was Don
Wollheim, advocating his friend John B. Michel’s theories: “MICHELISM is
the belief that science-fiction followers should actively work for the
realization of the scientific socialist World-state as the only genuine
justification for their activities and existence”.
The next issue, March ’38, ran the third of D.R.Smith’s “Cosmic
Cases”. This was a series of humorous reports from a future Law Court, in
this instance discussing the question of “Is Humour an Anticultural
Influence?” “His voice was of such power it was agonizing for a Riclavech to
converse with him ... When asked to give his name he first said, with peculiar
inflections, that they called him Mimi, and when asked if that was his entire
identification admitted that his name was actually Jolly Joe Jenkins ...”. In
official reports (London Branch meeting, Feb.13th, 13 members and one
visitor), “Mr. Carnell was called upon to deliver the dope on U.S. fans – their
activities, love lives, jail sentences, etc. Unfortunately, Mr.Carnell announced
that he found it impossible to trace the life of any one fan in detail as
Americans are so intensely active as to offer world lines of extra-ordinary
complexity; he therefore gave a reading from one of the current U.S. fan
mags”.
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The April ’38 issue started the most acclaimed series in Novae Terrae’s
history, William F. (Bill) Temple’s “The British Fan in his Natural Haunt”.
Temple visited London fans in turn and gave some details of their homes and,
most importantly for fans of the era, reported on highlights of respective
collections. He noted that his first subject, Eric Williams, was an enthusiast
for binding. “He’s got all the Amazing, Wonder and Astounding from 1930 to
date in a serried row of neatly bound blue covers”. In a short report of the
Second Convention (April), with 43 “delegates”, Ted Carnell was much
impressed by John Russell Fearn. The Treasurer reported a Balance in Hand
of roughly £1½ – to put this into perspective this was about half of one
week’s average wages. To finish the issue Arthur C.Clarke contributed a
short poem (“Prelude to the Conquest of Space”) –
“I shot a rocket into the air,
It fell to earth I know not where,
But 50 grammes of T.N.T.,
Exploded in the Rectory ...” etc.
The “Natural Haunt” victim in May ’38 was Ted Carnell, who also wrote a
“survey” of a new prozine, Marvel Science Stories. “Ever since Richard
Tooker wrote three sex-science-fiction yarns in Mystery Adventure in 1936,
I’ve been expecting some smart American publisher to cash in on
scientifiction as a background for sex trash. THIS IS IT.” Ted went on to give
some lurid details, which interested fans of the day and no doubt did the
Johnson Science Fiction Service, Britain’s only SF specialist dealer, no harm.
Ted was the Johnson’s London representative. Other articles included two by
D.R. Smith and one on poetry by Clarke.
June ’38 saw a fairly sercon Novae Terrae, with Temple’s article on
Clarke a welcome relief, but August brought a 48-page 25th Anniversary
number. Bill Temple was added to the editorial consultants. The first of a
two-part editorial admitted that readers liked news and reviews and articles
“about magazines (and) philosophy, but most of all they liked articles about
fans. They liked to read about fans; fans in London, about fans in Leeds, in
Liverpool, in New York and Los Angeles”. Possibly because of this lurch to
what became the staple diet of fanzines in later years, there was an
announcement that reader’s letters would be published in future. Bill Temple
reported that he and Clarke had attended a revival of King Kong. “We were a
bit disappointed at not seeing Poppa Kong land in the street when he tumbled
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off the Empire State Building. We wanted to see what happened to the people
who were in the way”. Temple also interviewed Maurice Hanson, and
extracted the “reluctant confession” that he was tired of editing Novae
Terrae. The reason, thought Temple, was lack of reader response.
An interesting article in this issue was “Why Fandom?”, by Jack Speer.
This was an attempt to turn fanzines away from being solely about SF: “The
fan is now at an age when he is philosophizing about anything and
everything. In fandom he has learnt to express himself....”
D.R.Smith was present with a humorous space story:
“Why, it’s only a cog-wheel,” cried Madeleine. Steve gave her a
glance from which love and respect were conspicuously absent. “A
left-hand helical mitre gear,” he said, with emphasis on the last
word. “Involute tooth form, helix angle about twelve, ground after
hardening,” he went on didactically. “What does all this mean?”
cried Madeleine hysterically. Steve regarded her irritably. “It means
that I know more about gears than you do.”
This large August issue also ran a short “Investigation”, replies to Clarke,
which tried to probe the reason for SF fans being fans. Was it something in
the genes?
The Editorial in the September issue ended with a down-beat note; “(if)
the readers do not find the magazine of sufficient interest to merit more
response than has been apparent ... there can be little point in continuing to
publish it”. There was the usual mix of articles, with Dave McIlwain (who
later wrote as “Charles Eric Maine”) bringing in Freud to help an analysis of
fans – “Unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately, a severe society represses their
natural instincts ...”
Earlier in the year, Hanson had casually mentioned a 200 circulation. In
the November Editorial he started “During the last few months 120 copies of
each issue have been bought and paid for ... [and] it is safe to assume that
another 80 persons ... read the magazine”. Yet, mourns Hanson, only 12 had
bothered to reply to the August questionnaire; he is bitter about the nonanswerers: “we will leave them to the exalted delights of their chosen form of
literature ...”.
Douglas W.F. Mayer managed a two-page article on a couple of proofreading errors in Thrilling Wonder Stories, where he was quoted in the
Reader Speaks columns of that magazine as “Dorothy F.Meyer” – the article
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was entitled “The Mystery of Sex”. D.R. Smith was present with one of his
“Cosmic Cases” – aliens objecting to the way they were depicted in SF. An
article on the Orson Welles War of the Worlds scare on US radio concluded
that the public had been prepared for it by familiarity with SF concepts, and
“it was a branch of literature which was taking too long to mature out of the
schoolboy stage”. In the round-up of SFA Branch activities, there was a hint
of gathering clouds as D.W.F. Mayer was reported to have given the Leeds
Branch a talk on “Gas Masks and Chemical Warfare”. “He concluded by
donning his civilian respirator with the air of an astronaut putting on his
space-suit”.
Amongst the assortment in the December Novae Terrae – “Art and
Science Fiction”, “Why Aren’t We Dictators?”, etc., is a little gem: “Idle
Chatter in the Vaults”, by Eric Williams. He opened by informing readers of
a fact of publishing fan life which held for many years – the British Museum
asked for copies of all fan magazines. Williams takes the reader to the BM
vaults in the far future: “You know, Jol, when you consider that all these
stacks and stacks of duplicated stuff stored away here for lord knows how
long were all turned out on cranky old machines that dripped ink and tore the
paper to shreds every so many turns, it makes you marvel at the patience and
devotion these people must have had to go on churning it out month after
month”.
Don Wollheim was also on hand in December to report that the USSR
was officially encouraging SF – “the popularisation of scientific ideas by
presenting them in the form of romance”.
The January 1939 Editorial announced that Novae Terrae was ceasing,
the torch being taken up by Ted Carnell editing a new fanzine, New Worlds.
Hanson explained Novae Terrae was “taking time properly belonging to
more important interests”. He writes of working on the fanzine all Christmas
Day and during a Bank Holiday, and that his work was hardly acknowledged
by those who enjoyed it.
In other parts of the January issue, articles on Fortean phenomena, H.G.
Wells, criticism of SF, and Clarke turning the tables on Temple by writing a
“Natural Haunt” type article on him, were overshadowed in my mind by a
Branch Report from London, anonymous, but bearing all the hallmarks of
Temple. A review of a film shown to the Branch reads in part: “It was an icy
day, snowing, with the wind rattling over the roof, and the second film, White
Hell of Pitz Palu, paralysed the audience with sheer cold. When a character
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freezing to death on a blizzard-swept mountain took off his outer clothes and
shivered in his shirt, uncontrollable teeth chattering broke out”.
In addition to the regular issues, two of the last three issues contained
special 4-page supplements on blue paper, one a parody space-opera by O.J.
Russell and A.G. Brown, and one a brilliant parody of The Rubáiyát of Omar
Khayyám by Sam Youd:
“Awake! For Campbell from the Bowl of Night
Has flung the Stone that puts our Fears to Flight;
And Lo! Astounding’s Editor has caught
A brilliant Halo and a Crown of Light.”
... and so on for 27 verses. Steve Sneyd in England has recently reprinted this
evocation of fans’ feelings in that era.
Most of the covers on that last year of Novae Terrae were drawn by
Manchester artist Harry Turner, though Eric Williams raised reader comment
by a cover showing a grave headstone reading “AD 2000 – The Last
Militarist – Thank God” on the September issue.
In 1938 there were few signs of the myth-making and self-referential
humour which characterised fandom in later years, and Novae Terrae, like
many other fanzines, had its share of self-important articles written to an
audience of a couple of hundred. It should also be remembered that outside
the cosy world of fandom the threat of world war was growing. Through it
all, though, Novae Terrae concentrated on being informative and
entertaining. It’s a pity that, as with so many early fanzines, there were only a
few active fans to help.
FHAPA #2 (October 1996)
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Intersection: Worldcon 1995
Vince Clarke was Fan Guest of Honour at the 1995 World Science
Fiction Convention in Glasgow.
I went to Precursor the weekend before the WorldCon, met some of the
Americans who’d come over for the big one, and listened half-understanding
to enthusiastic groups talking about the Internet – probably Precursor’s No.1
topic. I did, however, meet for the first time Peter Roberts, fan extraordinary
of the late 1960’s, bibliographer, etc. etc. I also started my jaw muscles
moving again – living on my own, sometimes a couple of days go by without
my talking. Also a major motive in going to Precursor was going over a sort
of rough script for a WorldCon interview, where I was to be
questioned/prompted by Geri Sullivan. Came back from that with half-adozen queries on things I couldn’t remember – and which, although I’d found
out the answers meantime, weren’t ever used. Oh well.
At home on the Monday I found that the air-tickets had arrived – cutting
it fine – and the next couple of days more or less went at supersonic speed,
planning what to take and packing it. Came Wednesday, and a flight to
Glasgow. I hadn’t been in an aircraft for 40-odd years (I don’t go on holiday
to them furrin’ parts) but everything went smoothly. I was met at Glasgow
airport by Stephen Glover before even picking up my luggage. Efficiency.
My hotel, the Moat House, was anything but an ivy-covered manse as
might be inferred from its name. Sixteen stories high and glass-covered, the
only signs that it might have been erected in a ship-building district were
grand murals of sweating shipyard workers decorating the main dining-hall,
and various Cunard and other shipping-line posters framed in every corridor.
Those days seemed a long time past.
I had what seemed like a nice surprise from the Committee right away –
a Norwegian girl was booked into my twin-bedded suite. Alas, it was all a
mistake (of the hotel), but things got sorted out and I was guided by Stephen
(I was treated like an old and delicate piece of china throughout – a peculiar
feeling) to the right hangar to pick up my badge, book, etc.
Hangar? Yes, the Scottish Exhibition and Conference Centre, to which
the hotel was firmly attached, was a succession of vast hangars, brutalist in
design (pipes and girders exposed very high overhead) which would easily
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have housed a squadron of Zeppelins.
The puzzle of the vast amount of sheer space inside the main hangar had
been partially solved by erecting some rather fragile 8-feet-high prefab
partitions at various spots. No roofs on them, though, and various noises
bounced off the distant girders and interfered with what should have been
small and quiet meetings of fans. Most activities, filk-singing and the like,
were carried on at various large rooms in the hotel itself.
In the centre of the conglomeration of halls and hangars was something
described as the Main Concourse, which was a large alley (all roofed-in with
the rest) with a sort of café, seats, and various tables – Information Desk,
First Aid, Tours of Scotland etc. – and normally thronged with visitors. There
were also Voodoo Boards on which were displayed the names of everyone at
the Con. You stuck a small pin against any name for which you had a
message, and then wrote the message on a card which was then indexed
under that person’s name. It became second nature to glance at the Voodoo
Board every time you passed it. Elegant, practical and useful – but then,
when you’re dealing with up to 5,000 people, you can’t have a succession of
tannoy messages keeping them in touch. The idea had already been used in
US Cons, and is a great one.
One of the few – well, let’s say less happy notes about the Scottish
Exhibition and Conference Centre – was that food and drink prices were
extremely high. If you didn’t want to pay 90p for a humble doughnut or 60p
for a cup of coffee, you went without. There were even Food Police
circulating to see no-one smuggled in a ham sandwich. They had us over a
barrel – the nearest cafés etc. were a couple of miles away in Glasgow proper.
I felt like a criminal when I looked at a banana brought in on my handluggage from the plane. I ate it, though (said he, brazenly).
So people paid or went without. On that first evening I bought a
doughnut and sat down next to Forry Ackerman, one of the few Americans I
knew without having to scrutinize the name badge. I never quite know what
to say to Mr. Science Fiction (at the ’87 WorldCon I’d blurted out that I liked
VOM, his fanzine from the 40’s!) but we started talking and everything was
fine. I asked him about his Collection, and he said that for the last 15 years
been trying to get rid of it to some city which would house it properly,
maintain it and have attendants on hand to tell the crowds what they were
looking at. Several cities in the USA, and even one in Germany, had nibbled
at the idea; but the thought of housing about 15 rooms full of paraphernalia
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and associated costs – Forry said something like half a million dollars were
needed – hadn’t impressed them, and he was still searching. Odd, that one’s
collection should grow so big that even cities couldn’t handle it.
I spent the rest of the evening studying the Pocket Programme Guide.
This showed rather an excess of enthusiasm – there were up to 13 programme
streams at any one time. I hadn’t really comprehended the thing before I fell
asleep.
After a hotel breakfast (they offered both black pudding and haggis –
typical OTT) I wandered into Hall 4 where, amongst stalls selling Souvenirs
of Scotland, sandwiches at £1.75, frankfurters etc., there was a Fan Lounge,
my spiritual home, an area outlined by armchairs and seats. I met Jenny
Glover, spread out various historic fanzines and covers pasted on black card
before her, and we stuck them on the shaky walls of the partition surrounding
the Fan Programme Room. But my small display, though historically
interesting, was overwhelmed by a huge pile of fanzines FOR FREE
smothering the next two tables along. And Greg Pickersgill had brought
scores of fanzines which he and I popped into folders advertising his Memory
Hole. We were both willing to lend out stuff, but Greg was far more
energetic, by about 30 years. He was also selling various fannish goodies,
including a few copies of The Enchanted Duplicator apparently left over
from the ’79 WorldCon. There was also an excellent guide to fandom edited
by Bridget Hardcastle, with marvellous D. West illustrations.
What happened next? I can’t remember. Coherent thought more or less
went awol. Next time I’ll take notes. I do know I took part in the Opening
Ceremony at 4.00 o’clock, sitting behind the stage next to Samuel Delany,
the Author Guest of Honour, where we exchanged spine-stiffening remarks
(first time he’d been a WorldCon GoH, too) but if you gave me £100 per
word I couldn’t now remember what I said on stage. That episode gave me a
certain amount of fame-for-fifteen-seconds, though; and for the rest of the
Con occasional foreign fans – Japanese, Croatian, Romanian etc. – would ask
me for autographs or photograph me smiling inanely. I shall really have to
brush up my 90’s image. Grow more hair?
This questioning of self was reinforced by Greg producing with a
flourish a box of snapshots which he’d found tucked away in fanzines he’d
bought from Brian Burgess. They were all mid-50’s photos, and in two or
three I recognised myself. On the backs of some of them was a stamp of Peter
West, whom I don’t remember as active in other spheres but who did a lot of
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photography of Conventions in the 50’s. I’d seen Peter wandering about –
first time I’d met him since the WorldCon in ’87. Later I met him again in the
Fan Lounge, and told him of this discovery. He frowned and said that he
vaguely remembered a batch of samples going astray, but couldn’t remember
where. I led him to Greg, who produced the snaps, which Peter identified as
the missing ones. As they weren’t very good examples of photography I
suggested that Greg might as well keep them, and Greg followed this up with
asking if Peter had any other photos or negatives from the relevant period.
Peter said he’d find out – so there’s the possibility of further additions to Fan
Archives.
I had a quick look at the Dealers’ Room. Old pals Ethel Lindsay, Ron
Bennett, Ken Slater, Andy Porter ... There were the usual arrays of fantasy
brooches and whatever, though what took my eye was a genuine edition of
the magazine (All-Story?) which featured the original Tarzan of the Apes
serial. This was on an American dealer’s stall – there were several over here,
exhibiting stuff you’d be hard put to find at an ordinary Con. Prices were skyhigh.
Sometime during the Con, a fan brought around the front page of a local
newspaper, which had a decidedly anti-Con story more or less characterising
the Con as a bunch of nerds being exploited by unscrupulous fabricators of
trash. There were a lot of side-tables selling trinkets, but who can blame ’em?
Incidentally, the paper was pinned to the shaky wall of the Fan Room and
lasted about half an hour. Don’t know who disposed of it.
During a lot of the Con I was playing squire to Chuch Harris, who like
myself was meeting scores of American fans to whom he was a familiar
name. He’d done a piece in the Convention Book lauding my expertise on
duplicators, just because I’d extracted a dead mouse from Chuch’s Roneo
many years ago. Unfortunately I wasn’t able to impress him at the Con – I’d
been told there had been a scheme to import an ancient duplicator to the Con
for me to demonstrate my skills (?), but this didn’t materialise. Nearest I got
to this sort of DIY fanning was to dictate a small article to an eager fan
(shades of Walt Willis’ picture of a wealthy American fan who could afford
to send for his secretary and say “Take a fanzine ...”) and later I saw it
reproduced in a tiny one-page “fanzine”.
The work of all the Committee members and gophers was very
impressive indeed; the Fan Lounge to which I kept most of the time was run
by Jenny and Stephen Glover, and they really did little else but work through
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the Con. Jenny even produced a couple of tins of hektograph jelly and gave a
lecture on hektography, the basic skill of the early fan – “Purple-fingered
fan” was an early and justified description. I was also impressed by John D.
Rickett, who’d given himself the task of clearing the rubbish from the Fan
Lounge area. Every time I saw him he was engaged in this monotonous but
necessary task. A worthwhile bit of dedication.
I met scores of US fans besides Ackerman – possibly most memorable
was meeting Dick Eney (who edited Fancyclopedia #2 in ’59) leading a blind
fan through the place. This turned out to be Ed Meskys, with whom I’d been
in correspondence in the ’50s – he went blind whilst editing a much-esteemed
fanzine Niekas, but has continued doing it, having locs read to him and
making notes on a Braille typewriter.
There were large contingents of fans from most European countries,
including Croatia; and there were three South Africans and several Japanese.
It was surely the biggest multi-national Con ever held.
Amongst the many high spots, one of the most impressive and at the
same time the stupidest came right in the middle of one night at 4.00 am. I
was woken by the Moat House loudspeakers giving an alarming recorded
message which, dimly remembered, went something like this: Attention!
Attention! Will all residents proceed at once to the Fire Emergency exits ... –
followed by a whooping siren. I staggered across to the other bed and shook
Chuch awake, and pantomimed that he should put on his outer clothes over
his pyjamas, pausing when half-way through to write a transcription of the
message, which was still booming over the hotel’s intercom. We then went
down the stairs (our room was right next to them) to join a motley collection
of fans and more mundane folk trooping down. There was no panic – it was
fairly well realised that this was a hoax – but it was sobering to see three fireengines when we reached ground level.
We’d hardly joined the crowd when a live voice with a Scots accent
came over the intercom, assuring everyone that it’d been a hoax. There was
then the question of getting back upstairs – the lifts were overloaded and
refused to start for some minutes. It wasn’t a very funny hoax in the first
instance, and in fact I felt quite annoyed when I met Patrick and Teresa
Nielsen-Hayden amongst the crowd. Teresa suffers from narcolepsy, hadn’t
had time to take medication when they started down from the fourteenth
floor, and was now looking quite white and hanging on to Patrick.
My chief impression of the Con was of too many things going on – I
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saw or took part in about 6 programme items, but there were several hundred
events going on. Typical of the ’90s, I guess – everything happening at once.
Did I enjoy the Con? Yes, thoroughly. There were things which could
have been done differently (and better), but considering that they were
dealing with 5,000 people, and most of them individualistic fans, I think the
Committee did a damned fine job. This country, being comparatively small,
hasn’t the same facilities as the States for dealing with thousands of people
coming into one location for a few days and expecting to work, play and
sleep in the near vicinity, unless it was ruinously expensive – London’s Earls
Court, for instance.
Personally, I was grateful for the chance to meet many fans who’d only
been names at the bottom of letters or in fanzines. It’s something I’ll
remember.
The Science Fact & Science Fiction Concatenation online (1997)
The photograph below of Vince Clarke at the 1995 Worldcon was taken by
Andrew I. Porter and is Copyright © 1995, Andrew I. Porter
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Early Days
1936! Annus Mirabilis! I always felt that there was something special about
that year. For one thing, the family moved. Until then we’d been living in
East Croydon, at the large Victorian house of my tax-inspector grandfather.
In the places where the wallpaper had been torn, little tufts of horsehair grew
out of the plaster underneath, and the marble fireplaces had a couple of bellpulls on either side so that you could ring for non-existent servants. There
were banisters which you could slide down, and underneath the house a huge
dark and dirty cellar where Things dwelt. Even in my nightmares 20 or 30
years later I’d be passing that cellar door and something would come out at
me....
So we moved that August to what was then called a “dormitory suburb”
– somewhere where you went to sleep but the core of your existence, your
workplace, was located some miles away. The house in Welling was brand
new, in a brand new road. It had electricity, not gas. I can remember running
down to the shops on that first evening for electric-light bulbs, panicky lest
they closed before I got there and we’d have to use candles. I was looking
forward to pressing a switch when you first entered a room, getting that
miraculous flood of light. At Croydon you lit a match at the doorway, groped
your way across the room, hoping that you’d be able to reach the lamp, take
off the glass globe, turn on the gas and light the mantle before the match went
out.
And – joy! – no cellar.
1936. We had a wasteland, not a garden. It was dotted all over with great
chunks of orange-yellow clay from the foundation, strange stuff as soft and
malleable as Plasticine. There were great pockets of sand which made my
collector’s instinct function, so I gathered about a cubic yard together in one
heap. It might, I thought, come in useful some time.
And that year I was collecting sunspots. Cycles of 11 years, and that
year was a maximum. I’d project the bright image of the sun through my tiny
telescope onto a plain sheet of paper, carefully mark the spots and blotches
with a pencil, stick the result into a large Boots Scribbling Diary, with a note
of the exact time.
1936. A strange year, a year of something about to happen. Hitler and
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Mussolini formed the Rome-Berlin Axis, and a few public voices prophesied
Doom. One of them was H.G. Wells. In his film, Things To Come, he,
fancifully, forecast war at the end of 1939. A man, whose name I’ve
forgotten, wrote a book, whose title I’ve forgotten – nobody’s perfect. In this
book, which I borrowed from the Welling library (all gawky in my first long
trousers, and growing at the rate of 4 inches a year), the author had also been
struck with the uniqueness of 1936. He’d scraped around, delved,
investigated, consulted the astrologers and verily, 1936 was the year of the
jackpot. There were the sunspots, and Nostradamus had prophesied War, and
the burning of Paris. Mother Shipton had mentioned it in terms of deepest
pessimism, and the Ancient Chinese sages had shaken their heads over it. In
the Great Pyramid, where each year was designated by a nick in the stone, or
a step, or something else visible to the eye of the faithful, 1936 was where a
pariah dog had peed. Mark his words, there was going to be something
momentous happening in 1936.
Nobody actually panicked about the book. It was a hot, hot summer. An
enterprising Fleet Street reporter fried an egg on the pavement. The public
thought at intervals about the Olympic Games in Berlin, and the Spanish
Civil War, and King Edward the Eighth. Somehow there was a feeling of
anticipation in the air.
1936. I didn’t know that there was such a thing as science-fiction. I
knew what I wanted – I’d read H.G. Wells and Burroughs, but I knew of
virtually no one else. No pocket books. Films? There was Things To Come
and Invisible Man and FP1 Fails To Reply, about a mid-Atlantic flying
platform, but little else. There’d been, in 1934, a weekly paper called Scoops,
but it only lasted 20 issues, and even though it was all SF (e.g. Conan
Doyle’s Poison Belt, with the Earth passing through it, was serialised), I can’t
recall the actual words “science fiction” ever occurring in its pages. In those
days they were “scientific romances”.
I’d accidentally come across an American magazine called Flying Aces.
Half of it was devoted to model plane plans, news of “air meets” and similar.
Half of it was fiction – flying yarns, naturally, but with a strong fantastic
element in many of them. Futuristic stories of a war between America and
Japan. Stories about the first World War where Philip Strange, the Man with
a Thousand Faces, battled devilish German schemes such as a gas which
coated everything it touched with metal. Strange found out about that one
when a warm but metal-coated pigeon fell from the skies into his arms. I
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lapped it all up.
So when my mother and I voyaged back to Croydon to visit the grave of
her mother, my grandmother, I looked in at a scruffy little newsagents/sweets
shop in the vicinity of the cemetery on a search for the flying magazine. And
there, in a pile on the counter, was a four-year-old copy of an American
magazine called Amazing Stories, with a cover showing space-suited men
flying over a volcano crater.
I almost drooled over Amazing Stories. Almost? I probably did. It hadn’t
occurred to me that the US was a possible source of SF. In my youthful view
I was quite solitary with these strange reading tastes – it wasn’t until the next
year that a British ’zine, Tales of Wonder, was published – but somehow, at
the age of 14, I knew I was hooked for life.
To me, 1936 was a good year.
Previously unpublished?
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Birth of an Old-Time Fan
I’ve been asked how I got into fandom. Possibly a more relevant query would
be how fandom got into me.
It’s been a long process, starting in antediluvian times i.e. before the
War. There wasn’t much SF about – three American magazines, a very few
easily available books by H.G. Wells, Jules Verne, Edgar Rice Burroughs and
the like, and just the dawning of a new publishing era of pocket-books. To
the ordinary member of the public in those days it wasn’t even “science
fiction”, it was “scientific romances”, sometimes pre-fixed by “Wellsian”.
I answered an advert in one of Britain’s two infrequent science fiction
magazines, Tales of Wonder, received a catalogue from Britain’s only science
fiction dealer, saw in the list some titles that I didn’t recognise. I sent for
them. Back came some duplicated sheets stapled together.
Fanzines.
Up to that point I’d been fairly serious, as, I found out later, were most
SF readers. This was a strange hobby, where one read stories, was eager for
more, and in my case at least didn’t know anyone else to discuss them with,
for isolation was a fact of life. An H.G. Wells book published in 1937 called
Star Begotten seemed to sum it up – the hero felt himself to be lonely and
misplaced, had an “instinctive detachment from this played-out world”.
But these “fanzines” were something new. They were exhilarating. Here
were people who’d read the SF that I’d read, even mentioned Star Begotten
with approval. And mixed in with the reviews and criticisms of SF were
personal viewpoints on other subjects, philosophy, politics, etc. The merits of
pacifism (and otherwise) was discussed. Theoretical, of course, but as
fascinating as the rest, and more than a little awe-inspiring. I’d had a poor
education, even by pre-war standards, and these “active fans” – as I now
knew they were called – seemed on a higher level. There was one, named
Sam Youd, who was particularly Olympian. I imagined him as a sort of
University don in his 40s.
But there was also lightness in the pages. An SF parody of the Rubaiyat,
a museum researcher 100 years hence riffling through fanzines, etc. There
was poetry. There were even yarns with fans as characters. I hovered around
the edges of this strange literary coterie, which seemed to consist of only two
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dozen activists or so (in this country at least), and tried to pluck up the nerve
to write something and join them.
Then the War came.
This was shattering. I was seventeen, naive, interested only in sciencefiction. Almost at once the flow of US SF dried up, to leave a couple of
emasculated BREs – British Reprint Edition magazines. Fanzines stopped
altogether or reduced their pages. But what I read in those pages was equally
shattering. Some fans professed pacifism, wanted nothing to do with fighting.
One wrote that if the military came for him, he’d throw his SF collection at
them. With hindsight this viewpoint sounds naive. Then, the context was
deadly serious, no longer theoretical.
As it happened, I was working in a factory, in what was curiously called
“a reserved occupation”, so my call-up to the Forces was temporarily
deferred. I had no particular desire to fight, anyway. Don’t forget that early in
the War the horrors of the concentration camps were unknown, and of course
the Battle of Britain didn’t begin for some months. I had a sort of bewildered
sympathy for the pacifist fans, many of whom I respected as my intellectual
superiors, but ... I could appreciate the moral stance, but couldn’t find it in
myself to agree with them. It was an unhappy period.
In the end I did nothing. Well, except submit two batches of SF book
reviews to one of the more neutral fanzines, and Saw My Name in Print – or
at least, in duplicating ink. And I had a little correspondence with Mike
Rosenblum, who owned the biggest SF book collection in the country, was a
pacifist excused from military duty, and who kept British fandom in touch
throughout the War with his fanzine Futurian War Digest, or “Fido”. A
remarkable man.
But the War ate into normal life. I was working 70 hours a week at the
factory, plus 6 hours journey time. Then I was called up, and came under new
disciplines. The SF magazines and fanzines I’d collected were squirrelled
away into a cupboard. I let the sub. to FIDO lapse, but when on leave and
unable to find SF magazines in the bookshops, exhumed the old fanzines and
practically learnt them by heart.
“First in – first out” was the eminently fair Forces doctrine, which
logically led to “last in – last out”. I wasn’t called up until 1942, and
therefore wasn’t “demobbed” until 1947. During that time I hadn’t met
anyone who was interested in SF, and hardly expected to do so. Apart from
an US magazine spotted on the back seat of a car in Iceland (!) and the BREs
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of the aforementioned two magazines, I saw very little new material.
So in 1947, luxuriating in several weeks “demob leave”, I spent a good
deal of time trawling every book shop I knew of for SF. Charing Cross Road,
the book-lover’s Mecca, was a favourite hunting ground, and supreme in the
Road was Foyles, advertising itself as the biggest bookshop in the world.
There was bookcase after bookcase of second-hand books, arranged
according to author, and I spent hours there, searching not only for the
authors I knew about, Burroughs, Wells, Stapledon, Fowler Wright, etc., but
the odd title which aroused suspicion that inside lurked some yarn of
“scientific romance”.
As you might guess, I was more often disappointed than not, but there
were always other shops to scour. Standing in an aisle of Foyles one day,
having scanned the shelves without reward, planning where to go next, I
heard a voice behind me. “Let’s split up”, it said. “You go and look for
Burroughs and Cabell and Campbell, you look for Stapledon and Wright....”
Five years in the RAF had obliterated much of my shyness. I turned
around and said “Excuse me, I’ve just had a look for those authors. I’m a
science fiction reader too.” There were three or four young men in the group,
mostly a year or two older than myself. And there was a further surprise for
them. “I’m Williams,” one said, “this is Arnold....”
“Oh,” I put in, “Eric Williams? Frank Arnold?” They looked startled. I
told them I remembered the names from fanzines. It was a case of almost
instant comradeship, and during the chat which followed they gave me news
which was to change my life. There was a meeting of SF fans every Thursday
night in the Saloon Bar of the White Horse in London’s Fetter Lane....
So the next Thursday I went to the White Horse, met my new-found
fellow fans, also Ted Carnell, struggling with the early New Worlds, Walter
Gillings, editor of the pre-war Tales of Wonder, authors Bill Temple, John
Beynon Harris, Arthur C.Clarke, fans and would-be authors Ted Tubb, Ken
Bulmer and many others. I felt that I had come home; I was one of a new
family.
I also met Sam Youd, whose fanzine writing I had so respected.
Intellectual, beginning to write under the name of “John Christopher”, he was
working at a diamond merchants, and was four days younger than myself.
The next Spring, John Newman, one of the rare fans who’d found
fandom during the War, announced that he had an ambition to attend a
Convention – he hadn’t been able to get to either of the two British mini391

Cons held in the War years. As there was no one else around to do it, John
single-handedly made the arrangements. At Whitsun, 1948, the first post-war
British SF Convention, held on just one day, drew 51 attendees, including
wives and girl friends. I thoroughly enjoyed it, and with several others
answered a call to write an account. My four or five pages had, in fact, a
stencil-cutter’s typo in the very first line when it was published, but I
couldn’t have cared less. I was – at long last – an active fan.
Previously unpublished?
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Humour & Fantasy from Some
Dusty Shelves
Part I
NEXT YEAR: We have named it Cain. She caught it while I was up
country trapping on the North Shore of the Erie; caught it in the
timber a couple of miles from our dug-out – or it might have been
four, she isn’t certain which. It resembles us in some ways, and
may be a relation. That is what she thinks, but this is an error in my
judgment. The difference in size warrants the conclusion that it is a
different and new kind of animal – a fish perhaps, though when I
put it in the water it sank, and she plunged in and snatched it out
before there was opportunity for the experiment to determine the
matter. I still think it is a fish, but she is indifferent about what it is,
and will not let me have it to try. I do not understand this.
Thus Mark Twain, in Extracts from Adam’s Diary (1904). Like his A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court (1889), the humour is not so
evident to modern eyes as in, say, Terry Pratchett’s work, getting its effect in
the extract quoted with a kind of sledge-hammer solemnity. But I find some
humorous fantasy books from fifty years ago and more interesting in
themselves, even if the humour is arid and the writing follows conventions
other than those we know.
For instance, Twilight of the Gods (1888) by Richard Garnett is the
diametrical opposite to Mark Twain. The erudition is that of a learned
Victorian gentleman with a classical education, and there is a scattering of
Latin (and sometimes Greek) “tags”. The book consists of short stories, set in
exotic locations, and the humour is of the whimsical sort:
... the student stole away to a region inconceivably remote, and
presented himself at the portal of a magnificent palace, guarded by
goblins, imps, lions, serpents, and monsters whose uncouthness
forbids description.
A singular transformation seemed to have befallen the student.
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In the professor’s class he had been noted as timid, awkward, and
painfully respectful. He now strode up with an air of alacrity and
defiance, brandishing a roll of parchment, and confronted the
seven principal goblins, by whom he was successively interrogated.
“Hast thou undergone the seven probations?”
“Yes,” said the student.
“Hast thou swallowed the ninety-nine poisons?”
“Ninety-nine times each,” said the student.
“Hast thou wedded a Salamander, and divorced her?”
And so on. In this particular story, the student wins the right to obtain one of
the classical treasures:
“Behold, then, Aladdin’s lamp,” said the ancient personage,
tendering a tiny vase hardly bigger than a pill-box, containing
some grains of a coarse, rusty powder.
“Aladdin’s lamp!” cried the student.
“All of it, at least, that I have seen fit to preserve,” replied the
old man. “Thou art but just in time for this even. It is proper to
apprise thee that the virtue of the talisman having necessarily
dwindled with its bulk, it is at present incompetent to evoke any
Genie, and can at most summon an imp, of whose company thou
wilt never be able to rid thyself....”
The “sword of sharpness” has lost its powers since the new blade was fitted
to the new hilt, the magic mirror is an empty frame, etc. etc.
With a similar title but no other connection is Night Life of the Gods
(1931), by an American, Thorne Smith. In the 1920s and ’30s Smith wrote
about a dozen books, most of which were light humorous fantasies and all of
which had a similar theme – the liberating of a staid and up-tight hero by
means of sex. In the era in which his books were written it was impossible to
be explicit about this in print, of course, but Smith’s light touch successfully
left it to the reader’s imagination. In Night Life the hero is an eccentric
scientist who invents a process to turn people into statues and vice versa. He
and a female companion slip into a museum at closing time, and they hear an
approaching guard:
He pushed her through the door and quickly looked about him. An
overhead light flooded the room. There were several benches and a
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low stand. A few feet from the door and at the right of it stood a
long table.
“Strip,” repeated Hawk. “And make it snappy.”
“What, here?” protested Meg. “Well, of all things. Why now?
And in such a place.”
“Strip,” he said in a fierce whisper. “Hide your clothes in that
box. Crouch, use your hands, do anything a ladylike statue might
do, but for God’s sake don’t be indecent or funny.”
Meg’s wits were quick, and her clothes were few. She made no
further protest save to observe that of all unsuitable places a public
museum struck her as about the most unsuited. However, anything
to please the king. Her stripping was a small matter. She sprang to
the stand, crouched like a frightened virgin, and did helpless things
with her hands. A perfect pose.
“Hold it,” whispered Mr. Hawk, and froze the figure in that
position.
Other Smith books include the 1933 Skin and Bones (people turning into
skeletons), the 1931 Turnabout (male persona in his wife’s body and vice
versa), and Topper (1926, aka The Jovial Ghosts), which was much later
made into a film and a TV series, about two ghosts successfully altering the
destinies of the living.
Anthony Armstrong was a prolific British humorist of the same period
as Smith, with pieces in Punch almost every week for many years. He has a
whole book, Yesterdailies (1931), in which every chapter is an illustrated
extract from some mythical historical newspaper – the Mesopotamian
Despatch of 2348 BC, for instance – “Gales Continue – Floods Worst For
Nine Hundred Years” – with “a prominent local business man feared losing
his reason because he is building an ‘enormous wooden house boat ... ‘Ark’,
as the wits of the locality are already designating his unfinished handiwork”,
etc., etc.
Armstrong also wrote two books of short fantasies aimed at an adult’s
sense of humour – The Prince Who Hiccupped (1932) and The Pack of Pieces
(1942, aka The Naughty Princess). In the tale of Etaoin and Shrdlu in the
latter, Sir Etaoin has been turned out of King Arthur’s Court – with
ignominy:
It hadn’t really been his fault, he pondered. After all, when a chap
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is having a quiet game making up limericks with pals in the guardhouse, it’s a bit hard that a chap’s particular enemy, one Sir
Gareth, should be surreptitiously writing a chap’s efforts down, in
order to show them to King Arthur. Etaoin knew well enough, too,
which limerick had caused the trouble. It had begun “There once
was a Knight called Sir Launcelot, Who at Guinevere really does
glance a lot ...” and had risen to really scurrilous heights in the
last line. He should have known better than to have touched on
domestic issues – or at any rate should have written the
masterpiece anonymously on the Castle Back Fence....
And, amongst many others, there is the story of King Clarimond whose baby
was substituted for a changeling at the Christening by the traditional Wicked
Fairy. The Court Magician does his best to make the changeling presentable
to the Queen, but:
The best, of course, did not happen; indeed, never had a chance.
For either through shoddy work on the fairy’s part or else just
plain ignorance – for you know how alike all babies in cradles look
– the changeling was discovered to be a boy, whereas the Royal
Infant had, of course, been a girl. The King, who had been
prepared to explain away any slight difference noticed by the
Queen as mere illusion, found this quite beyond him....
One of the greatest humorists of them all, S.J. Perelman, didn’t – as far as I
know – write a complete fantasy book, but so many of his short pieces of
satire have fantasy elements that it hardly matters. He did, however, examine
the sf magazine Captain Future (1940-1944) – in Crazy Like a Fox (1944)
and in later collections – which must have been hard to satirise, as it did such
a fine job on itself (Captain Future was assisted by an android, a robot, and a
portable Brain), but Perelman swings in:
I guess I’m just an old mad scientist at bottom. Give me an
underground laboratory, half a dozen atom-smashers, and a
beautiful girl in a diaphanous veil waiting to be turned into a
chimpanzee, and I care not who writes the nation’s laws. You’ll
have to leave my meals on a tray outside the door because I’ll be
working pretty late on the secret of making myself invisible, which
may take me almost to eleven o’clock. Later, Perelman writes: In
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pulp fiction it is a rigid convention that the hero’s shoulders and
the heroine’s balcon constantly threatens to burst their bonds, a
situation which keeps the audience in a state of tense expectancy.
Unfortunately for the fans, however, recent tests reveal that the
wisp of chiffon which stands between the publisher and the postal
laws has the tensile strength of drop-forged steel.
Elmer Rice was an American playwright and novelist, amongst whose books
was A Voyage to Purilia (1930). It was not a success. This was a sort of
dystopia, and transported the hero to a distant world where everything
happened as in silent films. Heroes and villains struggled in every saloon and
on top of every railway train, strange words appeared in the sky, the heroine’s
face suddenly enlarges due to some atmospheric freak.... Unfortunately for
Rice, who as a playwright had his own axe to grind, the book appeared
almost simultaneously with the start of the Talking Picture era, and was
instantly old-fashioned.

Part II
Van Wagener’s Ways (1898) by W.L. Alden is a most curious book. It’s a
series of short stories about the eponymous Professor, but although it was
published in England, and the framework is located here – “There is one
thing,” said the Colonel, as we were walking along the Strand one evening,
“in which London is behind the age, and that is the matter of electric
lighting....” – the stories (mostly told by the Colonel) are about the Professor,
who lives in the States.
These are what used be to known as humorous “tall stories” and would
have made good fillers for early sf magazines 30-odd years later. The chapter
headings – “The Volcanic Valve”, “Incandescent Cats”, “A Scientific
Balloon”, “The Floating Magnet”, etc. etc. give the flavour.
The book ends in an unexpected fashion – Van Wagener inherits some
money, gets interested in clocks – “He said he wasn’t in the least bit of
danger. He could buy clocks, or he could leave them alone, just as he wanted
to. As for saying that he was in danger of falling victim to the clock habit,
that was all nonsense. Clocks in moderation were good for a man....” – tries
to regulate all his growing hoard, and ends his days in a lunatic asylum!
In the 1940s, Maurice Richardson, assistant editor of the monthly
“men’s magazine” Lilliput (it ran a couple of artistically posed nudes each
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issue), wrote a series of stories about Engelbrecht, a dwarf surrealist boxer.
These were collected in the astonishing, marvellously illustrated The Exploits
of Engelbrecht in 1950. To quote the blurb:
The following is an extract from the Millennial General Meeting of
the Surrealist Sportsmen’s Club: ... the Id recalled the rugby match
against Mars when an impending defeat of approx. 996,481 to 0
was narrowly averted by Engelbrecht’s volunteering to get inside
rather than “on to”, the ball. The Oldest Member, made special
mention of the plucky way in which Engelbrecht, swollen to
bursting with snake-bite, rode Medusa to victory in the Grand
Cosmological against a field that included such formidable
opponents as Lady Godiva, Bucephalus, and the Night Mare....
These stories and many others are included. But Engelbrecht didn’t always
win. In a round-the-world golf-match after several hours of being too short,
too far, and lipping the rim, we managed to tie up the ghostly hands that had
been pushing the ball back from the hole and Engelbrecht sank a six-incher
for 2674322269. But their opponents holed in one:
It appears that before Charlie had a chance to play their second
out of the Valley of Dry Bones, a huge vulture swooped down and
flew off with the ball. Nodder and their White Hunter opened fire
and winged the vulture who eventually dropped the ball down the
vest of one of the competitors in a Japanese Women’s Cross
Country Race. She lost her way round the world while being
chased by a Zen Buddhist monk and ran across the green and the
ball slipped down the leg of her track shorts and rolled into the
hole.
The books cited so far have been varied in approach, but the writing style has
been fairly standard, even though the Victorian Dr. Garnett and the
comparatively recent Maurice Richardson have been discussed. But with
Ernest Bramah the fantasy is told with a style which is quite unique.
Bramah wrote several types of fiction (and at least one non-fiction,
English Farming and Why I Turned It Up [1894] (!), including stories about a
blind detective, Max Carrados, and an awful fantasy concerning a left-wing
revolution in England called The Secret of the League (1907 as What Might
Have Been; 1909), but his fame rests with his “Chinese” stories.
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Bramah did not, as far as is known, ever visit China, but he
painstakingly constructed a mythical country ruled over by the Emperor and
Mandarins, at a time when magic, demons, good spirits and dragons were still
present. The style is ornate, often witty, and couched in a manner which is
intended to read as if it is the literal translation of the ancient, ever-courteous,
Chinese. In “The Transmutation of Ling” the hero is under a spell which
causes parts of his body – hair, nails, etc. – when detached to turn into gold.
He eventually sells to Chang-ch’un his whole body in the event of his death,
and returns to tell his lover of what he considers his good fortune:
She became a prey to the most intolerable and unrestrained
anguish. “Oh, my devoted but excessively ill-advised lover,” she
exclaimed wildly, and in tones which clearly indicated that she was
inspired by every variety of affectionate emotion, “has the
unendurable position in which you and all your household will be
placed by the degrading commercial schemes and instincts of the
mercenary-souled person Chang-ch’un occupied no place in your
generally well-regulated intellect? Inevitably will those who drink
our almond tea, in order to have an opportunity of judging the
value of the appointments of our house, pass the jesting remark that
while the Lings assuredly have a ‘dead person’s bones in the secret
chamber,‘ at the present they will not have one in the family
graveyard by reason of the death of Ling himself. Better to lose a
thousand limbs during life....”
Bramah occasionally parodied some classical quotation – “A sedan-chair! a
sedan chair! This person will unhesitatingly exchange his entire and wellregulated Empire for such an article” – but he was at his best when
constructing “ancient Chinese maxims” – “It is said that a bull-frog once
rent his throat in a well-meant endeavour to advise an eagle in the art of
flying”; “Whatever the height of the tree, its leaves return to the earth at
last”; “Should a person on returning from the city discover his house in
flames, let him examine well the change which he has received from the
chair-carrier before it is too late; for evil never travels alone” etc., etc.
The books are internally linked, all stories being related by a travelling
story-teller, Kai Lung. Three books, The Wallet of Kai Lung (1900), Kai
Lung’s Golden Hours (1922) and Kai Lung Unrolls His Mat (1928) were
later reprinted as Penguin paperbacks. A fourth, Kai Lung Beneath the
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Mulberry Tree (1940), was never reprinted and is rare. A selection from all
four books, The Celestial Omnibus, was published in 1963.
There are two associated (and rare) books: The Mirror of Kong-Ho
(1905), a satirical look at Edwardian London by one of Bramah’s Chinese,
and The Moon of Much Gladness (1932), which has “Related by Kai Lung”
on the title page. In this detective story parody, a Chinese girl searches for a
Mandarin’s missing pig-tail, finds romance, etc....
Many early Utopias have at least some humorous passages, from
Samuel Butler’s Erewhon (1872) to Archibald Marshall’s Upsidonia
(1915). An outstanding example of this hybrid is Eimar O’Duffy’s The
Spacious Adventures of the Man in the Street (1928). O’Duffy writes in the
first person as a fairly stupid, Catholic Dubliner – in fact, all 407 pages are
couched in the form of a letter to the Manager of MacWhatsisname’s grocery
store asking for his job back – who’s been hypnotised and sent into space. He
eventually lands in the body of a humanoid on the planet Rathé, and most of
the rest of the book tells the story of a civilisation which is designed to be the
exact opposite to the Dubliner’s point of view. Here he is discussing
economics with a native:
The fellow was such an intolerable bore that I tried at first to fend
him off, telling him that he wouldn’t be able to understand the
system, as it was based on money. But that only sharpened his
curiosity.
“How interesting” says he. “We have often been urged by
Utopian dreamers to adopt some such device as a remedy for the
defects of our own system. Do you find that it works?”
“Of course it works” I said.
“Indeed” said Yasint. “Tell me, then, how do you prevent
wealth from accumulating in the hands of a few?”
“We don’t” I said.
“Then you must have some people living in luxury, and others
with insufficient means to be healthy and happy?”
“Well, naturally” I said. “That can’t be helped.”
“In that case, then” said Yasint, “your system doesn’t work.”
On Rathé, the roles of sexual appetite and food are reversed. In the following
extract, remember the culture in which the fantasy was written. A cleric (a
mathematician on Rathé!) is explaining:
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“When a young Rathéan finds himself in need of sustenance, he
discreetly and scientifically seeks out a fruit which is agreeable to
his palate, ... and so chemically constituted as to fulfil his
physiological requirements. Having made his choice, he obtains a
license from a professor of mathematics, and is then entitled to the
comfort and nutriment of that fruit for the remainder of his life.”
“I see” said I. “Well, I’m not in a mood to be very particular
at the moment, so you might make me out a license for half a dozen
of your most popular varieties, and let me get going at them at
once.”
Mr. Juicewit clapped a hand to his brow and collapsed on the
nearest chair. I rushed to his assistance, but he waved me off. “I’ll
be all right in a moment” he said. “Pray excuse me. Shock. I
hadn’t realised –” He pulled himself together with an effort and
went on: “I’m afraid I haven’t made myself clear. You can only
obtain a license for one fruit.”

Part III
Professor Stephen Leacock (1869-1944) was born in Hampshire, lived in
Canada from an early age, became an economist, and is probably the best
known Canadian humorist. One sentence from his writings has managed to
get into most books of quotations: Lord Ronald said nothing; he flung himself
from the room, flung himself upon his horse, and rode madly off in all
directions. (from Nonsense Novels, 1911).
Leacock wrote many books of short essays, parodies, etc., but the only
one (that I know of) which is consistently fantasy from start to finish is
Afternoons in Utopia (1932). The humour is very, very gentle, the narration
episodic:
London, October A.D. 2500 ... The historic Charge of the Light
Brigade of the Nineteenth Century was, however, entirely eclipsed
by that of Tuesday. To begin with, the Light Brigade was in this
case far lighter. The weight of each man, including internal wiring,
was only forty pounds, while that of each horse, including its
gasoline tank, was only a hundred. All those who were lucky
enough to be “looking-in” at the Charge over the television
apparatus agree that the condition and bearing of the troops were
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perfect to the last degree ... etc., etc.
Other Leacock books flirted with fantasy ideas – The Iron Man & Tin Woman
and Other Futurities (1929) has a chapter on robotics, one on “Athletics for
1950”, etc., and many of his other book titles have echoes of fantasy – Behind
the Beyond, Short Circuits (Two high-school girls from the Tacoma (Wash.)
Academy swam in here [Valparaiso, Chile] by mistake. They were heading
for London via. Panama, but missed the entrance to the canal in a mist.), etc.
They were popular in their day, but the humour hasn’t been sharp enough for
the second half of the 20th century.
A.A. Milne is best known for Winnie-the-Pooh and his friends, but he
was in fact a prolific humorous author who wrote hundreds of pieces for
Punch and other periodicals. One of them was a most curious book, Once on
a Time (1917). Milne himself said “This is not a children’s book. I do not
mean by that Not for children, which has an implication all its own ... I wrote
it for grown-ups. More particularly for two grown-ups. My wife and myself
... This is a Fairy Story; and it is a Fairy Story for grown-ups because I have
tried to give some character to the people who wander through its pages....”
I first read of it in a humorous anthology, which had just the first
chapter, and didn’t know for years that there was a whole book following on.
I came across it by accident, when it was reprinted by Puffin (many times), in
spite of the disclaimer that it was not for children.
This is in the same style as Anthony Armstrong’s Pack of Pieces etc.,
mentioned earlier. It starts:
King Merriwig of Euralia sat at breakfast on his castle walls. He
lifted the gold cover from the gold dish in front of him, selected a
trout, and conveyed it carefully to his gold plate. He was a man of
simple tastes, but when you have an aunt with the newly acquired
gift of turning anything she touches into gold, you must let her
practise sometimes. In another age it might have been fretwork.
The breakfast is constantly interrupted by the King of Barodia overflying the
castle – he has a new pair of seven-league boots – which is annoying. (“I
shouldn’t be too courteous,” said Hyacinth; “he came over eighteen more
times after you’d gone.”) King Merriwig assembles a company of archers:
“Now you all understand,” he said. “When the King of Baro –
when a certain – well, when I say when, I want you all to fire your
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arrows into the air. You are to take no aim; you are just to shoot
your arrows upwards and – er – I want to see who gets highest.
Should anything – er – should anything brush up against them on
their way – er – in that case, something will – er – brush up against
them. After all, what should?”
“Quite so, Sire,” said the Captain, “or rather, not at all.”
The King of Barodia is shot in the whisker, one thing leads to another, and
war is declared. True to Milne’s intention, there are interesting characters and
numerous sub-plots. Whether a child would appreciate it I’m not sure, but I
certainly did.
The late great US magazine Unknown had several stories in which 20th
century folk encountered djinni, ifrits and other magical monstrosities when
they were transported back into the time of the Arabian Nights. Ron
Hubbard, who was a good fantasy writer in the days before he founded the
Church of Scientology was responsible for some, and may have inspired An
Airplane in the Arabian Nights (1947) by “Arthur Lee Gould” (pseudonym
of Air Vice-Marshal Arthur S.G. Lee.). This yarn is mentioned here because
the blurb says of the action “Mounting steadily to an uproarious climax”, but
what humour there is seems weak. An episode where a magic carpet objects
to being sat upon, only stood on, is the sort of comic level attained.
In the same year (1947), another blurb promised “a great deal of
laughter” to readers of The Lady from Venus, by Garnett Radcliffe.
Radcliffe was a mystery & adventure author (though I’d like to know more
about his The Return of the Ceteosaurus) and appears to have read one or two
of the wilder sci-fi ’zines before embarking on this yarn, so that he could toss
in phrases like “atomic energy batteries”, “thought controlled gliders”, “the
water was radium-charged to exactly the right pitch” and “a thousand volt
death-ray capable of wiping out an entire planet”. It’s difficult to say, in fact,
where Radcliffe is being facetious, as he tells the whole story from the
viewpoint of Lady Sharron, an empty-headed young Venusian. She comes to
Earth (It’s no good looking for Urth on an ordinary chart of the universe for
it isn’t marked. What you want is one of the large-scale space maps they use
in the Spacial Navy ...) searching for eggs, which are a unit of currency on
Venus.
I suppose the whole book may be intended as a gigantic parody of
science-fiction, although given the date of publication this seems unlikely. To
quote the blurb:
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The lady from Venus arrived on Earth wearing nothing more than a
smile and carrying a much be-jewelled golden harp. Her
subsequent adventures were as embarrassing – to the poor natives
sunk in their ignorance and barbarity – as they were to the gay and
lovely Lady Sharron herself.
Brightly readable and sophisticated, this original fantasy ...
“Brightly readable” is not what I’d call it.
A.J. Alan is not a name that is bandied about amongst fantasy readers,
and in fact is a very minor talent, being the author of just two books. But
these two books, Good Evening Everyone (1928) and A.J. Alan’s Second
Book (undated, probably early ’30s) are, like the author, really unique. Alan
was an early broadcaster, a story-teller, and was trotted out by the BBC on
special occasions, Christmas afternoons and similar times. He was a very
private person, and very little is known about him. The only trace of “hype”
I’ve found is that in the foreword to GEE he mentions that “everything I say
over the microphone is taken down in shorthand and transcribed afterwards”
whereas I’ve also read that everything he broadcast was from pages which
were pasted onto cardboard to prevent the paper rustling, thus giving the
illusion of spontaneous story-telling.
Whatever the truth, Alan’s seductive voice told gripping tales of various
kinds, ranging from fantasy to “shaggy dog”. It’s hard to give the flavour, but
here’s an extract from “Wottie”, which is told about the twelve-year old Alan
and a friend. They were climbing some hills near a quarry, and looking for
somewhere to dispose of empty ginger-beer bottles:
Now, there was a small stone hut with a slate roof down at the
bottom of the quarry, about fifty feet below us, which really might
have been put there on purpose. We registered two direct hits on it,
but the roof proved obstinate and the bottles merely bounced off.
Not to be borne for a moment. Ackroyd found a piece of flint the
size of a football and said: “I dare you to throw that down.”
Mind you, I’m not defending my action for a moment – it was
dastardly – but you know what it is when you are dared to do
anything. I simply had to pitch this young boulder over, and it went
“plunk” straight through the roof and left a gaping hole in the
slates.
There was no chance of hurting anyone because it was only a
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sort of store-shed. We found out afterwards that they kept the
dynamite and detonators there for blasting in the quarry, but we
oughtn’t to have dropped rocks on it just the same.
Later, the lads find a skeleton in a cave; Alan put elaborate frills on his stories
which were part of the charm, going directly against the dictum that all one
writes should push the plot forward. Amongst the fantasy stories are “The
Hair”, where a lock of it laid across a portrait kills the subject, ghost stories,
tales of premonition, leg-pulls, and numerous examples of sheer good storytelling.

Part IV
A slight change for this instalment. Some fantasy books, especially those
over fifty years old, are not intended to be humorous. But they are. These
have always attracted me. Who could resist an opus called Through the Sun
in an Airship? Or the epic written by a gent who believed in the Hörbiger Ice
Doctrine (the Moon is made of ice and periodically crashes on to the Earth)?
A special favourite is The Perfect World. I reviewed this in a long-gone
fanzine, Microwave, edited by Terry Hill, about ten years ago, and I can’t
resist reprinting it here ...
•••
An unfortunate air of levity – of non-seriousness – seems to have crept into
Microwave, with the insidious stealth of King Kong falling from the Empire
State building. My young friend, Mr. Hill, though the proud owner of a set of
Amazing Stories from No. 1 to the War (a damn sight more than I have, after
47 years of collecting, the lucky ****), seems unable to comprehend that an
s-f fanzine should have something about s-f in it, something serious that
treats it as the Literature of the Future-minded Intellectual, that Transcends ...
well, you know all that.
It should therefore be a double pleasure to you that I am about to rectify
Mr. Hill’s grievous error, and at the same time announce the discovery of a
magnificent work in our field which has been unjustly neglected. The Perfect
World, by Ella Scrymsour (Eveleigh Nash & Grayson, 1920) contains such
treasures that I can scarcely type for the tears that fill my eyes. From the first
sentences – “An English summer! The birds sang merrily, and the trees
bowed their heads, keeping time with the melody” – you know that you are
encountering an unforgettable experience.
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It’s a pity that the stark introduction of sentient vegetable life (the
mobile trees) so many years ahead of its time in s-f is not followed through,
but the authoress has riches enough to compensate. There follows a brief
summary of the plot, in which I have quoted some of the glorious prose to
show the nature of Ms. Scrymsour’s genius.
The Perfect World opens in the English village of Marshfielden, in preWorld War I years. Two cousins, Desmond and Alan – “Ours is rather a
romantic story”, said Alan. “Our mothers were twin sisters ...” – are helping
their Uncle John to build a revolutionary aluminium airship.
“The machine itself is complete,” went on Desmond
enthusiastically, “the balance is perfect and its engines are
supposed to be of wonderful velocity, but no known power will
raise it even an inch from the ground”.
Whilst they are labouring over this trifling defect, Marshfielden and the
outside world – “The London papers were burning with excitement” – are
disturbed by the disappearance of various living beings from the village –
children, the Vicar (no, no, it’s not that sort of story), even a cow. And then
Desmond. After him, a quiet period. Then, six months later, there is an
explosion in the local mine workings. Alan, trapped underground, is rambling
around a series of caverns, and is captured by naked purple midgets.
The book doesn’t lack incident.
About to be sacrificed to a monstrous flame in a huge underground
temple, Alan is rescued by a beautiful purple midget with long golden hair,
Kaweeka, the Chief Priestess, and in her room whom should he meet but
Desmond....
“The woman is a fiend ... she admitted me into a kind of harem in
which I am ...” he laughed bitterly, “her chief husband.”
“My God”, said Alan hoarsely. “You have married her,
Desmond?”
Desmond nodded. “I suppose that’s what it is ...”
The arrival of Alan raises Desmond’s moral tone somewhat, and they
investigate the origins of the tribe. By a lucky chance – “we both used to
know something of Hebrew in the old days at college” – they decipher some
hieroglyphics and find that the midgets are descended from some Old
Testament prophets whom the earth swallowed in the Good Old Days. These
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investigations take time and eventually Kaweeka, a midget scorned, goes
mad and throws herself into the sacred flame. Desmond and Alan flee to the
outer caverns pursued by the tribe.
Guided by a Friendly Native, our heroes fight BEMs, find the Tomb of
the Ancients – naturally, packed with jewels – and after much wandering
reach the surface. Well, not exactly the surface; it’s the bottom of an
Australian mine shaft. It’s not an especially deep mine. They’ve just
wandered a long way
The Australians are somewhat surprised by the appearance of the
Friendly Native – “she looked almost inhuman with her purple skin and
protruding horn ...” – and are probably relieved when she crumbles to dust
on exposure to sunlight. Saves all that trouble with the Immigration
Authorities. Our heroes, made of tougher material, recover their health, sell
some jewels, learn with astonishment that there’s been a World War on
(they’ve been underground for five years), Desmond marries his Aussie
nurse, and the first half of the book ends with their departure for England.
The story now gathers pace.
Back at Marshfielden, Uncle John has been toiling on his airship, now
named the Argenta, and the intrepid explorers plus the nurse, Mavis, arrive
just in time to go on a trial flight. They find the ship fitted luxuriously for a
straight-from-the-drawing-board job (but then, so was the Titanic), with –
“electric light, electric fans, electric stoves, a pianola ... even a gramophone
on board ...”.
A cupboard full of transparent blocks turns out to be the rations of water
– “I call this concentrated essence of water.” Uncle John has evidently found
a method of dehydrating it.
Another great invention is “... another dynamo for generating an
inexhaustible supply of air.” There’s a great deal about the air supply system,
and how “the used-up air sinks to the ground” and highly technical stuff like
that. “Why, it’s like a fairy tale,” said Mavis., taking the words out of the
reader’s mouth.
After this quiet chapter (Science had won yet another brilliant victory),
the author injects a little action into the plot. Four days after the trial flight,
which is completely successful of course, the Argenta encounters a
tremendous storm, Mavis bears a baby, and the newspapers tell of an
epidemic of earthquakes.
“... a serious earthquake has occurred in New Jersey ... Tennessee
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and Vermont have suffered considerable damage also ...”
“It seems all over America,” said Alan lightly. “I’m glad we
don’t go in for these merry little sideshows in this country.”
But soon lava is rolling down the sides of Ben More into the Tay, and the
whole party take off in the Argenta. In a masterly six or seven paragraphs
worthy of the gigantic vision of a Stapledon*, the world catches fire and
explodes.
* Bert Stapledon, a warehouseman I used to know.

“The whole of England was a flaming mass ... they watched Europe
sinking ...” followed by the world.
The whole world shook and for one moment was a living ball
of fire. Then it shivered violently, split into a thousand pieces....
... and the Argenta is hurled into space.
Displaying a grasp of astronomical science as great as her knowledge of
physics, Ms. Scrymsour takes three chapters to bring the party to Jupiter
(“One of Jupiter’s poles lies in the very heart of Draco, and the other is close
by the Greater Magellanic Cloud.”) Drawn by a beam of light (“The light is
like a magnet – it is drawing us somewhere”), which, I might add, anticipates
Doc. Smith’s Galactic Patrol tractor beams by some 18 years, they find
themselves in a paradisiacal scene – “a glorious azure sea”, “wooded islets”,
“buildings like the chalets of Switzerland” – and confronted by white togaclad men, “beautifully moulded”, who address them in English. They are
soon given something to eat and drink (“steaming liquid, neither tea, coffee
nor cocoa, but with a reminiscent flavour of all three”), told that the natives
have the “gift of tongues” which enables them to converse in any language,
and in a casual aside the cause of the Earth’s destruction is noted – “... you
believe that the end of the world was caused through the failure of the fire in
the centre of the earth?” – which thereby ties the first half of the book to the
second.
The social system of Jupiter is, as you might expect, quite simple. It’s a
Monarchical Communism. Ruled over by a King and Council, but no one can
earn more than that sum which has been allocated to someone of his station
in life. Surplus (the profit of shopkeepers, for instance) is sent to the King,
who pays his councillors and other non-profit-makers from the common fund.
Station in life? “According to the station in life in which he has been born,
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and from which he has sprung, so he learns to take his part in life.”
Objections that there might be some rebellious spirits are waved aside ... “We
are happy ... why should we complain?” In this Perfect World, everyone is
happy ... “We live in harmony with our birds, our animals, and even our fish.
They are all our friends.”
Undeterred by the thought that a world without fish and chips can hardly
be called perfect, the travellers are settling down when Alan meets the
beautiful only daughter of the King; and instantly falls in love. His feelings
are so strong that they infect a Prince with uncontrollable passion, and in a
chapter of stark sexual power (“The Unforgivable Kiss”) Ms. Scrymsour
unlaces her corset and lets herself go:
“But I want you – you – you –” and Kulverman strode close to her
and placed his arms about her.
“Let me go,” breathed the girl – but his lips were seeking hers.
“No – no – no,” she cried “Not my lips – Kulverman be
merciful. My lips are sacred until I wed – spare my lips.... In the
name of Mitzor the Great, leave my lips” she cried, but the
madness of passion was upon him.
Alan rescues her, but she is then kidnapped by the Prince. Alan rescues her
again, Kulverman is despatched by the wraiths of the ancient Kings of the
country (one of the many sub-plots and background details I’ve omitted for
the sake of whoever cuts this stencil) and the book ends with the beautiful
little daughter of Alan and the Princess childishly talking of marriage with the
son of Mavis and Desmond.
I bought this book some years ago. At times I wonder about Ella
Scrymsour. Who was she? Somehow I visualise her as a spinster of about 50,
born during the staid and steady Victorian era when you knew your station in
life, cloudily remembering Victorian science, possibly infected by the
newfangled motion pictures, having just lived through a War that was the
greatest in human history up to that time, seeking an escape in imagination to
a Perfect World. I wonder what became of her – did she come across an
imported Amazing Stories six years after her book was published, and
recognise that she had trodden, albeit clumsily, those unknown frontiers of
Science Fiction? Did she live into the Atomic Era, when the possibility of an
exploding world came a little nearer? There’s only one thing of which you
can be certain: here was a lady who liked to exercise her imagination to the
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full and was practical enough to get paid for it. A fascinating creature, born
before her time.
Parts I-III previously unpublished?
Part IV: Microwave #5 (April 1983)
Note by Vince Clarke. “All dates quoted are of first editions.” This seems to
be an unfinished work in progress.
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Vince Clarke Obituary
Rob Hansen and Andrew I. Porter
British fan A(ubrey) Vincent Clarke, 76, died on November 29th at Queen
Mary Hospital, Sidcup, Kent, England. He was cremated at Eltham
Crematorium on December 7th. He is survived by his daughter, Nicola, sonin-law Alan, and by their two daughters.
Donations in his name may be made to The Arthritis Research
Foundation, Copeman House, St. Mary’s Court, St. Mary’s Gate, Chesterfield
S41 7TD, UK. His fanzine collection was left to Rob Hansen; his much
smaller SF collection will be dispersed to various dealers.
Active in fandom since 1948 – though he made a glancing first contact
in 1938 – when he was among the founders of the Science Fantasy Society,
the first post-World War II SF club, Vince Clarke was one of the giants of
1950s fandom. In 1949, he coined the term “LonCon” for a gathering of
London fans; the name by which the 1957 World SF Convention, the first to
be held in the British Isles, was known. Clarke served on the committee.
The winner, in 1954, of the very first Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund (TAFF)
race, he was unable to make the trip and, alas, never got to visit the US and
meet his many friends and admirers there. Also in 1954, he co-founded the
Off-trail Magazine Publishers’ Association (OMPA), the first UK APA, with
Ken Bulmer and Chuck Harris, and in December 1957 he provided
inspiration for the 1958 formation of the British Science Fiction Association
(BSFA), the UK national SF fan organisation, which continues to this day.
He is credited with the invention of quote-cards, a transient 1950s
phenomenon of a quote of some sort on a small card, with numerous
signatures of fans. Although quote-cards themselves have died out, the
practice of numerous fans autographing a postcard at a convention, then
sending it off to someone who can’t attend, continues.
In 1950, Clarke and Ken Bulmer were the residents of the famous
EpiCentre, a fannish residence whose ceilings were likely to fall down, and
about which Walt Willis wrote, “Every level surface was covered to the point
of instability by fanzines, prozines, letters, stencils, busts of Napoleon, and
model ships, their outlines blurred by a deep film of coal-dust which sifted
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continuously through the windows.” Clarke’s famous 1953 A Christmas
Carol parody, “Scrooge on Ice”, was termed “a crucial turning point in
England’s fandom” by fan historian Harry Warner, Jr. “It was the first long
piece of fiction with fans as characters published in the nation since World
War Two, proof that its fandom was thoroughly aware of itself again ...”
Vincent, with Joy Clarke and their fan lodger Sandy Sanderson,
inhabited another famous fannish address, Inchmery, in the mid-late 1950s.
From this abode, visited by hundreds of UK and US fans, issued much of the
best fanwriting of the decade. Chief among this output was the fanzine
Aporrhēta. Alas, non-fannish emotions entered the picture, with Joy Clarke
and Sanderson falling in love and emigrating to America. The split was a
devastating one for Clarke: it meant the end of his marriage and the end of his
involvement with SF fandom.
Following the break-up of his marriage, Vince was absent from fandom
from 1960 to 1981. His return coincided with that of a number of other oldtime fans and he quickly threw himself back into things, publishing a small
number of fanzines and once again becoming a regular at the first-Thursday
meetings of London fans he had first attended back in the 1940s.
Though he had a deep interest in and knowledge of fandom’s history
(and, indeed, was there for much of it) Vince was nevertheless always fully
engaged in modern fandom, venturing onto the Internet along with the rest of
us, and retaining a lively interest in SF and in science which never wavered.
He was Fan Guest of Honour at Intersection, the 1995 Glasgow
Worldcon, an honour that everyone thought was richly deserved and long
overdue. Yet for all his many and very real accomplishments in fandom,
those of us who knew him will remember him best for his many kindnesses.
He was a genuinely lovely man to whom nothing seemed to be too much
trouble if it meant helping a fellow fan. Deeply self-effacing, he would
probably have been embarrassed by the praise in this obituary and in the
many tributes posted on Usenet from friends across the world when they
learned of his passing. He deserved all of them, and more.
–
Science Fiction Chronicle #200 (December 1998/January 1999)
Copyright © Science Fiction Chronicle, 1999; slightly updated for this page.
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Fan Slang and Abbreviations
This is expanded from a short 1994 piece in Vince Clarke’s fanzine
K. His definitions appear in bold capitals (BEM). The additions –
all from somewhere in this collection – are in ordinary capitals
(BRE).
Sorry about the odd fan slang creeping in – I was so soaked in it during my
first years in fandom that I still use it, although for some reason modern-day
fans don’t appear to care for it. Cheerless lot, really. Here’s a short list:
ANNISH: Anniversary issue of a fanzine if it lasts that long.
APA: Amateur Press Association – a means of distributing fanzines.
APA members send in the appropriate number of copies of their
publication to the Official Editor (OE), who then distributes packets to
the membership, each containing all contributions to the current mailing.
ASF: Astounding Science-Fiction magazine.
BNF: Big Name Fan – one whose name is recognised world-wide.
BEM: Bug Eyed Monster – used to be standard fare on covers of SF
magazines. [Also the title of a fanzine by Mal Ashworth.]
BIS: British Interplanetary Society, a largely fan-run organisation in its
early days.
BRE: British Reprint Edition of any US sf magazine, often inferior –
stories might be left out to save on production costs.
BSFA: British Science Fiction Association, founded in 1958.
CORFLU: Correction fluid – used on typewritten ms. and stencils, so
now a little old-fashioned.
DNP: Do Not Print; DNQ: Do Not Quote; injunctions in personal
communications which have been honoured during 60 years of fandom
– mostly. Do not infringe.
DUPER: ink duplicator, the favoured way to produce fanzines. Rotary
duplicators (Gestetner and Roneo were major brand names) took in
paper and churned out printed sheets at some speed; with lowly flatbed
machines, each sheet needed to be processed by hand.
EGOBOO: Publicity for yourself, boosting your ego.
EYETRACKS: left on page by careless reading habits.
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FAAN (or even more “A”s): really fannish fan.
FAAN FICTION: fiction by fans about fans.
FAFIA: Forced Away From It All – driven out of fandom by
MUNDANE concerns. A variation on GAFIA below.
FANAC: Fan activity – publishing, con-going, not just reading.
FAPA: Fantasy Amateur Press Association, the first sf APA (which
see), founded in 1937 and still active today.
FFM: Famous Fantastic Mysteries magazine.
FIAWOL: Fandom Is A Way Of Life. Who amongst you who’s been in
fandom more than ten years will cast the first stone?
FIDO: pet name for J. Michael Rosenblum’s 1940-1945 fanzine
Futurian War Digest.
FIJAGH: Fandom Is Just A Goddam Hobby.
GAFIA: Getting Away From It All – originally meant leaving mundane
life for fandom, now means the opposite. Also various grammatical
forms – gafiation, gafiated, etc.
GLOBE: pub meeting-place of London fandom 1953-1974.
HEKTOGRAPH: the cheapest and least satisfactory fanzine printing
device. Essentially a tray of jelly to which ink (usually indelible purple;
hence gags about purple fingers) from a typed master sheet was
transferred. Pages were then laid one by one on the jelly to pick up the
inked image. Each came out paler than the last; the promise of 100
(Greek “hekto”) legible pages was unattainable.
HUCKSTER(ING): One who sells books, prozines, fanzines, etc., and
what it is.
IF: Irish Fandom.
JOPHAN: Joe Fan, the aspiring Everyfan hero of The Enchanted
Duplicator (1954) by Walt Willis and Bob Shaw – an allegory which is
the Pilgrim’s Progress of fandom.
KTF: Kill The Fuckers, a take-no-prisoners style of fanzine reviewing in
1980s UK fandom. Vince disapproved and repurposed the initials as
Kent TruFandom, an informal fan group that flourished from 1982 to
1990.
LoC: Letter of Comment to fanzine (one of the few acronyms still
known to all), along with WAHF – We Also Heard From.
MORDECAI, LEW: popular landlord at the WHITE HORSE below and
then the GLOBE above.
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MUNDANE: The barbarian world outside of civilised fandom.
N3F: the US National Fantasy Fan Federation or NFFF, founded in
1941.
OMPA: the Off-trail Magazine Publishers Association, a British APA
(see above) founded by Ken Bulmer and Vince Clarke. Hence
OMPAzine, a fanzine produced for OMPA.
ONE TUN: pub meeting-place of London fandom 1974-1987. For later
venues see the Ansible web page on London meetings:
http://news.ansible.uk/london.html.
POCTSARCD: postcard. From a typo by Walt Willis that caught
fandom’s fancy and was much imitated.
POME: a poem in a fanzine, the joky spelling reflecting the tendency to
light verse rather than any attempt at high verse.
PROZINE: professional SF magazine.
S & C: Serious and Constructive, focused mainly on SF discussion and
criticism – a more earnest approach to fandom than Vince himself
preferred.
SFN: Science Fantasy News, the 1948-1960 news fanzine published by
Vince Clarke.
SFS: Science Fantasy Society (1948-1951), an early attempt at a
national British SF organization.
ToW: Tales of Wonder magazine.
TWS: Thrilling Wonder Stories magazine.
WAHF (We Also Heard From): at the end of a fanzine letter column,
introduces names and perhaps brief quotes from fans whose letters of
comment (see LoC above) weren’t published at length.
WAW – Walt Willis (Walter A. Willis).
WHEELS OF IF – the leading members of Irish Fandom, including Bob
Shaw, Walt Willis and James White. From “The Wheels of If”, a 1940
SF story by L. Sprague de Camp.
WHITE HORSE: pub meeting-place of London fandom 1946-1953.
WK: Well Known. A WKF or Well Known Fan does not quite have the
cosmic stature of a BNF (above).
ZAP-GUNS: water pistols and larger squirters, a fad of 1950s British
fandom.
Vince Clarke adds: There are many other definitions. Some are anachronistic,
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e.g. The March of Progress has (nearly) meant the passing of the common
typewriter, where it was easy to make QUASI-QUOTES – " – denoting the
sense was quoted without it being an actual transcript.
Some of the above was from Neo-Fan’s Guide, last edition ’84 in the
States. I’d like to see Intersection put out an edition – there’s a lot more
therein than acronyms and slang.
expanded from K #45 (June 1994)
Ah, “faunching”. A word I forgot in the short and hasty list last K. Seems to
have changed its meaning slightly over the years – the 1959 Fancyclopedia
defines it as a “sort of vague, indeterminate yearning or tendency; sometimes,
the physical activity resulting therefrom”. The Neo-Fan’s Guide (6th Ed.,
’84) says “A nervous, impatient waiting for something to happen.” My own
definition would be “A wistful yearning for something, esp. in fannish
context.”
Wonder where it originated?
K #46 (July 1994)
Note. See also Fanfare and Suchlike #4. There is a jokily over-the-top parody
of fanspeak in Zymic #1, including the kind of typographical play from
Alfred Bester’s The Demolished Man that converted Hyphen to “-” and
Vincent to Vin¢: his former flat the Epicentre here becomes the E%re (Epercent-re). Intersection was the coming 1995 World SF Convention in
Glasgow.
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Vince Clarke Online
Some of the material by Vince Clarke in this collection was already available
online. The first web page below includes a number of relevant links to
articles included in the present ebook, and all pages below offer more writing
by or about Vince.
“Vince Clarke”: a research archive of everything found on his computer
disks after his death; also obituaries and several links of interest.
http://ansible.uk/misc/vince.html
K (1990-1997) and Vincentian (1995): access to all the issues of these
APAzines that were found in the above archive.
http://ansible.uk/misc/vk.php
Science Fantasy News (1948-1960): complete archive at Greg
Pickersgill’s site. http://www.gostak.org.uk/sfn/
THEN Archive: Rob Hansen’s online supplement to THEN: A History of
Science Fiction Fandom in the UK: 1930-1980. See the 1950s section
(especially about the 1957 Worldcon) for contemporary photographs of
Vince Clarke and friends.
http://www.fiawol.org.uk/FanStuff/THEN%20Archive/archive.htm
Memory Hole Permacollection Catalogue: Greg Pickersgill’s fanzine
catalogue gives fuller data on most of Vince Clarke’s publications.
http://www.gostak.org.uk/mh/ultimathule.htm
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Original Appearances
All items Copyright © The Estate of A. Vincent Clarke with the given dates,
unless otherwise stated.
“Introduction” by Sandra Bond – online at gostak.org.uk (October 2009)
edited by Greg Pickersgill. Copyright © Sandra Bond, 2009.
“A Fannish CV of Vince Clarke” with Rob Hansen – written mid-1990s;
online at gostak.org.uk (October 2009) edited by Greg Pickersgill.
Copyright © The Estate of A. Vincent Clarke and Rob Hansen, 2009.
“Whitcon 1948: A Fan’s-Eye View” – The Whitconzine (1948) edited by
Ken Slater for the British Fantasy Library. Transcribed by Rob Hansen
for www.fiawol.org.uk/FanStuff/.
“1951 Festival Convention Big Success” – Science Fantasy News #8
(July 1951) edited by Vince Clarke. Transcribed by Greg Pickersgill’s
archiving team. Text from gostak.org.uk.
“Aghast Editorial” – Hyphen #1 (May 1952) edited by Walt Willis and
Chuck Harris. Transcribed by Judy Bemis for fanac.org.
“Con Tour” – Science Fantasy News Convention Supplement (June
1952) edited by Vince Clarke. Transcribed by Greg Pickersgill’s
archiving team. Text from gostak.org.uk.
“Grunch” – Hyphen #2 (September 1952) edited by Walt Willis and
Chuck Harris. Transcribed by Judy Bemis for fanac.org.
“The New S-F” – Slant #7 (Winter 1952-1953) edited by Walt Willis.
Transcribed by Judy Bemis for fanac.org.
“An Inexpensive Fanzine Printing Press” – Slant #7 (Winter 1952-1953)
edited by Walt Willis. Transcribed by Judy Bemis for fanac.org.
“Cycle-Ology” – Space Diversions #4 (December 1952/January 1953)
edited by the UK Liverpool Group. Transcribed by Claire Brialey and
Mark Plummer.
“Fanfare and Suchlike” – columns from The Vargo Statten Science
Fiction Magazine (later British Science Fiction Magazine; later British
Space Fiction Magazine), January 1954 to February 1956. Transcribed
by Claire Brialey and Mark Plummer.
“The Ultimate Fanzine” – Supermancon Souvenir Book & Combozine
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(June 1954). Transcribed by David Langford.
“Scrooge on Ice” – Space Times Christmas Number, Vol. 2 #12
(December 1953), edited by Eric Bentcliffe. Transcribed by Rob Hansen
and David Langford.
“The Jet-Propelled Anteater” – Fantast Sidetrack (1954) edited by Ken
Slater. Transcribed by Kim Huett for Ylem at kimhuett.livejournal.com.
“Grunch Goes to a Convention: Another View of the Supermancon” –
Hyphen #9 (July 1954) edited by Walt Willis and Chuck Harris.
Transcribed by Claire Brialey and Mark Plummer for a facsimile reprint.
“The Future History of Fandom” – Triode #1 (September 1954) edited
by Eric Jones, Eric Bentcliffe and Terry Jeeves. Transcribed by Mark
Plummer and David Langford.
Launching Site #1 – written and published by Vince Clarke for OMPA
mailing #1 (September 1954). OMPA was the Off-Trails Magazine
Publishers Association (an APA or Amateur Press Association).
Transcribed by Claire Brialey and Mark Plummer for a facsimile reprint.
Zymic #1 – written and published by Vince Clarke for OMPA mailing
#1 (September 1954) as above. Transcribed by Claire Brialey and Mark
Plummer for a facsimile reprint.
“Some Notes Upon the London Fanthropological Expedition, 1954” –
Eye #2 (October 1954) edited by Vin¢ Clarke, Ted Tubb and Stuart
Mackenzie. Transcribed by Sandra Bond for the Corflu Cobalt
Programme Book (2010).
“Collector’s Item” – The New Futurian #3 (Autumn 1954) edited by J.
Michael Rosenblum. Transcribed by Claire Brialey and Mark Plummer.
“Fanderella and her Fairy Ghodmother” – Eye #3 (Christmas 1954)
edited by Ted Tubb, Stuart Mackenzie and Vin¢ Clarke. Transcribed by
Mark Plummer and David Langford.
“Room for One More” – Orion #14 (February 1956) edited by Paul
Enever. Transcribed by Rob Hansen and David Langford.
“Don’t Sit There ...” – Zymic #6 (December 1957) written and published
by Vince Clarke for OMPA. Transcribed by Greg Pickersgill. Text from
www.gostak.co.uk.
“On Walt Willis” – The Willis Papers (August 1961) edited by George
W. Field. This tribute, published without a title, was written in 1957.
Transcribed by Judy Bemis for fanac.org.
“The Case of the Convention Cadaver”, published anonymously – Ploy
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#12 (April 1958) edited by Ron Bennett. Transcribed by Rob Hansen
and David Langford.
“Bedtime Tale for a Baby BEM: Flat, the Flatbed” – Aporrhēta #6
(December 1958) edited by Sandy Sanderson. Additional notes from
reprint in When Yngvi Was A Louse (1982) edited by Eric Bentcliffe.
Transcribed by Mark Plummer.
“Letter to Boonfark” – Boonfark #6 (Spring 1982) edited by Dan
Steffan. Transcribed by Mark Plummer.
“Letter to Jophan” – Not Science Fantasy News #1 (June 1982) edited
by Vince Clarke. Transcribed by Claire Brialey and Mark Plummer.
“A Few Notes on Easter 1982” – Not Science Fantasy News #1 (June
1982) edited by Vince Clarke. Transcribed by Claire Brialey and Mark
Plummer.
“A Garden is a What, Ghod Wot?” – Microwave #2 (July 1982) edited
by Terry Hill. Transcribed by Rob Hansen and David Langford.
“A Coincidence” – Not Science Fantasy News #2 (October 1982) edited
by Vince Clarke. Transcribed by David Langford.
“Today We Make Faces” – Microwave #3 (October 1982) edited by
Terry Hill. Transcribed by Rob Hansen and David Langford.
“Confessional Pome” – Not Science Fantasy News #2 (October 1982)
edited by Vince Clarke. Transcribed by David Langford.
“Epicentre” – Theme #1 (November 1983) edited by Vince Clarke.
Transcribed by David Langford.
“And Now, Poised to Start Reading Heinlein ...” – Xyster #4 (1984)
edited by Dave Wood. Transcribed by David Langford.
“Decline of D. West” – Xyster #6 (1984) edited by Dave Wood.
Transcribed by David Langford.
“Aye, I Remember Eye” – Xyster #7 (October 1984) edited by Dave
Wood. Transcribed by David Langford.
“1985” – Xyster #8 (1985) edited by Dave Wood. Transcribed by David
Langford.
“1985 II” – Xyster #10 (October 1985) edited by Dave Wood.
Transcribed by David Langford.
“1985 III” – Xyster #11 (February 1986) edited by Dave Wood.
Transcribed by David Langford.
“Fifty Years On” – Xyster #12 (1986) edited by Dave Wood.
Transcribed by David Langford.
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“Not the End of the Pier Show” – Xyster #13 (October 1987) edited by
Dave Wood. Transcribed by Claire Brialey and Mark Plummer.
“Splinters” – editorial in Pulp #8 (April 1988) edited by Avedon Carol,
Vince Clarke, Rob Hansen and John & Eve Harvey. Transcribed by
David Langford.
“Splinters II” – editorial in Pulp #11 (December 1988) edited by
Avedon Carol, Vince Clarke, Rob Hansen and John & Eve Harvey.
Transcribed by David Langford.
“Question: What Were Quote Cards? Answer:” – undated sheet (circa
1990?); may also have appeared in a fanzine. Text from Vince Clarke’s
computer disks.
“Tales from K” – individually dated extracts from various issues of K
(1990-1996) and Vincentian (1995-1997) written and published by
Vince Clarke. Text from Vince Clarke’s computer disks.
“Farewell, No. 6 ... Perhaps” – Mimosa #10 (July 1991) edited by Rich
and Nicki Lynch. Text from www.jophan.org/mimosa/.
“Seen Any Good Stamps Philately?” – Mimosa #12 (July 1992) edited
by Rich and Nicki Lynch. Text from www.jophan.org/mimosa/.
“Astounding Days” – Vector #170 (December 1992/January 1993)
edited by Catie Cary. Transcribed by David Langford.
“Nirvana: The Ultimate Fanzine” – Mimosa #16 (December 1994)
edited by Rich and Nicki Lynch. Text from www.jophan.org/mimosa/.
“A Small Skirmish on the Borders of Mundania” – Mimosa #18 (May
1996) edited by Rich and Nicki Lynch. Text from
www.jophan.org/mimosa/.
“Novae Terrae – The Last Year” – FHAPA #2 (October 1996) edited by
Lindsay Crawford. FHAPA was the Fan History Amateur Press
Association. Text from Vince Clarke’s computer disks.
“Intersection: Worldcon 1995” – The Science Fact & Science Fiction
Concatenation volume 9 #2 online (preview 1997; 1999) edited by Tony
Chester, Graham Connor and Jonathan Cowie. Text from
www.concatenation.org.
“Early Days” – publication (if any) not traced. Text from Vince Clarke’s
computer disks.
“Birth of an Old-Time Fan” – publication (if any) not traced. Text from
Vince Clarke’s computer disks.
“Humour & Fantasy from Some Dusty Shelves” – publication (if any) of
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Parts I-III not traced. Part IV: Microwave #5 (April 1983) edited by
Terry Hill. Incomplete text from Vince Clarke’s computer disks; the
remainder of Part IV transcribed by Rob Hansen and David Langford.
“Vince Clarke Obituary” – Science Fiction Chronicle #200 (December
1998/January 1999). Copyright © Science Fiction Chronicle, 1999.
Slightly amended for this ebook, with the agreement of Rob Hansen and
Andrew I. Porter.
“Fan Slang and Abbreviations” – excerpts from K #45 (June 1994) and
K #46 (July 1994) written and published by Vince Clarke. Text from
Vince Clarke’s computer disks. Expanded with further definitions by
David Langford.
This free ebook version of A Vince Clarke Treasury is exclusive to the
unofficial TAFF website at taff.org.uk. If you enjoy reading it, a donation to
TAFF is a fine way to express your appreciation.
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